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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the ways heterosexual romantic love 

deconstructs and threatens the subject in the Victorian novel. The romantic myth that love can 

consolidate and empower the subject has prevailed in the discourse on love, which the Victorian 

novel has played an important role in spreading by offering it a popular narrative form. While 

various media including poems, novels, plays, movies, and songs are intent upon celebrating 

love’s power to make one whole, unique, and stable, many philosophers and literary critics, 

especially feminist critics, have criticized the romantic myth in that it exploits the other’s 

(particularly women’s) love to solidify the conventional patriarchal subject, which reveals how 

the romantic ideology works. Acknowledging their insightful criticism on love, I suggest that 

many confound the romantic myth, the romantic ideology, and love itself. To criticize the 

romantic ideology and dismantle the romantic myth does not necessarily lead to the conclusion 

that love actually supports the subject. This dissertation aims to identify love’s power in a 

different context. By focusing on the moments when the romantic ideology fails in the Victorian 

novel, I contend that both the beloved and love can be the Monster that shatters the conventional 

subject and enables us to conceive a different notion of a subject. I use the term, the Monster, to 

refer to the ungraspable and uncontrollable Other and to emphasize the Other’s monstrous 

potential to fracture and destabilize the subject.  

Three chapters, except the introduction and conclusion, explore those moments when the 

subject is in love with the ungraspable Other, when the subject’s love is dissected so much to 

disclose his/her egoistic desire, and when a ‘different’ subject experiences ‘different’ love in 

three Victorian novels. While the dominant discourse on love in the Victorian age asserts that 

home solely founded on romantic love is a sacred shelter for the subject, fictions illuminate that 
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love can be dangerous and intimidating to the subject. This project demonstrates how a 

Monstrous view of love described in the Victorian novel deconstructs and dethrones both the 

romantic ideology and the conventional subject.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION:  

TO SAVE LOVE FROM THE SUBJECT 

We must re-invent love but also quite simply defend it, 

because it faces threats from all sides.  

- Alain Badiou, In Praise of Love

Juliet: O Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou Romeo? 

Defy thy father, and refuse thy name; 

Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love, 

And I’ll no longer be a Capulet. 

        . . . 

Romeo: I take thee at thy word. 

  Call me but love, and I’ll be new baptized. 

  Henceforth I never will be Romeo. 

- Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet

Romantic Myth and Romantic Ideology 

As Juliet wishes, Romeo becomes no longer Romeo but her love, while Juliet becomes no 

longer Juliet but his love. Would they feel the loss of their essential subjectivity and eventually 

feel empty without their real names? Many people who have read, or even if they have not, are 

familiar with   William Shakespeare’s influential play, Romeo and Juliet, would say no: Romeo 

and Juliet would be certainly satisfied with their ‘new’ names and live happily ever after if fate 

spared them. It is because, we believe, each finds and founds his/her true self in love. Before 

Romeo meets Juliet, he has not discovered his own unique identity: he is merely one of the 

Montagues. The same is true for Juliet: she is just a Capulet. Only in love, Romeo and Juliet 

could be a distinct individual with a real name, finally becoming the center of a whole new world. 

A similar theme that declares such power of love has been repeated in many stories for centuries. 

One of the most notable examples would be Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. This time, Lady 
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Catherine de Bourgh, an unlikable aunt of Mr. Darcy, is an obstacle to true love between 

Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy. Having planned to marry her daughter to Mr. Darcy, Lady 

Catherine comes to see Elizabeth in order to receive assurance that she would not accept his love. 

Emphasizing that “from his earliest hours [Mr. Darcy] was destined for his cousin,” she keeps 

reminding Elizabeth of their different positions. Whereas, Elizabeth points out that it is totally up 

to Mr. Darcy to choose whom to marry, and daringly asks, “if I am that choice, why may not I 

accept him?” (336). To Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy, love cannot be planned or forced by others. It 

is an entirely individual emotion and has to do with a sole individual worth, not one’s wealth, 

social position, or family. Thanks to love, Mr. Darcy could penetrate multiple layers constructed 

by the society around Elizabeth and have an insight into her true nature; in love, Mr. Darcy and 

Elizabeth could each be valued as a unique individual. These two most popular romantic stories 

tell us that love helps one to grasp and establish one’s special, authentic, and autonomous 

subjectivity.  

Today, we can see, hear, and find this message or its variations through various media, 

such as novels, movies, songs, and advertisements. People still believe that if one can find one’s 

soulmate who could see and love one’s real self, he/she could be happy forever. To be more 

precise, the belief that love would save ‘I’ has pervaded almost all societies more than ever these 

days. For instance, romance fiction, whose “basic plot . . . —find somebody to love, work 

through problems, be happy—holds true as a common storyline,” “is America’s bestselling genre” 

(Roach 4-5). Moreover, according to Catherine M. Roach, “[g]lobally, 200 million novels by 

Harlequin/Mills & Boon (publishers of romances in series formats) are sold every year, and 

romances are translated into over ninety languages worldwide” (5-6). Netflix as well as 

Hollywood movies ceaselessly provides romantic stories that tell us love, not Yale University, 

helps one to be the special and genuine subject (The Perfect Date, 2019); love does not care 
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about the outward appearance—like weight (Isn’t It Romantic, 2019) or height (Tall Girl, 

2019)—by which one’s worth is judged in societies; or even love with different ‘species’ such as 

a vampire (Twilight, 2008) and a zombie (Warm Bodies, 2013) is possible if a lover can see the 

beloved’s unique worth. Even if you do not enjoy reading and watching romance, you are not 

entirely free from its myth: every day on TV, Youtube, and other websites, you could find the 

flood of commercials whispering that love is great. What lies at the root of the current romantic 

myth is “the ‘identity crisis’” or “crisis of self” (Solomon 221, 222). As Robert C. Solomon 

demonstrates well, “[r]omantic love proves to be most important in societies and groups where 

social structures and attachments had become unclear or ambiguous” (222). To modern people 

who no longer feel securely rooted in community, society, and the nation, romantic myth 

promises that love can provide the anchor or solid foundation for the subject, which romantic 

stories have actively spread. In this way, since the beginning of modernity, the myth of romantic 

love could have pervaded our everyday life and “become a core part of modernity” (Grossi 1). 

As Eva Illouz states, therefore, “[t]o study love is not peripheral but central to the study of the 

core and foundation of modernity” (9).  

 This dissertation will explore heterosexual romantic love in terms of the modern subject, 

which lies at “the core and foundation of modernity,” in the Victorian novel. The prototypes of 

contemporary romance, which provide it with some basic storyline, typical backgrounds, and the 

archetypes of characters, could be identified in the Victorian novel. As Anthony Trollope boldly 

affirms—“[i]t is admitted that a novel can hardly be made interesting or successful without love” 

(201)—love stories have dominated the field of literature throughout the Victorian age. One 

could easily call to mind famous couples from Victorian novels, which have been adapted for 

movies and television several times: from Jane Eyre and Mr. Rochester (Jane Eyre), through 

Catherine Earnshaw and Heathcliff (Wuthering Heights), Pip and Estella (Great Expectations), 
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Dorothea Brooke and Will Ladislaw (Middlemarch), to Tess Durbeyfield and Angel Clare (Tess 

of the D’Urbervilles). What is more important than the pervasiveness of love stories in the 

Victorian age is their message. At least, on the level of plot, they almost equate the quest for love 

with the quest for true subjectivity: finding a true lover/mate goes along with finding out and 

establishing who one is. Why does the Victorian novel make love serve the subject? Or, does the 

Victorian novel really describe love in that way? How does it construe the subject in love? These 

are questions that kick off my project.  

It becomes more important to scrutinize the ways in which heterosexual romantic 

discourse constructs or deconstructs the subject in that we are “dwelling in the graveyard of the 

subject” (Copjec xi). Since the mid-20th century, the idea of the modern subject who is essential, 

coherent, and autonomous has been attacked and criticized much by so-called postmodern 

theorists. They consider that such an idea of the subject, which has formed the basis for the 

Western ways of thinking, “privileges and presupposes the value of unity, homogeneity, totality, 

closure, and identity” (Flax 33). In other words, the characteristic failures of the modern age, 

including imperialism, totalitarianism, fascism, and patriarchy, stem from the conventional 

conception of the modern subject. Along with criticism on the notion of the subject, 

heterosexuality becomes another target of many critiques, especially in “gay/lesbian, feminist, 

materialist-feminist, and masculinity studies” (Kucich, “Heterosexuality” 476). “[A]fter the long 

reign of heterosexist interpretive paradigms,” John Kucich notes, “the hegemony of 

heterosexuality” has been mostly regarded “as compulsory, exclusionary, and oppressive” (476). 

In short, both the conceptions of the modern subject and heterosexual love are blamed for 

constructing and reinforcing normativity. In this context, the Victorian novels about heterosexual 

romantic love must have been a powerful means to disseminate normative and exclusionary 

ideologies founded on “the self-absorbed, imperialistic, [patriarchal] and/or totalitarian subject” 



(Bax 6). This dissertation, however, questions such a claim. It does not mean that I am defending 

the traditional concept of the subject or ignoring the importance of critiques on the subject and 

heterosexuality. Rather, based on these invaluable critiques, this dissertation will focus on the 

moments when the romantic myth that insists on finding the essential subjectivity in love fails in 

Victorian novels. Kucich notices that “studies devoted to heterosexuality have been particularly 

slow to benefit from the innovative theoretical work being done elsewhere” and encourages 

critics to ask “all kinds of questions that could be put to heterosexual relations” (476, 485). This 

dissertation will be one of the projects that ask some different kinds of questions about 

heterosexual romantic love. As will be demonstrated, my interest in the issue of the subject in 

heterosexual romantic relations will lead me to explore those moments when the subject is in 

love with the ungraspable Other, when the subject’s love is dissected so much to disclose his/her 

egoistic desire, and when a ‘different’ subject experiences ‘different’ love in three Victorian 

novels. 

The romantic myth that love makes an individual perfect and whole has pervaded 

Western philosophical accounts of love for a long time while it has been widely admitted that 

“one of the most striking features of our language of love . . . is the lack of a clear way to 

describe what love is” at the same time (Johnson 25). The idea of the perfect soul mate, which 

dominates the contemporary romantic myth, actually proceeds from Aristophanes’ speech on 

love in Plato’s Symposium. A long time ago, he says, human beings were a combination of two 

persons; as (an) individual(s) was so happy and strong on one’s own, Zeus split up the combined 

two, whose result is the current human form. Since then, he continues, we have desired “to be 

joined and fused with the one [we] love, to be one instead of two, welded, fused into a single 
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person” (29).
1
 It is the basis of the belief that love completes one, i.e., only through love, one can 

become the intact subject. Although this vision “has often been accused of holding an essentially 

self-interested theory of love” that treats the beloved as a stepping stone for an individual’s 

perfection, the romantic myth became stronger than ever during the end of the eighteenth century 

and the early nineteenth century (Vannoy 166).
2
  The modern conception of romantic love that 

“[is inserted] directly into the . . . ties between freedom and self-realisation” not only “draw upon 

such ideals” of love developed before but, more importantly, introduced a new concept into love: 

the pure, natural, and autonomous subject free from any social identities (Giddens 40). In other 

words, a romantic love story became “individualized, inserting self and other into a personal 

narrative which had no particular reference to wider social processes” (39-40).
3
 Love was

1
 There are other opinions on love in Symposium and not all agree with Aristophanes’ theory. Socrates, for instance, 

considers that “the object of love is the permanent possession of goodness for oneself” (48). In other words, to 

Socrates, “love is the quest for the attainment of beauty, wisdom and the good” (Grossi 9). Yet, Aristophanes’ story 

and perception would certainly be most influential in formulating the modern romantic myth.  
2
 There were, of course, a number of philosophers, poets, musicians, and thinkers who did not share Aristophanes’ 

view and expressed different ideas about love. Aristotle, for instance, finds “the best sort of friendship-love—what 

he calls perfect philia”—ideal, which involves “wishing and doing well to others for their own sake” (May 100). His 

vision of philia is “taken up by Catholic Christianity, above all under the influence of Thomas Aquinas” (119). 

Making altruistic love, agape, as a supreme virtue, Christianity “[asserts] that there is nothing better than to love and 

be loved” (Grossi 10). Here, what Christianity calls love is not confined to romantic love; yet, it positively 

contributed to the discussions about ideal love. The portrayal of idealized heterosexual love appeared in the form of 

courtly love in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. At that time, “[t]he troubadours of [the vast region of southern 

France . . . and northern Spain] wrote and set to music numerous poems in praise of . . . ‘refined love’” (May 197). 

What is noteworthy in courtly love is that the object of ideal love finally becomes an earthly woman and 

heterosexual passion is approved as “something ethical and aesthetic” (Grossi 11). Nevertheless, courtly love does 

not strictly correspond to the individualistic modern love in that it is only concerned with the high class.  

To know more about love and Christianity see M. C. D'Arcy, The Mind and Heart of Love: Lion and 

Unicorn, a Study in Eros and Agape and May, Love: A History, especially chapter 6. For more discussion on courtly 

love, see Irving Singer, The Nature of Love: Courtly and Romantic, especially chapter 1; Roger Boase, The Origin 

and Meaning of Courtly Love; May, Love: A History, especially chapter 8.  
3
 Other significant philosophical, social, and economic changes helped spread this new idea of romantic love further: 

first, the Enlightenment, which aimed at conceiving the human subject valued solely by one’s mind, liberating “the 

human consciousness from an immature [and dogmatic] state of ignorance” (Porter 1), and insisting “individual 

liberty of lifestyle; full freedom of thought, expression, and the press” (Israel viii); second, the spread of capitalism, 

which undermined the ancien régime; third, the advent of the middle class, who “held forth the promise that 

individuals could realize a new and more fundamental identity and thus free themselves of the status distinctions 

organizing the old society” (Armstrong 98). Moreover, Anthony Giddens points out that “[t]he rise of romantic love 

more or less coincided with the emergence of the novel” (40). It is Nancy Armstrong that explores in detail how the 

rise of the novel, especially the domestic novel, played an important role in constructing the modern subject, though. 

Armstrong suggests the domestic fiction, structured around falling in love, courtship, and marriage, “provided a 

mighty weapon in the arsenal of Enlightenment rhetoric” by developing “the notion of modern love” which asserts 

“[a]ffection cannot coexist . . . with an economic motive for marriage” and one should be valued “according to 
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believed to promise an individual his/her perfect, essential, and intact subjectivity, which 

encouraged an individual to marry for love. “For the first time in five thousand years,” therefore, 

“marriage came to be seen as a private relationship between two individuals rather than one link in a 

larger system of political and economic alliances,” and of course this relationship should be based on 

true love (Coontz 146). Love and the home founded on love have become more crucial for an 

individual as “a place of refuge from work, politics, and community obligations” in the mid-

nineteenth century (146). The Victorian “cult of spheres” strengthened this view on love and the home 

(Nunokawa 12). The home secured by love, especially the woman’s love, has become “a place 

where . . . the split within the self, brought on by this economy, is suspended or cured” to the 

Victorians (12). In short, “Victorian marriage harbored all the hopes for romantic love, intimacy, 

personal fulfillment, and mutual happiness that were to be expressed more openly and urgently during 

the early twentieth century” (Coontz 177-78).  

Since the conception of romantic love closely connected with an individual’s essential 

subjectivity prevailed, the main bone of contention in discussions on love has been whether love 

indeed helps one to be the unique and autonomous subject. The debate stems from the belief that “the 

core component of love is a physical, psychological, or spiritual union between the lovers” (Soble 

2). 4  Critics who consider love essential for one’s subjectivity insist that love can

intrinsic personal qualities” (98, 129, 74). That is why Pamela, a servant, could win her master, Mr. B’s heart, and 

Elizabeth, a middle class woman, could marry Darcy, the aristocrat: these women are modern subjects who have 

inherent values compatible with these noblemen.  
4
 Alan Soble calls this view “the unity or union view,” which sees love as “an intense wish for fusion, for 

closeness—the wish both to depend on the Other and for the Other to depend on you” (Kernberg 33). It has almost 

dominated the discourse on love since Plato’s Symposium, and is quite common and popular nowadays. G. W. F. 

Hegel considers “love proper” “[t]rue union” and argues that “in love, life is present as a duplicate of itself and as a 

single and unified self” (304, 305). In other words, according to Hegel, an individual in love becomes united with 

the beloved. Likewise, Mark Fisher insists that when in love, “[i]t seems entirely natural and appropriate to 

recognize the way my life has been intimately bound up with the life of another, so that the boundary between our 

two selves becomes vague” (103). Neil Delaney also notes that “the most important thing people associate with the 

ideal of romantic love” “is this desire to unite with another person in profound psychological and physical ways” 

(340). Through this union in love, both Robert Nozick and Solomon suggest that “a new entity in the world, what 

might be called a we,” or “a special instance of the mutually defined creation of selves” appears (Nozick 70; 

Solomon 24).  



“[provide] our most basic sense of self-identity” by completing one’s lack when united with the 

beloved (Solomon 195). Aristophanes’ idea of love has already suggested that “the flawed 

individual is made whole” in love (Giddens 45). For Fromm, “to overcome his separateness, to 

leave the prison of his aloneness” is a crucial motive for love as well (8): only “the achievement of 

interpersonal union, of fusion with another person, in love” could make one the stable and 

integral subject (14). Being united with the beloved helps one be the secured and intact subject 

also by “[validating] one another’s uniqueness and worth” (Person 59). As two lovers are merged 

into ‘we,’ one no longer has to worry about being judged or evaluated by the other. Moreover, as 

“[l]ove sees more,” the fact that the other loves one and chooses to be united with one guarantees 

some unique and essential worth in the subject, which might not be seen in the indifferent eyes 

(David 660). Finally, eternal love promises “a firm sense of [the subject] being the same person 

despite radical changes in [one’s] characteristics” in the beloved’s embrace (659).  

Yet, this view of love has been refuted by many other critics as well: they question how a 

lover could be the independent and autonomous subject if he/she is merged with the other. Being 

united itself implies a certain loss of an original self, whether we created in love is a completely 

new entity or a combination of two. Theoretically speaking, as I becomes we, I no longer feels 

certain “what in our thoughts and feelings is [his/hers] and what is mine” (Fisher 103). United in 

love, the lovers also should “limit or curtail their own decision-making power and rights,” for 

this new being, we, concerns not for one but two (Nozick 71). The deeper problem is that the 

subject established and secured in love could be destabilized any time when the beloved no 

longer loves the subject and thereby stops giving assurance, a sense of worth, protection, i.e., 

shelter to the subject: “if others do not love us, we may disintegrate” (Berenson 75). This subject, 

then, cannot be the free, stable, and constant subject; rather, one’s independence and agency is 

threatened by love. Pascal Bruckner suggests that “[t]oday, we are all, men and women, 

8 
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subjected to a contradictory requirement: to love passionately, and if possible to be loved, while 

at the same time remaining autonomous” (7). Bertrand Russell also points out two conflicting 

desires in the modern society—one for love, and the other for freedom—and criticizes that “the 

fear that many people feel of not preserving their individuality intact” prevents “the full 

development of love” (125-26). Whether they put love above individuality or not, both of them 

see love as antithetical to one’s autonomous subjectivity.  

While these discussions on the relationship between love and subjectivity help us to think 

about what the desirable love is and what love should do, they do not question the most 

important concept in their discussions: the subject. In other words, what most of these critics 

who have talked about love are concerned with is whether, in love, I is “at the zenith of 

subjectivity” (Kristeva 5); they do not pay attention to what ‘kind’ of the subject love serves (if it 

does), how love interpellates the subject, or what the problem is if love serves a certain subject. 

We now understand that the term, the subject, does not refer to the universal, transcendental, and 

ideology-free man/woman. In essence, only “the white, propertied, Christian, male head of 

household” has been generally credited as the subject who has dominated history and alienated 

the others (Benhabib 19). Therefore, we need to ask a different question regarding the 

relationship between love and subjectivity: how love serves certain ideologies by constructing 

and securing the subject.  

It is feminist critics who challenge the notion of the subject heterosexual love empowers, 

consider love “an ideological battleground,” and call the universal idea of love as “romantic 

ideology” (Evans 270; Ben-Ze’ev and Goussinsky xi). They do not believe the ideal vision of 

love-unity; rather, they insist that if two are united in love, what comes up is “only one enlarged 

person caring for itself,” who is the inflated male subject in most cases (Soble 20). Whereas, the 

individuality of the woman is submerged and erased in love: when the woman is in love, Simone 
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de Beauvoir describes, “[she] tries to see with his eyes . . . she is another incarnation of the 

beloved, his reflection, his double: she is he” (784). It is because, de Beauvoir continues, the 

woman is not allowed to be the subject in the world like the man, so she needs to be identified 

with him to share his power and ‘feel’ like the subject. The man, in return, can become the 

powerful and solid subject who has at least one loyal and devoted ‘servant,’ his beloved. That is 

why Ti-Grace Atkinson regards love as “the psychological pivot in the persecution of women” 

and Shulamith Firestone “the pivot of women’s oppression today” (140; 126). As many feminists 

have argued, “gender-based asymmetries of character and agency can be a prime source of moral 

wrong in heterosexual romantic relationships” (Friedman 172).  

Based on the criticism of heterosexual love that exploits women, many feminists’ next 

concern is why many women still desire to love and be loved. Many of them attribute it to the 

romantic ideology: while love is “an elusive concept,” what proper love should be is “the result 

of a given society’s political and cultural structure” (Tukachinsky 181). Put another way, 

heterosexual romantic love is “a kind of ‘false consciousness’, against which women should 

guard themselves” (Smart 61). Johnson’s analysis of how love works out as an ideology is 

especially brilliant. Using Jacques Lacan’s and Wendy Hollway’s psychoanalytic theory, 

Johnson suggests that “women’s subjectivity . . . is constituted through the demarcation of 

femininity as ‘lack’ and consolidated relationally within heterosexuality” in society (86). Love, 

then, promises women to give ‘something’ to fill the lack and be complete or whole, which is the 

phallus. In this way, “[l]ove reiterates and reproduces the ‘differences’ on which heterosexuality 

is built because, in holding individuals in a specular relationship with the ‘other half’, love serves 

to confirm and reiterate a sense of gendered incompleteness” (87-88).
5
 This ideological process

5
 While the woman is marked as the lack, the man is constituted as “a gender that does not lack” (Johnson 

92); therefore, in love, men “simultaneously seek to ratify their position as the one who is marked with 
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has been “naturalized and essentialized into the chemistry of ‘lock and key’ fusion” in the 

romantic myth (88). Heterosexual romantic love is, in short, another apparatus of heterosexual 

and patriarchal ideology.  

In fact, the idea that love completes the woman and makes her be her beloved’s ‘master’ 

in the home is not a new one, but an old myth formulated and reinforced in the Victorian age by 

the cult of separate spheres. The Monthly Religious Magazine declared that “[m]an is intellect, 

woman is love. Man is mind, woman is heart” in 1862 (qtd. in Weisser 3); an article on marriage 

published in 1839 advised married couples that “the man bears rule over his wife’s person and 

conduct. She bears the rule of his inclinations” (qtd. in Cancian 21). The most famous writing 

that preaches the value of the woman’s love and her power in the home would be John Ruskin’s 

“Of Queen’s Gardens.” In this essay, Ruskin strongly defends the Victorian image of an ideal 

home tended by the Angel in the House: home, “the place of Peace; the shelter, not only from all 

injury, but from all terror, doubt, and division” is “wherever [a wife] is” (93). Just as the 

Victorian romance fiction offers the archetype of the modern romance, Victorian ideas about 

love, particularly “about women’s nature and roles” still have a strong influence on “[t]he 

modern dream of love,” which is why Weisser turns to Austen and the Brontës to explore “a 

master narrative [on heterosexual love] in Western culture” (3, 13).  

Feminist criticism has also seriously focused on the issue of love and marriage and their 

connection with subjectivity in the Victorian age. The idea of coverture, which was delineated in 

Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England first published in 1765-1769, 

the symbolic possession of the phallus and, consequently, seek to consolidate their self in relation to the 

one who is without” (92). While Johnson’s analysis explains men expect different things in love, it is 

Christopher Matthews who delves into the way that the man constructs the heterosexual subjectivity. 

Examining the phenomenon of “love at first sight” in the Victorian age, Matthews argues that the man’s 

“love at first sight” implies his “heightened awareness of sexual difference and distance” (437). From the 

moment when he falls in love, then, he can be finally credited as “a new kind of male sexual subject—

namely, the middle-class desirer of women, the lover at first sight” (450). In this process of establishing 

the male heterosexual subject, the woman of course “remains marginal to the real subject” (450).   
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has been at the center of their discussions. In this influential work which “has been described by 

some as being the second most important text after the Bible,” Blackstone emphasized the unity 

of husband and wife in marriage by law (Grossi 18):  

[B]y marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal

existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and 

consolidated into that of the husband: under whose wing, protection, and cover, she 

performs everything: and is therefore called in our law-french a feme covert . . . her 

condition during marriage is called her coverture. (442) 

The above passage clearly shows that coverture indicates the woman’s subalternity in marriage 

under the name of “one person”: “it utterly transformed a woman’s status upon marriage and 

trampled her like a Juggernaut; it stripped away her personal freedom and most of her rights to 

her property, her children, and her body” (Turano 179).
6
 Although the doctrine of coverture was

developed in the late eighteenth century, it was still a central issue in “many of the discussions of 

marriage law” or “the debates that arose around marriage law reform” in the Victorian age 

(Ablow 9). Moreover, as romantic myths of love have supported the desire for fusion between 

lovers, love in Victorian novels could hardly be free from the suspicion that it served the 

patriarchal ideology that subordinates women.  

On the one hand, some critics castigate the doctrine of coverture, and thus also the ideal 

images of unity in love described in many Victorian novels. Rachel Ablow, Helena Michie, and 

Stephen Kern, for example, all criticize the notion of unity in love and marriage in that it serves 

6
 To know more about a wife’s legal status under coverture, see Lee Halcombe, Wives and Property: 

Reform of the Married Women’s Property Law in Nineteenth-Century England, especially chapter 7; Ben 

Griffin’s “Class, Gender, and Liberalism in Parliament, 1868-1882: The Case of the Married Women’s 

Property Acts.” Agreeing that the idea of coverture restrained women’s equal rights in the nineteenth 

century, some recent critics examine the actual legal status of a wife and suggest that a wife’s “economic 

activities were fairly broad and flexible” (Bailey 351). See Joanne Bailey, “Favoured or Oppressed?: 

Married Women, Property and ‘Coverture’ in England, 1660-1800”; Margot Finn, “Women, 

Consumption and Coverture in England, c. 1760-1860.”   
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to consolidate male subjectivity at the expense of female subjectivity. For these critics, love is 

just a false consciousness that obscures the woman’s sacrifice. In this regard, particularly Ablow 

and Michie argue, some Victorian novelists helped to solidify the ‘romancing’ of love, while 

others exposed its harmful effects on women. For Ablow, Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins 

allow self-making power to middle-class male subjects by providing them with female lovers 

whom they, as men, can manipulate. Ablow argues that under the doctrine of coverture, and 

therefore under the name of unity in love, husbands could “dictate not just what their wives do, 

but who they are” (97). In love, then, a woman becomes “a blank slate” or “a reflecting surface” 

where a man could write or establish his subjectivity (117). According to Ablow, Emily Brontë 

and Eliot, however, regard unity in love as “a threat to female identity” (47). In The Mill on the 

Floss, for example, love “makes [Maggie] utterly subject to her desire and to [Stephen’s] will,” 

which leads to marriage as “a kind of ‘murder’” of a woman as the subject (76; 73). Michie also 

suggests the problematic need and costs for the woman in marriage. For Michie, the terms that 

described the love between husbands and wives—“conjugality,” or “affectionate”—indicate that 

“conjugal marriage required women and men to identify with their spouse” (21). In other words, 

love presupposes the unity of the two. A problem of this notion of identification in conjugal 

marriage is that it was mostly only the woman who went through with her painful transformation, 

the failure of which led to a failure of marriage itself as in the case of Laura and Sir Percival (The 

Woman in White) and Dorothea and Casaubon (Middlemarch). Kern thinks that this desire for 

“fusion with the beloved” dominated the Victorian age and the Victorian novel, which makes the 

Victorian notion of love “inauthentic” (281).  

While many feminist critics have criticized the form of Victorian marriage and love, 

Jennifer Phegley, on the other hand, defends the Victorian ideal of companionate marriage 

“based on love and mutual affection” by insisting that it gave women the potentiality for equality 
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(2). Phegley recognizes gender inequality in the doctrine of coverture as well. Nevertheless, she 

argues that it contains potentiality for its own destruction by asserting that “the husband and wife 

are one person.” In other words, if the unity of the two was considered to be an ideal form of 

love and marriage, one could not and should not love or choose the inferior other. Analyzing 

Coventry Patmore’s infamous poem, “The Angel in the House,” which portrays unity of a 

husband and a wife in companionate marriage as “the highest form of pleasure on earth,” 

Phegley asserts that Patmore’s “vision of marriage,” in fact, “was also reliant on the ideal of an 

equivalent meeting of souls” (5). True love that leads one to unity with the other, then, should be 

established upon the foundation of “compatibility,” viz. equality between them (12). Therefore, 

she concludes, “focuses on romantic love” in companionate marriage became “destructive to the 

institution of marriage,” where gender inequality still existed (26). Hilary M. Schor endorses 

romantic love described in the Victorian marriage plot for some different reasons. Based on 

Nancy Miller’s argument that the woman’s ambitious wishes were usually expressed and 

achieved through romance plots in the nineteenth century, Schor contends that the love-plot in 

the Victorian novel helped women to “bear a life of daily compromises” and provided them with 

“something to yearn for beyond the self” (755). No matter how illusory its image was, it at least 

offered some space for lively imagination, comfort, and sublimation to many Victorian female 

readers.
7

7
 Besides those who concentrate on the typical Victorian marriage founded on heterosexual romantic love, 

there are other critics who examine different forms of marriage and love. Talia Schaffer, for instance, 

probes “the familiar marriage model” in the Victorian age, “a literary structure in which a marriage is 

driven by comradeship, not motivated by romantic love” (1, 2). “Cousin marriage” or “[d]isabled 

marriage” in fiction could signal “the familiar model” (2). In this marriage model, a woman does not have 

to worry about the loss of her individuality because of love, which is why, Schaffer continues, “[f]or 

women writers . . . familiar marriage was often needed to solve a crucial anxiety” (8). Sharon Marcus 

explores “female marriage” or “female amity” which coexisted with heterosexual marriage in the 

Victorian age. The conventional notion of marriage in the Victorian age, companionate marriage, 

emphasized similarity and equality between partners (at least on the surface), which “provided grounds 

for valorizing same-sex unions” (211). “Although women in a female marriage did not have the benefit of 
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Feminist critics make a significant contribution to disclosing ideological implications of 

the subject that romantic ideology has supported: the subject here refers to the heterosexual, 

middle-class, male subject. They expose how discursive representations of heterosexual romantic 

love have consolidated the conventional male subject by oppressing women and exploiting their 

affections, and have sugarcoated this exploitation of women. They also argue that the way the 

Victorian novel describes romantic love plays an important role in reinforcing and spreading 

romantic ideology. I share many thoughts with feminist critics, and their insightful discussions 

on romantic ideology help me to develop my argument. Unlike them, however, my study pays 

attention not to how romantic ideology works, but to how it fails in the Victorian novel.  In other 

words, it is at the opposite side of some feminist studies in a sense, in that its main goal is to 

deconstruct the subject itself, not to settle the female subject. Many feminist critics’ prime 

concern in heterosexual romantic love has been female subjectivity in love and marriage. They 

criticize the romantic myth because it hinders the woman from being the subject. Their constant 

efforts for the independence of the woman and gender equality undoubtedly have made a change 

in the patriarchal structure. Notwithstanding, their arguments do not disturb the fundamental 

oppressive and discriminatory mechanism in the conventional ideology, the binarism of the 

subject and the Other. Even though the woman becomes the subject in the traditional sense that 

the man would, there still will be other entities who cannot be designated as the subject unless 

the notion of the conventional subject itself is dismantled. To borrow Judith Butler’s words, “the 

subject . . . is always already masculine” and “to become a subject on this model is surely not a 

feminist goal” (“Contingent” 42).  

a legally recognized union,” Marcus says, female couples were widely accepted and perceived as another 

form of marital relationship, a “contract,” in the Victorian age (205).  
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This dissertation investigates the ways heterosexual romantic love deconstructs the 

conventional privileged subject in the Victorian novel. In this sense, it challenges both the 

traditional view on love and feminist critiques of romantic ideology: I will refute the contention 

that first, love makes an individual the true subject, and second, the woman needs to be the 

subject or reject love altogether. It does not mean that I will say the Victorian novel about love 

does not serve ideological purposes. Rather, acknowledging its role in the formation of the 

modern subject, I will focus on the moments when it fails to achieve this project, i.e., “gaps and 

fissures” (Butler, Bodies xix). Every ideological process needs to be reiterated in order to hide its 

purpose and hold power by assuming the status of natural law. What is at stake in this process is 

that constant repetitions inevitably open up “gaps and fissures . . . as the constitutive instabilities 

in such construction . . . as that which cannot be wholly defined or fixed by the repetitive labor of 

that norm” (xix). The more ideology tries to become the universal law, the more “gaps and 

fissures” inevitably appear.  Through these “gaps and fissures,” “resignification, redeployment, 

subversive citation from within,”—in short, undermining the structure becomes possible (Butler, 

“For a Careful Reading” 135). Following Butler’s methodology, in this dissertation, I seek to 

argue that heterosexual love described in the Victorian novel frequently fails to construct and 

secure the strong male subject and rather threatens the conventional patriarchal subjectivity. It is 

because while the subject in love requires the beloved to be merged into him, the beloved is not a 

passive object but the Other unknown to the subject. The subject’s repeated demands for 

adoration, care, and sympathy, viz. love, ironically open up “gaps and fissures” for the Other to 

come into the boundary of the subject. Through exploring the moments the Other emerges in 

love, I will demonstrate that heterosexual romantic love in the Victorian novel can provide one 

way to criticize and finally deconstruct the patriarchal structure founded on the notion of the 

conventional subject and to conceive a different kind of a subject.  
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The Subject and the Monster 

To view love as a complex site for the subject’s deconstruction, it is imperative to 

manifest what the subject refers to in the first place. As Chantal Bax remarks, ‘the subject’ or 

“‘[s]ubjectivity is neither an uncontested nor an unequivocal term” (1). Moreover, “subjectivity 

has been a topic of philosophical concern for ages and has occupied thinkers on both sides of 

what has become known as the analytic-continental divide” (2). Hence, I would rather specify 

what I mean by the subject in this dissertation. The subject in this dissertation refers to the 

Cartesian subject supposed to be at “the centre of the universe of representations as well as the 

signal of the unique value of the individual” (Balibar 5). René Descartes’ ‘cogito, ergo sum’ 

authorizes an individual to be “a subject of thought,” i.e., “the subject of all thoughts and 

imaginings, my experiences and desires” (Trigg 277, 278). As my thought preexists any other 

conditions, the subjectivity not only gives “[t]he uniqueness of individual . . . that transcends the 

context” but makes ‘I’ “a continuing entity” as “a precondition of society” (282, 283). Hence, 

this ‘I,’ the authentic, coherent, and transcendental subject is the sovereign of the world: without 

‘I,’ society becomes meaningless, and therefore it could be even said that “the world is a product 

of my own intentionality” (Bellou 17).  

This characterization of the subject is in line with that of the so-called postmodern critics 

including Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Lacan, Emmanuel Levinas, etc. Since the mid-

twentieth century, they have put into question the supposition that the subject as “an autonomous 

self-consciousness, a reflexive centre of the world and therefore a concentrate of the essence of 

man” (Balibar 6). This is because the conventional conception of the modern subject lies at the 

foundation of the problematic “major themes and characteristics” of “‘the Enlightenment’ story” 

(Flax 30): the notion of History as “[a] distinctive and privileged mode of story telling”; of truth 

that “represents something ‘real’ and unchanging (universal) about our minds or the structure of 
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the natural world”; of “[a] distinctive political philosophy” that privileges reason’s ability to 

assure “freedom and progress”; of language as “[a] transparent medium of expression” (30-31). 

Yet, the dethronement of the subject has not always been welcomed: many critics “have again 

and again held that we must return to the subject and to autonomy as a necessary condition of 

thinking about ethics, politics, agency and responsibility” (Stern 111). On the one hand, some 

critics like Peter Dews acknowledge the necessity of “a resistance to re-enchantment” for the 

conventional metaphysical subject, still feel uncomfortable with discarding it altogether (12). 

Other critics, particularly some feminist critics such as Seyla Benhabib harshly criticize the 

deconstruction of the subject in that “[a]long with this dissolution of the subject . . . disappear of 

course concepts of intentionality, accountability, self-reflexivity, an autonomy” (20). “[W]ithout 

such a regulative principle on agency, autonomy, and selfhood,” Benhabib asks, “how in fact the 

very project of female emancipation would even be thinkable . . . ?” (21). In short, many of them 

worry about “[disintegration of] each and every locus of agency and autonomy” as the 

conventional notion of the subject is shattered (Bax 6).  

Although I do not quite agree with these objections to the deconstruction of the subject, 

they would help me to explain why I choose to use the term, the subject, instead of the self. 

Insisting on the necessity of maintaining the concept of the subject, Roger Trigg starts his article 

with two questions: “What is the self? What is the ‘I’ that appears to be the subject of all 

thoughts and imaginings, my experiences and desires?” (277, my italics). Here, the self might not 

be highly different from the subject, yet the latter has more direct implications for the ownership 

or mastery of oneself. In other words, while the self is more about an individual’s state or traits, 

the subject indicates more active power or right as a unique individual. That is why Butler also 

carefully distinguishes “the subject—a category within language” from “what Benhabib will call 

a ‘self’” (“For a Careful Reading” 135). The subject is a more political, social, and historical 
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term that is not natural but ideologically constructed, which is why the way it is constructed 

could and should be explored thoroughly. However, the subject is not entirely separated from the 

self, for it always already presupposes one’s own inherent and constant self. The subject in this 

dissertation, therefore, refers to the modern subject who is supposed to be independent, self-

determining, and autonomous founded on one’s essential, stable, and coherent self.  

The second key term of this dissertation is the Monster. What I mean by the Monster is 

closely related to the reason why the conventional subject should be deconstructed. As briefly 

mentioned above, so-called postmodernist critics have attacked the conception of the modern 

subject since it is at the base of the ills of the modern world like patriarchy, imperialism, and 

totalitarianism. To be more precise, the notion of the subject fundamentally supports all the 

discriminatory systems, because “the subject is constituted through an exclusion and 

differentiation, perhaps a repression” of the Other (Butler, “Contingent” 45). Etienne Balibar 

suggests that “[m]etaphysics . . . relies on a fundamental equation,” “Man = (equals) Subject or: 

The Subject is (identical to) the Essence of Man.” As this equation implies, it is no wonder that 

metaphysics has kept trying to figure out the subject who “alone bears the universal, the 

‘transcendental Subject.’” Hence, the subject involves two distinct meanings: subjectivity 

“should be present both in the universality of the species and in the singularity of the individual” 

(4). In other words, the subject refers to both the universal Man and the unique individual, so 

when one is called the subject, “the normative form of the universal is supposed to inscribe itself 

in the very substance, the very singularity of the individual” (4). The problem is that “the very 

category of the universal” is far from neutral but is constituted through “its own highly 

ethnocentric, [gender, sexual, class, and racial] biases” (Butler, “Contingent” 40). If one does not 

belong to that category of the universal, he/she cannot be the subject; moreover, he /she must be 

excluded from the universal society as the unnatural. That is why Derrida regards the subject as 
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“a principle of calculability” (“‘Eating Well’” 108). In order for the subject to be constructed, 

there must be “the incalculable” and “the undecidable” (108). Power presents only certain 

‘universal’ men with the subject position, “authorizing some to speak and act in ways that bind 

others, while denying the same privileges to others” (Stern 113). These incalculable others 

remain not only invisible but inaudible, for Man is considered to be the subject and then these 

excluded others, “deauthorized subjects, presubjects, figures of abjection, populations erased 

from view” cannot be Man but the Monster (Butler, “Contingent” 47).  

In this dissertation, I will use the term, the Monster, to refer to the Other excluded, 

alienated, and abjected outside the boundary of the subject. Particularly, by calling the Other the 

Monster, I try to suggest not only that the Other seems ungraspable and unnatural to the subject 

but, more importantly, that the presence or emergence of the Other can threaten the subject by 

exposing the arbitrariness of the boundary which defines (confines) and protects the subject. In 

The Psychic Life of Power, Butler argues that “if conditions of power are to persist, they must be 

reiterated; the subject is precisely the site of such reiteration” but such reiteration is “never 

merely mechanical” and inevitably creates “gaps and fissures” (16, 65). Through these gaps and 

fissures the Monster appears and interrupts the process of consolidation of the subject. My study 

will pay close attention to the ‘Monster moment’ in heterosexual relationships in the Victorian 

novel to disturb the conventional subject and ultimately to propose a new conception of a subject 

“that would no longer include the figure of mastery of self, of adequation to self, center and 

origin of the world, etc.” (Derrida, “‘Eating Well’” 103).  

This dissertation explores the heterosexual romantic love articulated in the Victorian 

novel in terms of the Monster in primarily three ways. First, it analyzes what happens to the male 

subject when he falls in love with the Monster; second, it delves into the male subject’s desire to 

be loved, which exposes him as the Monster; finally, it investigates the possibility of a different 
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subject in love, which sees the love as the Monster. In order to show that the ‘Monster moment’ 

appears anywhere anytime in a romantic relationship, the main texts this dissertation will study 

are chosen from various genres. First, the Sensation novel is the best genre that describes an 

attractive but Monstrous female protagonist. Confronting this enticing yet ungraspable Monster, 

the male subject becomes ‘mad.’ This dissertation will focus on the subject’s ‘madness,’ which is 

another name of love in the text. Second, George Meredith’s The Egoist, an experimental 

nineteenth-century novel, is appropriate for scrutinizing the typical male lover’s psychology 

because of its formal experimentation, which combines the eighteenth-century comic style with 

the modernist stream of consciousness. Lastly, I choose one of George Eliot’s novels, a part of 

the literary canon, in order to demonstrate how monstrous love is described even in a canonical 

work. By proposing heterosexual romantic love as the site for deconstructing the subject, this 

dissertation aims to break the illusion of the essential and empowered subject that romantic 

ideology promotes and to expand and enrich discussion on both love and the subject by 

conceiving a different conception of both of them. 

My study will employ deconstructive analysis of the text, in that it not only examines the 

direct message of the text but also pays close attention to the unrepresentable or the unintended 

in “gaps and fissures” of the text. About “[t]he movements of deconstruction,” Derrida suggests 

that they “do not destroy structures from the outside,” but “operate necessarily from the inside, 

borrowing all the strategic and economic resources of subversion from the old structure” (Of 

Grammatology 24). Likewise, my project is not to criticize romantic ideology from the outside—

for instance, ‘romantic ideology exerts a bad effect on women because of these reasons’—but to 

undermine it from the inside by exposing contradictions, arbitrariness, and artificiality of the 

conception of the subject which lies at the core of romantic ideology. They would be expressed 

in characters’ silences, sighs, cries, or slips of the tongue; or, through the subject’s hidden desire 
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revealed in his repeated confessions of love; or, in a sudden unexpected ending, as a mark of the 

text’s deconstruction to itself. All these ‘expressions’ could be deemed the Monster’s ‘language’ 

which is yet-to-be-represented. As this dissertation will explore this Monster’s ‘language’ in the 

text, it is in line with the deconstructive reading strategy.  

Psychoanalysis, especially Freud and Lacan’s theories, will also be a great help in 

probing the subject’s desire. Psychoanalysis has contributed to the deconstruction of the 

conventional subject as well: Freud’s analysis of the unconscious confirms “heterogeneity and 

contradictions within the subject itself,” which makes “the notion of a unified subject of self-

consciousness . . . untenable” (Coward 94). In addition, love as one of the most natural human 

emotions has been one of the major objects of study in psychoanalysis. Particularly, by 

developing Freud’s theory, Lacan argues that when the subject is in love, his love is actually not 

toward the object, but toward his own lack. In other words, the subject’s love is just equivalent to 

his desire to be the intact and solid subject by filling up his lack; therefore, Lacan famously 

asserts that “there’s no such thing as a sexual relationship” (6). His theory will be specifically 

useful in chapter two, where the male egoist’s love is meticulously analyzed.  

Last but not least, Gilles Deleuze’s (and Félix Guattari’s) theory will provide a helpful 

framework for contriving a different subject’s different love. While Freud and Lacan’s theory 

dissects the conventional subject’s love and disillusions the romantic myth surrounding love, it 

“discounts the possibility of any real relationship between self and m/other” (Flax 18). 

According to Freud, the subject in love is primarily in love with oneself; Lacan analyzes its 

reason in more detail: the subject after the mirror stage inevitably suffers his/her fragmentation, 

and tries to fill in the lack of his/her subjectivity by love. Criticizing the traditional 

psychoanalytic interpretation of desire that considers desire comes from a lack, Deleuze instead 

proposes a different notion of desire which does not need the ‘subject’ of desire. A “dissolved 
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subject” Deleuze introduces, who would no longer be the independent master or agent of the 

world but could be defined only with passive terms, could offer one way to conceive love for the 

other without exploitation and violence.  

Chapter Overviews 

Using such scholarly discussions as a theoretical framework, this dissertation consists of 

three main chapters, each of them concerning love and the Monster in different ways. Roland 

Barthes’ ideas on love share my interest in deconstructing the subject in love and could provide a 

rough summary of the following chapters. Barthes is one of a few theorists who adopt a non-

traditional approach to the issue of love and subjectivity. He construes the beloved not as the 

subject’s soulmate but as “atopos,” as that which “resists description, definition, language” (35). 

Confronted with this ungraspable Monster, a lover becomes “mad” because of not just despair 

but a failure of language or the symbolic. One of Barthes’ most interesting arguments starts from 

here. He conceives of this mad or wounded subject as a “subject” itself: “where there is a wound, 

there is a subject” (189). In other words, out of love’s wound, “a radical chasm . . . which cannot 

be closed,” a new kind of subject “drains” (189). A subject emerging from love, then, is not the 

intact, autonomous, and fixed center of the world but already ravished and damaged. Based on 

his insightful analysis of love and a subject in love, each chapter of this dissertation explores the 

beloved, the male lover, and love itself in terms of the Monster in three Victorian novels.  

Chapter Two investigates what happens to the male subject when he falls in love with the 

female Monster in order to show how a Victorian novel indeed deconstructs the romantic myth 

that (the woman’s) love completes (the male) subject. The central text of this chapter is one of 

Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s sensation novels, Aurora Floyd. The sensation novel, itself considered 

a monstrous deviation in literary field by contemporary reviewers, would be a good start for 

studying the issue of love and Monstrosity in that it not only deals with monstrous crimes but 
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focuses on the Monstrous character. While there are many attractive female Monsters in the 

sensation novel, Aurora Floyd, an eponymous heroine of Aurora Floyd, is quite peculiar. 

Although she is actually innocent, she is regarded as the ungraspable, uncontrolled, and 

unsymbolized Monster just because she has a secret. This chapter starts examining the way 

Aurora is considered the Monster by the male characters because of her secret, regardless of its 

content or its truth. The main interest of this chapter, though, is to investigate how two male 

protagonists, each of whom represents a distinct type of Victorian masculinity, respond to 

Aurora’s Monstrosity when they are in love with her. Both of them are, of course, in great pain 

and feel helpless before her secret, but they react quite differently. By comparing and contrasting 

two male subjects’ responses, I explore how the subject deals with the threat of the Monster, 

which leads to another question of the more ethical relationship with the Other. Sadly, both male 

subjects could not endure the pain of the loss of their self-control, stability, and mastery, i.e., 

subjectivity, and try to tame Aurora’s Monstrosity. Although they seem to succeed at the end of 

the novel, I assert that the threatening message that the beloved is always already the Monster 

still haunts not only the text but the readers.  

Chapter Three traces the male subject’s desire and fear when he confesses his love 

articulated in Meredith’s The Egoist. While many feminist critics have focused on how Clara 

Middleton, the female protagonist, achieves her freedom and independence, I read the text as a 

critical diagnosis of the narcissistic, self-centered male subject, Sir Willoughby. Establishing 

Willoughby as the archetype of the Victorian propertied white male subject, the text minutely 

delineates how and why he chooses his fiancée(s) and what he secretly desires and fears when he 

whispers sweet nothings to her. Hence, studying his psychology would also be the analysis of 

that of the ideological structure founded on the patriarchal subject. To analyze what the 

conventional romantic discourse truly desires more thoroughly, the second section of this chapter 
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delves into Laetitia Dale’s love, another typical Victorian Angel character essential for 

empowering the male subject. By dissecting these two characters' hidden desires when they are 

in love, I argue that there is no real relationship between two selves in the conventional discourse 

on love. More importantly, I investigate how the subject that romantic myth serves is exposed as 

an illusion through “gaps and fissures” opened up by repetitions of love confessions. Eventually, 

Willoughby becomes the Monster to himself as well as to the others, and romantic ideology fails. 

Yet, the novel does not merely end with the failure of conventional love but carefully suggests 

the possibility of a different relationship through Clara and Vernon Whitford. In the latter part of 

this chapter, I examine how the text conceives a new subject in love other than that of the 

conventional romantic ideology.  

Although The Egoist ends with presenting a possibility of ‘new’ lovers, it implies that it 

is still an unrepresentable hope at the same time. It is George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss that 

fully develops a different conception of both the subject and love. In Chapter Four, I focus on the 

unconventional notion of love as the power to shatter the normative and regulatory norms and 

rules of society. This project is to read love itself as the Monster away from the typical romantic 

ideology. At the center of this project lies the female protagonist of the novel, Maggie Tulliver. 

The most important keyword that characterizes Maggie is her uncontrollable and insatiable 

desire, and her strongest desire is to love and be loved. By examining distinct features of her 

desire, I argue that it cannot be understood through the language of conventional psychoanalysis; 

hence, I propose a different theoretical framework, the Deleuzian theory. Using Deleuze’s (and 

Guattari’s) theory of desire and a subject, I explore how her desire makes Maggie a different 

subject, that is a dissolved subject. It is followed by a discussion of an alternative conception of 

love without the subject. By comparing and contrasting two male characters who are 

romantically involved with Maggie, I study the important characteristic of love Maggie pursues 
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as a dissolved subject. To do this, I take a closer look at Stephen Guest who has been mostly 

criticized or neglected by critics. At the end of the chapter, I connect the love Maggie embodies 

with the crucial virtue Eliot emphasizes, the sympathy. Devoted to analyzing Maggie’s decision 

to leave Stephen and the notorious ending of the novel, I argue that both are not only 

indispensable but desirable in portraying a different subject’s different love.  

Heterosexual romantic love has often been either praised for securing and consolidating 

the subject or depreciated as false consciousness that entices a woman to remain dependent on 

patriarchal ideology. In either case, the Victorian novel has been mentioned a lot to support each 

argument. While acknowledging the need to criticize romantic ideology in the Victorian novel, 

this dissertation rather pays attention to the moment when romantic ideology inevitably fails and 

love deconstructs the modern subject. As a contesting site for contemporary conflicting ways of 

thinking and of emotions, this dissertation argues, the Victorian novel provides a good 

opportunity for exploring the struggle of the subject in love and for conceiving a different love, 

which would provide one way to consider more ethical romantic relationship with the other in 

our society.  
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CHAPTER II 

LOVE FOR THE MONSTER: WHEN THE VICTORIAN MALE SUBJECT LOVES 

THE WOMAN WITH A SECRET IN AURORA FLOYD 

The sensation novel has been considered the Monstrous genre. First, as many Victorian 

and modern critics, including Anna Peak, Ellen Miller Casey, Kimberly Harrison and Richard 

Fantina, etc., concede, it is difficult to define the sensation novel: “[it] has seemed at once 

instantly recognizable and hard to define with any precision” (Hughes 260).
8
 Second, more

importantly, a lot of contemporary critics regarded it as something horrible, appalling, and 

detestable, like a real monster, to be avoided or destroyed. Some of them called the sensation 

novel a “disease,” lamenting that “[i]ts virus is spreading in all directions” (Wise 1866, 270). The 

reason why the sensation novel was so severely criticized would be partly because of its material: 

“it deals with crime, often murder as an outcome of adultery and sometimes of bigamy” 

(Brantlinger 1). Yet, before the sensation fiction, there were novels about terrible events and 

sensational crimes, like Gothic literature. Then, there must be other reasons: the sensation novel 

was particularly reproached because first, it sets “the mysteries . . . at our own doors” (James 

1865, 593); second, it is mostly the Victorian Angel in the House who commits hideous crimes 

so that “the heroines—or female villains, depending on one’s point of view—challenge the 

8
 There are several ways to explain the sensation novel. For example, many Victorian “[r]eviewers 

repeatedly identified sensation novels by plot devices” (Casey 4): “a murder, a divorce, a seduction, or a 

bigamy . . . a mystery and a secret are the chief qualifications of the [sensation novel]” (“The Popular 

Novels” 1863, 26). Both Ann Cvetkovich and Laurie Garrison, however, focus on the reader’s bodily 

affect that the sensation novel causes. Or, Jonathan Loesberg associates the Victorian discussions of the 

Second Reform Bill with the sensation novel, emphasizing that the suspense in sensation novels comes 

from “the class fear” or “loss of social identity” (117). Regarding structural qualities of the sensation 

novel as “unique mixture of contemporary domestic realism with elements of the Gothic romance, the 

Newgate novel of criminal ‘low life’, and the ‘silver fork’ novels of scandalous and sometimes criminal 

‘high life,’” Patrick Brantlinger points out three—historical, structural, and psychological—perspectives 

to comprehend the genre (1).  
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ideological premises that middle-class woman be pure, innocent, and relatively passive” (Flint 

275); lastly, it is mainly written and “devoured by a middle-class clientele whose literary taste 

should be the exemplar of wholesomeness, proof against the seductions of romancers” (Altick 

153). The sensation novel, in short, makes the home, Angel, and future Angels (women) strange, 

mysterious, and scary, which is usually done by the female Monster character.  

Perhaps the most famous female Monster in the sensation novel would be Lady Audley, 

the heroine (or female villain) of Lady Audley’s Secret by Mary Elizabeth Braddon. Braddon’s 

first sensation novel, LAS (1862), was a great success and immediately followed by another hit, 

Aurora Floyd (1863).
9
 These two novels make Braddon “the undisputed queen of Victorian

sensation fiction and the circulating library” (Golden 29).
10

 Each of them, or more precisely,

each heroine of the novel, however, received quite contrasting reviews from contemporary 

reviewers. Lady Audley was compared to “the monstrosity,” “a female Mephistopheles,” or 

“Lady Macbeth” (“Sensation Novelists” 1865, 186). At the same time, many critics were 

fascinated by “[this] ‘beautiful fiend,’ intensely wicked, but romantic from the very intensity of 

her wickedness” (Mansel 1863, qtd. in Maunder 41). While Lady Audley received such intense 

reactions from Victorian reviewers, the eponymous heroine of AF rather got a mild criticism. 

“Aurora Floyd” is, according to Henry Mansel, “tame after Lady Audley” (qtd. in Maunder 41). 

Aurora does something wrong—as all the heroines of the sensation novel do—but it is because 

9
 From now on, I will use LAS for Lady Audley’s Secret and AF for Aurora Floyd. 

10
 As soon as the novel was published, “LAS was off at once to enormous sales, requiring eight three-

volume editions between October and December 1862,” and the publisher, Tinsley Brothers “made so 

large a fortune that the elder brother, Edward, called his new house, ‘Audley Lodge’ in appreciation” 

(Wolff 5). Impressed with this huge success, Tinsley offered “to pay her one thousand pounds for the sole 

right to publish AF as a book for a period of two years” even while “[AF] had been running serially in 

Temple Bar since January 1862” (134-35). AF “was also clearly marked for immediate success” (134). 

“Over and above her earnings from serial publication,” from these two novels Braddon “had received 

from the Tinsleys by March 1863 a total of eight hundred pounds for the book publication of LAS, and 

had with them a contract for one thousand pounds for AF, the copyright of which would revert to her after 

two years, so that she alone would receive the very high proceeds from all subsequent editions” (175).  
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she is “simply foolish, or indiscreet, or indelicate,” not because she is “diabolically wicked” like 

Lady Audley (James, “Miss Braddon” 113). In other words, Aurora “is a woman,—not a fiend, 

nor a maniac, but a warm-hearted, generous, loving woman, with an earnest desire to do what is 

honourable and just and true” (Jewsberry 1863, qtd. in N. and R. Schroeder 69). Their sympathy 

towards Aurora, however, implies that “[s]he is inferior to Lady Audley, as a pickpocket is 

inferior to a thug” (Mansel, qtd. in Maunder 41): Aurora is not sensational enough to both horrify 

and bewitch readers.  

One of the reasons why Aurora was more widely accepted by Victorian reviewers would 

be that she does not commit a crime with malicious intent. Her only fault is that she was 

imprudent, which is rendered understandable by the narrator. A lack of any prudent guide 

primarily causes aurora’s youthful indiscretion. Motherless since infancy and spoiled by her 

wealthy father, Aurora takes her will and follows her passions without much constraint, which 

leads her to a misfortune: she falls blindly in love with her groom, James Conyers, and marries 

him without her father’s permission. James, who looks like a prince in a fairytale, however, turns 

out to be a scoundrel: he marries Aurora for her father’s money. When she realizes this, she runs 

away from him, returns home, and tells her father a lie that James is dead. Keeping her secret, 

Aurora later unwittingly fascinates two gentlemen, Talbot Bulstrode and John Mellish, with her 

charm. She rejects both proposals at first, but when she reads a newspaper article about James’ 

death, she soon accepts Talbot’s second proposal. However, her happiness does not last long, for 

Talbot finds out that she has a secret which she insists she would never reveal. They have broken 

off their engagement, and John could get his second chance to win her heart. He succeeds, and 

they are married. With her devoted husband, Aurora seems to find peace of her mind finally. Her 

domestic peace, however, is destroyed when her first husband, James, is hired as John’s horse 

trainer. Lest her secret should be found out, Aurora gives James two thousand pounds and orders 
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him to leave the country. After their meeting, however, James is found dead and in the course of 

investigations of the murder, her secret of bigamy is revealed. Yet her bigamy is instantly 

forgiven by all of her surroundings, and the novel ends happily with Aurora and John’s second 

legitimate marriage, the birth of their son, and the revelation of a real murderer, Steeve 

Hargraves.   

Compared to LAS, “AF . . . has . . . largely evaded critical attention during the last 

century and a half” (Ward 430). It is partly because “[m]uch recent critical discussion of 

sensation . . . has focused on the nature of [its] relationship to realism and on the question of [its] 

subversiveness” (Pykett, “Sensation” 194). Especially, “[t]he name ‘Braddon’ and the attendant 

phrase ‘by the author of LAS’ exercise power over how her novels might be read, establishing an 

immediate context (sensation novel) that circumscribes their reception,” as “what Michel 

Foucault has called the author function” does (Sears 43). Given that Lady Audley fakes her 

identity to marry a rich man even if her husband is alive and tries to commit murder twice, 

Aurora cannot match her. Recently, however, some feminist critics have paid attention to and 

discussed the significance of AF. They usually focus on how unconventional and subversive 

Aurora is. Jeni Curtis and Karen E. Tatum, for instance, argue that AF challenges the general 

angel-demon binary of women by making a femme-fatale-like heroine, Aurora, innocent and 

amiable. Or, Garrison considers “Aurora’s demands for independence, her revolt against social 

censure and her desire to escape . . . genuinely feminist goals” and suggests that her happiness 

hints evolutionary success (142). Their feminist approach to the heroine clearly contributes to the 

revaluation of the novel. Nevertheless, it could miss another critical factor of the novel: two male 

suitors. Indeed, AF is mostly told from the perspective of Talbot and John; what Aurora thinks 

and feels is rarely told. As Cvetkovich brilliantly suggests, LAS could be “[r]ead as Robert 

Audley’s story” (56); likewise, AF could also be read as two men’s love story, who irresistibly 
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fall in love with Aurora—the mysterious, ungraspable, and domineering woman with a secret, 

i.e., the female Monster.

In this chapter, I will explore what happens to the male subject when he is in love with 

the Monster. In the sections that follow, I will first discuss Talbot’s love for Aurora. Talbot, a 

strong imperious soldier and an heir of the distinguished noble family, exemplifies the 

conventional Victorian male subject. Although he has looked for the conventional Victorian 

Angel as his wife, he unconsciously and uncontrollably falls in love with Aurora, and his 

suffering begins. Focusing on what Talbot’s suffering signifies and how he tries to resolve his 

suffering, I will examine the way the subject becomes shattered and fragmented in love for the 

indefinable Monster. The second section mainly centers on John, Aurora’s second husband. 

While John is usually credited as a suitable match for Aurora, I will rather argue that his 

generosity comes from his inability to see Aurora’s Monstrosity. As soon as he finds out her 

secret, he applies the narcissistic-masochistic thinking to recover his fractured subjectivity. 

Lastly, I will investigate how the text deals with this threatening but fascinating female Monster. 

The narrative apparently tries to tame Aurora by transforming her into a docile and devoted wife 

at the end, yet in the process, a more threatening message that the beloved is always already the 

Monster appears. While I will not focus on the sensational aspects of the novel, my argument 

will lead to what makes AF sensational and dangerous. 

“[T]he cup of bang which the siren had offered”: Talbot’s Struggling Love for Aurora 

Talbot, the first suitor of Aurora, has received little attention, or (if he has) mostly 

negative reviews from critics. Almost no one has been concerned about Talbot as a unique 

character: he is merely considered “the masculine embodiment of Victorian domestic ideology” 

or that of “the traditional matrix of male privilege, prerogative, and power that informs the 

Victorian ideology of marriage and family” (Newman; N. and R. Schroeder 80). Hence, his 
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romantic relationship with Aurora seems to be almost doomed to fail from the outset. As a 

typical Victorian patriarch, he would demand “the capitulation of [Aurora’s] independence to his 

authority within their complementarian marriage” if they married, (Newman); moreover, 

Garrison even expects “the pair would be a poor sexual match—Talbot becomes impotent in the 

face of Aurora’s strength of determination” (154-55). Indeed, he falls madly in love with her, but 

it is just because of her beauty, which “suggests the superficiality of his love for her” (Garrison 

152). What is worse, Talbot cannot trust Aurora, and so breaks up with her while she begs for 

pity on her knees. How could one sympathize with this cold, cruel, and overbearing patriarch? 

Even the writer, Braddon herself, seems to punish him by marrying him off to Lucy Floyd, 

Aurora’s cousin, who is “the conventionally sweet, blonde, and self-effacing secondary heroine” 

but clearly “a poor substitute for Aurora” (Edwards xix).  

Indeed, Talbot makes a fatal mistake of abandoning Aurora, which he admits later. Yet, 

the fact that he represents the conventional Victorian male subject and breaks off his engagement 

with her for that reason does not mean that he is a flat character or just a stepping stone for 

Aurora’s development. The text puts in an effort to characterize Talbot as well as John fully and 

to make readers appreciate his emotions. In addition, while he is a common Victorian man who 

desires the Angel in the House, his love for Aurora is not just sadistic, selfish, or domineering. 

The text carefully delineates how much Talbot has suffered from mixed feelings when he falls in 

love with Aurora, the Monster he can neither understand nor control. In this regard, it becomes 

crucial that he represents the conventional Victorian male subject in that love, supposed to 

support and enhance the (male) subject, instead betrays and torments the subject, which is 

because his beloved is the Monster. Hence, Talbot’s love for Aurora indicates the most 

conventional subject’s threateningly unconventional love.  
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In this section, I will explore Talbot’s struggling love for Aurora in detail. First, I will 

briefly examine why he could be regarded as the conventional Victorian subject, whose power is 

condensed into his penetrating eyes. While his penetrating gaze helps him protect his essential 

yet tender subjectivity by building high walls between him and the Other, it does not work for 

Aurora. From the first moment when he meets her, she is the uncategorizable and mysterious 

Other. Since then, Talbot has suffered dramatically: the more he fails at grasping her, the more 

he is fascinated with her. Love keeps shattering and breaking up his subjectivity until he finally 

faces the emblem of her Monstrosity, her secret. Focusing on Talbot’s conflicts in love, I will 

analyze the way the subject in love responds to the beloved Monster.  

Since he makes his first appearance in the text, the narrator has elaborated on the 

characterization of Talbot as the exemplary Victorian male subject. First and foremost, Talbot 

embodies “the full weight of tradition and male authority in this society” (N. and R. Schroeder 

80). He is not merely a nobleman, but “the eldest son of a wealthy Cornish baronet, whose 

ancestor had received his title straight from the hands of Scottish King James” (AF 30). It is no 

wonder that as a legitimate heir, he takes much pride in his family: “from his boyhood he had 

been the proudest of mankind.” “This pride had been the saving power that had presided over his 

prosperous career,” and that has protected him from “manœuvring mothers” who try to marry 

their daughters off to him. What he fears most is “vice or folly . . . would have left a blog upon a 

hitherto unblemished escutcheon” of the Bulstrode family. This “escutcheon” is the symbol of a 

literal shield that defends the family name and so “had guarded the golden apples of his youth, 

purity, probity, and truth,” i.e., Talbot himself against the outside ‘enemy,’ therefore he needs to 

secure it to preserve his essential subjectivity (31). His preoccupation with borderline separating 

‘I’ and the others is reflected in his career as well. Talbot is the “Captain of Her Majesty’s 11
th

Hussars” and rendered distinguished services in Crimea and India (30). It not only connects him 
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to imperialism but, more importantly, suggests that it is literally his job to protect the border and 

distinguish the British ‘I’ from the colonial Other. Lastly, his stoic habits establish him as a 

commendable Victorian gentleman. He dislikes all the popular entertainments—“He neither 

smoked, drank, nor gambled,” “never hunted,” “had never handled a billiard-cue in his life, nor 

had he touched a card,” and “was not a dancing man”—for he thinks “it was beneath a gentleman 

to employ . . . the implements of the sharper’s pitiful trade” (32-33). Instead, he enjoys playing 

“mathematical instruments” and reading “every turn of expression in Descartes and Condillac,” 

which reveals what the reasonable and logical subject he is (33). Talbot could be, in fact, 

associated with the monk, an estimable type of Victorian manhood “exemplifying the extreme 

position in the Victorian practice of manliness as reserve” (Sussman 3).
11

 In short, as the heir of

the noble family, a Queen’s loyal soldier, and an exemplary Victorian gentleman, Talbot is 

secured in the borderline and becomes its devoted guardian as the typical Victorian male subject.  

The ideal woman Talbot wishes to marry certainly dovetails with that of the Victorian 

society. He expects his wife “to become the mother of a noble race, and to rear sons who should 

do honour to the name of Bulstrode” before anything else (AF 31). At the same time, however, 

he craves for a wife’s “spontaneous exhibition of innocent feeling” or “disinterested affection” 

towards him like maternal love (40). It is partly because he believes that “[his mother] has been 

unable to give [him]” her love. Without a mother’s love, he has always felt insecure about 

himself privately, worrying about whether “anybody, out of all the millions upon this wide earth, 

[will] ever love [him]” (39). That is why Talbot desires a woman’s spontaneous, unselfish, and 

11
 The monk would be an extreme figure, but the values he represents were surely embedded in the idea 

of the ideal Victorian middle class manhood. Since the middle class tried to distinguish themselves from 

the corrupted aristocrat and take the initiative in the society, John Tosh suggests, they have defined “the 

desired masculine traits” “in a new way, which stressed a punishing work ethic, independence from 

patronage or favour, piety and high-mindedness, sobriety and chastity, and dedication to family pursuits.”  

According to Tosh, after 1830s, “the new code of manliness” became more popular and universal: now, 

“[t]o be ‘manly’ was to put away boyish pursuits, and to grow up straightforward, earnest, and pure” (46). 
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unconditional love: as a child feels secured and complete in “mother-child unity,” a wife’s love 

would ensure his innate worth, reassure his most natural yet fragile self, and finally help him 

become the powerful male subject again (Fink 60). Talbot’s view on a wife/mother’s role in 

marriage exactly corresponds to what the Victorian society requires from the woman. As Ablow 

suggests, marital sympathy, which is, in fact, another word for the demand for a wife’s 

unconditional love for her husband, “was increasingly identified as a way to preserve married 

men’s best selves from corruption by the marketplace” in the Victorian age (3). The Angel in the 

House Talbot desires, therefore, has to be not only a flawless mother (of the family and the 

nation) but a sympathetic and devoted beloved whose love could save “his beast, least selfish, 

most spiritual self” (Ablow 4); with love, both husband and wife would become the defenders of 

the borderline (of the family, nation, and the subject).  

It becomes imperative for Talbot to find Miss Right, for she will be inside the border and 

becomes its guardian. Hence, he establishes an “almost impossible standard” for his future wife 

and is constantly wary of falling in love with an unworthy woman (AF 31). Fortunately for him, 

Talbot has the power to identify and repel the flawed Monster who should not be brought in: a 

“straight penetrating gaze,” which “[signifies] phallic mastery and manly autonomy” (38; 

Gravatt 116). His cold penetrating gaze seems to be able to see through one and lay bare his/her 

secrets. When women met his “penetrating gaze,” they “felt their pretty affectations, their ball-

room properties, drop away from them” (AF 31); before his eyes, “[t]he colonel was afraid to tell 

his best stories . . . for he had a dim consciousness that [Talbot] was aware of the discrepancies 

in those brilliant anecdotes”; “[t]he Irish adjutant forgot to brag about his conquests,” since he 

fears that Talbot’s “penetrating eyes” see the truth (38). Furthermore, his penetrating gaze lets 

Talbot categorize and define others by stripping away all their disguises and revealing their true 

nature, which helps him exert “mastery over both the self and others” as the powerful male 
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subject (Gravatt 116). When he goes to a ball, for instance, he ‘knows’ all the women around 

him, even if he meets them for the first time. In his “clear, cold, grey eyes,” “the faces, though 

unfamiliar to him, were not new: dark beauties in pink, fair beauties in blue: tall dashing beauties 

in silks, and laces, and jewels, and splendor: modestly downcast beauties in white crape and 

rose-buds” (33). He has already got a predefined set of categories for women drawn from 

observation and experience, and so he could clearly define and master each of them. Because he 

‘knows’ “those familiar nets of gauze and areophane” trying to lure him, “he had escaped them 

all,” not fallen into any mercenary marriage and not tarnished his boundary with any mysterious 

woman (33). His penetrating gaze not only serves to keep the subject’s border by differentiating 

‘I’ and the others but manifests the subject’s power to label and define them.  

When Talbot first sees Aurora, however, he suddenly loses all his eyes’ power of 

penetration and definition: Aurora is the ungraspable and perplexing Other to Talbot, even before 

he finds out she has a secret. Laying his eyes on her, he cannot help merely exclaiming inwardly:  

A divinity! imperiously beautiful in white and scarlet, painfully dazzling to look upon, 

intoxicatingly brilliant to behold. Captain Bulstrode had served in India, and had once 

tasted a horrible spirit called bang, which made the men who drank it half mad; and he 

could not help fancying that the beauty of this woman was like the strength of that 

alcoholic preparation; barbarous, intoxicating, dangerous, and maddening. (33)  

Most of all, Talbot’s first reaction to meeting Aurora shows that he cannot literally and 

figuratively see her clearly. She is too “dazzling to look upon” and too “brilliant to behold.” As 

his eyes lose power, he cannot categorize and define her either. She is not merely a beautiful 

woman; she is “[a] divinity,” whose sex is unclear. “A divinity” neither belongs to the Angel nor 

the Demon, both of which were common and the only available categories for women to fit into 

in the Victorian age: “A divinity” merely is beyond human understanding. Talbot’s comparison 
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of Aurora to a god indicates how challenging it is for him to capture her. If the first image, “a 

divinity,” identifies Aurora as the baffling Other outside of the boundary, the second image, 

“bang,” implies her potential threat to intrude into the subject. “Bang,” which is “[t]he native 

name of the Indian variety of the common Hemp,” goes right into the subject’s body and makes 

him/her a “half mad” different person (OED). The subject then can be contaminated by this 

tempting yet dangerous leaf. From the outset, Aurora as “[a] divinity” comes into Talbot like a 

“bang” and overthrows the conventional subject’s power.  

 After his sudden fascination with Aurora, Talbot recovers himself immediately and tries 

to reject and dominate this threatening Other. In order for him to protect the wall of his 

subjectivity and eliminate potential threats of the Monster, she needs to be not only pushed out 

but pinned down as the indisputable monster. By categorizing her and giving her common 

names, Talbot keeps trying to clear up all her mysteriousness. First, like a physiognomist, he 

divides Aurora’s face into separate parts—a forehead, a nose, and a mouth—to evaluate. Each 

facial part then can be categorized as cuts of meat and easily compared to other women’s. He 

finally concludes that she is not only “another trap set in white muslin, and baited with artificial 

flowers, like the rest” but, worse, inferior to them, for her forehead is too low, a nose is “deviated 

from the line of beauty,” and a mouth is “a thought too wide for perfection” (33-34). Dragging “a 

divinity” down to earth, his “clear grey eyes grew cold as ever” again (34). Next, Talbot needs a 

clearer definition of Aurora. He, therefore, applies many “[c]ultrual stereotypes,” which are 

“[p]redictably conventional descriptions of the attractive woman,” to her (Curtis 82): from actual 

historical figures, such as Mrs. Nisbett, Nell Gwynne, Lola Montes, Charlotte Corday, and 

Cleopatra to mythical figures, like Semiramide and “siren” (AF 47, 67). All these figures belong 

to the category of the attractive but dangerous woman, femme fatale, which is the other category 

for the woman opposite to the Angel. Among them, Cleopatra or Semiramide represents “a 
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foreign Other” as well as “a powerful and sensually dangerous woman” (Fantina 138). In other 

words, they suggest “the orientalization of Aurora” in Talbot’s mind (Tromp 101). After rejected 

by Aurora and finding out John, a second suitor, is also rejected, Talbot dreams: “he was at 

Grand Cairo . . . and that Aurora Floyd was with him, clad in imperial purple, with hieroglyphics 

on the hem of her robe, and wearing a clown’s jacket of white satin and scarlet spots, such as he 

had once seen foremost in a great race” (AF 71). In his dream, Aurora is an orientalized empress, 

“the alien and exotic” (Tromp 102). Whereas, Talbot is an officer who served the army in the 

Crimea and India. His fantasy of orientalized Aurora, then, indicates the imperial subject’s desire 

to dominate and domesticate the colonized Other.  

Yet, Talbot’s efforts to capture and rule Aurora are continuously thwarted. Whenever he 

feels convinced that he finally has a complete picture of her, she betrays his thoughts, getting 

away from any position both he and the society set for women. While Talbot considers Aurora 

who shows little interest in him an arrogant and cold woman, for instance, he realizes that she is 

a warm and affectionate lady to her father and servants (AF 44-45); “her fits of despondency and 

outburst of bitterness” do not match the image of a spoiled young heiress (53); the 

“marvelous . . . sympathy which exists between [her] and the brute creation” refutes his previous 

idea that she is a “terrible woman, with her unfeminine tastes and mysterious propensities” (49). 

The more Aurora becomes undefined and ungraspable, the more madly Talbot’s eyes follow her, 

“seeking perhaps to penetrate that . . . veil” (44).
12

 Whenever she is near him, he watches her

secretly and persistently: even while his body “leaning over Lucy’s piano or drawing-board,” his 

eyes “had ample leisure to watch the movements of [Aurora]” (53); to observe her more closely, 

12
 In this context, Talbot’s watchful gaze could be related to that of Steeve’s, John’s previous servant who 

hates Aurora. Focusing on the scene where Talbot looks at Aurora through the window, Lillian Nayder 

argues that his gaze “mirrors that of Hargraves,” which “suggests that the heiress is threatened by the 

resentful surveillance of both men” (194). Whether their efforts to penetrate her secret and control her 

succeed or not, Talbot’s watchfulness implies such sadistic desire to dominate her as Steeve’s.  
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“[h]e almost wished for an opera-glass” “as he might have looked at a scene on the stage from 

the back of the boxes” (47). It is true that not only to Talbot’s but to the reader’s eyes, “Aurora 

serves as . . . an object,” and in particular, Talbot’s obsessive observation and evaluation of her 

suggests his desire to control and own her as an object; but it does not necessarily mean that she 

is a passive and fixed object which only serves “[to legitimate] subjectivity, allowing subjects to 

speculate and potentially come to terms with objects through signification” (Tatum 512). Aurora 

never gets caught up in Talbot’s eyes, which becomes more apparent when compared to Lucy. 

Talbot can “[look] at [Lucy] as calmly as if she had been a statue” and detect “her defects as a 

sculptor who criticizes the work of a rival” (AF 48); on the other hand, he can never immobilize 

Aurora, for she is like an actress who keeps moving unpredictably on the stage where he, an 

audience, has no role to play. Although Talbot tries to retain his power as the subject by keeping 

his distance from her and covertly observing her, as if watching an actress on stage, it rather 

reminds him of an unbridgeable gap between them and so her unobtainability. He cannot 

criticize or appraise her but has no choice but to watch her simply.
13

 Aurora is “like some . . .

waterfall; for ever dancing, rushing, sparkling, scintillating, and utterly defying you to do 

anything but admire it” (74). Losing all the categories and definitions for her, Talbot “[finds] 

himself falling back into that state of bewilderment in which [Aurora] always threw him” at any 

time when he is with this inexplicable woman (53).
14

13
 Lyn Pykett makes a similar point about Aurora “as the direct object of the reader’s gaze.” Noting that 

every person in the novel as well as the reader watches Aurora, she argues that “[t]he feminine power of 

the character not only bewitches simple people . . . but also . . . intoxicates the discriminating narrator” 

(‘Improper’ Feminine 100). Simply speaking, “Aurora Floyd possesses the text” (Pykett 100). 
14

 In fact, Aurora is mysterious and ungraspable to the reader as well as Talbot. The text deliberately 

provides Aurora with features that would make her “the antithesis of an angel of the house,” such as her 

“[participation] in masculine-coded pursuits like hunting, horseracing and husbandry” (Newman). Yet, 

“[her] desires remain ideologically sound—she wishes to be married to a respectable man”—and she 

ultimately builds a happy home with John at the end of the novel (Newman). Moreover, those eccentric 

habits and tastes rather “make the heroine more attractive because these interests are unusual and original 

in a middle-class woman” (Garrison 142). Aurora then does not match either the Angel or the Demon. 
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The struggle between Talbot’s desire to grasp and conquer Aurora and Aurora’s 

impenetrable Otherness is particularly evident in their gazes. Aurora’s eyes are as powerful as, or 

even more powerful than Talbot’s. Her peculiar and dominating beauty comes out of her eyes 

and teeth: “You rarely, in looking at her face, could get beyond these eyes and teeth; for they so 

dazzled and blinded you that they defied you to criticize the doubtful little nose, or the width of 

the smiling mouth” (20).
15

 When Talbot’s penetrating eyes meet Aurora’s bewitching ones, then

we could see an interesting power struggle. Let us go back to the moment when Talbot first 

‘sees’ her. As examined above, at that moment, he can scarcely see her, for she is too “dazzling” 

and “brilliant to behold.” Yet, soon recovering his sight,  

Captain Bulstrode glanced downward at the banker’s daughter. His gaze lingered 

upon the graceful head, . . . He expected to see the modest drooping of the eyelids 

peculiar to young ladies with long lashes, but he was disappointed; for Aurora Floyd was 

looking straight before her, neither at him, nor at the lights, nor the flowers, nor the 

dancers, but far away into vacancy. She was so young, prosperous, admired, and 

beloved, that it was difficult to account for the dim shadow of trouble that clouded her 

glorious eyes. (34, my italics) 

Her physical characteristics, especially her hair, also baffle the reader. Aurora’s dark and sensuous hair 

“[evokes] all the traditional hair codes of dangerous femininity” and besides that, “Braddon produces in 

Aurora all the signs of evil female sexuality, just in order to prove that they are misleading” (Ofek 108). 

Furthermore, her hair is not just black, but “in particular, alternately blue-black, purple-black, and dead-

black” (James, “Miss Braddon” 113). Galia Ofek makes an insightful argument regarding it: through “the 

varying shades of black,” “Braddon seems to have deliberately obfuscated any precise classification of 

the heroine” (109). Lastly, Aurora’s origin makes her more ambivalent and puzzling. P. D. Edwards 

compares her to Heathcliff in that “[h]er father ‘found’ her mother in distant Lancashire, where Mr 

Earnshaw had found Heathcliff,” concluding that both play “the role of an alien intruder” (xix). Aurora’s 

alien exoticism, however, fascinates not only male characters in the novel but readers as well. Garrison 

goes even further and invokes Darwin’s theory that “interbreeding between native and foreign species 

will result in the better management of species as well as their improvement” to argue for “the positive 

result of Aurora’s non-white associations” (147). Hence, Aurora is a threatening and, at the same time, 

beneficial alien. While the reader as well as all the characters constantly observe Aurora and try to read 

her sign, “what is legible is finally the sign’s elusiveness” (Pykett, ‘Improper’ Feminine 98). 
15

 Here, it is quite interesting that “teeth” are mentioned to describe the heroine’s beauty. They might 

imply threatening power of female sexuality related to vagina dentata. 
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Talbot’s “downward” glance and his expectation of “the modest drooping of the eyelids” suggest 

that he positions himself as superior to Aurora. Aurora’s gaze, however, moves toward 

“vacancy,” which is a mysterious place to him. It is not that she tries to acquire an equal position 

with him by looking straight at him, or she looks at something which tells her interest and helps 

him to define her. The object of her gaze is simply ungraspable, and “her glorious eyes” are 

“clouded” by something “difficult to account.” This vacant gaze is characteristic of Aurora. 

When she is with other people except her father, she usually does not see them; instead, she idly 

watches her dog, “[looks] lazily at the water,” stares into space, or “[looks] seaward” (45, 52).  It 

is no exception when she is with Talbot: his watchful eyes cannot capture her indifferent gaze 

toward the mysterious void. 

It is obvious that Talbot should exclude and reject this unfathomable and unconquerable 

Monster, Aurora, from the borderline of his subjectivity. The problem is, however, that he cannot 

push her out completely; instead, the more “he ridiculed, he abused, he sneered at and 

condemned her,” the more he is attracted to her (36). He seems almost obsessed with thinking of 

her. The text calls such an unmanageable and painful state love: 

It was so; he was falling in love with Aurora. The more he protested against her, 

the more he exaggerated her follies, and argued with himself upon the folly of loving her, 

so much the more surely did his love increase. The very battle he was fighting kept her 

for ever in his mind, until he grew the veriest slave of the lovely vision, which he only 

evoked in order to endeavour to exorcise. (55)  

Talbot clearly recognizes that Aurora is not an ideal woman he has dreamed of; moreover, he 

vaguely supposes that “there was some mystery in the girl’s life.” He also unconsciously knows 

that the mystery, which makes her incomprehensible and elusive, would “cast a shadow on the 

present” and future, whatever it is (62). That is why he has “protested against her”: to protect his 
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unblemished and intact family name which lies at the core of his subjectivity. Still, the very 

mystery which makes Aurora the threatening Monster ironically inflames his desire more. The 

more he thinks of her Otherness, the more he is enchanted with her. Even his holy family name 

cannot keep him from this uncontrollable love, but instead will surrender to and be ruled by love: 

his mother and father, he thinks, will be fascinated and bewitched by “the radiance of [Aurora’s] 

beauty” which will “[drive] all the parish mad with admiration of her” (55). To Talbot, love is 

indeed “the very battle” between himself and the Monster for his subjectivity, which he has 

finally lost. 

As Talbot has lost the “battle,” the wall that protects his subjectivity is cracked, and with 

it has his power as the intact subject weakened, which is manifested in the fact that he no longer 

has penetrating eyes. It is already clear that Talbot is “dazzle[d] . . . by [Aurora’s] shining 

splendor” and so unable to grasp her (48). What is worse is that now he cannot see through 

others as before. Suffering from love for Aurora, Talbot is “half inclined to be angry with poor 

Lucy for not extricating him from the snares of Aurora” (64). He fancies that he would have 

“married this fair-haired angel” right away only “[i]f she had fallen in love with [him]” (63). 

Lucy, however, has already loved him for quite a long time; it is he that literally cannot see “the 

quiet girl by his side [lifting] her blue eyes every now and then to steal a glance at his sternly-cut 

profile and moody brow.” By repeating the phrase—“If he could have read” and “If he could 

have known”—two times each, the text emphasizes that he has lost the power of penetration and 

classification to secure his border: “he knew nothing of [Lucy’s heart],” therefore he lets the 

Monster in and the Angel out (64). To top it all, Talbot, the authoritative subject who penetrates, 

defines, and categorizes others, becomes a transparent object of others’ gaze. Not only does he 

no longer penetrate Lucy’s heart, but, more importantly, Lucy now has a better insight into his 

heart. Observing Talbot seeing Aurora, “Lucy knew . . . that which Talbot as yet did not know 
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himself: she knew that he was fast falling over head and ears in love with her cousin, and she had 

at the same time a vague idea that he would much rather have fallen in love with herself, and that 

he was blindly struggling with the growing passion” (55). Lucy, in short, knows everything 

about Talbot like the palm of her hand. It is not just because Lucy loves him and pays special 

attention to him. Talbot becomes an open book to the lower class as well: not only his servants 

and “every waiter” in the lodgment “knew his secret, and had a perfect knowledge of every 

emotion in his breast” but even “the very Newfoundland dog . . . had an inkling of the truth” 

(65).  

The weakening power of reason accelerates the deconstruction of Talbot’s metaphysical 

subjectivity. Defining the sensation novel, an anonymous Victorian reviewer of “Our Female 

Sensation Novelists” argues that it consistently “appeal[s] to the animal part of our nature,” 

which is revealed in “[t]he very language of the school”: the sensation novel uses “[a] whole set 

of new words,” such as “cry and wail,” “to express a certain degradation of the human into the 

animal or brutal” (qtd. in Maunder 108, 109). What is more sensational in AF is that the strong 

male subject, who once was “the splitter of metaphysical straws and chopper of logic,” comes to 

use such “[a] whole set of new words” (AF 69): Talbot now “make[s] such a howling,” “[is] 

almost choked with mortification,” “[begins] to stammer, and hesitate,” and later “sob[s] aloud” 

(36, 69, 86, 101). All of these “new words” signify his “degradation . . . into the animal or 

brutal.” Love for Aurora dethrones him from the sovereign and rational subject. 

With the power of both his eyes and language fading away, Talbot’s subjectivity suffers a 

drastic fragmentation as his love for Aurora deepens. Love indeed becomes the “battle” between 

his disintegrated selves. Looking at himself as if he saw someone else, Talbot “was vexed to find 

himself wondering about” Aurora all the time, “angry with himself,” or “ashamed of himself” 

(44, 64). Before he proposes to her, he “[has] asked himself [why he should hesitate] a hundred 
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times before”; it is because “[h]e could not dispossess himself of a vague idea that there was 

some mystery in the girl’s life”; yet, he “laugh[s] at himself for his doubts and hesitations” (62, 

my italics). Talbot’s thinking here is intriguingly described as a dispute with oneself, and in that 

continuous conversation, real Talbot upon whom his coherent subjectivity should be founded 

seems to disappear. Whoever decides the matter, yet, ‘Talbot’ decides to ask Aurora to marry 

him and on his way to propose to her, the world becomes topsy-turvy to him as if there were 

“two or three earthquakes and an eclipse or so going on in some part of the globe” (65). The way 

to her does not seem to be full of happiness or satisfaction which promises him to secure his 

position, but of “all tumult and confusion” which reflects his insecure state (65). Talbot’s intact 

and coherent subjectivity almost entirely collapses when Aurora rejects his first proposal. He 

scarcely finishes his sentences; if he does, he is ashamed of “the meanness of [his] speech” or 

feels “how horribly commonplace [his] phrase seemed” (69, 68). He contradicts himself, “quite 

[forgetting] that . . . he [has] been perpetually arguing against his passion” and truly believing 

that he has always sincerely and dearly loved her (69). Finally, he wants to destroy the Symbolic 

itself, which has made strict meanings for him, to acquire love: “He was inclined to imagine that 

the signification of certain words had suddenly changed, or that he had been in the habit of 

mistaking them all his life” (68). Love for Aurora is certainly “the supreme crisis of his life” 

(67): the Monster not only shatters the wall for separating and securing his noble subjectivity but 

dismantles the castle itself long established on his consistent subjectivity.  

Given that his world, including himself, has almost collapsed because of Aurora’s 

refusal, it would be obvious how ecstatic Talbot is when she miraculously accepts his second 

proposal. This love, however, does not secure and empower his essential subjectivity as love is 

conventionally supposed to do; instead, it requires him to “[abandon] himself to the spell of the 

siren, [make] no struggle, but fairly [fall] into the pit-falls of her eyes, and [be] entangled in  
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the meshy network of her blue-black hair” (75). His beloved also does not explain herself, 

merely telling him that “[he] must believe [her]” (88). Yet, he has no choice; “[h]e could not help 

it”; “[h]e loved her . . . because it was his destiny” (75). His love for Aurora does erase the 

concept of the autonomous and independent subject itself.  

Talbot and Aurora’s romantic relationship, however, is unstable, since he has not faced 

her Monstrosity yet. Talbot has to undergo the final ordeal to save his love: facing Aurora’s 

secret. After he engages with Aurora, Talbot receives his mother’s letter in which she tells that 

“[t]here is some mystery about the life of Aurora Floyd” (100). Reading some details from her 

letter, he realizes belatedly that his “doubts and suspicions, the undefined fears and 

perplexities . . . had not been unfounded.” His initial reaction to the presence of this horrifying 

Monstrosity is to “[sob] aloud.” “Never since infancy had his eyes been wet before” and “[t]he 

hoarse sobs rent and tore his breast as if his flesh had been hacked by a rusty sword.” He cries so 

much that “it seemed to him as if he had been weeping blood” (101). His sobbing is like a ritual 

for exorcising Aurora: with tears coming out his body and clearing his vision, he tries to extricate 

the Monster from his body, the “primary [locus] for distinguishing self from non-self” (Gilbert 

5). This exorcism, however, brings about the contrary effect as well: it confirms the porosity of 

his body by making him weep “tears” and “blood,” which leads to failure of the restoration of the 

subject (AF 101). In her famous book, Powers of Horror, Kristeva demonstrates how “[m]atter 

issuing from [the orifices of the body],” including “[s]pittle, blood, milk, urine, faeces or tears,” 

is abjected (69). It is not because the “matter” is unhealthy or unclean, but because it “disturbs 

identity, system, order.” In other words, it “does not respect borders, positions, rules”: it is “[t]he 

in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” (Kristeva 4). Hence, the abject matter from the body 

“den[ies] the body’s self-containedness” and reminds the subject of his porosity (Cavallaro 67): 

the permeable body which should literally be the impenetrable wall between self and the Other 
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cannot keep his subjectivity intact. Talbot’s blood-like tears not just exorcise the Monster; they 

“rent and tore” his body only to reveal its porosity. This exorcism can neither purify him from 

poisonous love for the Monster nor reestablish him as the unbroken and solid subject.  

In order to become the powerful patriarchal subject again, Talbot has to choose either to 

banish Aurora entirely out of his boundary or to get rid of her Monstrosity. He chooses the latter: 

he decides to “[g]o to Aurora, and ask her the meaning of that letter” (AF 101). He expects that 

she can simply clarify her secret, which makes her no longer the ungraspable Monster. 

Therefore, he asks her “to explain something to him,” because it would be, “of course, very 

easily explained” and he “[has] a right to ask for an explanation” (103, my italics). He 

obsessively appeals to her for telling him the truth, for “[t]here must be no secret between [his] 

wife and [him]” (104). Yet, Aurora simply answers, “‘I cannot tell you’” to his desperate plea 

(103).
16

 Her expression is quite interesting: she neither says, “I will not” nor “I shall not.” To

her, the explanation is not a matter of her will but of her ability. There is no word for her to 

“explain” her secret, her Monstrosity, in the Symbolic. In fact, it is not that she has a terrible or 

inexcusable secret, which Talbot also admits later when the whole truth comes out: she 

indiscreetly eloped with a groom, James, and married him. I do not mean that a young girl’s 

elopement was not a big deal in the Victorian age
17

; but the text keeps trying to make readers

16
 Aurora repeats “I cannot” three times parallel to Talbot’s three requests for explanation. No matter how 

fervently and eloquently he appeals, she only gives him a simple answer, “I cannot.” This interesting 

repetition and composition evoke a certain kind of ritual, especially that of a conversation between a god 

and a human. A god’s answer might be unfathomable to human, for it does not belong to the Symbolic; 

what human can do is just to accept it. Composing Aurora’s simple answers which follow Talbot’s long 

pleas, the text highlights her incomprehensible Monstrosity to both Talbot and the reader by providing her 

with some mysterious and sublime atmosphere.  
17

 Aurora’s secret is actually not just her private marriage without her father’s permission. Before she 

eloped with James, Aurora had “long, lonely rides” “attended only by her groom” (22). Given “the 

Victorian convention which associated women's unchaperoned riding with sexual permissiveness, 

together with the contemporary slang meaning of ‘ride’ to indicate sexual intercourse,” “Victorian readers 

would have understood clearly” that she had sexual relations (Nemesvari and Surridge 21). It is “[her] 

loss of chastity” that “constitutes the ultimate rejection (or violation) of the Victorian feminine ideal” (N. 
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understand and sympathize with her situation: Aurora was motherless and vulnerable, so she 

made a big mistake which she herself admits and has regretted bitterly. Then, Aurora is guilty of 

not the secret marriage “but of keeping secrets” (Ward 464). She insists on the sole ownership of 

her secret—“This is my secret” (AF 103)—and stubbornly refuses to share it with anyone, which 

makes her almost inseparable from her secret. The fact that she has a secret (whatever she hides) 

itself, in short, makes her the ungraspable Monster with “the mysteriously dreadful powers of 

horror” (Tatum 503). It is natural that “[Talbot] ultimately fears her, precisely because his [male 

subjectivity] is founded on the abjection of [the female Monster]” (Tatum 517-18). His pathetic 

pleas for the explanation in the name of love actually hide the horrified subject’s desire to 

“[preserve] its own integrity, its own presumed autonomy, and, . . . [to destroy] what is different 

from it” (Bersani and Dutoit 69). “In order to purge himself of such horror” and secure his 

patriarchal subjectivity, he needs to decipher, control, and master her secret (Tatum 518).  

Despite Talbot’s ardent wish, the text suggests that Aurora’s secret constitutes her 

Monstrosity that can never be solved or mastered through images of death. Emmanuel Levinas 

provides us an insightful approach to death, relating it to the Other. Levinas focuses on “the 

unknown of death” (70): we cannot prepare for, avoid, or master death. Death suddenly and 

unwittingly approaches the subject and proclaims that “the subject loses its very mastery as a 

subject,” for “[w]hen death is here, I am no longer here . . . because I am unable to grasp” (74, 

72). “[T]he very relationship with death” is therefore that “with mystery,” or “with something 

that is absolutely other, something bearing alterity . . . as something whose very existence is 

made of alterity,” whose prototype could be found in “the erotic relationship” (70, 74, 76). 

Aurora’s secret in Talbot’s imagination when reading his mother’s letter has “the face of her” 

and R. Schroeder 76). In addition, as both Richard Nemesvari and Lisa Surridge and Natalie Schroeder 

and Ronald Schroeder point out, Aurora has a liaison with a working class man, which suggests that she 

“commits an unforgivable breach of social decorum” (N. and R. Schroeder 76).  
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who comes out of “the brooding shadow, . . . slowly lifting its dark veil” (AF 100). Here all the 

images of darkness, mystery, funeral, and death comprise her secret. Even in reality, when 

Talbot sees her, Aurora reminds us of death: “She was dressed in black; her face, neck, and arms 

gleaming marble-white against the somber hue of her dress; and her attitude was as still as that of 

a statue” (102). When they part, at last, their hands are like those “of two corpses,” and Talbot 

could not get “the ghastly face of the stricken creature he had just left” out of his head (105, 

106). Relating Aurora to death, we could better understand how and why she requires “the total 

trust, and total subordination of [her suitors’] will to hers” (Edwards xix). As being in a 

relationship with death is “an experience of the passivity of the subject,” the erotic or romantic 

relationship is described as the subject’s “blind and unquestioning” surrender to the Monster in 

the text (Levinas 70; AF 114).
18

Talbot cannot let his subjectivity shattered completely, though; and that is why he breaks 

off his engagement to Aurora. He thinks “[h]e had done her no wrong,” for “he had given her a 

full and fair opportunity of clearing herself” (112); it is she, or more precisely, her secret that 

forces him to part from her. He unconsciously knows, however, she is not to blame for their 

breakup. It is he who chooses his “honour,” and “every principle of his mind, which had set up 

for himself a holy and perfect standard” over love (154). Although he privately wishes “that he 

would rather have been the poorest ploughboy in Beckenham parish than the heir of Bulstrode,” 

his secret wish rather confirms the fact that he is “the heir of Bulstrode” (108). As he later 

admits, “the pride of the Bulstrodes,” which lies at the heart of his solid patriarchal subjectivity, 

18
 Besides this scene, Aurora is closely connected with death throughout the text. Not only does “[n]o one 

[escape] the threat of death that hovers around her” but her two male suitors constantly imagine her death 

(Tromp 93). Breaking up with her, Talbot “thought of some frail young creature abandoned by her sister 

nuns in a living tomb,” and wishes that she rather “[lied] rigidly beautiful in her coffin” (AF 105). John, 

her second suitor and husband later, says something similar: if he had to part with her, “[he] would rather 

see [her] coffin laid in the empty niche beside [his] mother’s in the vault yonder” (197). In their 

imagination, Aurora does not represent or embody the death, but it is she who is dead. Only by making 

her die can they possess and control her entirely.  
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“had stood between himself and his happiness,” like a wall (159). In fact, as soon as he learns 

from his mother’s letter that there is some mystery in Aurora’s past, “[a] black wall rose up 

round about him, and shut him for ever from the woman he loved” (101). It is a wall that once 

secured and protected his subjectivity as well as his family name; when he falls in love with her, 

the wall gives way, and his intact subjectivity becomes fragmented; now, the wall is 

reestablished and prevents love. To Talbot, love does not serve the subject but is incompatible 

with it.  

Is Talbot’s strong male subjectivity restored after he leaves the Monster, then? The 

answer is no: his fragmented subjectivity is not reunited, and what is worse, he still suffers from 

more disintegration. The wall that once kept his intrinsic self safe and pristine in the name of his 

family now “seem[s] to shut him in like prison-walls” (112). Fettered in ‘prison,’ Talbot asks a 

hundred of questions about Aurora, her past, his behavior to her, etc. without any clear answer, 

which makes him even look like a schizophrenic (112). While Aurora seems to regain control of 

herself after she marries John, to Talbot “the secrets of wounds . . . were not yet healed” (155). 

Every time he sees her, he is “half-choked by a thousand confused emotions,” including “[r]age 

and jealousy, regret, despair, envy, love, and hate,” just as he did when he first met her (149, 

158). Even when Aurora becomes another man’s wife, she still captivates and rules him: he has 

never been able to cleanse himself from “the cup of bang which the siren had offered” (73). It is 

because Aurora is as ungraspable, uncontained, and Monstrous as ever, which is irresistibly 

fascinating and terrifying at the same time. Talbot is constantly obsessed with figuring her out: 

“He had suffered horrible distractions of mind upon [who Aurora is]; one moment imagining her 

the most despicable of coquettes,  . . . and by-and-by depicting her as some white-robed 

Iphigenia” (152). Either definition, however, is not satisfying. As he sees Aurora being happy 

with her new husband, he inwardly utters a triumphant cry—“now he knew her.” She is “the 
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wicked enchantress, the soulless siren” (152). Yet, his idea is wrong again, which he realizes 

soon after he is impressed by “[w]hat an atmosphere of happiness she create[s] about her 

wherever she [goes]” (154). His mind and emotions are not described in detail after he marries 

Lucy, and before he reappears in the narrative to play the role of a detective. It is, therefore, 

uncertain whether Talbot secretly keeps loving Aurora or not. Although “the reader is left in no 

doubt that . . . the conventionally sweet, blonde, and self-effacing secondary heroine, Aurora’s 

cousin Lucy . . . is a poor substitute for Aurora,” the narrator tells us that Talbot is “happy in the 

choice he had made calmly and dispassionately” (Edwards xix; AF 162). As he already knows, 

Lucy is “his ideal” (40). Yet, even the marriage with the most conventional Victorian Angel 

seems not to be able to re-establish and empower his shattered subjectivity altogether. Talbot still 

neither believes his inherent worth nor feels that he is truly understood and accepted, for “[h]is 

poor little Lucy loves [him] after her fashion; loves [him] in fear and trembling, as if she and [he] 

belonged to different orders of being” (167). His “chronic insecurity about his own wife’s love 

graphically exposes a critical flaw in the domestic ideal and the ideology that underlies it,” and 

more importantly, suggests that his most natural self cannot be sheltered from the corrupt outside 

world in the haven of home (N. and R. Schroeder 90). It is because the modern ideology of 

marriage assumes love as the precondition for marriage, but Talbot does not love Lucy: he 

chooses Lucy as his wife not because he loves her but because he “believe[s] her to be all that a 

woman should be” (AF 162). Eventually, he does not seem to break free from love for the 

Monster. Talbot cannot obtain Aurora’s secrets, and as long as she remains the Monster, he does 

not seem to escape from her and become the strong male subject again.  

To Talbot, love is like a “bang” or “the toothache” (91). These imageries suggest that the 

beloved Monster infiltrates into the subject like a virus and causes a painful disease. That is why 

Talbot both desires Aurora and, at the same time, wants “to exorcise” her (55). Aurora, the 
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bewitching Monster, breaks through the boundaries of the subject and shatters his intact 

subjectivity, while he can do nothing about it. The beloved Monster’s violation of the boundary 

is what makes the novel sensational. Many critics point out that what makes the sensation novel 

thrilling is the way it “implied that both personal and class identity in contemporary Britain were 

fluid and unstable rather than secure” (Liddle 97). Or, more broadly speaking, “the sensation 

novel itself was concerned in all sorts of ways with the unfixing and transgression of boundaries” 

(Pykett, ‘Improper’ Feminine 53): it “indicates . . . anxiety about . . . the permeable boundaries” 

(Bernstein 222). In AF, not an outside stranger or a fearsome villain but love is what makes the 

subject’s solid boundaries unstable, penetrable, and finally destroyed. Hence, what is most 

shocking in the text is that it describes love itself, which has been supposed to promise to provide 

the subject with a pure and safe shelter for the essential self, as unavoidable contamination by the 

Monster. Although Talbot manages to escape from the Monster called love, his subjectivity is 

not purified entirely. My next concern would be how John, Aurora’s husband, responds to this 

Monster.   

“[Aurora] must be kept spotless”: John’s Blind Love for Aurora 

John is the exact opposite of Talbot. While Talbot is compared with “a beadle, a 

policeman, and a schoolmaster,” John is connected with “a child,” “a big school-boy,” or “a 

school-girl” (AF 38, 59). Talbot looks like a romance hero “as if [he’d] walked out of a three-

volume novel” (120); whereas, John “[has] neither a straight nose nor dark hair” but “is stout and 

strongly built, with a fine broad chest, and unromantically robust health” (221, 271). If Talbot 

“complained that everybody respected him, and nobody loved him,” John “might have uttered 

the reverse of this complaint” (59). The two characters have been evaluated quite differently by 

critics as well. As discussed in the first section, most critics criticize Talbot’s overbearing 

manhood and speculate that his marriage with Aurora would be unsatisfactory for both. In 
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contrast, John is considered “the genuine article” and the perfect husband for Aurora (Wagner 

87) .Their marriage “does not represent a stifling of Aurora’s eccentricity and originality but

rather an environment where it can flourish” (Garrison 155). It is because their marriage follows 

one of the “alternative companionate models” instead of the conventional one (Ward 458): it “is 

built upon equality and trust rather than male domination and female passivity” (Newman). John 

not only does not try to dominate Aurora but seems to obey her and submerge himself into her 

gladly, “an ‘home covert’—the gender-inverted embodiment of coverture, and thereby a perfect 

anomaly (and radically subversive figure) in English culture” (N. and R. Schroeder 97). Their 

marriage, therefore, suggests “radical subversion of the traditional marriage plot” (Fantina 141). 

The biggest reason why many critics so favor John is that he unflinchingly accepts Aurora’s 

secret. In other words, “the saintly simplicity of the trusting [John] Mellish” is in stark contrast to 

“the ‘barbarous and ungentlemanly’ suspicions of Talbot Bulstrode” (Edwards xix).  

John indeed declares his unchanging love for Aurora “[i]n spite of a hundred secrets” 

when he proposes to her (AF 126). When they are married, “John follow[s] his mistress about 

like some big slave, who only live[s] to do her bidding” (129). The narrator even confesses that 

“poor John Mellish was cruelly henpecked” (142). These facts, however, do not necessarily 

indicate that John represents an alternative and more positive masculine subject like “the ideal 

masochistic man,” or his love for Aurora is totally unconventional and subversive (Gravatt 118). 

To be the alternative male subject, John is too “strictly conservative,” particularly in “the pride 

of caste” (AF 335). He is very kind and generous to the lower classes, but “although he was 

ready to talk to . . . his trusted retainer the groom, as freely as he would have held converse with 

his equals, he . . . would have annihilated the groom with one angry flash of his bright blue eyes 

had the servant infringed by so much as an inch upon the broad extent of territory that separated 

him from his master” (335). To John, the class hierarchy is an impassable boundary to 
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distinguish him, the naturally superior subject, from inferior others. He is then quite similar to 

Talbot in that both take great pride in the noble family and try to protect its border: John is 

another Victorian English gentleman in any case (60). To be an entirely submissive lover, John 

acknowledges his strength and power too well. “He submits to the pretty tyrant,” but it does not 

matter to him at all, for he knows “[s]he is so little, so fragile; he could break that tiny wrist with 

one twist of his big thumb and finger.” He just “let[s] [Aurora] have her own way” as a father 

spoils his child, and when “affairs get desperate, and such measures become necessary,” he 

would be able to surely repress her tyranny and take “such measures” easily and smoothly (143). 

What should be questioned from the fact that John marries Aurora despite her secret is 

not so much the reason why he is a more suitable match for her as the reason why he is not 

suffered from her Monstrosity as much as Talbot is. In this section, I will examine John’s simple 

trust and submissiveness to find out another way the male subject responds to the beloved 

Monster. First, I will suggest that John represents another type of the conventional male subject 

who is quite confident of himself and even narcissistic. His self-centeredness is manifested in his 

nearsightedness and poor vision, which also affects his relationship with Aurora. When he sees 

her, Aurora is not merely a pretty and attractive woman, but the most beautiful, clever, and 

innocent one compared to a goddess. Although such idealization might show John is madly in 

love with her, it rather reveals that he sees her as he wants to see to satisfy his own narcissism, 

which is why he cannot or does not see her Monstrosity. Yet, both his unconscious and deliberate 

blindness cannot fully protect his subjectivity from the Monster. It is narcissistic-masochism that 

keeps his subjectivity from being completely shattered and fragmented when John finally learns 

Aurora’s secret. Delving into John’s love for Aurora, I will argue that blind love could be a more 

threatening way that erases the beloved’s Otherness.  
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From the very first moment John appears, the narrator relates him to Muscular 

Christianity: he looks like “a youngster of eighteen just let loose from some public academy of 

the muscular Christianity school” (57). “[O]riginated in a review of Charles Kingsley’s Two 

Years Ago (1857) written by T. C. Sanders for the Saturday Review,” Muscular Christianity’s 

chief characteristic is “an association between physical strength, religious certainty, and the 

ability to shape and control the world around oneself” (Hall 7). As the term itself indicates, the 

ideal muscular Christian is, of course, a healthy man: Kingsley, “the most popular and visible 

advocate of a new movement,” “supported the idea that godliness was compatible with 

manliness,” and considered that “manliness was an antidote to the poison of effeminacy . . . 

which was sapping the vitality of the Anglican Church” (Hall 7; Watson et al. 1; Newsome 207). 

According to the muscular Christianity school, in other words, “‘manliness’ was synonymous 

with strength, both physical and moral” (Hall 9).
19

 John embodies this ‘manliness’ of Muscular

Christianity: he is the one who “the Rev Charles Kingsley would have delighted in” (AF 57). 

Talbot first appears at the ball, but John jumps from “a mail-phaeton,” “splashing the mud upon 

his legs” when he first comes out (AF 56); while Talbot “never hunted” “nor gambled,” John 

loves the hunting season and derby (32). If John’s bulky body and energetic hobbies manifest his 

physical strength, his kindness, generosity, and unsuspiciousness demonstrate his moral strength. 

“He [is] always spending his money for the convenience of other people” and “[h]is stables [are] 

crowded with horses that were lame, or wall-eyed, or otherwise disqualified for service” (58). It 

is not surprising that many people love him, and “John Mellish [is] well content to be beloved, 

19
 Some critics prefer to use ‘Christian manliness’ instead of Muscular Christianity particularly to 

emphasize the influence of religion in establishing the ideal manhood. Yet, these two share many 

characteristics. Christian manliness “may relate to physical vigour and prowess . . . , or to patriotic and 

military qualities, or to the traditions of chivalry, or to a variety of moral qualities” (Vance 10). Finally, 

“[e]ach nuance of meaning mingles and overlaps with the others, so when the Victorian preached a gospel 

of ‘Christian manliness’ almost every good and perfect thing was potentially included under that generous 

label” (10). 
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and never question[s] the quality of the affection bestowed upon him” (59). He believes himself 

as “a creature especially created to be prosperous” (57); his life is like “a smooth poem, with no 

crooked, halting line to mar the verse—a noble book, with no unholy page” (60). Although 

Talbot peevishly calls him a “big, empty-headed Yorkshireman” and the narrator frequently 

“[t]he familiar brute,” these expressions rather confirm John’s robust health, simple innocence, 

and complete confidence in himself (56, 57). Secured in others’ love, John represents another 

kind of the strong and solid Victorian male subject.  

Interestingly, John, the stable and firm subject based on his sturdy body and others’ 

caring love, is often likened to a boy, a baby, and particularly a “spoiled child” in the text. What 

both a spoiled child and John have in common is that they see themselves as the center of the 

world. John is never suspicious of his worth and so “he was as open to flattery as a school-girl”; 

or “[w]hen people told him he was a fine fellow, he believed them, and agreed with them, and 

thought that the world was altogether a hearty, honest place, and that everybody was a fine 

fellow” (59). It does not occur to him that he is deceived by some liars, toadies, or swindlers, for 

the idea that all love him is the absolute truth in his world. He is like “a child, who believes that 

the fairies in a pantomime are fairies for ever and ever” (59): a child could believe in the 

existence of fairies since he/she ‘sees’ them “in a pantomime.” Only what he experiences or sees 

in the world becomes reality itself to John. His self-centeredness becomes more problematic, 

particularly when he deceives himself and distorts reality to preserve the illusory world he has 

constructed. Once he marries Aurora and meets Talbot again, John is flushed with victory, for 

“[h]e firmly believed that he had won Aurora’s affection in fair competition with [Talbot].” Yet, 

as the narrator points out, John “pleasantly ignore[s]” that Talbot was engaged with her before 

him: 
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The genial, sanguine creature had a habit of deceiving himself in this manner. 

He saw all things in the universe just as he wished to see them; all men and women good 

and honest; life one long, pleasant voyage in a well-fitted ship, with only first-class 

passengers on board. He was one of those men who are likely to cut their throats or take 

prussic acid upon the day they first encounter the black visage of Care. (156)  

In short, John could not recognize the Other; he even does not realize that there is the Other. 

What if he saw bad and dishonest men and women, or the third-class passengers on a ship? 

Instead of facing reality and correcting himself, he would rather “cut [his] [throat] or take prussic 

acid.” John cannot endure the idea that there might be something unimaginable or ungraspable to 

him in the world.  

As Talbot’s desire and endeavor to figure out and define the Other is demonstrated in his 

“penetrating gaze,” John’s inability or reluctance to perceive the Other is manifested in his poor 

vision. If Talbot tenaciously follows Aurora with his eyes to grasp and dominate her Monstrosity, 

John hardly sees her with clear eyes. Many times his tears “blurred and distorted [her] bright face 

before his eyes” (90). Sometimes “[it] was through an atmosphere of tears, and sparkling wines, 

and gas, and hot-house flowers, that he saw Aurora Floyd” (94). In spite of these things covering 

his eyes, Aurora is still “looking, ah, how lovely” (94). Its converse, however, could be true as 

well: she might be “lovely” because he sees her through his “blurred” eyes. John’s love might 

almost blind him literally. It would not be a serious problem, though; “love is blind,” as 

Shakespeare says. Yet, the episode where John sees “a fair manége rider” in Paris warns of the 

tragedy his poor vision could produce. Rejected by Aurora when he first proposes to her, John 

flies to Paris to comfort himself, and there “[he] haunted the circuses, and was well-nigh in love 

with a fair manége rider, who had black eyes, and reminded him of Aurora.” In order to see her 

more closely, he buys “the most powerful opera-glass” only to discover that the fair rider does 
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not resemble Aurora at all. In disappointment and despair, he “[has] dashed that double-barrelled 

truth-revealer to the ground, and trodden the lenses to powder with his heel.” He thinks that it 

would be “better to have been for ever deceived, to have gone on believing that woman to be like 

Aurora” (76). This episode first suggests John’s near-sightedness or poor eyesight: he needs the 

opera-glass to see the female rider more clearly. What he sees now through more powerful ‘eyes,’ 

however, turns out to be completely different from what he sees with his own eyes. The lady 

resembles Aurora when viewed from a distance, thanks to her makeup. Nevertheless, she is not 

entirely distinct from Aurora: first, she actually looks a bit like Aurora; second, Aurora is also an 

excellent rider; third, both could remind contemporary readers of “The Pretty Horsebreaker,” 

Catherine Walters who was “the most notorious of the high-class courtesans” (Edwards xi).
20

The fair rider wearing some gaudy costumes with vulgar makeup, then, could mirror the 

grotesque version of Aurora, i.e., Aurora as the Monster. Hence, John’s refusal to see her indeed 

foreshadows how he would respond to Aurora’s Monstrosity. Even if “he saw, or fancied he saw, 

that the woman he loved was worthy of all love,” what “he saw” could be indeed what he 

“fancied he saw” (AF 142, my italics).  

What John “saw, or fancied he saw” in Aurora is the perfect woman in the world. Aurora 

is “[his] love, his idol, his empress, [and] his goddess”; she is “perfect, unsullied, [and] 

unassailable” (334): to sum up, he “believe[s] her to be all that is best and purest in woman” 

(126). John not merely loves Aurora but worships her, “as the people we see kneeling in the 

20
 According to Trevor Fisher, the high-class courtesans remained in the shadow until the end of the 

1850s. They finally came to be “the subject of public debate” when they went around Hyde Park, paying 

no heed to others’ attention. At that time, “[a]ny attractive woman who could ride was allowed to enter 

the Park on horseback although she would have been denied access on foot.” Those women on horseback, 

thus, had the opportunity “to meet rich men who otherwise would have been beyond their reach.” They 

were called “the demi-monde” or “‘pretty horse breakers’” in English (Fisher 48). Catherine Walters was 

“the leading courtesan of the day” and “[m]atters came to a head in 1861 when [she] was celebrated in a 

portrait by Sir Edwin Landseer,” titled ‘The Taming of the Shrew,’ but more widely called as ‘The Pretty 

Horsebreaker’ (50; Edwards xi). Reading the novel, as Edwards suggests, “[o]riginal readers . . . would 

almost certainly have recognized at least one ‘newspaper’ source for [Aurora],” Catherine Walters (xi).  
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churches here worship their saints” (124). His love for her is in fact closely connected with 

religious worship several times in the text. Their home is like “an altar for his idol” and John 

himself is “[t]he priest, who . . . learns no contempt for its sacred images” (334, 369). His 

idealization of Aurora could reveal his devotion and fidelity, and his painful effort to believe in 

her despite her secret is actually described sympathetically.  

Notwithstanding, John’s idealization is a way to see and construct Aurora as he wants: 

the woman he loves must not and cannot be the Monster. Although he believes Aurora is “best 

and purest,” it is apparent that she is not, in fact, sexually ‘pure’: she has been married once, and 

involuntarily commits bigamy now. Aurora drops a hint to him about this, frankly saying that she 

has a secret (125); yet, John does not seem to care and asks her to marry him. While his action 

might reveal his strong faith in her, it could also imply his total ignorance of or disregard for her 

out of an ideal image he has constructed. “Disgrace, where she was concerned, knew in his mind 

no degrees” in the first place (334). After their marriage, John becomes more active in 

constructing Aurora as his ideal. N. and R. Schroeder argue that Aurora’s marriage to John 

“enables her to recover elements of her former identity,” for he sets her free (91). It is true that 

“[o]nce more she visited the stables . . . and [o]nce more she rode across country,” but it is not 

because John loves her as she is (AF 129). It is rather because he lets her do that: “it is because 

[he] think[s] that the good old sport of English gentlemen [is] meant to be shared by their wives” 

(200-1). On the other hand, he does not allow her to smoke, because “that wasn’t compatible . . . 

with the manners of the noblest lady and the duties of the truest wife in England” (200). John has 

the same “constraining view of womanhood” as Talbot (Curtis 85). Their difference is while 

Talbot cannot identify the appropriate category for Aurora because of her Monstrosity and 

suffers from that, John ignores it and just covers her with the images of his ideal woman. 

“Aurora is therefore incarcerated” in his love as well as in home (Curtis 85).  
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What is more, John’s idealization of Aurora is fundamentally narcissistic. Freud views 

love as a representative way “of satisfying our narcissism”: “We love [the beloved] on account 

of the perfections which we have striven to reach for our own ego” (Group Psychology 74). The 

beloved is a kind of an embodiment of the subject’s ideal self. Hence, in a romantic relationship, 

Freud contends, “the phenomenon of sexual over-estimation,” i.e., “idealisation” is quite 

common, because “a considerable amount of narcissistic libido overflows on to the object” (73-

74). The more the beloved is idealized, the more chance the subject has to achieve the ego ideal 

by merging with the beloved and becoming ‘one.’ Freud’s analysis suggests that the subject’s 

worship and glorification of the beloved actually hide not only the subject’s narcissistic desire 

but his/her desire to possess the beloved. John’s love for Aurora follows a similar pattern. 

Reading his worship of Aurora closely, we could find that his devotion needs the audience. He 

not just “made an altar for his idol” but “cried aloud to all who came near her, to kneel down and 

perform their worship at her shrine; and he was answerable to these people for the purity of their 

divinity” (AF 354). In the altar for Aurora, it is John, the priest, who commands worshippers 

what to do and answers them. Or, his love is compared with the artist’s love for his art (369). 

Again, it is John, the artist, who can tell the audience how to appreciate his art. Aurora as a 

goddess or the art is to be seen but not heard; and in people’s praise for her, John becomes the 

real object of admiration and envy. Basically, “his love had made her [the idol]” and the art (334). 

John’s narcissistic desire to prove his superiority by possessing the “best and purest” 

woman, Aurora, can be found even before their marriage. After his first proposal is rejected, 

John suffers from the fact that “this beautiful woman should be denied to him” and leaves 

England (89). Later, when he hears that Talbot is engaged with Aurora, he becomes furious at 

Talbot, because he believes Talbot tricked him and “acted like a sneak” (93).  
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[Talbot] could not very well remind John Mellish that, if Miss Floyd had accepted him, 

it was perhaps because she preferred him to the honest Yorkshireman. To John the 

matter never presented itself in this light. The spoiled child has been cheated out of that 

toy above all other toys, upon the possession of which he had set his foolish heart. It was 

as if he had bidden for some crack horse at Tattersall’s, in fair and open competition 

with a friend, who had gone back after the sale to outbid him in some underhand fashion. 

(92)  

To John filled with jealousy, Aurora does not seem like an individual who has her own will and 

heart to decide her partner, but a “toy” or “some crack horse” which could be purchased or won 

in the competition. John himself, moreover, “very rarely fails to win the prize [his heart] is set 

upon, however high or far away that prize may seem to be” (120). We could guess then why 

John gets so upset at Talbot: not only does he feel jealous of him, but, more importantly, he feels 

defeated (even if he firmly believes that Talbot cheated). Winning Aurora (not just her heart) 

becomes the sign of a man’s supremacy, which is one of the reasons John gives a hearty 

welcome to Talbot after he marries her. When Talbot stays in the Mellish Park, Aurora notices 

that he has not got over a broken heart. She breaks the news to John—“I’m really afraid . . . that 

[Talbot] hasn’t quite got over—”; but her sentence cannot be finished because John cuts in, 

saying, “My taking you away from him” (156). That accurately shows how he conceives the 

relationship between Aurora, Talbot, and himself: he wins over Talbot and takes “the prize,” 

Aurora.  

A bay filly named Aurora, “the creature he held dearest on earth next to Miss Floyd and 

those belonging to her,” evinces John’s craving for possessing her quite well. After he engaged 

with Aurora, his “thoughts returned into their accustomed channels,” which is to train a horse for 

a race; and he calls the horse Aurora (127). While human Aurora is consistently connected with a 
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horsewoman, now the name, Aurora, actually belongs to a horse that John owns.
21

 Other county

gentlemen also secretly “designate [the] black-eyed heroine” as “a high-bred filly,” “envying 

John Mellish the ownership of such [a horse]” “when they [bow] down to her and [worship] her” 

(144). Both Auroras become a treasure that makes John, the owner, more shining. To worship 

and flaunt both Auroras, the Derby becomes a shrine. It is a pity that “[t]he bay filly, Aurora, was 

beaten ignominiously,” but instead “Aurora Mellish” dazzles people who see her “upon the 

Stand”: they think “the face of Aurora Mellish as pleasant a sight as the smooth greensward of 

the Knavesmire, or the best horseflesh in the county of York” (147). To John, the Derby is an 

altar, Aurora ‘his’ idol (and ‘his’ horse), people admirers. Talbot completes this ritual. It is at this 

Derby that John and Aurora meet Talbot for the first time after their marriage. Seeing Talbot’s 

gloomy face, John could certify his triumph over him, which demonstrates his superior 

masculinity.  

By idealizing Aurora and subsuming her identity into his, John could become the more 

powerful and solid male subject.
22

 The problem is, however, that “an idealizable other” is

21
 Beryl Rowland studies the symbolic meaning of the horse in the Western culture and finds out that 

women have been associated with the horse for a long time especially since the Middle Ages: “under the 

influence of the Christian Church . . . the horse is equated with the body or with Woman, the evil 

repository of sex” (246). As the horse (and the woman) embodies evil sexuality, it needs the rider who 

can control and curb it, “the soul or Man” (Rowland 246). The “analogy whereby the woman is the horse 

to be bridled and controlled by man,” Rowland continues, “is so commonplace as to become proverbial” 

(248). In fact, some horse tack such as the bridles was actually used to punish and dominate women. In 

the mid-nineteenth century, “Llewellynn Jewitt describes the bridles that were common in the cure of 

scolds, variously called the ‘brank,’ the ‘Scold’s Briddle,’ or the ‘Gossips’ Briddle’” in “two essays in 

The Reliquary (1860 and 1873)” (Hartwig 289). Or, according to Mrs. Elia Gutch, there was “the practice 

of ‘wife-selling’ which requires the wife to be led into the marketplace ‘with a halter round her neck’” 

(Hartwig 291). Rowland suggests that “[s]o fundamental is the analogy [of the horse and the woman] in 

our thinking that . . . the symbolism persists even today in the marriage ceremony in which the ring is the 

halter used by the groom to harness his bride” (248). Although those cruel instruments almost 

disappeared in the Victorian age, women, associated with the horse, still “represented insurgent figures 

resisting or denying their natural roles in fiction and public debates,” and at the same time they were 

“being symbolically broken and trained in the discourses of the horsebreaking spectacle” (Dorré 65). 

John’s naming of his bay filly as Aurora has quite violent implications in this context.  
22

 Regarding John’s idea of unity in love, N. and R. Schroeder argue that “[l]oving Aurora, Mellish loses 

all self-interest, because he has no self but his love. . . . [and so] his sense of self disappears” (97). I 
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“nevertheless an other”(Kristeva, Tales 33). No matter how hard he tries to cover her with ideal 

images he constructs, he can neither eliminate nor ignore her Monstrosity forever and altogether, 

since “the ideal Other is a reality, not a metaphor” (33). When he finally faces Aurora the 

Monster, John goes back to the way he used whenever he is disillusioned: to turn away from 

reality and blind himself. The first and the most shocking event where he confronts Aurora the 

Monster is the famous Aurora’s whipping scene. One day, Aurora enjoys strolling around the 

lawn with her faithful old dog, the mastiff Bow-wow, and stops by the stable-yard to give “some 

directions respecting a favourite pony that was ill” (AF 137). While talking to the groom, she “[is] 

arrested by a howl of pain from the mastiff Bow-wow.” Looking for the cause, she sees a 

disagreeable servant, Steeve Hargraves, “[sending] the animal reeling away from him with a kick 

from his iron-bound clog.” Furious at the sight, “Aurora [springs] upon him like a beautiful 

tigress” and “rain[s] a shower of blows upon his clumsy shoulders with her slender whip” until 

“the whip [is] broken in half-a-dozen places” (138). “John Mellish, entering the stable-yard by 

chance at this very moment, turn[s] white with horror at beholding” such sights of fury (139). 

Understandably, John is terrified at her, for Aurora beating a man with a whip is the Monster he 

cannot have imagined. Her behavior “candidly oppose[s] ideologies of bourgeois femininity and 

domesticity that envisioned middle-class women as naturally docile, passionless, and submissive” 

(Dorré 63). Moreover, as a whip usually represents “a sign of masculine power,” especially in 

contend, however, that it is actually Aurora’s sense of self that disappears while his subjectivity is 

strengthened when they become ‘one.’ It does not mean that Aurora herself gets to be subordinated to 

John after marriage. Yet, John seems to erase Aurora’s other identities and make her only his wife in his 

mind, which is suggested very well when he tries to defend her. Outraged by Mrs. Powell’s sly slander on 

Aurora, for instance, John warns her not to watch Aurora, since “Cæsar’s wife must not be suspected, and 

John Mellish’s wife must not be watched” (AF 269, my italics). Again, when Mrs. Powell alludes to the 

possibility that Aurora might be summoned at the inquest of the murder of James, John becomes furious, 

exclaiming that “My wife will not appear” (308, my italics). Whenever Aurora is at risk for being 

criticized or suspected, he tends to call her not Aurora but “[his] wife.” It almost seems that the reason 

why she must not be suspected is not just he believes she is guiltless but she is ‘his’ wife. As ‘one’ person 

in love, Aurora is a part of himself, which keeps reminded whenever her Monstrosity tries to pop up. In 

his idealization of Aurora and his desire to be united with her, Aurora as the Monster does not exist.   
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the Victorian pornography, Aurora’s whipping is an “appropriation of masculine manner and 

action” (Tatum 522; Nemesvari and Surridge 25). In other words, whipping a man, she 

“transgresses the gender-specific roles central to hegemonic power relations between the sexes” 

(Gravatt 115). As John says to Steeve, “it wasn’t Mrs Mellish’s business to horsewhip [Steeve], 

but it was her duty to let [him] do it for her” (AF 140).
23

 That is why John gives him a whipping

again: John needs to reassert his patriarchal authority as a master in his household.  

The whipping episode encapsulates the threat of the Monster to John’s stable domain, 

which predicts the more serious crisis in his subjectivity later. Upon this threat, John 

immediately feels “such bitter shame . . . to think that this peerless, this adored creature, should 

do anything to bring disgrace, or even ridicule, upon herself” (139). He seems to be worried 

about her reputation, but in fact he is ashamed that she does not conform to the ideal image he 

has shaped.
24

 This is the opportunity that he can face the Monster. Yet, John chooses to ignore

this Monster like he always does by belittling this threat as “an agitated child” throwing a 

23
 As John is strict about the class boundary, he also firmly believes the patriarchal ideology of separate 

spheres, which is another characteristic of the muscular Christian man. Regarding Kingsley’s idea of 

gender roles, Laura Fasick suggests that he subscribes to “the two-sex model of the world that Thomas 

Laqueur has described as emerging during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.” That model does not 

see men and women hierarchically ordered but just fundamentally disparate, which is also called “[t]he 

doctrine of complementarity” (92). The “mutually beneficial union” of husband and wife Kingsley 

conceives could be formed only “by retaining the distinctive features of their respective sexes” (93). 

Representing the solid Victorian male subject, John proves what Lynda Nead argues: the Victorian sexual 

ideology “was part of a wider formation of class identity, nation and empire” (91).  
24

 Examining the disciplinary nature of shame, David Nash and Anne-Marie Kilday argue that the close 

interplay between “regimes of manners” and the culture of shame plays an important role in stabilizing 

and empowering dominant ideologies of the middle-class:  

It was through regimes of manners (or respectability) and through establishing harsh regulatory 

norms of behaviour that these ranks marginalised those below them in the social hierarchy. Thus 

[Norbert] Elias drew upon manuals and code books of behaviour which prescribed etiquette within 

domestic encounters everywhere from the dinner table to the bedroom. Many of these episodes 

where advice is given also contained a variety of harsh warnings about the consequences of poor or 

unseemly behaviour. Readers of this advice would be persuaded to feel shame and embarrassment 

since their demonstrably uncouth ways would attract the disapproving gaze of the refined and 

respectable. (15)  

John’s feeling of shame of Aurora, therefore, would be more threatening to her than his anger: it makes 

her feel guilty of herself, and to be free from guilt, she should internalize John’s (and the middle-class) 

conception of proper value.  
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tantrum and defining her Monstrosity as “hysteria” (139). Hysteria was “the classic female 

malady” (Showalter, Female Malady 18); it referred to not only a disease but a “moral 

perversion,” so calling a woman’s Monstrosity hysteric is a good way to subdue and dominate 

the woman who rebels against “the female domestic role” (133). Aurora’s unfeminine passion 

and uncontrollable fury reveal her Monstrosity which has no place in the fairy castle John has 

constructed, therefore to protect “the epic narrative from the intrusion of the voice of the Other,” 

Aurora the Monster should not be real Aurora but Aurora who is out of her mind, i.e., hysteric 

(Gilbert 105).  

Despite his efforts to keep his subjectivity as well as his home and idol pure and stable, 

John soon confronts Aurora’s inescapable Monstrosity, her secret. He thereupon “suffer[s] very 

much the agony that Talbot Bulstrode had endured at Felden on the receipt of his mother’s letter” 

(AF 173). John also receives a letter that contains her secret. It is from Mr. John Pastern, “a grave 

Patriarch,” whom John asks to recommend a horse trainer (152); and Mr. Pastern recommends 

James Conyers to him, who turns out to be Aurora’s first husband. Hearing his name, Aurora 

utters “a gasping cry,” which is Monster’s word that otherwise cannot be expressed in the 

Symbolic (172). Finally, Aurora’s secret which separated Aurora and Talbot surfaces. The words 

describing John’s pain are very similar to the ones describing Talbot’s: John also sees “[t]he dark 

wall . . . slowly rising and separating him from the woman he loved” (173). Besides, his 

continual appeals to Aurora to tell him the truth remind readers of the painful interview between 

Talbot and Aurora: John makes a plea for her to “tell [him] the truth” several times as Talbot did 

while Aurora just gives the same answer—“I cannot tell you”—to him as she did to Talbot (174-

75). She indeed tells the truth since her secret makes her the Monster, which has no language in 

the Symbolic yet. Unlike Talbot, John does not break up with Aurora. Both she and their home, 

however, cannot be the same as before. Aurora gradually turns into a real monster in John’s eyes. 
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Once described as beautiful blue-black, her hair now “look[s] like shining blue-black snakes 

released from poor Medusa’s head” (271). The Mellish Park, where he was a powerful master 

adored by almost everybody, has become “hateful to him ever since the trainer [James] had 

crossed its threshold” (314). John now loses both the shelter and the altar for his intact 

subjectivity.  

In order to remove the threat, John uses essentially the same method: to dismiss it. He, at 

first, fabricates a story about the secret as he wishes. He thinks “this mystery involved others 

rather than [Aurora],—her father’s commercial integrity—her mother” (176); and sadly but 

heroically, “[i]t would be only like [his] glorious Aurora, to take the burden upon her own 

shoulders, and to bear it bravely through every trial,” even if it is not her fault (315). By making 

this story, John could separate Aurora from the shameful secret in his mind, as he did real Aurora 

from hysterical one. It is clear that “[h]e resolutely shut his eyes to all damning evidence” to 

distort reality and maintain his illusion (316). John asks Aurora to “[d]ismiss [James]” in the 

same vein. Unable to stand the pain Talbot suffered, John begs her even to “[p]ay [James] what 

money [she] like[s] to keep the secret that he discovered” and just “send him away,” for his 

presence keeps reminding John of the secret (272). If James disappears before his eyes, John 

seems to believe, he could restore the paradise for his secure subjectivity as if the secret no 

longer existed.
25

 With James’ death, his wish seems to be granted. Yet, the narrator gives

ominous predictions of his future:  

Free, have I said? No; for ever and ever the shadow of that bygone mystery would hang 

like a funeral pall between himself and the woman he loved. For ever and for ever the 

25
 John uses the same way to protect Aurora when there is a problem: he tries to keep her from knowing 

terrible facts for as long as possible. When he hears of the murder of James, for instance, he “let[s] her be 

spared the knowledge of it” (293). During the investigation of the murder, he asks the other men “not [to] 

tell the ladies more than [they] are obliged to tell them about this business,” for “[they] shall only agitate 

them by letting them know the worst” (305). John believes he tries to blind Aurora for her sake, but it is 

actually a way of controlling and confining her.  
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recollection of that ghastly undiscovered problem would haunt him in sleeping and in 

waking, in the sunlight and in the darkness. His nobler nature . . . was again and again 

shaken . . . That voiceless argument was for ever to be argued; the spirits of Faith and 

Infidelity were for ever to be warring with each other in that tortured breast, until the end 

of life . . . . (319) 

Even if James is dismissed, there still exists Aurora’s secret, which is again closely related to 

death. John will never be able to dispel and ignore her Monstrosity as he cannot predict or 

dismiss death. It will “for ever and ever” “haunt” and torment him until he is irreparably 

fragmented. He will be “again and again shaken” and argued with himself without reaching a 

conclusion. As long as Aurora is the Monster, John could never reestablish his strong, solid, and 

intact subjectivity.  

James’ death, ironically, leads John to an inevitable encounter with the face of the 

Monster. In chapter twenty-seven, titled “MY WIFE! MY WIFE! WHAT WIFE? I HAVE NO 

WIFE,” John finally learns Aurora’s secret of bigamy. The chapter title is literally correct: 

legally, he has no wife. Moreover, the title also implies that John is disenchanted with his own 

construction of Aurora as his idol. His wife—a goddess, an art, or an emperor—has vanished; 

what remains is the unimaginable and unfamiliar Monster. Confronting this Monster, he becomes 

“nearly mad” (323). Aurora’s secret not only shatters the illusion he created for himself as well 

as her. More importantly, his firm belief in his intact and impassable boundary, where he is 

believed to be the sole center of the world, becomes shaken by letting in the beloved Monster. 

John now loses all sense of coherence, integrity, and stability of self:  

The spoiled child of fortune—the popular young squire, who had never been contradicted 

in nearly two-and-thirty years—the happy husband, whose pride in his wife had touched 

upon that narrow boundary-line which separates the sublime from the ridiculous—ah! 
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whither had they fled, all these shadows of the happy days that were gone? They had 

vanished away; they had fallen into the black gulf of the cruel past. The monster who 

devours his children had taken back these happy ones, and a desolate man was left in 

their stead—a desolate man, who . . . thought, ‘Was it I who leapt that dyke a month ago 

to gather forget-me-nots for my wife?’ (324-25) 

The beloved Monster “devours” all those “happy days,” and, along with them, all the identities 

which constitute John’s subjectivity—“[t]he spoiled child of fortune,” “the popular young squire,” 

and “the happy husband”—has “vanished.”
26

 John now loses all the grounds upon which he

could claim who he is. What remains is “a desolate man” with no name, who is a complete 

stranger even to John himself. John’s coherent and integral subjectivity is severely torn and 

fragmented.  

John needs different strategies to overcome the Monster, for he can no longer simply 

pretend that it does not exist. Yet, there is not much he can do: the ungraspable Monster does not 

allow him to understand and dominate it. The only thing he could and should do is, according to 

Levinas, “to surrender to the other, and to suffer from his or her suffering” (Nooteboom 162). It 

means the deconstruction of the subject: he is no longer the center/master of the world. John, 

however, chooses a different path. He seems to surrender to the Monster and embrace her 

Monstrosity—he proudly tells her that “[t]he secret . . . is forgiven” (AF 339)—only to recover 

his agency through narcissistic-masochism.  

26
 “The monster who devours his children” reminds readers of the ancient Greek god, Cronus. Cronus 

becomes the king of the gods by castrating his father, Uranus (Fleischmann 245); he “learns that just as he 

overthrew his own father, one of his children would someday come to overthrow him.” As he does not 

want to give up his power, “he insists on swallowing up [his] children the moment they are born” (238). 

Zeus is the only child who is not devoured by his father, Cronus, and he does overthrow his father to 

become the king of the gods and revive his brothers and sisters swallowed up by Cronus (238). According 

to the myth, then, John, “a desolate man,” could be compared to Zeus, and the comparison implies that 

John could recover his central identities and become the powerful male subject again if he kills the 

monster.  
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Although it might seem awkward to hyphenate those two words, many psychoanalysts 

observe that “masochism and narcissism are so entwined” in the development of subjectivity 

(Cooper 117). Proposing that “masochistic defenses are ubiquitous in preoedipal narcissistic 

development,” Arnold M. Cooper summarizes Edmund Bergler’s study on narcissistic-

masochism, who initiated this approach and has influenced a lot on this topic (117). Bergler 

assumes that “the preservation of infantile megalomania or infantile omnipotence (we today 

would say narcissism) is of prime importance” to the infant. The sense of omnipotence, however, 

is inevitably “frustrated, disappointed, [and] refused” (Cooper 121-22). To deal with the 

frustration of omnipotent fantasy, the infant, “in Bergler’s terms, . . . ‘libidinizes’ or ‘sugarcoats’ 

his disappointments” (122). In other words, the infant excogitates a masochistic solution: “He 

learns to extract pleasure from displeasure for the sake of the illusion of continuing, total, 

omnipotent control, both of himself and of the differentiating object” (122). He cannot avoid or 

exterminate pain upon infantile megalomania; but, through masochism, he still could preserve or 

reconstruct fantasies of omnipotence by deceiving himself as the one who actively chooses this 

displeasure. Cooper calls this process “the mastery of pain”: “‘I am frustrated because I want to 

be’” (127).
27

 Cooper continues to delve into narcissistic-masochistic tendencies not only in the

infant but in the adult. He claims that the masochistic defense of narcissism is not an abnormal 

perversion. “Libidinal pleasures and aggressive satisfactions will be sacrificed or distorted if 

necessary to help prevent the shattering disorganizing anxieties that arise when the self-system is 

disturbed or the ties to the object disrupted,” and upon this threat to subjectivity, “[t]he organism 

27
 Ludwig Eidelberg terms the infantile frustration of omnipotent fantasies as “narcissistic mortification” 

(275). Despite using a different term, Eidelberg follows a similar approach on the narcissistic-masochism: 

“The masochist is interested in being punished as a result of his conscious or unconscious decision. . . . as 

this humiliating punishment takes place as a result of his own decision, he protects himself against a 

humiliation which was not ordered or provoked by him” (276). See Eidelberg, “Humiliation in 

Masochism,”; “A Contribution to the Study of Masochism,” in his Studies in Psychoanalysis, pp. 31-40. 

You could also see Joanna Gabriel and Stavroula Beratis, “Early trauma in the development of 

masochism and depression.”  
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will give up libidinal pleasure for the safety, satisfaction, or pleasure of maintaining a coherent 

self” (127). 

 John Kucich considers narcissistic-masochism one of the most important characteristics 

of the Victorian male subject. The Victorian narcissistic-masochistic subject originates in the 

nineteenth-century moral masochism, “a fetish of self-control, discipline, work, ‘purity,’ 

resignation, self-abnegation” (Herbert 32).
28

 While the moral masochism in the nineteenth

century has been discussed a lot, what Kucich emphasizes is that it “harbor[s] megalomania” 

(“Melancholy” 380). The sermon of the Methodist movement, which is the leading exponent of 

the moral masochism, Kucich argues, “is always balanced . . . by promises of ‘eternal pleasure,’ 

‘unmerited love’ from God, and eternal life” (381). Masochistic self-denial, in other words, will 

lead one to “godly endorsement and power” (382). While “the evangelical bedrock of middle-

class ideology had begun to erode” “[b]y the 1870s and 1880s,” narcissistic-masochism has 

lasted in different forms (383): it gave the subject (particularly the male subject) “a rhetoric in a 

new key, a key that now seeks to adjust itself to the rapidly changing economic and political 

relations of a mature but nevertheless crisis-ridden capitalism” in the late nineteenth century 

(Stewart 184). In the developed capitalistic society, “the postulation of a free, autonomous 

subject” could not be maintained: men got to be defined as a mere part of the society more and 

more, and “[t]he bourgeois male thus comes to know his subjectivity in terms of his own 

marginalization” (176-77). At the time of the crisis of the autonomous subject, the masochistic 

scenario could provide at least the minimum agency to the threatened subject. Masochism, in its 

28
 The Victorian moral masochism was influenced a lot by evangelicalism in the late eighteenth century, 

which claimed that “salvation was the mark of gentility” (Davidoff and Hall 73). “[T]he evangelical 

revival . . . which made religion so central to middle-class culture” preached about the “conviction of 

original sin and the possibility of redemption through the divine mission of Christ” (78, 87). Born with 

original sin, every man becomes spiritually equal; every man, thus, has to follow religious teachings and 

control oneself to be saved. Although serious religious zeal has gradually died down by the mid-Victorian 

age, the Evangelical moral doctrine was embedded more strongly in the Victorian middle-class modernity 

(Herbert 30).  
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essentially theatrical setting, requires the contract between the masochist and the dominant; in 

this contract “the masochist occupy a double position: he must be the victim, the sacrifice or 

object of the contract, and yet he must always remain its originator as fully autonomous subject” 

(178). The masochist, thus, could retain the fantasy of narcissistic power. In this way, masochism 

becomes not a means of deconstructing the conventional subject, but combined with narcissism, 

it could rather provide a way for the subject in crisis to reassert his sovereign power.
29

 John’s strategy to maintain his agency in front of the Monster, which leaves his 

subjectivity torn and fragmented, is narcissistic-masochism. By adopting masochistic attitudes, 

John could give some meaning to the inexplicable Monster; moreover, he could re-establish 

himself as another kind of the noble subject by assigning a masochistic scenario to his suffering. 

Masochism satisfies his narcissism. Facing his home, which turns into the unfamiliar and chaotic 

hell, for instance, John tries hard to find “the cause of the ruin which had overtaken him” (AF 

311). It is little wonder that he does not understand what happens and why it happens to him, for 

the ungraspable Monster causes this turmoil he himself involuntarily let in: all the language he 

uses cannot define and clarify the Monster. In order to bring order and meaning back into his life, 

John leaves the symbolic and turns to God, masochistically reflecting upon his life. 

29
 Both Denise Hunter Gravatt and Richard Fantina view John favorably, for they consider him “the ideal 

masochistic man” who subverts the conception of the conventional patriarchal subject (Gravatt 118). It is 

in fact Deleuze’s influential writing on masochism, Coldness and Cruelty, that “set[s] the terms for many 

literary critics” to rethink the significance of male masochism (Kucich, “Melancholy” 369). 

Distinguishing masochism from sadism, Deleuze envisions masochism as a way for rebelling against the 

Father’s law and for conceiving the different masculinity aligned with the Mother. While not absolutely 

agreeing with Deleuze’s argument, many critics including Kaja Silverman, Carol Siegel, and Linda Frost 

take note of male masochism to conceive alternative masculinity. See, Silverman’s Male Subjectivity at 

the Margins; Carol’s Male Masochism: Modern Revisions of the Story of Love. While these critics focus 

on the subversive power of male masochism, there are other critics, such as Anna Maria Jones and 

Marianne Noble, who contend that the new reading of male masochism could be applied to female 

masochism as well. Using Deleuze’s “aligning masochism with contracts and sadism with institutions,” 

Jones, for instance, suggests that the masochistic contract can provide women with “agency,” for the 

contract allows one to “choose the ways in which one interacts with disciplinary power” (27, 29). Noble 

also argues that “masochistic fantasy offers women the same possibilities for empowerment through 

repudiation of power that it offers men: the position of being done to can be a powerful stance for seizing 

political and social agency” (9).  
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“[R]epent[ing] of the carelessly happy life which he had led for one-and-thirty thoughtless years,” 

he “humbly acknowledge[s] that [his life] had been a comparatively useless one,” he does not 

deserve happiness, and this incomprehensible misfortune is actually caused by his wrong (311-

12). His masochistic speculation certainly does not make sense. Still, it could provide him with a 

sense of order: now, he could establish the cause-effect relationship. Furthermore, it helps him 

once again to be the autonomous subject, for if he is the one responsible for this downfall, he 

could also be the one who will restore the order: he might be able to “save [Aurora] . . . [if] [he] 

would start to-morrow barefoot on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem” (312). John’s masochistic 

thoughts save his subjectivity from total fragmentation once again when he cannot but face the 

Monster, her secret. Suffering from a sudden collapse of the whole structure of his world, John 

imagines a masochistic scenario for the future: everyone would criticize or laugh at Aurora’s 

folly, and then “his duty [is] to confront the world’s slander or the world’s ridicule, and oppose 

his own breast to the storm, while she [is] shielded by the great shelter of his love.” “The 

struggle” in his mind thereupon “was over, and there was now only hope in his heart” (336). In 

his imagination, he does not think about Aurora’s humiliation but his own painful disgrace: it is 

he who would be stoned in public. Yet, he chooses that himself; and moreover, he could become 

a noble hero who protects his beloved. That is why John could enjoy this pain: masochism makes 

him the more heroic subject.  

In order to implement his narcissistic-masochistic scenario successfully, it is not enough 

for John to perceive himself as a suffering hero. Aurora should also perform a specific role in the 

play he writes for her. While acknowledging the subversive possibility of male masochism 

Deleuze proposes, Siegel criticizes his argument in that “in [male masochism] triumph over the 

father’s law is achieved at the expense of an actual female partner, through the appropriation of 

her voice and desires” (111). Although Aurora’s role is not that of a cold-blooded dominatrix, 
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“her voice and desires” disappear in John’s scenario, and she must become an innocent and 

helpless victim who needs a rescuing knight. The Monster Aurora, who eloped with her groom, 

married him, left him, and has kept this secret, becomes not real Aurora, but just represents 

“madness of her ignorant girlhood” (AF 336). Separated from her Monstrosity and defined as a 

victim, Aurora is no longer the unfathomable and uncontrollable Monster. In fact, it is not only 

John but the text itself that increasingly splits real Aurora away from the Monster to control her 

and create an acceptable ending.  

“[I]f [Aurora] had been faultless, she could not have been the heroine of this story”: What 

If Aurora Is Not the Monster?  

Concerning rebelliousness of the sensation novel, Andrew Maunder argues that by 

conceiving “more adventurous representations of women’s lives” “which did not appear to be 

constrained by hegemonic institutions,” the sensation novel has “quite subversive effect, 

allowing readers to envisage their own lives differently” (“Mapping” 16). Yet, he raises a 

question “whether there are any particular qualities in the representation of women in the 

sensation novel that mark them off as more subversive or outspoken than those drawn by more 

canonical and better-received writers,” claiming that we should not “overplay the ‘sensation 

novel=subversive’ ticket” (16-17). Going further, Patricia Stubbs contends that many sensation 

novels actually do not go beyond “the limits of moral and social convention” and pose “in no 

way a serious challenge to patriarchal stereotypes of feminine character or behavior” (39). 

Similarly, Elaine Showalter also claims that “the sensationalists could not bring themselves to 

undertake a radical inquiry into the role of women” while admitting that they “expressed female 

anger, frustration and sexual energy more directly than had been done previously” (Literature 

180, 160). The ending of AF could provide the basis for their argument. Aurora finally has a 
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happy ending: as her base first husband is killed, she becomes John’s legal wife and has a baby. 

Many critics, however, complain about the ending.  

The main reason why many critics are not satisfied with the ending is that Aurora is “in 

effect emasculated” (N. Schroeder 98). They deplore the fact that “[t]he passionate heroine 

becomes subdued, tamed, and feminine” (N. Schroeder 99); “domesticated” (Curtis 85); and 

even “caught, [and] broken” (Dorré 83). It might not be totally her fault: she has to choose 

“between homelessness and submission, and eventually accepts a submissive state” (Smillie 13). 

Feeling betrayed, some of them blame the author for Aurora’s sudden change in that “in the 

space of one page, Braddon rewrites what she has taken the first five hundred pages to create” (N. 

and R. Schroeder 103). The ending makes “Aurora’s story . . . the story of gradual taming of the 

wild beast of the improper feminine” (Pykett, ‘Improper’ Feminine 88). While other critics try to 

restore its damaged reputation and point out the subversive side of the ending, many of them 

concede that Aurora’s transformation is troublesome.
30

 Nemesvari and Surridge, for instance,

suggest that “[w]hile AF challenged contemporary views on . . . an ideal young woman” by 

making Aurora “a better wife and mother than . . . Lucy,” “paradoxically it was quite 

conventional in depicting where that woman’s happiness would ultimately lie: not in the stable, 

but with her husband, home, and children” (21, 22). Likewise, although Tatum considers 

Aurora’s happy ending the assurance of “the dark heroine’s innocence” and “[Braddon’s] exposé 

of the femme fatale as a masculine construction,” she admits that “Braddon subdues her 

30
 Not all critics, of course, see Aurora’s happy marriage as her surrender or subjugation. Critics such as 

Fantina and Robert Lee Wolff rather praise Braddon for not punishing her bigamous heroine but letting 

her live happily ever after with her husband and child: if Aurora died early or lived alone and bitterly 

regretted her past, “[Braddon] might have disarmed her critics”; but, Aurora will “triumphantly enjoy the 

good things of this world” despite her sin, which infuriates some Victorian reviewers (Wolff 151). 

Kimberley Reynolds and Nicola Humble do not even agree with the idea that Aurora has drastically 

changed and insist “all that she has been required to forfeit in exculpation for her bigamous crime is the 

full passion of her interest in horse-flesh” (114).  
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heroine’s bestial, sexual nature” at the end (523). In short, at least one thing is clear: Aurora has 

changed.  

Aurora’s change is possible only when she no longer has a secret, or to put it in another 

way, when she is no longer the Monster. The text has tried to gradually and carefully separate 

Aurora from her secret the same way John does, and it seems to be successful: meek and silenced 

Aurora does not seem to be threatening. Yet, in fact, many famous sensation novels come to a 

‘happy ending’ from a social standpoint. LAS, for example, ends with the appropriate punishment 

for the criminal and the hero’s happy marriage and reunion. Or, in Ellen Wood’s East Lynne, 

Isabel Carlyle, the adulteress and bigamist, has died tragically, and the family can be purified. As 

an anonymous reviewer of sensation novels wrote in Medical Critic and Psychological Journal 

(1863) to defend the genre, “it is possible that ‘Sensation literature’ may become a substitute . . . 

for the didactic teaching,” of which AF is a good example: “the whole novel may be regarded as 

an admonition to young ladies not to let their early fancies run away with them” (“Sensation 

Novels,” qtd. in Maunder 74). A lot of Victorian critics were not relived though: they harshly 

criticized the sensation novel and expressed grave concerns over its harmful influence 

particularly on young female readers.
31

 Their reactions suggest that the traditional happy ending

of the sensation novel does not necessarily mean the Monster in the text vanishes completely and 

the text becomes ‘safe’ to read. As Peter Brooks indicates, while [t]he desire of the text is 

ultimately the desire for the end,” the “recognition [of the end] cannot abolish textuality, [and] 

does not annul that middle which is the place of repetition . . . [constituting] the truth of the 

narrative text” (108). Repetition in the middle, in other words, can produce “textual space, which 

may be read against the seemingly hegemonic surface” (Feuer 8). If AF’s “end” or “hegemonic 

31
 Two reviews are especially famous: “Aunt Anastasia on Modern Novels” in Tinsley’s Magazine (1867) 

and Frederic Paget’s “Afterword” to Lucretia (1868). 
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surface” shows the desire to rehabilitate the heroine and bring her back to the society, repeated 

trials to distinguish between the original heroine and the abject one create a gap where a more 

dangerous message could appear.  

In this section, I will argue that while Aurora seems to cut loose from the Monster, the 

more threatening and inexpugnable Monster haunts the text: the idea that the beloved who 

evokes passionate love is always already the Monster. I will first explore how the narrative tries 

to detach the secret from Aurora. After James appears, she gets to be able to separate herself 

from her secret little by little, for he serves as the embodiment of her secret. Hence, Aurora as 

well as the narrative can blame James for her Monstrosity, and position herself as an innocent 

victim not the Monster. This project of purifying Aurora is completed by Steeve killing James 

and being punished. The order, however, cannot be entirely restored. There is a trace of 

disruption and chaos left in John and Aurora’s home. More importantly, as Aurora’s Monstrosity 

disappears, her charm is removed. She no longer has the power to make everybody including not 

only Talbot but also readers fall in love with her uncontrollably and irresistibly. In the end, there 

seems to be neither Monster nor passionate love, which curiously makes the two closely related.  

Among many complex and round characters in the novel, James would be the only flat 

one whom the narrator plainly tells the reader how to feel about—he is “a selfish, good-for-

nothing, lazy scoundrel” (AF 190)—because he does nothing but represents Aurora’s secret. The 

narrator repeatedly states the gap between his “outward beauty and inward ugliness” (181). Not 

only is James “wonderfully handsome—wonderfully and perfectly handsome—” but his beauty 

is that of “romantic style” with “sentimentality” “like an exiled prince doing menial service in 

bitterness of spirit and a turned-down collar” (180, 190). The latter feature is, the narrator 

continues, particularly important, for it is “of greater use to him than the beauty itself” (190). 

James is aware of “[his] handsome face was a capital,” “[knows] very well how to trade” it and 
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“[takes] the full amount of interest that was to be got for it without compunction” (184-85). The 

reason why the narrator emphasizes how beautiful he is, therefore, is to confirm that he is a 

typical “domestic fraud” who uses his beauty “in order to gain access to social and economic 

property to which [he is] not legitimately entitled” (Stern 42). His (and Aurora’s) fault is, 

however, not merely that he jeopardizes the border by violating socially defined status. The most 

sensational part is that he marries for money, which is to say that he brings the money matter into 

home that should be thoroughly separated from a public or social sphere. Frances Power Cobbe 

firmly asserts that marriage “which makes good the assertion that it is the right and happy 

condition for mankind” must be founded only “on love” and “[a]ll marriages founded on interest, 

on the desire for position, support, or the like, we must discourage to the utmost of our power” 

(1862, 206). It is because home should be a shelter and a resting place for an individual’s most 

essential and vulnerable self who has to wear a social mask outside. If “the anxieties of the outer 

life penetrate into it, and the inconsistently-minded, unknown, unloved, or hostile society of the 

outer world is allowed . . . to cross the threshold,” as Ruskin famously says, “it ceases to be 

home” (93). James’ incursion into home (and Aurora’s Monstrosity that lets him in), thus, 

endangers home and love, which happens again in Aurora and John’s home.  

Yet, James’ sudden emergence eventually helps Aurora to be no longer the ungraspable 

Monster. Thanks to him, who is a swindler and a scoundrel, Aurora can rewrite the narrative of 

her past in which she is an innocent victim. Although readers have already had a rough idea of 

what Aurora’s secret is, it is only through the story she tells James that what happened in her past 

becomes clear: 

I look upon you as the primary cause of every sorrow I have ever known, of every tear I 

have ever shed, of every humiliation I have ever endured . . . I look upon you as the first 

cause of my father’s wretchedness. Yes, even before my own mad folly in believing in 
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you, and thinking you—what?—Claude Melnotte, perhaps!—a curse upon the man who 

wrote the play, and the player who acted in it, if it helped to make me what I was when I 

met you! . . . your presence poisons my home, your abhorred shadow haunts my sleep— 

(AF 281).  

In this story about her secret, interestingly, Aurora as the subject who made a mistake or 

committed a fault slips away; instead, it is James and the play that are to blame for all the faults. 

It is not she but James who “poisons [her] home” and causes so much misery to her and her 

father. Her only mistake is “believing in [him],” which is caused by the silly play (again not her 

fault). She does not have to be responsible for anything she did, for she was in fact not the 

autonomous subject who decided and performed the action, but a passive and naive being 

influenced by others. This story is to “[remove] all agency from Aurora’s younger self” and to 

exorcise her unconventional Monstrosity (Nemesvari 112). This strategy works again when 

Aurora finally confesses her secret to Talbot. Affirming that “[she] had no romantic, 

overwhelming love for [James],” Aurora tells the similar story to Talbot, in which she was 

merely “the victim of a mercenary wretch who meant to use [her] to the uttermost as a means of 

wringing money from [her] father” (AF 352, 354). At the same time, she tries to avoid her 

responsibility for her action by calling it “madness” which “[she] cannot account to [herself]” 

(353). Aurora is not the Monster because she does not decide anything for herself; even if her 

secret is partly her fault, Aurora the Monster is quite distinct from real Aurora; Aurora is just a 

childlike victim. This view is repeatedly confirmed first by the narrator who calls her “a prey 

into the hands of a mercenary scoundrel” and next by the most powerful male subject in the text, 

Talbot who professes that “[her] worst fault had been the trusting folly of an innocent girl” (367, 

399).  
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To remove Aurora’s Monstrosity and her threat, however, the presence of James is not 

enough. His presence causes John “such vague disquietude, such instinctive terror,” “a deeply-

rooted aversion, [and] an unspoken horror,” for he embodies her secret (314, 305). James needs 

to be eliminated and buried to purify home. It is Steeve who does this imperative but nasty job of 

killing James. While critics mostly do not pay attention to Steeve, or the ‘Softy,’ “as he was 

politely called in the stables,” quite much, several critics present different ideas about whom he 

represents, and I agree with Marlene Tromp’s interpretation that underlines “the identification of 

John and Softy” (AF 136, Tromp 99).
32 

In fact, Steeve has pretty strong ties to John: Steeve “was

a favourite groom of [John’s] father’s twenty years ago,” because of which he is not dismissed 

even if he got a head injury and “[has] never been quite right since” (AF 135). To Steeve, 

Mellish Park is not merely his workplace, but his home whose beauty he finds pleasant (258). 

Because of Aurora, however, “[he’s]been toorned oot of [Mellish Park] that [he’s] lived in . . . 

for forty year” (179). To be more precise, it is because he beats her dog. Considering that Bow-

Wow and Aurora are closely connected, “Softy’s attack on Bow-Wow metonymically represents 

an attack on Aurora” (Tromp 99). Her counterattack is then understandable; but what is puzzling 

is John’s response to Steeve’s violence: he hits Steeve once with a whip and then gives him 

“gold and silver amounting to upwards of two years of his ordinary wages” before dismissing 

him (AF 140). As Tromp points out, Steeve seems to be not punished, but rather “rewarded for 

his performance by John (while Aurora is punished and chastised by her husband)” (100). It is 

because Steeve gives John a chance to discipline Aurora. Steeve’s dream about Aurora also 

32
 Gina M. Dorré regards Steeve as Aurora’s “abject other” or “shiftless other” (83, 84). Considering that 

“he rescues her from public ignominy as the ultimate homebreaker” by killing James in her stead, Dorré’s 

argument is quite convincing (84). Still, it does not explain their hostility toward one another. On the 

other hand, Nemesvari and Surridge suggest that Steeve is “Conyers’ double,” and therefore Aurora 

“violently reasserts the class privilege which she forgot in her teenage liaison with Conyers” when she 

horsewhips Steeve (26). Steeve indeed waits upon James and sends Aurora his messages as James’ 

mouthpiece, but it is Steeve who kills James.  
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suggests bizarre connection between him and John. One day Steeve confides his horrible dream 

to James: in his dream, he finds Aurora “with her beautiful white throat laid open, and streaming 

oceans of blood; but, for all that, she’s always had the broken whip in her hand, and she’s always 

laughed at [him].” As he speaks, “he grasp[s] something in the loose pocket of his trousers,” 

which is his knife but also hints at his penis (AF 191). His dream and gesture reveal both his fear 

of unbeatable Aurora’s Monstrosity and his desire to dominate her by killing it, which can be 

actually compared to those of Talbot and John. As James accurately notices, Steeve’s dream 

shows “such wonderful love for Mrs Mellish” (192). In short, “Steeve becomes the embodiment 

of male violence within the home” to chasten Aurora’s Monstrosity (Tromp 100). 

It seems probable that Steeve, who embodies John’s violent desire to shape and control 

Aurora as he wishes, kills James who represents her secret. Steeve gets the murder weapon in 

John’s favorite room where John keeps all his arms and hunting equipment, for “[t]his gate had 

been left ajar by Mr Mellish himself” (AF 258-59). This room is like “a temple” full of “treasures” 

to John. With many pistols, whips, guns, etc., “[o]ver the chimney-piece [hangs] a portrait of 

John’s father” and there is “the likeness of the deceased gentleman’s favourite hunter” on the 

opposite side, which makes the room look like a shrine to the power of the traditional patriarchy. 

Furthermore, “the floor [is] covered with an India matting . . . and many of the chairs [are] made 

of light basketwork,” which implies imperialism (164). In a word, this room is designed to show 

off the power of the conventional male subject. It is a “sacred chamber” or “a very temple of the 

beautiful” to Steeve as well (260). When he is alone in this room, he acts exactly like John: “he 

dropped into John’s chair, and began to handle the precious implements of warfare upon 

pheasants and partridges, and to turn them about in his big, clumsy hands” (260). His 

impersonation of John ends with Aurora entering the room, but he can have a small pistol with 

which he kills James.  
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With James’ death, Aurora’s “secrets . . . would be buried peacefully in the grave of the 

murdered man,” and the process of disciplining Aurora gets started (319). It is already foreseen 

at the night when James is killed. At that moment when Aurora is out to meet James, John is 

listening to a story from Colonel Maddison who “had distinguished himself in some terrific 

manner by bloodthirsty demolition of Sikhs, far away in the untractable East” (273). This 

imperial colonel tells John “[his] stories of the pig-sticking and the tiger-hunting,” or more 

precisely, the “tigress” hunting (288). Given that Aurora is compared to “a beautiful tigress” or 

“a tiger-cat” several times, the parallel of the murder of James and stories of tigress hunting 

suggests that it is indeed Aurora, or rather Aurora as the Monster, who is hunted and killed (138, 

208). Aurora is no longer the Monster, which can be seen in her actual changes. After James’ 

death, Aurora becomes more and more described as “a child” (305, 353, 364): no longer 

commending and domineering, she becomes like a child who needs men’s protection. Moreover, 

Aurora herself not only repents of her first hasty marriage but “atone[s] for her petty tyrannies, 

her pretty caprices” in Mellish Park (345). She now sincerely desires and tries to become the 

conventional Angel, which is why she asks Talbot to “teach [her]” (355). Aurora, who “had 

never atoned for the past” and tried to work out her problem for herself by “spend[ing] her own 

money . . . out of [her] own purse, without being under an obligation to any one” and without 

divulging her secret to anyone, has gone (216, 222). She silences the voice of “her own heart . . . 

repeating . . . ‘Let me be your guide’” and “look[s] to Talbot Bulstrode as the arbiter of her future” 

(360). Her legal second marriage confirms the fact that Aurora is properly disciplined. As John’s 

legal wife, Aurora can be “indeed united” with John (364). As Talbot solemnly proclaims, “[her] 

past die[s] with [James] who died the other knight [and] [t]he future is not [hers] to dispose of; it 

belongs to [her] husband, John Mellish,” which exactly follows the idea of coverture (362).  
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When Aurora’s Monstrosity disappears and Aurora returns to domestic sphere safely by 

being interpellated as John’s wife, Steeve has finished his part. Hence, he is caught by Talbot 

and punished for his murder, and before his execution Mrs Powell has already been dismissed by 

John. Without those “two enemies, one without and one within her pleasant home,” John and 

Aurora’s home seems to be safe and pure again (141). In the end, the novel consists of the 

conflict between “[t]he unholy triangle of companion, groom, and stablehand” and “the splendid 

Aurora” “who . . . belongs to the right sort, the polite sort, the gracious, comfortable, and 

privileged sort,” and ends with the gentility’s triumph and the restored order built around the 

conventional male subject (Chase and Levenson 210).  

Nevertheless, not everything is recovered. John and Aurora’s home could never return to 

its previous intact and uncontaminated state. Since “[t]he catastrophe occurred within the 

boundary of the [Mellish] Park fence,” traces of the ravages of the Monster can be found in 

almost all parts of the house (AF 383).  

The subtle influences of association hung heavily about the familiar place. . . . Scrapes of 

colour and patches of gilding upon the walls will bear upon them . . . the shadows of the 

thoughts of those who have looked upon them. Transient and chance effects of light or 

shade will recall the same effects, seen and observed . . . in some horrible crisis of misery 

and despair. The commonest household goods and chattels will bear mute witness of your 

agonies . . . the pattern of a dinner-service may recall to you that fatal day . . . The bed 

you lay upon, the curtains that sheltered you, the pattern of the paper upon the walls, the 

common every-day sounds of the household . . . all these bear record of your sorrow . . . . 

(391-92) 

In this description of the house, it is not people who live there but the material house itself that 

seems to keep the memory of “misery and despair.” Even if Aurora and John are reunited and 
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determined to forget the past, their house itself remembers it. It is “as painfully and perpetually 

haunted by the ghastly presence of the murdered man” (396). The house becomes a haunted 

house or an “accursed house” not just to Aurora and John but to “the people [they] knew.” Now 

many people are reluctant to go near the Mellish Park and even “[sneak] away from [John and 

Aurora’s] path as if [they] had just recovered from typhus fever” (407). Their house is 

contaminated or haunted, and there is nothing John and Aurora can do to purify it: they have to 

“sell it” or “burn it down” (445). If not, Aurora and John themselves are likely to be affected by 

contagion’s poisonous effects of the house. As Aurora confesses—“[i]t is the air of this house 

that seems to oppress me” (397)—she becomes hysterical more and more in the house (397, 405). 

Not only Aurora but John also becomes “almost mad” (403). In a sudden hysterical “paroxysm,” 

he often “[weeps] aloud” “as if the big Yorkshireman [were] some sorrowing woman, sorely in 

need of many help and comfort” in front of Talbot (408). Their house never recovers its original 

normal state even at the conclusion of the novel. “Aurora and her husband left Mellish Park 

immediately after the committal of the ‘Softy’ to York Prison” and did not return for quite a long 

time (458). Their baby is born at Nice, far away from home, as if to make sure the baby is 

untouched and safe.  

If Aurora and John’s house is haunted by the ghost of Aurora the Monster, readers are 

left with the more dangerous and mysterious Monster that cannot be destroyed by the novel’s 

happy ending: the threatening message that the beloved is always already the Monster, and hence 

love does not serve the subject, but instead undermines and imperils the subjectivity. The 

narrative achieves its goal successfully: it can save Aurora from infamy and misery by separating 

Aurora the Monster from ‘real’ Aurora. The problem is that the story does this so well that 

characters as well as readers treat Aurora in the later part of the novel as if a completely different 

or a whole new person. It seems like there are actually two different Auroras in the text. This 
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stark difference accentuates how ‘harmless’ Aurora becomes: in other words, Aurora without the 

secret loses “a wondrous and almost dangerous faculty for winning the love” (395).  

It is Talbot that shows Aurora’s loss of power most clearly. Aurora and Talbot’s second 

interview scene where she confesses her secret is carefully structured to be paralleled with their 

first one where he keeps asking her to tell him her secret. As their previous interview, Aurora 

and Talbot are alone in a small room at night, calling each other by his/her first name, not Mrs. 

Mellish or Mr. Bulstrode. While talking to him, Aurora “cast[s] herself upon her knees before 

him,” as she “sank lower in her half-kneeling, half-crouching attitude” before (351, 104). Her 

“pale, agonized face, that seem[s] almost ghastly in the dim lamp-light” also reminds readers of 

“the ghastly face of the stricken creature he had just left” before (351, 106). Talbot perceives this 

strange similarity as well: “It was the Felden scene over again” (351). Yet, their situation is 

reversed. If Talbot implored Aurora to tell him the truth before, it is Aurora who asks for advice 

from him now; if Aurora had power over him and chose what to do before, it is Talbot who has 

power and determines her future now. This change comes from the disappearance of her secret. 

Now, as Aurora says, “[her] secret is common property” (352): as if the secret is real property, 

power comes from having the secret, which includes the power to enthrall.  

When Aurora and Talbot’s second interview scene is juxtaposed with the first one, the 

most prominent feature is the radical change in Talbot: after their second interview, he can 

finally break free from the agony of love for Aurora. As examined in section one, Talbot’s 

fragmented subjectivity is not entirely recovered even after he marries Lucy. Aurora’s every 

single word and every little action still bothers him, causing him contradictory emotions. 

Whenever he sees her, he could feel “some wounds which never quite heal” (224). As soon as he 

knows her secret and then can define her as an innocent victim, however, Talbot can overcome 

his suffering love for Aurora and get his power as the conventional male subject restored. Seeing 
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Aurora pleading on her knees, “Talbot [has] no attention to waste upon sentiment or emotion”; 

her suffering or her presence itself now cannot affect him anymore. What is more important to 

him now is “facts” to solve the problem, therefore only “[t]he administrative powers of his mind 

[are] at work” (356). His sudden change even suggests that his ultimate goal is to get her secret. 

Now, as Aurora is no longer the ungraspable and uncontrollable Monster, Talbot’s subjectivity 

can be restored and even empowered at last, which is seen again in his eyes. He recovers his 

“preternatural clearness of vision” (399). While John “look[s] in such ignorant hopefulness 

towards an horizon,” Talbot, a “graver and more thoughtful [man] could see a dreadful shadow 

lowering”; moreover, Talbot “[does] not leave his post of observation” and senses someone 

watching them while “John . . . [is] utterly unconscious of all this” (374). Most importantly, with 

his more powerful eyes, he can finally let go of his conflicting love for Aurora by calmly 

“look[ing] back” the past. Now, the past does not afflict him; he is just amazed at “[h]ow far 

away that old love-story seemed to have receded.” “[N]ow that he [knows] the secret of Aurora’s 

life,” he could “[reason] after the fact, [see] the weak points of his conduct . . . and could not 

repress a sharp pang of regret that he had not acted more generously” (399). His self-reflection 

indicates how sedate, reasonable, and solid he becomes now. As Aurora gets to be more like a 

conventional Victorian wife after her Monstrosity is removed, Talbot becomes the more 

powerful subject who lastly dominates the Monster.  

The narrative not only recovers but consolidates Talbot’s power as the conventional 

patriarchal subject by making him “the author” of Aurora’s reunion with John (406); a father 

figure to both Aurora and John who “promised to be as submissive as a child beneath his 

guidance” (415); and a detective figure who kicks out the criminal from the sacred home and 

protects its border. It is particularly interesting that Talbot plays the role of a detective. In fact, an 

actual detective, Joseph Grimstone, gets to investigate the murder of James. Still, to do that, he, 
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an outsider, needs to meet and interrogate Aurora who now becomes like Lucy, an innocent child 

who needs men’s protection. “[T]he encounters between policemen and ladies,” Anthea Trodd 

suggests, “betray deep fears about the threat to the world of domestic innocence posed by the 

new police world of subterfuge and surveillance” (12-13). Hence, there needs to be another 

detective figure who represents the strong and reasonable masculine subjectivity but is not an 

outsider, Talbot.
33

 It is he who questions Aurora, conducts the inquiry, and finally catches the

criminal, Steeve. Throughout the investigation, Aurora is totally excluded. Furthermore, we can 

hear no more of love stories that predominate almost four hundred pages of the novel. All the 

women characters disappear and only men and homosocial relationship—Talbot (a father), John 

(a child), Joseph (a helper), and Captain Prodder (a brother)—remain. It seems as if the narrative 

claims women, or more precisely heterosexual love are not necessarily in men’s asserting their 

masculine power; love rather threatens the conventional male subject.  

The narrator tries to neutralize this risky implication that love is dangerous to the subject 

by differentiating love that is suited to marriage from love that is not, which nevertheless not 

only fails but backfires. As N. and R. Schroeder notes, the narrator considers “romantic love” or 

passionate love “immature and transient; it is assuredly not suited to marriage” (84). Better love 

for marriage is more like calm affection than fervor of love as if “[t]he tree is perhaps all the 

stronger when these first frail branches are lopped away to give place to strong and spreading 

arms, beneath which a husband and children may shelter” (AF 130). Talbot’s “more enduring 

33
 In this context, Talbot can be compared to Robert Audley in LAS. Several critics note that Robert is as 

an important character as Lady Audley. Cvetkovich, one of the first critics who focus on Robert, argues 

that “[r]ead as Robert Audley's story, LAS narrates his development from aimless son of the 

aristocracy . . . to a full-fledged member of the patriarchy-husband, father, homeowner, and active 

professional” (56). In other words, Robert could become the conventional male subject by objectifying, 

defining, and controlling Lady Audley, the female Monster. Jenny Bourne Taylor comments in a similar 

vein: “Lucy [i.e. Lady Audley] becomes the object of disclosure as [Robert Audley] becomes the 

investigating subject” (11). Although Aurora is not the object of investigation for Talbot in AF, in 

becoming a detective his conventional masculine subjectivity is empowered, solidified, and stabilized in a 

similar way as in Robert Audley.  
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and . . . wiser love” for Lucy and Aurora’s tender affection for John which is different from “any 

romantic or enthusiastic love” would be good examples (219, 142). Yet, to readers, more 

attractive and impressive love in the text is burning and impassioned love for the perplexing one 

who is not fully subjugated, such as Talbot’s love for Aurora, John’s for Aurora, Lucy’s for 

Talbot, and even Aurora’s for James.
34

 Although Aurora denies her love for James, it is evident

that she is at least sexually attracted to him: she confesses that she “married him because he had 

dark-blue eyes, and long eyelashes, and white teeth, and brown hair” like “a prince in disguise” 

(352, 353).
35

 Aurora’s love or amorous desire for James is also that for the Monster who is not

just mysterious but literally monstrous. All the cases of passionate love in the text, then, imply 

that love is not helpful but fatal to the subject, which the happy ending cannot repress.  

It is not only characters in the novel but readers who are much more attracted to the 

ungraspable Monster: they are not influenced or enticed by Aurora without the secret. She is not 

an independent heiress, an imperious empress, Cleopatra, or a siren anymore. She becomes like a 

34
 Maybe we could add Archibald Floyd’s love for Eliza Prodder to the list. The novel begins with how 

Mr. Floyd meets and loves Aurora’s mother. Aurora’s mother, Eliza, is as mysterious and uncategorizable 

as Aurora: there are “the thousand tongues of rumour” about what she did or who she was flying around 

(8); while everyone knows she is penniless, she behaves “as if she [were] born in a palace, and 

accustomed to homage from her very babyhood” (10); although she is “a Circe” to the aristocrat including 

Mr. Floyd’s relative, “[t]o [the poor and animals] she seem[s] an angel” (8, 17). Eliza, a “base intruder,” 

is indeed the baffling and bizarre Monster appearing out of nowhere to the people inside the noble 

boundary, one of whom is Mr. Floyd (16). That is why many people who have known him consider him 

“bewitched and bewildered,” and some even insist that they should “institute a commission of lunacy, and 

shut their crazy relative in a madhouse” (13, 9). From the start, passionate love is closely related to 

madness and the intrusion of the Monster into the sober and solid subject in the text.  
35

 Aurora’s sexual desire for James is one of the elements that made many Victorian critics be indignant 

over the sensation novel. Although “notions of women’s sexuality are never monolithic,” many 

Victorians thought that “women lacked sexual aggressiveness, that their sexual appetite contributed a very 

minor part (if any at all) to their motivations, [and] that lustfulness was simply uncharacteristic” (Cott 

220-21). Dr. William Acton played an important role in constructing and spreading this view of women as 

the non-sexual or passionless being. In his famous book, The Functions and Disorders of the 

Reproductive Organs, which “was undoubtedly one of the most widely quoted sexual-advice books in the 

English-speaking world,” Dr. Acton firmly asserts that “the majority of women . . . are not very much 

troubled with sexual feeling of any kind” (Degler 1467; Acton 133). Given this Victorian ideology of 

sexuality, the fact that “[the heroine of the sensation novel] waits now for flesh and muscles, for strong 

arms that seize her, and warm breath that thrills her through, and a host of other physical attractions” must 

have sounded monstrous (Oliphant, “Novels” 1876, qtd. in Maunder 175).  
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child whose self-worth depends solely on John’s love: while “[breaking] into convulsive sobs” 

for she believes “[John] is alienated from [her],” “she could not fear any peril, any sorrow, now 

that she knew herself to be secure of his love” (404, 428). Her presence increasingly fades away 

and her voice is silenced. What is worse is that readers do not care about that: readers are not 

interested in Aurora when she is no longer the mysterious and dangerous yet irresistible Monster. 

It is partly because “the purest type of sensation novel is the novel-with-a-secret” (Tillotson xv); 

and, as Edwards indicates, “the entertainment [sensation novels] offered their readers was 

essentially voyeuristic” (x). In other words, readers enjoy solving enigmatic riddles or 

uncovering secrets like a detective in a novel, which is why Peak argues “the real agent of 

surveillance in the sensation novel is the reader” (839). It might be natural that readers are no 

longer intrigued by mystery solved as a detective is.  

Yet, that alone is not enough to explain why Aurora’s charm has so suddenly disappeared 

because readers have already noticed what her secret is early in the novel. A better explanation 

then would be that readers are fascinated not only by investigating the secret, but, more 

importantly, by the fact that Aurora has the secret, she is mysterious, ungraspable, and 

unconventional, in short, she is the Monster. Philipp Erchinger suggests that what makes the 

sensation novel sensational “thrives on the experience that whatever is conclusive can . . . no 

longer be perceived as sensational, as an affective turmoil that has not yet been assigned to, or 

subsumed under, a particular mental state” (229). Aurora as the Monster who can be neither 

defined nor contained nor controlled, therefore, is what attracts the reader. This is why many 

Victorian reviewers harshly criticized the sensation novel: many of them recognized that “[t]he 

heroine of this class of novel is charming because she is undisciplined” (“Our Female” 1864, qtd. 

in Maunder 108). Margaret Oliphant, for instance, made sarcastic comments on East Lynne that 

“[t]he Magdalen herself, who is only moderately interesting while she is good, becomes, as soon 
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as she is a Magdalen, doubly a heroine” (“Sensation Novels” 1862, qtd. in Maunder 13). Or, as 

Lena Eden’s sharp description suggests, Lady Audley’s charm partly comes from the fact that 

she is “a brilliant and incomprehensible anomaly” (1862, qtd. in Casey 10). In short, “the genre’s 

real attraction lay in irrational depths” (Casey 10). Attracting readers to the abnormal, opaque, 

and unimaginable Monster, sensation novels would “corrupt and seduce impressionable readers 

with their ‘subtle poison,’ [which] was a recurrent topic of concern in the 1860s and 1870s” 

(Maunder, “Mapping” 15). Given that “[the] form of arousal,” which is what Victorian reviewers 

were worried about in reading the sensation novel, “is closely akin to sexual excitement,” its 

appeal to readers reveal some more dangerous idea (Cvetkovich 22): one, in fact, is fascinated by 

the Monster.  

Both the text itself and its reading experience convey the threatening message: it is the 

Monster that evokes passionate desire called love. As soon as Aurora the Monster disappears, 

Talbot’s, the narrator’s, and readers’ uncontrolled and irresistible love for her also vanishes. This 

threatening implication undermines the ideology of domesticity founded on love. The Victorian 

cult of domesticity maintains that home should be the shelter and haven for one’s most essential 

self, which is possible only when it is built on innocent love, and this Angel’s love would 

empower and consolidate the male subject by protecting his fragile self. AF, however, insinuates 

that the Angel needs to be the Monster at first to arouse love.  

While the plot of AF is about men and women in love, the text is more like a cautionary 

tale about love. In the text, romantic, passionate, and unstoppable love is always directed to not 

one’s soul mate, who can be called one’s half, but the ungraspable and dangerous Monster. 

Talbot, who represents the solid Victorian patriarchal subject, tries to avoid this pitfall as soon as 

he sense Aurora as the Monster; but the more he tries, the more he loves this woman with a 

secret and the more he suffers. John seems to escape this threat by ignoring Aurora’s Monstrosity. 
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When he has to face her secret, however, his efforts fail; and he chooses masochism to save the 

illusion of his mastery as the subject. Nevertheless, both Talbot and John cannot break away 

from not only Aurora but love for this Monster no matter what they try. Aurora becomes safe and 

their fragmented subjectivity is restored only when the narrative separates her from her secret. 

As soon as her Monstrosity disappears, however, everyone, including the characters, the narrator, 

and readers, stops loving her. Inadvertently, the text leaves more threatening implication that 

love is indeed like “bang,” “fatal disease,” “terrible fever,” or “the toothache” (AF 73, 145, 97, 

91).  

Notwithstanding, we cannot overlook the ending of the novel completely, where the 

traditional image of love and home is defended and commended. AF ends with two happy 

couples with their babies, which conveys the message that despite many ups and downs, true 

love will ultimately win and make you feel secure and whole under the shelter called home. 

Indeed, readers remember how much love hurts and torments the subject throughout the text. 

Then why does the narrative still try to dismiss the threat of love and promote such a romantic 

myth at the end of the novel? Why does it abruptly try to save love? George Meredith’s The 

Egoist sheds a light on the matter. Following courtship rituals of Willoughby, the representative 

type of the Victorian male subject, in detail, The Egoist takes a more critical approach to the 

conventional romantic view on love than AF.  
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CHAPTER III 

THE MONSTER’S LOVE: A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE CONVENTIONAL 

DISCOURSE OF LOVE IN THE EGOIST 

While Aurora Floyd deals with the male subject threatened by the female Monster in love, 

George Meredith’s The Egoist: A Comedy in Narrative is about the male subject’s monstrous 

desire, which has both depended on and been supported by the conventional discourse on 

romantic love. The egoist, the title of the novel refers to, is Sir Willoughby Patterne who is a 

“[r]ich, handsome, courteous, generous, lord of the Hall” (The Egoist 42). Almost every person 

in the town praises him highly, among whom Laetitia Dale is the most enthusiastic worshiper of 

him: “he is a splendid man” and “a picture of an English gentleman.” In short, he is considered 

“[t]he very man we want married for our neighbourhood” (426). Willoughby, however, has a 

shameful secret: he is jilted by his fiancée Constantia Durham, who has eloped with Captain 

Oxford. Notwithstanding, a few years later, he has succeeded in getting engaged to another 

woman—Clara Middleton, the female protagonist of the novel, who “had money and health and 

beauty, the triune of perfect starriness, which makes all men astronomers” (71). Eager for 

capturing her entirely, Willoughby invites her and her father to the Patterne Hall. Amid the 

outpouring of sweet love-words from his mouth, Clara yet gradually dislikes him and does not 

know why. Confused with her change, she finally realizes its reason—Willoughby is the egoist. 

From then, the novel is about a fierce and long battle between Clara, who wants to break the 

engagement, and Willoughby, who wants to hold her tightly, which escalates as Willoughby’s 

womanizer friend, Colonel De Craye, arrives. To be free from Willoughby, Clara tells her wish 

to many people and tries to get advice and help from them—Vernon Whitford, Willoughby’s 

cousin, Laetitia, and Mrs. Mountstuart, the influential lady in the town—but her attempts to 
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escape from the engagement have failed. Her difficulty is solved by sudden luck. Threatened by 

the possibility of being twice jilted, Willoughby secretly proposes to Laetitia, who declines his 

proposal. It would be a secret if it were not espied by young Crossjay, Willoughby’s distant 

relative. Thanks to him, Willoughby’s embarrassing proposal to Laetitia is about to see the light 

of the day, which forces him to release Clara under one condition—she should marry Vernon. 

Although he means to punish her, she actually loves Vernon secretly. The novel thus ends with 

two couples, Willoughby and Laetitia, and Clara and Vernon.  

The plot of the novel is not quite complex: it is mostly about Clara’s plight to be free 

from the monstrous male subject, Willoughby’s desire.
36

 The novel, then, wins a (good or bad)

reputation not for its plain plot but its delicate “study of character,” especially Willoughby 

(Saturday Review 1879, 219). Willoughby might seem not so frightening or shocking as other 

famous male egoist characters like Edward Casaubon in Eliot’s Middlemarch or Gilbert Osmond 

in James’ The Portrait of a Lady. Given that the novel claims itself to a comedy, it would be 

understandable why Oliphant is disgruntled with the characterization of Willoughby: as the novel 

progresses, she says, “all the grandeur of his attitude is lost, and the merest stupidity of unreason 

takes hold upon the self-seeker. Even his pride does not take fire. It is roused by the revolting 

idea that anyone should wish to be free from him” (1880, 238). Here, her last sentence has a 

point: after reading the novel, almost all readers get to dislike him. At the same time, however, 

many reviewers confess that “we find it impossible to hate him,” for we could find Willoughby 

in ourselves (Saturday Review 1879, 221). Robert Louis Stevenson introduces a famous anecdote 

36
 The Egoist is composed of the Prelude followed by 50 chapters; conflict between Clara and 

Willoughby has already started in chapter 6 and lasts until chapter 47. From chapter 6 to chapter 47, 

nothing much really happens. That is why Margaret Oliphant put it straight, “The first volume is fine, the 

second tedious, the third beyond all expression wearisome.” She complained of the novel’s “three large 

volumes,” insisting that “[i]f it had been made a comedy of, in three moderate Acts, . . . it might have 

been . . . a fine one” (1880, 237).  



about the novel in his essay, “Books which Have Influenced Me,” originally published in British 

Weekly in 1887. Defining The Egoist as “a satire,” he suggests that 

[i]t is yourself that is hunted down; these are your faults that are dragged into the day

and numbered, with lingering relish, with cruel cunning and precision. A young friend of 

Mr. Meredith’s (as I have the story) came to him in an agony. ‘That is too bad of you,’ 

he cried. ‘Willoughby is me!’ ‘No, my dear fellow,’ said the author; ‘he is all of us.’ I 

have read ‘The Egoist’ five or six times myself, and I mean to read it again; for I am like 

the young friend of the anecdote—I think Willoughby an unmanly but a very serviceable 

exposure of myself. (324) 

This episode clearly shows why we should still read The Egoist. Readers would not be trembling 

with fear before Willoughby; they rather laugh at and scorn him. Yet, they secretly know love for 

the “military letter I” Willoughby represents is in themselves as well (The Egoist 50). Hence, 

they are actually laughing at the monster within.  

In this chapter, I will explore the main character’s desires—Willoughby, Laetitia, Clara, 

and Vernon—carefully and figure out what each desire signifies. The first section deals with 

Willoughby as the master of the conventional discourse on love. By delving into his secret 

desires and fears under his love-words, I will examine how the text deconstructs the subject I 

Willoughby loves. The second section is closely related to the first one, for its main character is 

Laetitia who is indispensable for Willoughby’s egoism. Exploration of Laetitia’s love for 

Willoughby further shatters the illusion of romantic love empowered by the conventional 

discourse on love. In the third and final section, I will talk about how the text conceives a 

hopeful future through Clara as the different subject and her different relationship with Vernon 

despite its merciless dissection of love.  
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“Through very love of self himself he slew”: What Willoughby Desires  

 Explaining Meredith’s difficulty, Virginia Woolf argues that it “comes from the fact that [his 

writing] is experimental and thus contains elements that do not fuse harmoniously—the qualities are at 

odds: the one quality which binds and concentrates has been omitted” (“Novels” 231). Put another way, 

Meredith’s writings have so many different trends of literature that they are challenging to be pinned 

down to a specific genre at a specific time. Of course, as Suzanne Keen suggests, containing multiple 

literary elements would be characteristic of many Victorian novels which act as a bridge between the 

eighteenth and twentieth century: “Victorian annexes simultaneously anticipate the fragmentation 

associated with modern fiction, and resemble the flexible worldmaking of prose fiction before the 

novel” (1). The difference between Meredith’s and them is that “Meredith tends to extend his 

transgressive tactics well beyond the brief annexed moments of ‘renovation’” (Richard Stevenson, 

Experimental Impulse 15). Many critics, including Richard Stevenson, John Hammerton, etc., point out 

numerous “experimental qualities and ‘modernist’ sensibility” in Meredith’s novels (16). Even when 

Meredith was alive, several critics think that he is more of a modern than a Victorian: in an anonymous 

letter signed E. S. G., the writer says “Intensely modern [Meredith] may be, but he has always been 

intensely un-Victorian” (Spectator 1908, qtd. in Hammerton 350). At the same time, however, Meredith 

is often thought to be closely linked to the literary features and sentiments of the past, especially the 

eighteenth century. The same writer who admires Meredith’s modernist qualities notices connections 

between Meredith and the eighteenth-century writers, arguing that “[h]is kindred will not be found in 

his great contemporaries . . . but in Fielding, Smollett, and Sterne.” That is why he thinks that 

“[Meredith] joins the eighteenth to the twentieth century as if there never had been a Victorian 

gap” (qtd. in Hammerton 349-50). Acknowledging the difficulty of defining the genre Meredith’s 

novels belong to, Woolf cautiously calls him “a dramatist born out of due 
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time—an Elizabethan sometimes, and sometimes . . . a dramatist of the Restoration” (“On Re-

reading Meredith” 236).
37

The Egoist shares this difficulty of Meredith and Willoughby is at the center of the 

controversies regarding how to position the novel. Most critics agree that Willoughby is not like 

other characters in the nineteenth-century realistic novels in that he looks like not so much a 

living individual as an abstract type like characters in the eighteenth-century comedy. Some 

critics, such as W. E. Henley, Donald D. Stone, and Hannah Lynch, regard Willoughby as “a 

compendium of the Personal in man” (Henley Athenaeum 1879, 209). In other words, 

Willoughby represents an ordinary man. Whereas, others focus more on specific groups he 

embodies. Among them, it is most common to see Willoughby as “a prototypical aristocratic 

English gentleman of the late nineteenth century” (Belkin 37).
38

 Especially in the feminist

context, Willoughby is frequently considered “a template for all that is undesirable . . . in the 

character of a Victorian patriarch” (Bell 7).  

While many read Willoughby as a type, particularly a comic type, we should not forget 

that The Egoist is well known for “purely a study of character” (Saturday Review 1879, 219). 

Namely, Willoughby resembles a modernist character in that readers could see almost all the 

delicate details of his thoughts and feelings as if they were in his brain. That is the most critical 

difference between Willoughby and other comic types in Henry Fielding’s or William 

37
 Lionel Stevenson’s analysis of the position of Meredith in the literary tradition shows well how 

difficult it is to locate him. L. Stevenson suggests that “[a]mong his contemporaries, . . . Meredith was an 

anachronism, harking back to the elegance of the eighteenth century.” Yet, “[t]o be sure,” he adds, 

“Meredith conformed with the Victorian premise” of the novel. Finally, he concludes that “we can now 

see that [Meredith] was even more a forerunner of the twentieth century” (179).  
38

 We can find similar view in Gillian Beer’s, Kirby-Jane Hallum’s, Maaja A. Stewart’s, Walter F. 

Wright’s, and Avril Horner and Sue Zlosnik’s arguments: Willoughby embodies “an archetypal upper-

class Englishman” (Horner and Zlosnik, 60). Still, even they have slightly different ideas about what is 

the most important trait that Willoughby as a Victorian gentleman represents. Viewing Willoughby as a 

decadent aesthete, for instance, Hallum argues that “[t]he egoism represented in Willoughby is related to 

aristocratic snobbery” (56). Or, Stewart merges Willoughby with “the country house ideals” and focuses 

on how the country house myth is dissected in the novel (420). 
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Congreve’s works. As George Woodcock argues well, other comic writers’ approaches to their 

characters “tended to be the descriptive one,” that is, “to observe, and represent, and wonder at 

man’s folly.” On the other hand, “Meredith’s is the diagnostic approach”: “we see the process at 

work within [Willoughby]” (Woodcock 28). In this sense, Lynch praises the novel for “a lasting 

monument of psychological diagnosis” (123).  

Because of this complexity in the characterization of Willoughby, The Egoist becomes a 

unique work, the “psychological diagnosis” not of an individual but of a specific type. “In this,” 

Woolf thinks, “lies both the strength and the weakness of [Meredith’s] books”: “for all his 

analytic industry in the dissection of character, [Meredith] creates not the living men and women 

who justify modern fiction, but superb conceptions who have more of the general than of the 

particular in them” (“On Re-reading Meredith” 236-37). In this chapter, I will concentrate more 

on its strength: what Willoughby as “the very essence of the social structure” itself makes 

possible (Goode 219).
39

 If Willoughby is like other characters in the nineteenth-century realist

novel, psychological diagnosis of him would be about an individual, or at best, about certain 

social qualities he represents. As Willoughby represents “the very essence of the social 

structure,” the analysis of his psychology becomes the psychological study of the social 

structure, which makes the novel be more than a detailed picture of the society. Through 

Willoughby, readers could see follies and vices of dominant ideologies he typifies; but more 

importantly, from descriptions of his deep inside, the untold desires and fears upon which the 

ideologies are founded could be revealed. Ideologies hold their power by pretending to be the 

natural order, the fact, or the Truth; exposing the should-not-be-told psychology of ideologies 

39
 In fact, some critics like Dorothy Van Ghent see that aspect of the novel as its major weakness. 

Comparing Willoughby with Mr. Collins in Pride and Prejudice and Osmond in The Portrait of a Lady, 

Van Ghent argues that these two characters are strong ones with distinct individuality and specific social 

context to explain his unique characteristic: therefore they are a living individual with “representative 

qualities” (190). Unlike them, he continues, Willoughby is “personally valueless, a formal abstraction of 

conceit” (191). 
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then could lead to the disclosure of their fictionality, loss of their authority, and reappraisal of the 

structure, that is the deconstruction of the social structure.  

As I said above, critics have different ideas about which type Willoughby represents: he 

is a type of various ideologies. In this section, I will focus on one specific ideology he embodies, 

the conventional discourse on love. The issue of love and marriage in The Egoist is one of the 

most important subjects, especially to feminist critics. Meredith is usually regarded as “the one 

unqualified hero of the feminists of his time,” for many of his novels concentrate on female 

sufferings from egoistic men and see “marriage as an instrument of restraint” to women 

(Fernando 74; Calder 170). In this context, several critics examine how The Egoist characterizes 

and denounces the Victorian patriarchy through the abhorrent male character, Willoughby. My 

argument would be based on their insightful criticisms; still, what I would emphasize more is 

how the text not only exposes the ideological function of the conventional discourse on love but 

deconstructs it by digging up Willoughby’s hidden desires and fears. 

Willoughby, an ideal Victorian country gentleman,—“[r]ich, handsome, courteous, 

generous, lord of the Hall” (The Egoist 42)”—embodies the dominant Victorian ideologies, 

which is manifested in his language, especially in his words of love. He is considered to be 

proficient “in the lady’s tongue,” i.e., “the art of dialogue with ladies” (166). Indeed, even Clara 

“admit[s] that he [has] spoken in a lover-like tone” very well (94). Fluent in love-language, he 

can become the king of the traditional courtship ritual: he not only “walk[s] directly into the 

hearts of women” but wins Clara by “assum[ing] the amazing god of love under the subtlest 

guise of the divinity” (45, 72).
40

 The reason why his romantic love words are so powerful is that

40
 Given the novel’s conclusion that Willoughby’s courtship ultimately fails, it might sound ironic to call 

him the king of the courtship ritual. Yet, it is also true that he actually won women’s hearts and come 

close to marrying one of them. Dazzled by “love’s catechism” from Willoughby’s mouth, Clara cannot 

help exclaiming that “[a]nd I am loved!” “in simple faith and wonderment” and accepting his marriage 

proposal (73). 
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he borrows heavily from all the traditional myths, ideas, stories, and poems about love in the 

West. For example, “the one—love’s mystical number” and what Willoughby most frequently 

speaks of—originates in Aristophanes’ speech in Plato’s Symposium (87). In love, Willoughby 

always insists, “[Clara and he] are one” (The Egoist 94): lovers “both cancel and create, . . . 

extinguish and . . . illumine one another” (380). Each lover then becomes “like an open book” to 

each other (99). They not only think and feel together but do not have to hide or mask their true 

selves in fear of being judged, for they are “one”: “What I do is right [and] what you do is right” 

(99). It is, Willoughby concludes, “to love with the soul” (81). This classic idea of oneness in 

love is associated with the Victorian cult of separate spheres in Willoughby’s language of love. 

He insists that lovers should “shun the world” in order to be entirely united and finally become 

“something divine on earth” (99-111). It is because the world corresponds to “the mass”: the 

world makes ‘I’ just one of ‘them,’ or a part of “a lump,” which is why it is “the burial-place of 

the individual man” (52, 62). Only could love make the “distinction” by identifying and 

confirming one’s unique self in the beloved’s eyes (87). Hence, to keep one’s essential self, 

Willoughby claims again and again, lovers should “have an inner temple,” which “gives [them] 

[their] oneness, [their] isolation, [their] happiness,” against the world, home in other words (81). 

His perception of love vs. the world could be found not only in the Victorian cult of domesticity 

but in other famous lovers, such as Tristan and Isolde and Romeo and Juliet. They turn their back 

on the world and only think of their love, which makes them noble, extraordinary, and immortal 

in people’s memories. Even death cannot separate them, which is another romantic myth 

Willoughby relies on. As Shakespeare’s sonnet declares—“Love alters not with his brief hours 

and weeks,/ But bears it out even to the edge of doom,” (116. 11-12)—Willoughby asks Clara to 

“[b]e [his] beyond death” (The Egoist 85). Although he dies, “[h]e” then “lives in the heart of his 
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wife,” for they are one in love (85).
41

 In short, Willoughby’s love language is the total of the

conventional Western “erotic faith” that “love can redeem personal life and offer a reason for 

being” (Polhemus 1). No wonder Clara at first believes that she is passionately and sincerely 

loved.  

It is the Book that teaches Willoughby all the traditional words of love. The Book is 

actually mentioned early in the novel. It is “the biggest book on earth,” “full of the world’s 

wisdom,” which “the generations have written ever since they took to writing”: it “[is] called the 

Book of Earth,” which implies that the Book refers to human history. Yet, the narrator adds 

interesting detail to the Book: its title is “the Book of Egoism” (33). What the title means 

becomes clear when Willoughby “[betakes] himself to THE BOOK” in order to resolve conflicts 

in his relationship with Clara. The Book contains “a dozen of the popular sentences for the 

confusion of women [which] refreshed Sir Willoughby for his undertaking” (178). What it says 

about women, or more precisely about a romantic relationship, however, is not for understanding 

or establishing a healthy relationship: rather, it only serves the male egoist’s interests as the title 

suggests. For instance, the Book justifies Willoughby’s selfish desire to marry Clara without 

giving up Laetitia’s devotion by saying that “Possession without obligation to the object 

possessed approaches felicity” (175): Willoughby’s covetous wish is then natural, not monstrous. 

Relieved by what the Book says, Willoughby even imagines that he does not have to surrender 

Laetitia’s love after he marries Clara, and Laetitia marries another man. It is not only because he 

41
 Talking about “bad news of his mother’s health,” Willoughby impatiently asks Clara “to dedicate [her] 

life to [their] love” even after his death: “whether you are a wife or widow, there is no distinction for 

love—I am your husband—say it—eternally.” He romanticizes this desire as “love, a man’s love, stronger 

than death” (85). Yet, as he railroads Clara into making an oath—“Consent; gratify me; swear it. Say: 

‘Beyond death.’”—his sugar-coated words indeed hide his desire for immortality (86). Sophie Gilmartin’s 

analysis of this scene is accurate: “Willoughby staves off his fear of death and of losing his name and 

identity by trying to ensure that his wife always keeps his name and keeps him alive in memory. She must 

become a living elegy to his ego” (153). As this scene shows, the extreme repetition or excess of 

Willoughby’s love language does not confirm his passionate love, but deconstructs it, about which I will 

argue further.   
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believes “her spirit could be guaranteed changeless” but also because “[the physically faithless 

woman] is not spared in the Biggest of Books” (177-78). To be recorded in the Book, Laetitia 

needs to be faithful to Willoughby even though her body does not belong to him. It explicitly 

shows how the Book exploits women and benefits men’s egoistic desire: “The writing in it 

having been done chiefly by men, men naturally receive their fortification from its wisdom” 

(178). Men wrote something for the benefit of men in the Book; for ages, what was written in the 

Book has become objective truth or “wisdom”; men in later generations fortify themselves with 

“its wisdom.” By describing ‘truths’ or so-called wisdom which serve the patriarchy as quotes 

from the Book, The Egoist suggests that the phallus has dominated the construction of meaning 

in the Symbolic, which is phallogocentrism.
42

 The fact that Willoughby’s words of love are

“words of downright appropriation” of the Book, therefore, makes the conventional love 

language a part of the phallogocentric social discourse (94).  

Willoughby, of course, hides his egoistic and patriarchal desire so well when he talks 

about love: he speaks the love language so fluently and smoothly that it sounds like transparent 

expressions of his spontaneous passion for the beloved. It is, however, also Willoughby that 

makes the conventional words of love hollow and factitious: ironically, the more fluent in the 

language of love he is, the more artificial it sounds. The surplus of Willoughby’s love-words 

produced by excessive repetitions opens up “the deconstructing possibility in the very process of 

42
 Phallogocentrism affects female characters as well as Willoughby. While Willoughby is the Book’s 

most enthusiastic follower, Clara also knows and reads the Book. Moreover, she sometimes 

unconsciously fits herself into the frame that the Book has set for the woman. After she confesses her 

desire for disengagement to Vernon, for instance, Clara feels some animosity between Willoughby and 

him. At that time, she remembers “read[ing] of the reproach upon women, that they divide the friendships 

of men,” and feels “[d]readful” about the fact that “she was one of the creatures who are written about” 

(197). The way the Book has written down those women certainly makes Clara feel guilty without any 

specific reason.  
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repetition” (Butler, Bodies xix).
43

 Willoughby’s midnight proposal scene to Laetitia in Chapter

40 shows the climax of the repetition. As usual with a proposal scene, this scene is filled with 

sweet words confessing love. Yet, it becomes both quite comic and pathetic: comic because 

Willoughby uses the very same honeyed words which he whispered in the ear of Clara; pathetic 

because all of us—the narrator, readers, and even Laetitia—now know his words are empty. As 

he described their love as “an inner temple” to Clara, he calls Laetitia “my home and my temple” 

(The Egoist 81, 473); as he continuously emphasized their unity against the world to Clara, he 

declares to Laetitia that “[w]e two against the world! we are one” (474). His words still sound 

sweet, elegant, and passionate, but Laetitia already knows that “his manner of talking to women 

went to an excess in the artificial tongue”: in other words, she detects “the tutored tongue of 

sentimental deference of the towering male” (381, my italics). Willoughby’s “tutored tongue” 

recalls the performance of some actor who knows the script by heart. In fact, Willoughby’s 

courtship ritual to any woman seems like a play, for it repeats the same pattern: he proposes to 

Laetitia with the same vocabulary of love; when she refuses his offer, he immediately asks the 

name of another man “who robs [him],” as he doubted the relationship between Clara and De 

Craye (478); he once manipulated Dr. Middleton, Clara’s father, not to release her, and now tries 

to move Laetitia by reminding her of her father’s wish (480).
44

 Even the chapter’s title,

43
 The repetition of Willoughby’s courtship scenes along with his love-words could be a part of comic 

repetition which is a well-known and frequently used technique in comedy. Comic repetition is based on 

“most of the cognitive and linguistic patterning and structuring of experience” taken for granted (Glasgow 

33). Usually, people overlook this patterning or the structure, but, as Rupert D. V. Glasgow argues, comic 

repetition is so obtrusive that “the structure of our experience is drawing attention to its own 

structuredness” (33). In this sense, comic repetition could be considered one way of deconstruction.  
44

 This repetition of patterns in Willoughby’s courtships raises some doubt that the object of love does not 

matter to him. His confusion of the object could be seen in his confusing of pronouns, when talking with 

Mrs Monstuart. First, he speaks about Clara and tells Mrs Monstuart that “I have instructed her to aid me, 

given her the fullest instructions . . . She cannot possibly have a doubt”; however, during the long 

monologue, “she” suddenly becomes Laetitia, as he says “If old Vernon, instead of flattening his chest at 

a desk, had any manly ambition to take part in public affairs, she would be the woman for him. I have 
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“Midnight: Sir Willoughby and Laetitia: with Young Crossjay under a Coverlet,” is like a stage 

direction, where Willoughby and Laetitia are leading performers. Willoughby’s (and the 

conventional) language of love loses its status as the truth in his excessive repetitions of love-

words and is unmasked as patterned discourse.  

As a part of social discourse in Foucauldian sense, the conventional love language has 

covered the male subject’s hidden desire with the name of love for his beloved: in “I love you,” 

“you” can be changed at any times, and it is only “I” who remains. In other words, romantic 

discourse on love, which admires, praises, and eulogizes the beloved, actually hides the subject’s 

secret desire toward himself, narcissism. Several critics regard Willoughby as a narcissist. Bell, 

for example, argues that “Willoughby is incapable of being anything more than a Narcissus” 

particularly in terms of appreciating female beauty. When he praises Clara’s beauty, he actually 

admires his own beauty like “the beautiful boy fell in love with his own image reflected in water” 

(12). Roger B. Henkle also suggests reading Willoughby “in a clear Freudian narcissistic 

condition” in that “his ‘sexual overestimation’ of Clara is simply a means of reflecting back his 

love of himself” (253). Robert S. Baker claims that Willoughby’s self-love “is hardly 

comprehended by the term ‘egoist,’” but “is, in fact, closer to narcissism” (700). Based on Ives 

Hendrick’s analysis of narcissism—“an extreme form of self-absorption requiring ‘the 

exploitation of another human being’s love’”—Baker defines Willoughby as a prime narcissist 

whose “primary aim . . . is quite simply to embrace himself” (700-2). Narcissism in a Freudian 

sense, however, does not simply mean that ‘I’ loves and “embrace[s] [myself].” In the essay 

about narcissism, “On Narcissism,” Freud argues that all the children have the primary 

narcissism: a child’s “megalomania” leads him to “his narcissism, his self-contentment, and 

called her my Egeria. She would be his Cornelia” (409). Later, his use of “she” becomes so confusing that 

Mrs Monstuart interrupts him to ask “[w]hich is the poor girl at present?” (410).  
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inaccessibility” (23, 19). This ideal and omnipotent infant self, however, cannot be sustained as a 

child grows up: “he is disturbed by the admonitions of others and by the awakening of his own 

critical judgement, so that he can no longer retain that perfection” (Freud, “On Narcissism” 

24).
45

 An adult’s narcissistic desire, then, is not precisely towards one’s natural self but towards

the illusionary image of the almighty self, the god-like subject.  

If we call Willoughby a narcissist, he must be a Freudian narcissist, or more precisely, he 

is more like Pygmalion, a developed version of Narcissus: he conceives himself as a god, which 

is why he loves himself. His secret desire to have god-like power is reflected well when he 

praises his beloved’s beauty. Not only does he see his own reflection in Clara’s (and Constantia’s) 

charm, but he creates beauty and desirable qualities by himself and bestows them on her, 

especially Laetitia. When Willoughby determines to choose Laetitia with fading beauty over 

Clara with beauty and health, he tries to “[paint] Laetitia in delectable human colours” (The 

Egoist 455-6). In this picture, he uses all the images describing an ideal wife to paint Laetitia. 

Laetitia has “[t]he exceeding beauty of stedfastness” like “the sunflower”; she is “his fixed star” 

whose “love illuminates him”; to marry her is like “marriage with a shining mirror, a choric 

echo.” The outcome of his painting, however, becomes slightly weird, for each image contradicts 

one another. As the sunflower follows the sun, it is not like a fixed star; the most famous fixed 

star is the sun, which the sunflower follows. To illuminate him, she cannot be the sunflower; but 

to “[live] in him, for him,” she is the sunflower. Furthermore, the reason why Willoughby can 

paint her as he wishes is that he “received the waxen impression” from her. How can the ‘fixed’ 

star have the ‘waxen’ character? This impossible being imagined in Willoughby’s mind is not the 

45
 Freud’s analysis of frustration of infantile megalomania could explain quite well why Willoughby 

“detest[s] a world” so much (The Egoist 346). David McWhirter also precisely pays attention to the close 

relationship between Willoughby’s hatred of the world and “his masculine desire for an autonomous, 

unitary, and essential selfhood, immune from the processes of ‘flow,’ change and relationships, from any 

intimation of mortality or taint of difference” (274).  
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same as real Laetitia, but like a statue he creates. Like “Pygmalion has himself made Galatea, . . . 

the mirror image of his desire,” Willoughby makes Laetitia a living statue, a projection of his 

desire (Miller, Versions 4).
46

 What this Pygmalion-imagination of Willoughby’s suggests is not

only that “he is appropriating her for his own self-referential purposes” (Danahay 43). From the 

allusion of the Pygmalion myth, we could see that he wants to have omnipotent power: to have 

complete control over the other.  

Willoughby’s repetitive courtship rituals open up gaps and fissures in the conventional 

conception of love, revealing that it, in fact, hides the man’s desire to be the solid subject, the 

master of the world. The Egoist, however, goes further: it not only exposes what the typical 

discourse of love conceals but takes its power away by revealing that the firm, autonomous, and 

independent subject, which is the real object of Willoughby’s desire, is an illusion. It is again 

love that plays an essential role in “shattering the ideal of an integral self, of an individual 

consciousness and agent,” i.e., deconstructing the subject (Handwerk 165). “The love-season,” 

the narrator states, “is the carnival of egoism,” for he needs the beloved either as his mirror or as 

the living statue he made in order to be the supreme subject and to display his power as the 

subject (The Egoist 150). Yet, the repetition of “[t]he love-season” leads to an unexpected result: 

every time Willoughby chooses a different woman as his beloved, it becomes more evident that 

there is actually the third part in the relationship between him and his beloved, the world. If we 

go back to the moments when Willoughby proposes to each woman—Constantia and Clara—it is 

apparent that he chooses her not only because her beauty reflects himself but because she is the 

object of desire in the society. Willoughby, at first, hesitates to propose to Constantia, since he 

46
 That is why Willoughby is infuriated at Laetitia when she declines to accept her portrayal by him 

because it means that she refuses to become a living statue. Not believing her refusal and mistaking it as 

her self-humiliation, he tries to persuade her using sentences which start with the letter I: “If you imagine 

you want renewing I have the specific, I, my love, I!” or “I will cure you, my Laetitia. . . . I am the 

tonic. . . . I, my love, I!” (475-76). These sentences filled with the letter I betray Willoughby’s Pygmalion 

desire.  
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does not want to lose Laetitia; but “a report of the hot pursuit of Miss Durham . . . drew an 

immediate proposal from Sir Willoughby” (51). As for Clara, the first thing he notices about her 

is that she is “the triune of perfect starriness, which makes all men astronomers.” From the 

moment when he first sees her, therefore, he pursues her, “while yet he knew no more of her than 

that he was competing for a prize” (71). It is not important to him whether Clara is Miss Right or 

what sort of woman Clara is: she is just a “prize,” of which “a successful pursuit and a 

wresting . . . from a body of competitors, tells you that you are the best man. What is more, it 

tells the world so” (72). The opinion of the world is again what Willoughby most cares about 

when he decides to give up Clara and instead marry Laetitia. Though affirming that “[w]hat [he] 

[does] is right,” he is anxious about whether “the world [would] countenance and endorse his 

pride in Laetitia” (464). To have the support of the world, he lays a thorough plan to depreciate 

Clara and revaluate Laetitia in two full pages. In those pages, we could see the word, “the world,” 

seven times, which appears a lot more than “Clara” or “Laetitia” (464-5). 

Why the world has a tremendous effect on Willoughby’s mate selection could be 

explained by René Girard’s triangular theory of love. Girard’s argument on triangular desire sees 

desire operating not between two people—the subject and the object—but between three—the 

subject, the object, and the mediator—a rival, an authoritative figure, or a society; each is put on 

each apex of a triangle. This triangle suggests the subject desires the object because the mediator 

also desires it. In other words, the object’s desirability originates from the mediator’s desire, and 

so to have that desirable object guarantees the subject’s worth to the mediator. So, although there 

seems to be an adversarial relationship between the subject and the mediator, the subject, in fact, 

relies on the mediator and desire to be close to the mediator through the mediation of the object. 

Then, the real object of one’s desire becomes neither the object—a woman—nor the subject’s 
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own self but the mediator, which explains why Willoughby is always in need of the world’s 

endorsement of his choice of wife.
47

The relationship between Willoughby and the world, thus, is not what Willoughby 

himself thinks of. As Gillian Beer suggests, “[t]hough he seeks to banish the world, he is utterly 

dependent on its estimate of him” (“Meredith’s Idea” 175). To be more precise, Willoughby not 

only needs the world but desires it and wants to be desired by the world in return. To achieve that 

desire, he is “constantly in need of performing, living for the effect he makes on others as proof 

that, in their eyes, he exists” (Stone 116). Almost from the start of the novel, the narrator talks 

about his performing in a comic, yet pathetic tone.  

Willoughby’s comportment while the showers of adulation drenched him might be 

likened to the composure of Indian Gods undergoing worship, but unlike them he 

reposed upon no seat off amplitude to perceive him from a betrayal of intoxication; he 

had to continue tripping, dancing, exactly balancing himself, head to right, head to left, 

addressing his idolaters in phrases of perfect choiceness. . . . The little prince’s 

education teaches him that he is other than you, and by virtue of the instruction he 

receives, and also something, we know not what, within, he is enabled to maintain his 

posture where you would be tottering. (The Egoist 46, my italics)  

Although the narrator compares Willoughby to Indian Gods, the portrayal of Willoughby 

actually resembles a marionette: he is just dancing to the world’s piping. However, he believes 

his posture in the mirror is a real reflection of himself. As Goode suggests, therefore, in the novel, 

“[t]he mirror works both ways: in order that society should reflect Willoughby, Willoughby has 

47
 Girard’s triangular theory of love shatters an illusion of an autonomous subject whose desire is 

believed to be “the emanation of a serene subjectivity, the creation ex nihilo of a quasi-divine ego” as well 

as romantic belief in pure love towards the object (15). For more detailed explanation of his theory, see 

chapter 1 titled “‘Triangular’ Desire” in Deceit, Desire, and the Novel, by Girard.  
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to shape himself to society” (212). In other words, Willoughby, who is reflected in the mirror, 

actually performs the reflected image in the mirror, which is not a one-off but a continuous, life-

long process. In these multiple reflections, then, the ‘real’ Willoughby has vanished. It is like the 

chicken-or-the-egg question: if Willoughby merely copies some image in the mirror and that 

image actually is a reflection of himself, then, where or who is the ‘real’ one?  

Interestingly enough, Lacan also uses the image of the mirror, which is “[t]he dominant 

motif of the novel,” to both demonstrate and deconstruct an infant’s narcissism (Goode 212). In 

his essay titled “The Mirror Stage,” Lacan explains “the mirror stage . . . as an identification,” or 

“the transformation that takes place in the subject when he assumes an image” reflected in the 

mirror, which Lacan calls “imago,” as himself (5). The interesting issue at this stage is that there 

is in fact discordance between imago and the subject,  

For the total form of his body, by which the subject anticipates the maturation of his 

power in a mirage, is given to him only as a gestalt, that is, in an exteriority in which, to 

be sure, this form is more constitutive than constituted, but in which, above all, it 

appears to him as the contour of his stature that freezes it and in a symmetry reverses it, 

in opposition to the turbulent movements with which the subject feels he animates it. 

Through which these two aspects of its appearance, this gestalt . . . symbolizes the I’s 

mental permanence, at the same time as it prefigures its alienating destination. This 

gestalt is also replete with the correspondences that unite the I with the statue onto which 

man projects himself, the phantoms that dominate him, and the automaton with which 

the world of his own making tends to achieve fruition in an ambiguous relation. (5-6)  

An infant I, before the mirror stage, cannot recognize his body as a whole, since its turbulent 

movements are so apparent. His body exists as “a fragmented image” at first, but when he sees a 

mirror and an image reflected in the mirror, he could finally see his total body, “an ‘orthopedic’ 
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form of its totality,” or “gestalt” (7). Now, through this gestalt, the I could perceive himself as a 

unity, which is known as “the ego.” Yet, it also prefigures the I’s alienation, “the finally donned 

armor of an alienating identity that will mark his entire mental development with its rigid 

structure,” for this gestalt is “the phantom” or “the automaton,” not the real I (7). The I before 

the mirror does not have the power of his imago, or, more specifically, the imago actually does 

not have the power of totality as the I supposes: that is his fantasy, wish, i.e., the “ideal-I” (5). 

The I, then, falls in love with not his own self but a phantom image; moreover, “the agency 

known as the ego” is to be situated “in a fictional direction,” since it is only through the relation 

of this fictional image that the I could make sense of one’s self (5).  

Willoughby represents this I who cannot see his fragmentation but regards a phantom 

image of perfection as himself. While growing up, he cannot hold that illusion perfectly, of 

course. That is why he needs a lover who consistently provides him with a perfect image of 

himself. As I argued above, it is the suppression, objectification, and exploitation of women. Yet, 

it does not mean that he (and the phallogocentrism he embodies) could surely dominate the other 

as the sole strong and authentic male subject. The notion of the real subject itself is revealed as 

an illusion. Furthermore, even that illusion is created by women: in other words, Willoughby as 

the unique and almighty subject is just a momentary flash of light reflected in a woman’s eyes. 

For example, when he is jilted by Constantia and deeply wounded, he goes to Laetitia for 

comfort and carefully looks into her eyes, where “[h]e found the man he sought . . .[and] 

squeezed him passionately” (The Egoist 59). Here, the intriguing choice of pronouns expresses 

doubt about who the man in her eyes is: what he sees in Laetitia’s eyes is supposed to be his own 

image, but that image is not called ‘himself,’ but “him” as if “the man” in her eyes is different 

from the man who sees them. Then, “the man,” he passionately squeezes, which signifies his 

desire, seems to be out of her eyes—who made this man, Willoughby, or Laetitia? The question 
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of Willoughby’s authentic subjectivity gets more confused when Clara observes that “she had 

never seen him so picturesquely as in his bearing with Miss Dale” (162). Even when he does not 

see her, “[t]he presence of Miss Dale [itself] illuminated him as the burning taper lights up 

consecrated plate” (118-19). Willoughby’s shine indeed comes from the sacrifice of Laetitia as 

the burning taper; still, without her—the taper—Willoughby cannot shine. It is not like he 

performs to her expectations, but more like his existence itself depends on her. To be the ‘real’ 

Willoughby he conceives, he is always in need of a mirror, which is actually the Other. 

Since Willoughby as the brilliant and powerful subject is ‘in’ a woman’s eyes, it is 

necessarily very fragile. If a woman, or more precisely, a woman’s love does not perform her 

role as a ‘mirror’ properly—such as, if she stops seeing him as a perfect man, or if she no longer 

loves him—his illusion about his strong innate subjectivity cannot be maintained, which makes 

him detect his real fragmentation through the broken pieces of a romantic relationship. It is when 

he, at last, admits Clara does not love him that Willoughby gets the picture of his split with shock 

for the first time. Although he erroneously speculates that she wants to break up with him 

because of “the presence of the Third”—De Craye—his wrong guess makes an enormous effect 

within him: it stirs his furious jealousy (284). Referring to traditional poets’ descriptions of 

jealousy, the narrator tells that “[jealousy] is to be haunted in the heaven of two by a Third” 

(282). In other words, jealousy introduces a Third to two lovers who are believed to be united 

into one; because of this Third, two no longer maintain an illusion of oneness, which leads to the 

destruction of the ideal love endorsed by the conventional discourse on love. If his beloved is no 

longer like the subject’s other half, she cannot be a mirror. What is worse, the lover becomes an 

ungraspable stranger, the Other. Fractures caused by a Third throw a light on the Monstrous 

difference of the subject and the Other, which shakes off the illusion of the intact and sturdy 

subject dependent on the erasure of the Other as Willoughby’s case shows.  
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You know the many paintings of man transformed to raging beast by the curse: and this, 

the fieriest trial of our egoism, worked in the Egoist to produce division of himself from 

himself, a concentration of his thoughts upon another object, still himself, but in another 

breast, which had to be looked at and into for the discovery of him. By the gaping jaw-

chasm of his greed we may gather comprehension of his insatiate force of jealousy. Let 

her go? . . . His concentration was marvelous. . . . He saw none but Clara, hated none, 

love none, save the intolerable woman. What logic was in him deduced her to be 

individual and most distinctive from the circumstance that only she had ever wrought 

these pangs. (283, my italics) 

Jealousy in Willoughby “produce[s] division of himself from himself”: this description, first, 

simply suggests he is so mad that he becomes like a “raging beast.” Yet, following explanations 

of Willoughby’s state make his division more complex and chaotic. As divided into two, he 

concentrates on “another object, still himself, but in another breast.” This “another object” could 

refer to a “raging beast,” but it also could be Clara, for his concentration actually leads to her. 

Moreover, another object is “in another breast,” which implies another independent body—

Clara’s body—or another object embraced by another—Clara’s body in De Craye’s breast. 

However, another object is “still himself” as well. Here, we could find some interesting 

connections between Willoughby, Clara, and De Craye. Before De Craye appears, Willoughby 

conceives the relationship between Clara and himself as a unity where each mirrors each other 

transparently. That is why he treats Clara’s “natural love of liberty” and “spaciousness” “as the 

mirror of himself,” although it is apparent that he does not have those features (79-80). As a 

Third, De Craye, separates this unity and forces Willoughby to recognize their two-ness, those 

features Clara embodies become strange to him. If the object having those characteristics, the 

strange Other, does not receive attention from anyone, there would be no pangs in Willoughby; 
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but, the problem is that Clara—another object whom Willoughby mistakes for himself—is the 

object of passionate desire, which is palpable in the presence of a Third, De Craye. It is 

inevitable that Willoughby loves and hates Clara at the same time: strictly speaking, he is jealous 

not of De Craye, but Clara.  

Fragmented and alienated, Willoughby is not the unique, powerful subject who 

dominates his world anymore: there is the Monster—Clara—who cannot be suppressed entirely. 

“[T]he world had been his possession,” but Clara’s presence and “treatment of him” as the 

Monster “was a robbery of [his] land and subjects” (346). Now Willoughby has to compete with 

Clara, his rival, for shining more. He gradually realizes that “[s]he shone” when “he particularly 

wished to shine.” Not only Laetitia but Mrs. Mountstuart and young Crossjay were all his 

subjects; but now he could see “a transfer of [their] allegiance from him to her” (353). As the 

novel progresses, a competition between Willoughby and Clara for being more persuasive and 

thus winning the world over gets more severe: it is like a war of words. Their rivalry itself 

signifies that the phallogocentric pen which has dominated the Book is no longer absolute. There 

are several signs which show the dominant discourse along with its master, Willoughby, has lost 

power. First, Willoughby’s love-words now cannot capture any woman’s heart: as discussed 

above, even to Laetitia’s ears, they sound hollow. Next, he cannot hold the control of the country 

narratives around him: he “felt as we may suppose a spider to feel when plucked from his own 

web and set in the centre of another’s” (356). As the prime reader and writer of the Book, he 

could once form his love story according to his wish: he could make town’s people believe that 

he, not Constantia, brook off their engagement.
48

 After keeping interrupted by Clara, however,

48
 Willoughby pays close attention to the creation, dissemination, and record of his stories so much that 

he even tries to fabricate them according to his taste and desire. Before Willoughby gets engaged to 

Constantia, “[t]here was a story of a brilliant young widow of our aristocracy who had very nearly snared 

him.” He, of course, does not like this story, for it would be a shame that he comes close to being 

“snared” by a “widow,” not a virgin. Therefore, 
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Willoughby cannot keep his hold on power to be the center as well as the writer of the narrative 

and feels like becoming “the puppet and dupe of an intriguing girl” (345). The ending where 

Willoughby’s secret proposal to Laetitia is exposed confirms that the Book as well as 

Willoughby himself now loses its power to form and control discourse.  

The most crucial sign of both Willoughby and the Book’s disempowerment is that 

Willoughby himself disrupts the conventional discourse on love written in the Book in order to 

save “the tender infant Self.” Considering Clara’s resistance, Willoughby thinks that “she 

wounded him severely, her reversal of their proper parts, by taking the part belonging to him” 

(276). It should be only Willoughby who could write the story in the Book, then Clara’s efforts 

to be the writer of her own story seems to be an attempt to usurp his part. To correct “her 

reversal of their proper parts,” he images “his vengeance” (276). What is interesting is that one 

of the ways to get revenge is quite weird: he contemplates “a certain sanctification of martyrdom” 

(276). In other words, he imagines himself martyred because of his innocent love, which places 

Clara on the wrong side. By becoming a martyr or a victim, Willoughby could be freed from the 

world’s accusation and mockery. All readers, however, undoubtedly know that a victim is 

Clara’s role and Willoughby’s a villain. Willoughby himself, then, appropriates her ‘proper’ part, 

which does not ‘correct’ “her reversal of their proper parts,” but instead reinforces it. His 

unconscious but fundamental desire to be loved by the world inadvertently demonstrates the 

possibility of change to the gender part, which has not been recorded in The Book.  

he desired Mrs Mountstuart to contradict the story in positive terms. He repeated his desire; he 

was urgent to have it contradicted, and said again, “A widow!” straightening his whole figure to 

the erectness of the letter I. (49-5) 

The real story that he almost gets caught and married to a widow is not adequate to The Book which has 

recorded narratives only “straightening [a man’s] whole figure to the erectness of the letter I.” To be 

included in The Book and maintain its power, Willoughby needs to “contradict” the real story and he 

actually has power to do that. This episode suggests how much essential the power to dominate the 

discourse is to the subject. 
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Willoughby’s ‘love’ story, from his courtship to engagement and finally to his downfall, 

presents how phallogocentrism in the conventional notion of love works and could be dismantled. 

The Egoist’s scrutiny of Willoughby’s desire, in other words, reveals what is covered under the 

conventional discourse on love—a man’s desire to be the intact and powerful subject. The sugar-

coated language and myth of romantic love exploits women to enhance and maintain the 

dominant patriarchal subject. This subject, however, turns out to be an illusion which depends on 

a woman’s love and therefore is always exposed to threats of the Other. Strictly speaking, it is 

not Willoughby’s opponents who dethrone Willoughby the subject. It is ironic and even pathetic 

that Willoughby’s earnest wish to keep the illusion of the subject rather shatters this illusion. The 

narrator’s prophecy in the prelude—“Through very love of self himself he slew”—comes true 

(38).  

“Through that chosen rival . . . she was linked to him yet”: What Laetitia Desires  

The Egoist has mercilessly shattered the illusion of romantic love the typical love 

language promotes by dissecting Willoughby’s covert desire and fear; but, the diagnosis of 

Willoughby’s psychology is not enough to dethrone the subject the conventional discourse of 

love serves in that it cannot explain female desires, another participant in a romantic relationship. 

As discussed in section one, a woman’s devoted love is essential to nourish Willoughby’s 

fantasy of his strong subjectivity in that it gives him a mirror showing him grandiose selfhood. 

That is what “several female choral figures”—including Willoughby’s maiden aunts Eleanor and 

Isabel, the country ladies, Lady Busshe and Lady Culmer, and especially his ever-lasting 

Laetitia—do in the novel: “upholding and reinforcing the traditional Patterne of male dominance” 

(Williams, “Unbroken” 52). Although Willoughby believes the man he saw in Laetitia’s eyes is 

himself, it is rather Laetitia that “distinguished [the man] in him in the vital essence” and makes 

him “a productive creature, so true it is that praise is our fructifying sun” (The Egoist 119).While 
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we now understand why the man like Willoughby needs female affection, it is still unclear what 

the woman desires in this relationship: if it is Laetitia who produces the image of the perfect 

male subject, why does she create that illusion? Because the image of the strong male subject is a 

product of both Willoughby and Laetitia, her desire as well as his should be carefully studied to 

dismantle the subject the conventional conception of love defends and enhances. As Meredith 

uses Willoughby to demystify the dominant romantic discourse on love, he works with Laetitia 

to debunk any fantasy that could possibly be left in the myth of female devotion.  

It is, however, a wonder that Laetitia has received so little attention from critics. 

Although her love for Willoughby is what helps him to keep the illusion of his strong 

subjectivity, her desire has not been studied as much as Willoughby’s or Clara’s. It is not only 

that there are not many critics who examine Laetitia closely but even when her name is 

mentioned, she is usually considered to be “a plot device, an instrument of retribution,” 

particularly at the end of the novel (Murray 116). For example, Patricia O’Hara thinks that the 

novel’s punishment on Willoughby is completed through his marriage to Laetitia in that her 

“faded health” implies “the possibility of the extinction of the [Patterne] line” (19). Whereas 

Irving Buchen takes a positive view of the role Laetitia assumes at the end, for her marriage to 

Willoughby “marks the beginning of a series of life-long labor pains that shall compel 

[Willoughby] to emerge from the womb” (269).
49

 Buchen, however, does not pay attention to

Laetitia herself either. Richard Stevenson’s essay titled “Laetitia Dale and the Comic Spirit in 

The Egoist” might be the only essay that focuses on her, but his argument also mostly sees her as 

49
 There are several other ways to read Laetitia’s marriage to Willoughby at the end. Robert Adams 

regards their marriage as a failure of the traditional matrimonial ending in comedies which should “tie up 

the comic problems and insights present in the story” (555). Anna M. Jones is sharply critical of their 

marriage in that “the novel sells Laetitia into . . . a female sacrifice” that “the melodrama demands” (118). 

More critics like David Foster and Shannon Russell also deplore Laetitia’s fate at the conclusion of the 

novel. Whether positive about her marriage or not, most critics agree with the idea that “[the ending] is at 

the expanse of Laetitia’s character” (Murray 120).  
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a plot device, “[Meredith’s] primary spokesman for the critical intelligence that is the essence of 

the Comic Spirit” (406). In short, Laetitia has been mostly regarded not as a full character but as 

an instrument for something else, such as a type of conventional Victorian suffering woman or 

Meredith’s agency for retribution. While Donald R. Swanson analyzes the characterization of 

Laetitia briefly, he simply dismisses her desire as masochistic, grouping main characters into 

two—Vernon and Clara, the “whole” ones, and Willoughby and Laetitia, the “stunted” ones (42). 

He argues that “Willoughby is the very kind of person that would appeal to a person like 

[Laetitia],” since “he is ‘masterful’, and she wants to be mastered” (50). His view of Laetitia is in 

line with the idea that she is a pail, energyless character.  

Nevertheless, in order to deconstruct the conventional discourse on love, Laetitia’s desire, 

who is one of the mainstays of the discourse as a seemingly typical Victorian ideal woman, 

needs to be explored more carefully. In this section, I will read Laetitia neither as an instrument 

nor a “stunted” character, but as a complicated one with delicate desires. Focusing on her desire, 

I will argue that as the object of Willoughby’s love is not his beloved, who Laetitia truly loves is 

not Willoughby but her own self. The romantic relationship between Willoughby and Laetitia, 

each of whom represents the typical Victorian man and woman, then, dismantles the 

conventional romantic view of love supposing reciprocal affection as well as the Victorian 

notion of home and love founded on the Angel’s ‘pure’ devotion.  

To Willoughby, the most valuable virtue in Laetitia is constancy. Several times, he calls 

her “his image of the constant woman” (The Egoist 70). In this ‘praise,’ however, some 

important words are missing: he praises not exactly Laetitia’s consistency but her consistent 

affection for him. Moreover, her consistent affection is supposed to involve not only her 

everlasting love but, more importantly, unconditional love equal to maternal love. It is significant 

that Willoughby’s sick mother asks Laetitia, not Clara, to look after him before her death: “Be 
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what you were to him when that girl [Clara] broke his heart” (70). This is the first and last scene 

that his mother appears in the text, whose only voice bequeaths her role and title as his mother to 

Laetitia. Laetitia’s love, in short, has been like the amniotic fluid to Willoughby’s “tender infant 

Self” (346). With her, he needs not be afraid of being judged and jilted. 

Despite Willoughby’s strong belief in Laetitia’s blind love, however, she, in fact, does 

judge him; besides, she does see his faults even before she meets Clara and realizes how egoistic 

Willoughby is. When, for instance, Willoughby rambles on “the charm of the friendship of men 

and women, ‘Platonism,’” to her, in order to keep her affection even after he engages with Clara, 

Laetitia penetrates his selfish desire and secretly feels indignant over his negligence: she thinks, 

“[w]hy was he torturing her?—to give himself a holiday?” (68). Or, she perceives the right 

reason why Willoughby is fond of young Crossjay—“He is fond of exciting fondness in the 

boy”—which Clara does not see at that time (118). Sometimes, she even somewhat sarcastically 

shows disagreement with him. As always, Willoughby covertly lets his misogyny show while 

talking about differences between men and women: “Men, I say, do not change. How is it that 

we cannot say the same of women?” Instead of agreeing with his idea and reassuring him that 

she is different from other women, “Laetitia remarked: ‘The generic woman appears to have an 

extraordinary faculty for swallowing the individual’” (181). These instances suggest her love for 

Willoughby would not blind her.  

The important question left is, why? If she “has been able to dissociate her emotional 

need to sustain the ideal Willoughby from her rational insights into his failings,” as Stewart and 

Elvira Casal note, why does Laetitia need to sustain that illusion at first (223)? Her emotional 

response to his faults sheds a little light on that question. Let us go back to the moment when 

Willoughby chatters about the friendship between men and women. As argued above, Laetitia 

sees through his babble and feels offended. She, however, is hurt not because he tortures her but 
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because he tortures himself. In other words, “[s]he could bear to lose him—she was used to it—

and bear his indifference, but not that he should disfigure himself; it made her poor” (The Egoist 

68, my italics). Disfigured Willoughby stepping down from the throne of an ideal prince made 

her poor; then, conversely, Willoughby clad in an ideal aura made her life rich.  

To help readers understand Laetitia’s need for Willoughby for her own sake, Meredith 

delicately lays the groundwork for explaining her desire from the outset of the novel. Two 

prominent words describing Laetitia at the beginning are “portionless” and “a poetess” (48). She 

is not a woman of noble birth with wealth; she is a daughter of “a battered army surgeon from 

India, tenant of one of Sir Willoughby’s cottages” (48). Therefore, she is “portionless”; here, the 

word “portionless” suggests not only that she is poor, but she does not have enough resources to 

feed her imagination. Her life is harsh: “[s]he was the solitary companion of a sick father” who 

cannot understand her (52); she does not have a well-defined career to make money; she has “a 

feeble health” (203); she is surrounded by simple neighbors trying to make the story of her and 

Willoughby into “a country drama” (56). In short, “[her] days are monotonous” (203). What is 

all the more tragic is that Laetitia, “who comes with a romantic tale on her eyelashes” in Mrs. 

Mountstuart’s words, is “a poetess” despite her dreary situation (42). As a poet, she needs 

something to write about or sing for. Her life, however, does not allow her to be a poet. The only 

thing that is outside the rigors of her everyday life is Willoughby. As a young prince of the 

Patterne Hall, he is the sole source of her inspiration, which partly explains why she writes so 

fervent “song in celebration of the young baronet’s birthday.”
50

 The song is, of course, about her

50
 In fact Willoughby is the source of inspiration, fervor, and romance to almost all the people in the 

town, which is because he recalls various romanticized versions of past: “the total economic and social 

relatedness of feudalism; the patrician hero of the eighteenth-century novels . . . ; the grandly eloquent 

memory of the grace and charm of the courts of Restoration of Charles and of the French Sun King” 

(Stewart 423). Flitch, who left the Patterne Hall for his independence but later wants to return to 

Willoughby, could be another good example.  
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dear love for him, still reciting it “before the multitude” seems more like her poem recital, not a 

gift presentation (48). 

As a “portionless” “poetess,” Laetitia loves and idealizes Willoughby for her 

imagination’s sake. Who the real Willoughby is might not be a central issue to her love. The 

narrator delicately suggests it as he describes the moment when she falls in love with 

Willoughby:  

The portrait of [Willoughby] at the Hall, in a hat, leaning on his pony, with crossed legs, 

and long flaxen curls over his shoulders, was the image of her soul’s most present angel; 

and, as a man, he had—she did not suppose intentionally—subjected her nature to bow 

to him; so submissive was she, that it was fuller happiness for her to think him right in 

all his actions than to imagine the circumstances different. This may appear to resemble 

the ecstasy of the devotee of Juggernaut. (52-3) 

In this quote, Laetitia’s love is depicted to spring from not Willoughby in the flesh but his 

“portrait.” This portrait created by an artist is not identical to him: it provides a fabricated ideal 

image of him, which she falls in love with. Dressed like a prince, he “subjected her nature to bow 

to him” in order to maintain that image. The Book of Egoism actually encourages the male egoist 

to keep “an adoring female’s worship” (175). A female worshipper is “a most exact alliance” to 

the male egoist, for “she supplying spirit to your matter, while at the same time presenting matter 

to your spirit, verily a comfortable apposition” (176). Interestingly, then, it is the female that 

makes and keeps a man as “her sun” (175). We could see the dialectic of master and slave here: 

although a female worshipper is a slave to a man, the master is nothing without the slave, like the 

relationship between “the devotee of Juggernaut” and “Indian Gods” (46). In short, Laetitia and 

Willoughby need each other, one for the illusion she can enjoy and the other for the same illusion 
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he should hold. In their relationships, then, there is no real love-object: each merely desires an 

illusion he/she makes. 

This is why Stewart and Casal, and Judith Wilt call Laetitia a sentimentalist. If 

“[s]entimentalism is man in pleased contemplation of his own states of feeling,” Laetitia’s 

“original feverish adulation of Willoughby was sentimentalism,” and she herself by-and-by 

realizes it (Wilt 8, 169). Yet, the text is very careful not to make her sentimentalism into her 

individual fault: rather, it shows great sympathy for her or for a lot of women like her at large. 

Right after the above quote where the narrator describes female submissiveness, he asks readers 

not to “marvel that a conservative sex should assist to keep [little princes] in their lofty places,” 

because “What were there otherwise to look up to?” (53). This rhetorical question indicates that 

women in the patriarchal Victorian society have no choice but to admire “an ideal young man,” 

whether he really is ideal or not.
51

 They do not have other means “to look up to,” which implies

not only to respect but literally to look up.
52

 Then it is the society governed by male egoists like

Willoughby that should be blamed for making women like Laetitia be mere worshippers by 

depriving them of other possibilities in their lives.
53

51
 What if women had another choice? Once, even before her enlightenment about Willoughby’s brutal 

egoism, Laetitia does not give him any sign of worship when “he had great need of a worshipper.” It is 

when she talks about ancient Greek Theatre with Dr Middleton: “The Rev. Doctor had fascinated Miss 

Dale; so that, both within and without, Sir Willoughby was uncomforted.” Willoughby tries to draw her 

attention to him by intervening in their conversation, but Laetitia just “[excludes] Sir Willoughby, as 

though he had been a temporary disturbance of the flow of their dialogue” (186). This small episode 

shows how a female could stop worshipping a worthless male egoist if she has other resources to feed her 

emotional, intellectual, and spiritual as well as material life. 
52

 This phrase, “look up,” appears several times in the text especially when it describes Laetitia’s 

affection for Willoughby. While hearing his engagement with Constantia, she calmly accepts that, for she 

knows “[s]he had looked up, but not hopefully. She had only looked up to the brightest, and, as he was 

the highest, how could she have hoped?” (52). Here, the expression, “look up,” implies that Willoughby is 

like a star or a sun to her: she does not hope to ‘possess’ him but merely looking up could give her some 

relaxation or freedom from her hard earthly life. 
53

 Timothy L. Carens also notes that “Meredith explains the irrational behavior of female votaries as the 

inevitable result of a corrupt social system.” Focusing on the image of juggernaut or sati which Meredith 

uses to describe female worship for a male idol several times, Carens argues that especially from 
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As Laetitia’s love is a way to find something to look up to, the object of her love is not so 

much real Willoughby as an ideal image of him painted by her mind. Now the final question 

remain: what does she actually desire by constructing and maintaining this illusion? As what 

Willoughby indeed wants is uncovered by Girard’s triangular theory of love, the real object of 

Laetitia’s desire could also be explained by it.
54

 This time, there are Laetitia and Willoughby on

each side of the triangle, and Willoughby’s fiancée is placed on the vertex between them. To 

Laetitia, Willoughby’s fiancée is her rival in love, and so she may well dislike her. Her emotion 

to his fiancée, however, is quite different: she does not hate her or envy her, but rather admires 

her. When Laetitia first sees Constantia, Willoughby’s first fiancée, “[s]he admired the pair” and 

even “had a wish to witness the bridal ceremony” (53). It is apparently unusual for one to look 

forward to a marriage of one’s unrequited love. It seems like Laetitia steps back from the reality 

of the love triangle and takes the position of an appreciator. In Laetitia’s eyes, Constantia is not a 

real person like a portrait of Willoughby the prince, but a princess who is a perfect match for a 

prince. Hence, she could enjoy her rival’s love and even marriage as if she reads a fairytale. 

While reading a fairytale, moreover, Laetitia also could be a princess. In other words, Laetitia 

identifies herself with her rival in her imagination.  

When it comes to Clara, it becomes more evident that Laetitia feels much closer to 

Willoughby’s fiancée than to Willoughby himself. In fact, Willoughby’s engagement with Clara 

could be more hurtful to Laetitia than his first one with Constantia, for, after their breakup, he, as 

usual, gives her signs to make her hope. Yet, Willoughby discards her again and brings a new 

Laetitia’s case, we could see that “a priestly class derives socio-economic advantages by actively 

promoting superstitious ignorance” (76). Still, Carens is not concerned about Laetitia’s desire itself and 

merely treats her love as blind devotion stemming from ignorance. 
54

 Woodcock argues that “[t]he formal elaboration of The Egoist . . . is characterized by the triangular 

grouping of characters,” and other critics, like Wilt, agree with his idea (20). “The shifting relations 

within and between such triangles,” he continues, “are the choreography of the work as a whole” (21). I 

also concede his argument, but I try to group characters in a triangular form following Girard’s triangular 

theory of love.  
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woman as his fiancée, Clara. Understandably, Laetitia would be indignant at Clara as well as 

Willoughby, or, at least, she would not want to see her or hear a story of her. When hearing 

Clara’s name and descriptions of her from Vernon, however, Laetitia ruminates over Clara with a 

sense of sweetness. She first likes how Vernon describes Clara: he poetically portrays her, 

calling her “the Mountain Echo.” From these poetic words, Laetitia more beautifully paints Clara 

as a “spirit” in her long imagination:  

. . . the Mountain Echo, the swift, wild spirit, Clara by name, sent fleeting on a far half 

circle by the voice it is roused to subserve; sweeter than beautiful, high above drawing-

room beauties as the colours of the sky; and if, at the same time, elegant and of loveable 

smiling, could a man resist her? To inspire the title of Mountain Echo in any mind, a 

young lady must be singularly spiritualized. Her father doated on her, Vernon said. Who 

would not? (66) 

If one does not know who says this, one could even believe that someone who loves Clara gives 

this dazzling description of her. This beautiful quote is so sweet and poetic that readers would be 

favorably impressed by Clara even before her appearance on the text; it is ironic and indeed 

astonishing that Laetitia, the expected rival of Clara, writes this ‘poem.’ She certainly has a 

reason for thinking like this. It is because 

. . . to think that Miss Middleton had won [Willoughby] by virtue of something native to 

her likewise, though mystically, touched Laetitia with a faint sense of relationship to the 

chosen girl. ‘What is in me, he sees on her.’ It decked her pride to think so, as a wreath 

on the gravestone. She encouraged her imagination to brood over Clara, and invested her 

designedly with romantic charms, in spite of pain; . . . Laetitia’s happiness was to glorify 

Clara. (66)  
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In other words, since Clara has a poetic beauty like Laetitia, Willoughby’s engagement with 

Clara could imply that he values Laetitia as well. “Through that chosen rival, [Clara],” then, 

“[Laetitia] was linked to him yet” (66); but that also means Laetitia is linked to Clara. As a 

matter of fact, the distance between Laetitia and Clara seems much shorter than the one between 

Laetitia and Willoughby: if he sees what is in Laetitia on Clara, Laetitia should be almost 

identified with her. Laetitia’s idealization of and identification with her rivals suggest that 

according to Girard’s triangular theory of love, the real object of her desire would be 

Willoughby’s fiancée. Or, more precisely, it would be a special woman whom the world 

embodied in Willoughby dotes on. What Laetitia desires is, in short, to be a unique woman like 

Constantia or Clara.
55

 Through Willoughby, she could be linked to them yet. In this context,

Laetitia’s desire could be considered narcissistic. 

Reading Laetitia’s desire on Girard’s triangular theory of love tells one more important 

feature about her love, which dismantles the conventional Victorian discourse and romantic myth 

on love again. Although Willoughby, the master of the conventional language of love, 

consistently insists on the significance of oneness in love, Laetitia’s love, which has been 

regarded as the paradigm of female love by Willoughby several times, proves that the perfect 

unity of two is impossible and even unfavorable to the male subject. It is Clara who first notices 

this issue. Gradually suffocated by Willoughby’s heavy closeness, Clara wonders how Laetitia 

could have romantically admired him for so long time. At last, she comes to a conclusion that:  

55
 Or, put another way, what Laetitia desires would be to be loved by the world like Constantia and Clara. 

Then, the true object of her desire becomes the world, which reminds us of Willoughby’s. To be loved by 

the world, Willoughby actually plays the role imposed on him, as argued in section one. Like him, 

Laetitia also continuously acts her granted part, a submissive woman. The narrator explicitly states that 

“Laetitia’s habit of wholly subservient sweetness, which was her ideal of the feminine, [is] not yet 

conciliated with her acuter character.” In order to express “her acuter character,” “she had to quite the 

self-imposed ideal of her daily acting” (388). This comment suggests that Laetitia’s submissiveness 

would not be her nature, but her habit or daily acting formed by “her ideal of the feminine.” Although the 

narrator says that image is “her” ideal, it is certain that her ideal is greatly influenced by the Victorian 

society. Hence, her sweet meekness would be her way to be loved by the world.  
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his coldness was desireable; it encouraged an ideal of him. It suggested and seemed to 

propose to Clara’s mind the divineness of separation instead of the deadly accuracy of 

an intimate perusal. She tried to look on him as Miss Dale might look, and . . . she was 

able to imagine a distance whence it would be possible to observe him uncritically, 

kindly, admiringly; as the moon a handsome mortal, for example. (115, my italics) 

Clara’s insight is surprising and acute: Laetitia could keep idealizing and admiring Willoughby, 

for there always is a gap between him and Laetitia. That gap does not hurt Laetitia’s love; rather, 

it obscures his failings and makes him shine more like a star or the moon. From a distance, for 

instance, his coldness, which freezes Clara’s love in a moment of intimacy, seems to be a sign of 

consistency to Laetitia. Laetitia’s devotion to and idealization of Willoughby, on which the 

illusion of the male subject depends, is possible only when they are apart. Girard’s theory also 

suggests this penetrating realization of Clara’s. As I argued above, the closer Laetitia and Clara 

become, the further Laetitia and Willoughby draw apart: while Laetitia identifies with Clara, she 

never gets closer to Willoughby.
56

 That is how Meredith portrays female love praised by the

conventional Victorian discourse on love. Now, in this triangular love relationship, a man is 

confronted with a dilemma: he demands the unity in love to a woman—or, more precisely, 

56
 Wright accurately notices that “the deepest affinity and power of communion is between Clara and 

Laetitia” in the novel, though he does not go deep into this subject (72). Clara’s attitude toward Laetitia, 

of course, is not always praised by critics: sometimes, especially when she talks about Willoughby’s merit 

to Laetitia in order to persuade her to marry him, many critics cast doubt not only on her intention but on 

her integrity. Still, it is also true that the most passionate and sensual moment occurs when Clara takes a 

walk with Laetitia in chapter 16 titled “Clara and Laetitia.” Talking about her suffering in the Patterne 

Hall ruled by Willoughby, Clara suddenly asks Laeitita to “[h]old this hand,” saying “You are a woman.” 

Even if they don’t talk much, they feel, “holding hands, deep-hearted to one another” (204). This chapter 

ends with Laetitia’s kissing to Clara: “The ‘dreadful power’ of this young lady had fervently impressed 

Laetitia, and in kissing her she marvelled at her gentleness and girlishness” (207). Although The Egoist is 

about love and marriage, there is hardly any scene which depicts some delightful bodily contacts between 

lovers. Especially to Clara, any physical contact with Willoughby, like kissing or holding hands, is 

regarded as “the obligation” or “duty” (95-6). She even feels “a lightning terror” if she is alone with 

Willoughby (93). Hence, it is interesting enough that we could see the intense moment of physical touch 

and affection between Clara and Laetitia.  
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possession of everything about her—so that he could hold “looking-glasses possessing the magic 

and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice its natural size” (Woolf, A Room 45); 

however, if a woman gets too close to him so as to become united, he should take the risk of 

losing that magnifying mirror and being subjected to criticism. 

The text describes this dilemma of oneness in love very well in chapter 31, which is one 

of the most comic and pathetic chapters in the novel. This chapter focuses on the intimate talk 

between Laetitia and Willoughby for the first time. Of course, they have talked several times 

before, still it is the first long and intimate conversation between them, and hence the moment 

they are very close to each other. The subject of their intimate talk is certainly Willoughby, or 

poor Willoughby deceived by an immoral woman, Clara. After finding out that Clara was with 

De Craye in the rainstorm, Willoughby is much agonized with “a doubt of his personal mastery 

of any” (The Egoist 384). In order to overcome his doubts and fears, he needs proof, a living 

proof, which demonstrates his great influence to the world. In other words, “[t]here [needs to be] 

one woman who bowed to him to all eternity,” who is no doubt Laetitia (383). As he desires to 

confirm his powerful subjectivity by mastering the other, Willoughby rambles on about 

animosity between good and evil, and deceit and sincerity:  

No semblance of union should be maintained between the deceiver and ourselves. . . . I 

hold it an imperious duty to expose, punish, off with it. . . . I do not forgive: I am at heart 

serious and I cannot forgive:—there is no possible reconciliation . . . Good and evil! . . . 

It is universal; an experience of our humanity. Deceit and sincerity cannot live together. 

Truth must kill the lie, or the lie will kill the truth. I do not forgive. All I say to the 

person is, go!’ (373-74) 

In his lengthy speech, he puts himself in the position of good and sincerity while Clara in that of 

evil and deceit. The problem is that he tries to emphasize how much he scorns the wrong and 
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loves the right so much that his speech inadvertently hints that he would release Clara: “go!”. 

Moreover, Laetitia still maintains the illusion of Willoughby being perfect. Hence believing his 

generosity, she is “glad to approve him for the sake of escaping her critical soul, and relieved by 

the idea of Clara’s difficulty solved” (374). Communication between them fails more and more 

as their conversation continues. Quite not satisfied with Laetitia’s response, Willoughby moves 

on to the next topic, the “reproof of Dr Middleton’s behaviour to him during the drive to Mrs 

Monstuart’s.” Yet, his desire to obtain her approbation is not fulfilled again. “Laetitia racked her 

brain for the connection of his present speech with the preceding dialogue,” and concludes that 

he tries “to justify Clara’s feelings and her conduct” (375-76).  

The reason why Willoughby and Laetitia cannot understand each other is that “his desire 

was merely to move her without an exposure of himself” (381). Willoughby’s dilemma is related 

to the dilemma of unity in love. To get sympathy, he needs to expose himself, his weakness, and 

maybe even his failings. In that case, as the word, sympathy, implies, he and the woman he loves 

could be united in a real understanding of each other. If he is exposed, however, he can no longer 

maintain an illusion of the ideal male subject not only to himself but also to her. As Willoughby 

reveals himself more and more to Laetitia, she views her findings of him with a more critical eye. 

After hearing his diffuse speech of love, “she was not moved”; instead, she thinks “that his 

manner of talking to women went to an excess in the artificial tongue—the tutored tongue of 

sentimental deference of the towering male” (381). For four or five pages during their first 

intimate conversation, Laetitia gets closer to him than ever and has lost her love for him more 

than ever at the same time.  

A long and intimate conversation between Willoughby and Laetitia in chapter 31 reaches 

the climax where each of the two completely misunderstands one another. So anxious for 

Laetitia’s sympathy, Willoughby finally decides to open himself more and brings up the subject 
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of deception more directly. Positioning himself as a deceived victim, he tells Laetitia that when 

Clara’s deception “is laid bare,” he realizes she is not worth his love; and he feels distressed, for 

he had to “[give] up [his] whole heart to” the undeserving woman (382-83). Before he finishes 

his speaking, Laetitia interrupts, and “[h]er lips trembled, tears fell.” Finally, Willoughby is 

contented:  

her sign of emotion assured him . . . of the success he had sought. There was one woman 

who bowed to him to all eternity! He had inspired one woman with the mysterious, man-

desired passion of self-abandonment, self-immolation! The evidence was before him. At 

any instant he could, if he pleased, fly to her and command her enthusiasm. (383)  

In Laetitia’s tears, Willoughby sees his enormous power over the other as the mighty male 

subject. Her tears now become a magnifying glass to him. Yet, it is explicitly set forth that 

“[t]here was no similarity between his idea and hers.” While he sees himself in her tearful eyes, 

Laetitia’s tears actually reflect her own self-pity: “She tried to stop her crying, but self-pity 

threatened to rain all her long years of grief on her head” (383). Willoughby’s description of 

himself as the deceived rather reminds her of her own past when she was discarded and deceived 

by him. What he says of the pain of being disillusioned, moreover, brings back her willful 

blindness to his defects: “She could bear to lose him—she was used to it—and bear his 

indifference, but not that he should disfigure himself; it made her poor” (68). On the whole, to 

Laetitia, the fluent speech of his agony explains not so much him as her: his words become a 

mirror to her. Intimate talk between Willoughby and Laetitia ends up not with understanding 

each other better and being united, but with taking the other as a looking glass to see one’s own 

self.  

Willoughby, at last, proposes to Laetitia since he believes that she keeps offering him the 

magnificent image of himself as the conventional Victorian woman was supposed to do. Laetitia 
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seems to meet the society’s expectations quite well: she has been an enthusiastic key member of 

the female chorus admiring Willoughby. The text, however, discloses that she loves Willoughby 

not because he is perfect but because she has nothing to love. Careful examination of her delicate 

desire also suggests that the real object of her desire is not so much Willoughby as Willoughby’s 

fiancée who could be identified with Laetitia herself in her imagination. The love between 

Willoughby and Laetitia, which would be the relationship between the most conventional man 

and woman, turns out to be a love-less union: each only desires the image of one’s ideal self. The 

conventional discourse on love emphasizes the purity and absoluteness of love and the perfect 

oneness in love; ironically, the most conventional couple in the novel rather proves Lacan’s 

“bombshell expressions for which he was so well known”—“there’s no such thing, that it is 

impossible to found (poser) a sexual relationship” (Lacan, Seminar 9)—to be true (Fink 104). 

Lacan’s puzzling statement indicates that there are not two distinct individuals in a sexual 

relationship, but only one individual and his own desire to be the whole subject again: the 

beloved is just a mirror to reflect his/her ideal image, “the remainder produced when that 

hypothetical unity [between the child and mother] breaks down, as a last trace of that unity, a last 

reminder thereof,” i. e. object a (Fink 59). In this relationship, who the real Willoughby is or 

who the real Laetitia is not important at all: each is just object a to one another. There are only 

two narcissists who love the illusion of one’s ideal subjectivity.  

“I do not know myself”: Clara, the Different Subject  

If the novel ends with the (anti) love story between Willoughby and Laetitia, it will not 

be a comedy. It would just share psychoanalytic skepticism of love by verifying that the actual 

object of one’s love is only oneself. Yet, as the title—The Egoist, A Comedy in Narrative—

suggests, this novel is a comedy. It not only means that the novel has a happy ending. Explaining 

what comedy is, Meredith tries hard to differentiate comedy from humor, irony, and especially 
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satire. At first glance, satire seems to be quite similar to comedy: both attend to analyzing and 

criticizing foolishness of society by making it laughable. Still, “[t]he satirist is,” Meredith 

explains, “a moral agent, often a social scavenger, working on a storage of bile”; “If you detect 

the ridicule,” he continues, “and your kindliness is chilled by it, you are slipping into the grasp of 

Satire” (“Essay” 44, 42). If The Egoist were a satire, then, the main character of the story would 

be Willoughby and Laetitia, and the novel would mercilessly lay bare how loveless their union is, 

from which readers might frown and feel pessimistic. Comedy, on the other hand, has readers 

“[b]e able to detect the ridicule of them you love without loving them less; and more [be] able to 

see yourself somewhat ridiculous in dear eyes, and [accept] the correction their image of you 

proposes” (42). It does not banish the ridicule with a mocking laugh since it is based on the 

belief “that our state of society is founded in common sense” whose civilizing and cultivating 

agent is the Comic Spirit (48). Hence, “an anti-social position” is “directly opposed to the comic” 

(44). However, that does not mean that comedy is for the current social system. Rather, it is 

directed at “the selecter world, the highest we know of in connection with our old world, which 

is not supermundane” (49). While you read comedy, “[g]ood hope sustains you; weariness does 

not overwhelm you” (49).
57

 That The Egoist is a comedy, therefore, means that the novel ends

with unfailing hope and new possibility, which are embodied in Clara, or more precisely, in the 

relationship between Clara and Vernon. 

Clara is one of the critics’ all-time favorite female characters and has been studied a lot. 

As Priestley suggests, “[Meredith’s] greatest triumphs in the creation of character” are usually 

57
 Meredith’s articulation of comedy reflects his attitude toward men and the world. Priestley, not long 

after Meredith died, considers Meredith different from other “so many of the greater literary figures of the 

latter half of the nineteenth century” in that “he does definitely escape from pessimism” (79). He does not 

mean that Meredith is an optimist. Still, to Meredith, living is always toward looking outward, the world 

to come comedy gazes into.  
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regarded as “his heroines,” and among them, Clara is matchless (180).
58

 One of the reasons why

Clara is so favored and studied a lot by many critics is that she is usually “hailed as the first ‘new 

woman’ in English fiction” (Murray 84). Not just modern critics think like that; H. G. Wells 

refers to her as “the prototype of all the independent and emancipated young girls who appear in 

vulgarised form in the novels of many an English writer in the early years of the 20th century” 

(qtd. in Lindsay 241). In fact, Meredith has been well known for building charming heroines in 

many of his novels who “strike for themselves against immense pressures to conform and submit, 

and carve out independent lives” (Calder 126). Those outspoken heroines, “[t]hrough their 

refusal to tolerate the distortions and assumptions of traditional society, and through their firm 

guidance, . . . transform that society” (Wolf 68). Clara is one of those Meredith’s heroines, and 

critics frequently pay closer attention to how Clara becomes a truly independent and autonomous 

individual like a male subject, overcoming all difficulties.  

While Clara is commended for her strong will to be free and independent, she is, at the 

same time, criticized for not being self-sufficient enough. It is mostly because of the ending of 

the novel, that is, Clara’s love for Vernon. Even if many feminist critics highly appreciate 

Meredith’s sympathetic descriptions of women’s adversities through Clara, most of them find the 

ending hardly satisfactory. Kate Millett is one of those critics: despite “his good intentions 

58
 A number of critics, men or women, have confessed their love for Clara since her creation. Lynch, for 

instance, famously says that “[i]n all fiction there is not another girl so enchanting and healthily 

intelligent as Clara Middleton” (121). Likewise, Henley asserts that Clara is “the best woman in fiction 

since Miss Howe and Clarissa Harlowe” in the Teacher (1879, qtd. in Hergenhan 1264). R. E. Francillon 

in the Globe appreciates her as “one of those harmonies of intense impulse with infallible instinct, of 

healthy passionateness [sic] with the most innate ladyhood” (1879, qtd. in Hergenhan 1264). It was only 

Oliphant who saw Clara as “wearisome in the perpetual twitter and flutter of her wings” among the 

contemporary critics (1880, 238). Not only critics in the nineteenth century but modern ones are mostly 

well disposed toward Clara. While noticing her defects, many of them find her irresistibly attractive, as 

Priestley confesses: “Under her spell we hardly realise how passive a rebel she is, how shrinking and 

wavering, how little she conforms to some of her creator’s pet doctrines; nor, we imagine, does Meredith 

himself realise it, being himself head over heels in love with her” (184). Or, although not being in love 

with Clara, many at least consider her “the chief agent of the Comic Spirit,” the most important character 

in the novel (Banerjee 68). 
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regarding the crippling character of feminine education, the feudal character of patriarchal 

marriage, and the egotism of male assumptions,” “Clara’s marriage” in the ending “is rather like 

a death” since “[Clara] has not succeeded in becoming anyone but Mrs. Vernon Whitford, which 

is to say, no one at all” (139). Carolyn Williams criticizes the ending more harshly: the ending 

does not endorse a woman’s freedom from patriarchy at all but confirms that “male power has 

been shifted from Willoughby to Vernon through Clara.” In Meredith’s view, she argues, a 

species like Willoughby should be extinct, and men like Vernon would be survived in the 

evolutionary process; in this transition, Clara is just “a conduit, a place of exchange,” or a 

“natural [facilitator] of evolution in the male line” (“Unbroken” 65). Clara’s love is, in short, 

considered the major opponent of her full development as a free and self-reliant individual.  

Finding love in conflict with female individuality or subjectivity is not unusual in 

feminist criticism.
59

 Yet, Clara’s love for Vernon is much less supported by critics: it seems that

without him, she would become a more fully developed and free individual. My argument in this 

section starts with questioning this hypothesis: there is no need to consider love as an antithesis 

of one’s independent subjectivity. From the outset, Clara’s sense of her own subjectivity is 

developed with her response to the conventional discourse on love coming from Willoughby’s 

mouth. Against Willoughby’s consistent effort to indoctrinate her with his conception of love, 

Clara begins to delineate her own sense of love, which enables her to understand what she really 

59
 Debates over Jane Eyer’s ‘happy ending’ provide notable examples. Moved by Jane’s passionate 

speeches about her desire for independence and autonomy, quite many critics are uncomfortable with her 

marriage to Rochester at the end, and try to offer some satisfactory interpretations of the ending. 

Admitting the pattern of “the romantic fairy tale” has limits, Karen Rowe, for instance, argues that Brontë 

acknowledges them and “later renounces because it subverts the heroine’s independence and human 

equality,” while trying to expand the concept of romance in Jane Eyre (70). Or, critics like Lorna Ellis 

and Margaret Lenta, put more emphasis on the unconventional aspects of Jane’s union with Rochester: 

their union does not interrupt “Jane’s continuing autonomy and control” (Ellis 139). Still, these analyses 

themselves rather prove that “the fairytale message of the romantic ending”—“if you marry the right man, 

you will live happily ever after”—does not seem to be quite consistent with the novel’s powerful 

affirmation of female freedom (Wyatt 211).  
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desires. As Willoughby’s definition of love reflects his subjectivity, therefore, Clara’s 

developing subjectivity—how Clara conceives herself—is not against but based on her new 

conceptualization of love. In this section, I will explore how the text envisions Clara’s different 

subjectivity by conceiving the possibility of a different romantic relationship.  

Several critics’ dissatisfaction with the ending—Clara fails to be the independent, 

autonomous, and powerful subject because she loves and chooses to marry Vernon—correlates 

with the view that reads the novel as a kind of female Bildungsroman, or a story of a woman’s 

development against society to find out her true self.
60

 Development of Clara—from an

inexperienced girl to a mature woman who knows about herself—actually follows some of its 

patterns. Especially the main conflicts between Clara and Willoughby could signify “the tension 

between the heroine’s desire for self-definition, autonomy, and control, and the societal 

expectation that she gives up these qualities” “as in other female Bildungsromane” (Ellis 146). In 

this context, some critics see The Egoist as a “[novel] of education” or a novel describing “the 

progressive development of the heroine” (Morgan 168; Carens 77). If it is a Bildungsroman 

novel, Clara’s goal must be “toward freedom, openness to life’s flow, [and] liberation from the 

restricting conventions of her society” (Henkle 247). In other words, those critics tend to pay 

more attention to how Clara becomes an independent and free subject overcoming conflicts 

between social convention and her nature, which “is a dilemma that men celebrate in the 

literature of the hero” (Brown 129). These classic views on Clara’s growth (into self-discovery 

60
 The reason why I add an explanation of female Bildungsroman is that how to define the genre is still 

quite controversial, especially regarding female Bildungsroman. Jerome Buckley’s characterization of the 

genre might be most famous and rigid: he lists “the principal characteristics of the genre,” and insists that 

“none that ignores more than two or three of its principal elements . . . answers the requirements of the 

Bildungsroman” (18). Yet, his definition of the genre not only is too rigid but excludes many heroines in 

literature. Feminist critics start to talk about this limitation of the definitions of the genre in that “[e]ven 

the broadest definitions of the Bildungsroman presuppose a range of social options available only to men” 

(Abel et al. 7). Hence, they try to contrive the way to specify female Bildungsroman, but there is no one 

specific definition of the genre yet. 
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or autonomy) are consistent with “the traditional Bildungsroman[’s] belief in a coherent self” 

(Abel et al. 14). Educated “through conflicts between individual agency and society,” one could 

finally discover one’s true nature consistent throughout time (Lazzaro-Weis 25). Based on such 

self-discovery, one could truly become the independent subject with agency. Reading Clara as 

the female protagonist of the novel of development, thus, supposes that she is, or at least 

becomes, the coherent and strong subject with “her authentic autonomy” as any other male 

protagonist in traditional Bildungsroman is (Stewart and Casal 215).  

It is true that once naïve Clara, who “has no history,” attains a certain knowledge about 

herself throughout the novel (The Egoist 244). Nevertheless, what she finds at the end of the path 

to self-discovery is quite different from the traditional subject who is independent, autonomous, 

and coherent. Rather Clara realizes she cannot be that kind of subject, for she is a woman. In 

other words, she gets to conceive herself as what Althusser calls the interpellated subject—a 

respectable lady in the patriarchal Victorian society. This self-discovery (which is an ironic 

expression in that it helps her to discover that she has no ‘self’) is made possible by her 

relationship, or more precisely disputes with Vernon.  

When Clara tells him her wish to break the engagement, Vernon keeps asking and 

expecting her to be the authentic subject, who is convinced of her own earnest core and can make 

an independent decision. From the moment when Vernon first hears about Clara’s secret wish, he 

advises her to “be sure of what [she] [wishes]” over and over again (196). As Clara hesitates to 

talk about her wish to her father because of filial affection, Vernon even seems to slightly 

reproach her, saying, “[i]f you had been in earnest about it you would have taken your father into 

your confidence at once” (259). Vernon’s repeated emphasis on earnestness proceeds from belief 

in a coherent self. In order to make sure one’s desire is sincere and earnest, one should look into 

one’s self, which leads to self-discovery. This self-discovery would give one the never-failing 
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center, based on which autonomous subjectivity would be established. Now, the sincere and 

independent subject could self-assuredly speak of and follow one’s desire. That is why Vernon 

tells Clara to “[r]ecollect that [she is] in a position of [her] own choosing” (196). Even if one 

could not act as one wishes, it might not be a big problem: one, at least, finds and knows one’s 

inherent and independent subjectivity who could choose. This subject becomes the inner center, 

or one’s sacred sanctum, protecting one’s most essential part from outer society. 

Clara, however, strongly declares that she cannot be the subject like that in the famous 

chapter titled “Clara’s Meditations.” To Vernon, this center within him—his inherent, natural, 

and independent subjectivity—gives him the strength to live in the Patterne Hall despite 

Willoughby’s tyranny. Clara notices it when she ponders on her circumstances “[i]n the abstract”: 

And then a disembodied thought flew round her, comparing her with Vernon to her 

discredit. He had for years borne much that was distasteful to him, for the purpose of 

studying, and with his poor income helping the poorer than himself. She dwelt on him in 

pity and envy; he had lived in this place, and so must she; and he had not been 

dishonoured by his modesty: he had not failed of self-control, because he had a life 

within. (250, my italics) 

Vernon’s “life within” suggests not merely his inner strength but his own essential subjectivity 

that could not be violated by dominant ideologies embodied in Willoughby and the Patterne Hall. 

Thanks to this center within him, Vernon could be free and independent at least “[i]n the abstract” 

or with “a disembodied thought.” Faced with the same hardship, Clara imagines “she might 

imitate him”: plunging deeper into her inner center “where the abstract view had comforted her.” 

Suddenly, however, she realizes she cannot follow his example, because:  

the clash of a sharp physical thought, ‘The difference! the difference!’ told her she was 

woman and never could submit. Can a woman have an inner life apart from him she is 
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yoked to? She tried to nestle deep away in herself . . . It was a vain effort. The difference, 

the cruel fate, the defencelessness of women, pursued her, strung her to wild horses’ 

backs, tossed her on savage wastes. (250) 

Simply, Clara is physically different from Vernon: while he is a man, she is a woman. “[A]n 

inner life,” where one as the subject could be one’s master, is allowed only to man. In the 

Victorian domestic ideology, for example, a husband could redeem his intrinsic subjectivity from 

chaotic external society in a home protected by the Angel of the House; but, there is no place for 

a wife’s separated inherent subjectivity here. Clara’s realization of her “difference” involves the 

enlightenment that having an inner life invulnerable to the outside world itself is the male 

privilege.  

The female subject Clara represents is the interpellated subject as a woman in the 

Victorian society. Portraying Laetitia, Meredith is at great pains to make her sentimental 

adoration for Willoughby not as her own faults, but as the result of the inequitable situation of a 

woman who is not provided with any material sustaining her dream and life; so does he 

regarding Clara. Clara’s suffering is frequently connected with her sex’s; the reason why she 

cannot leave Willoughby easily is not because she is not earnest or courageous enough, as 

Vernon secretly supposes, but because “women are nailed to our sex” (258). Born, named, raised, 

and trained as a woman, her sense of herself—her subjectivity—is inevitably tangled with the 

female subject interpellated by the patriarchal Victorian society. If a reader does not 

acknowledge this aspect of female subjectivity, he/she might doubt Clara’s earnestness as 

Vernon does, or blame “[her] fibs and evasions” in order to escape (302). When Clara tries to run 

away on a stormy day, for instance, the narrator takes this stance and warns her not to follow her 

passion but obey what her conscience dictates, that is not to flee but to bravely rebel against 
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Willoughby: “Beware the false position.” The next sentence, however, says the complete 

opposite:  

That is easy to say. . . . young women are trained to cowardice. For them to front an evil 

with plain speech is to be guilty of effrontery and forfeit the waxen polish of purity, and 

therewith their commanding place in the market. They are trained to please man’s 

taste, . . . and look on themselves as he looks . . . Without courage, conscience is a sorry 

guest . . . . (302) 

Conscience itself is formed differently depending on gender. While the society values man’s 

bravery and encourages him to speak out against unfair oppressions, it trains a woman to be 

coward and remain silent. From the start, a woman has no chance to conceive and develop her 

own inherent independent subjectivity. Hence, Vernon’s insistence that Clara “[is] in a position 

of [her] own choosing” is based on fallacious reasoning: a choice presupposes an autonomous 

free subject with a fixed center. Clara has never been the subject like that, so her engagement 

with Willoughby is: “Not my choosing; do not say choosing, Mr. Whitford. I did not choose. I 

was incapable of really choosing. I consented” (196).  

There remains one significant problem: if Clara is the interpellated subject, how could 

she rebel against the role she is assigned? Here lies another difference between traditional 

Bildungsroman protagonists and Clara. As argued above, Bildungsroman heroes or heroines 

usually resist social pressures with the unswerving solid will, which consists of his/her coherent 

center. Clara’s weapon is different: the major characteristic of her is inconsistency, which is the 

complete opposite to the conventional conception of the subject. Clara’s mutability is reflected in 

her appearance, movement, and even her dress from the start
61

; but, most of all her inconsistency,

61
 When Clara first appears on the text, Willoughby’s company tends to adopt static objects to praise her 

beauty. For example, “[s]he was compared to those delicate flowers,” “the favourite lineaments of the 
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which has the power to dismantle the idea of the conventional coherent subject, is represented 

most brilliantly in chapter 21, “Clara’s Meditations.” In fact, this chapter could be compared 

with moments of heroine’s self-discovery in other fictions. Generally, heroines including Jane 

Eyre and Isabel Archer get to realize the truth of those around her and her own self deep in 

meditation. As Miller keenly notes, however, what “Clara’s Meditations” suggests is that “[t]he 

moment of Clara’s great self-clarification is the moment when she is most opaque to herself” 

(“‘Herself against Herself’” 113). Expecting some moment of epiphany about Clara’s self, 

readers would surely be disappointed. In this chapter, Clara’s emotions and thinking go from one 

extreme to another. At the moment of “the luxury of passivity,” she thinks it is inevitable for her 

“who had not known her mind . . . to conquer her nature, and submit” “[f]or a punishment” (The 

Egoist 249-50). Right after this surrender, however, “she cried, aloud,” “‘I cannot! I cannot!’” 

(251). Armed with her repulsion toward Willoughby, she bravely confirms, “[b]etter to be 

graceless than a loathing wife: better appear inconsistent” (251). No sooner did she feel self-

confident than she is imprisoned by self-hatred: “she was hurled on her weakness,” thinking that 

“[s]he was graceless, she was inconsistent, she was volatile, she was unprincipled, she was worse 

than a prey to wickedness” (251-52). Central words describing her, such as “inconsistent,” lose 

women of Leonardo,” “crayon sketches of demoiselles of the French aristocracy,” and “an antique statue 

of a figure” (76). Clara, however, is not to be captured in those fixed images. As the porcelain, De 

Craye’s wedding gift, is broken, Clara gets to get out of the frame, which dismays those ladies: “she was 

never at rest. Clara! Clara! how could you be so wild!” (316). Clara not imprisoned by cage is more than 

“a dainty rogue”: the narrator calls her “a dazzling offender.” In addition, she does not walk gently; she is 

usually “running across the lawn” or “‘swimming’ instead of walking” (Emerson 25). Sheila Emerson 

correctly points out that against the world which is “so stable and patterned and dry,” “[o]nly Clara . . . is 

bodily and spiritually identified with fluctuation” (26). The narrator’s infatuation with Clara’s ever-

changing movements is most clearly displayed in the lavishing description of her dress compared with 

“the silver birch”:  

See the silver birch in a breeze: here it swells, there it scatters, and it is puffed to round and it 

streams like a pennon, and now gives the glimpse and shine of the white stem’s line within, now 

hurries over it, denying that it was visible, with a chatter along the sweeping folds, while still the 

white peeps through. She had the wonderful art of dressing to suit the season and the sky. (215)  

It might be right to identify her as “Calypso-clad, [as] Dr Middleton would have called her” (215). Clara’s 

swift, graceful, and uncontrollable features fascinate other characters, the narrator, and readers alike.  
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their original meanings or values in repetitions inside her mind, floating without the roots of 

morality. Like these words deprived of definite values, Clara’s mind is filled with not clear 

answers but a number of questions that cannot be plainly resolved. Miller’s analysis of this 

chapter is distinguished: he reads this chapter in great detail in terms of deconstructionism, 

seeing it as “the moment of dissolution . . . of the presupposition that each man or woman has a 

fixed character with definite hieroglyphic outlines” (“‘Herself against Herself’”102).  

The reason why Clara’s inconsistency is so important is that the conventional idea of the 

coherent subject puts fetters on particularly woman by emphasizing the virtue of constancy. 

Whenever Willoughby refuses Clara’s request for her release, he strongly stresses the fact that 

she and he promised to marry. The word ‘promise’ has a kind of divine power in this male-

dominated society, and so breaking it seems almost like “a sort of sacrilege” or “a breach of faith” 

(191, 489).
62

 Shoshana Felman deeply explores how the act of promising works and how it has

power, especially in romantic relationships in her book, The Scandal of the Speaking Body. 

Noticing “interaction of meaning between ‘promise’ and ‘marriage’” in the French verb, épouser, 

Felman argues that “every promise is to a certain extent a promise of marriage—to the extent 

that every promise promises constancy above all, that is, promises consistency, continuity in time 

between the act of commitment and the future action” (20). In other words, a promise takes it for 

granted that one who promises is the coherent subject who has had, has, and will have the solid, 

unchanging center, one’s essential subjectivity. In this context, a person who breaks a promise 

becomes the one who betrays not only the other promiser but one’s own self either: he/she is out 

of his/her space, i. e. out of his/her mind. That is why Clara’s sincere appeal to break the 

62
 It is not just Willoughby who values and asks the virtue of constancy especially to women. Dr 

Middleton is the one who most abhors change, which is closely related to his misogyny. When Clara 

pleads for “change of air,” for instance, he simply dismisses her request and chides her: “a change! 

semper eadem! Women will be wanting a change of air in Paradise; a change of angels too I might 

surmise” (226).  
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engagement sounds mere “caprice,” “whims,” or even “the spiritual of hysterics” to Dr. 

Middleton (The Egoist 491). Felman’s additional analysis of promise is more interesting. 

According to her, “[a]s if by chance, in etymological terms ‘constancy’ is precisely what serves 

to define the constative” (21). Then, “[l]ike marriage,” she continues, “the constative too turns 

out to be a promise of constancy: a promise that meaning will last; a promise underwritten . . . by 

the constancy of God himself, by the voice of Heaven” (21). Now that considering “[t]he most 

consistently constative speaker . . . is Willoughby himself,” we could see an intriguing 

relationship between a promise, constancy, God, and egoism, a man’s desire for being the 

omnipotent subject in his world (Craig 904). Clara’s inconsistency, however, breaks that link 

authorizing the male subject to dominate the world.  

Clara tries to resist Willoughby’s solid egoism, which sets up the definition of and a 

boundary for her, not through building up her own firm center and boundary, but through 

dismantling the definition and boundary themselves by being inconsistent. Daniel Smirlock 

accurately notes that “[t]he narrative of The Egoist . . . is the story of Clara’s successful assertion 

of her changeable nature, and of Willoughby’s slaying of self” (321). Willoughby’s egoism, “an 

overdeveloped sense of personality and stability of self,” tries hard to suppress Clara’s 

fluctuating ideas, emotions, and desires by the word of promise (Smirlock 322). Clara needs to 

be solid and fixed in order to become “the mirror of [Willoughby],” or “a chalice” which holds 

and protects his essential subjectivity from the world (The Egoist 80, 78). The fact that Clara is 

too volatile, unstable, and contradictory to keep the promise, however, makes the patriarchal 

society’s as well as Willoughby’s attempts to control her fruitless. Moreover, Meredith’s positive 

affirmation about Clara’s inconsistency as her ‘subjectivity’—not as a lack or madness—strikes 
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at the root of the patriarchal structure—firm belief in the coherent subject—and thus enables the 

text to conceive another form of the subject in another kind of relationships.
63

There is, however, a major problem with envisioning this another kind of subject Clara 

represents: that subject is so transient, variable, and fleeting that it is hard to represent it with 

language, especially in the phallogocentric society. As Marjorie H. Goss notes, “[a] major part of 

[Clara’s] task in the novel is to verbalize the reason for wanting to break her engagement” (20). 

Throughout the story, Clara is at great pains to explain herself as well as that reason to almost all 

the other characters: first to Vernon, to Laetitia, to Willoughby, to Mrs. Mountstuart, and to Dr. 

Middleton. Still, her language full of contradictions, metaphors, and simile is often considered 

incomprehensible, or worse, deceitful. “[H]er very language,” which should have clarified and 

defended her, “puts her actions into question” (Brown 114).
64

 It is because language is not a

63
 Conflict between Willoughby’s disturbing obsession with consistency and Clara’s fluctuating 

inconsistency is closely related to the critics’ debates over the narrative style of the text. Williams argues 

that “[t]he narrative itself . . . is like Patterne Hall: claustrophobic, overly patterned, allowing no real 

change to take place,” for the novel is a comedy that inevitably has strict rules and patterns (“Unbroken” 

60). In this narrative like a prison, she continues, Clara’s exploding energy is trapped. Though admitting 

the limitations of the comedy genre, Nicholas Dames puts more emphasis on the fact that this “carefully 

wrapped package is composed of fragments, small notations of difference, disconnected minute parts” 

(192). The seemingly well-patterned novel as a whole, then, suggests not the intactness of the continuous 

whole but “the fragility and artificiality of elegant wholes” (Dames 191). Dames’ analysis of the relation 

between Meredith’s fractured narrative style and the Victorian physiological thinking and reading is 

remarkable.  
64

 Clara uses metaphors and simile more than any other character does. Yet, so much use of figurative 

language often makes other characters as well as readers misunderstand Clara. When Laetitia has a long 

conversation with Clara for the first time, for instance, she mistakes Clara’s repulsion toward Willoughby 

for jealousy. Listening to a remarkable outpouring of questions, metaphors, and simile from Clara’s 

mouth, “Laetitia’s attempt to shift with Miss Middleton’s shiftiness was vain” (203). When Mrs 

Mountstuart is asked to help by Clara, she even commands Clara to “[d]efer the simile” and “to tell [her] 

in six words why” Clara wants to break the engagement (429). Clara, however, could not explain the 

reason in plain six words. Asked Mrs Mountstuart’s simple question—“‘What has he done?’”—Clara 

could only say “Nothing”; her answer to the next question—“when did you discover this nothing?”—is a 

complete oxymoron: “By degrees: unknown to myself; suddenly” (424). Therefore, to Mrs Mountstuart, 

Clara is just “incomprehensible,” and furthermore Clara’s “want of reason in the want of words” makes 

her seem “dishonest” (426, 429). It is Dr Middleton who understands Clara’s language most badly. When 

she finally tells him her wish for breaking the engagement, he just asks “the name for it, words for it” 

over and over (491). Her ‘words’ full of agony merely sound like “the cry of an animal” to him unless she 
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neutral tool for communication but “a cultural construct [that] oppresses and destroys women” 

(Morgan 175). In other words, Clara is in a phallogocentric society. Where the autonomous and 

consistent subject I empowers the language of a promise, and the promise serves to regulate the 

Other, including women, emotions, and desires, Clara has no language to define and elucidate 

another form of her subjectivity. Actually, as Horner and Zlosnik astutely argue, “Clara’s 

struggle to bring into language a construct of herself which frees her from definition in terms of 

Willoughby’s monstrous I is the struggle of all women in a phallogocentric culture” (66).
65

 Of

course, it is not an easy task not only for Clara but for Meredith himself. Clara’s ‘language’ 

involves “tears for a resource” and “a cry of her loathing of the union,” while Willoughby has 

“gestures quite as eloquent” and his “counter-vailing torrent of the man’s love” (The Egoist 493, 

my italics). Hers would not be the language of the reason composed of plain words and eloquent 

expressions, but be a sign of madness, or more precisely, a trace of moving desires, which 

provides Clara with the only way to disclose herself. 

In the Patterne Hall, where there is no reasonable language for the ever-changing subject 

Clara embodies, the only answer Clara could make to a question about why she wants to break 

the engagement with Willoughby is that “I do not love him.” To Mrs. Mountstuart’s asking for 

the reason, Clara simply replies, “I do not . . . [l]ove him” (424). Likewise, when Dr. Middleton 

requires “the name for [the reason], words for it” again and again, Clara cannot help giving the 

same answer, “I do not love him” (491). They keep asking this question about why, for they do 

gives lucid words (492). While almost everybody asks Clara “reasons,” her answer, or her language, 

never satisfies them. 
65

 In this context, Neil Roberts’ examination of The Egoist’s “resemblance to Pamela” seems persuasive. 

Roberts considers Meredith tries to handle the same issue Richardson pays close attention to: “[f]emale 

subjectivity and therefore female discourse.” As “[o]ne of the most significant features of Pamela is that 

her control of her own telling of the story becomes an issue when Mr. B attempts to steal her letter-

journal,” he continues, “Clara’s power of and over discourse is a central issue in The Egoist” (151). 

Agreeing with his idea, I would add that the main battlefield of Clara and Willoughby is discourse of 

love.  
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not understand she has changed: Dr. Middleton specifically mentions that “[Clara] informed 

[him] aforetime that [she] did love [Willoughby]” (491). To explain that change, Clara needs to 

spell out fluctuating flows of her thinking, emotions, and desires. In short, their questions of the 

reason lead to how she conceives of herself, whose answer is, “I do not love him.” In fact, before 

their questions, Clara already imagines herself free from Willoughby in terms of love in chapter 

21. After all those unanswerable questions and competing thinking about who she is, Clara’s

meditation leads her to the realization that “[h]er cry for freedom was a cry to be free to love” 

(254). Love lies at the core of her subjectivity distinct from Willoughby’s.  

The main sticking point for Clara is that both Mrs. Mountstuart and Dr. Middleton, each 

of whom represents two major social groups, the noble lady and gentleman, neither understand 

nor accept her statement that she does not love Willoughby. Mrs. Mountstuart dismisses Clara’s 

explanation,—“I do not . . . [l]ove him”—saying “That is no answer” and asking again, “[t]he 

cause!” (424). Dr. Middleton more harshly condemns Clara,—“‘Have you gone back to your 

cradle, Clara Middleton?’” (490). It even seems that whether Clara really loves Willoughby or 

not does not matter to them. This is in stark contrast to how powerful Willoughby’s love-

language is. Treating Clara’s declaration of lack of her love as “[l]unacy,” Dr. Middleton does 

hear Willoughby’s filibuster of “the man’s love” (490, 493). Struggle between Willoughby and 

Clara, then, is the one between the conventional, autonomous, and coherent male subject 

Willoughby desires to be and the alternative, ever-changing, and unrepresentable subject Clara 

represents, which is inextricable from strife between the conventional discourse on love and 

another thinking of love which is yet to be articulated. In this context, Vernon, who is positioned 

against Willoughby and finally chosen by Clara, is more than a mere observer or assistant: he is 

an important figure who could exhibit features or values of the different subject as well as 

different love Clara imagines.  
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“[T]he different kind of feeling”: Different Love between Clara and Vernon 

There are two main words that most critics like to use to describe Vernon: reason and 

dryness. First of all, Vernon is considered “a man of steady principle and soundly reasonable 

conduct,” or “a self-abnegating rational lover” (Foster 546; Beer, “Meredith’s Idea” 167). As a 

scholar and a would-be writer, his advice to Clara does sound like a voice of reason most of the 

time, and therefore sometimes it seems that he “chiefly serve[s] as [a] [mouthpiece] for the 

novelist’s philosophy and, in a measure, as [a] rough [personification] of that philosophy” 

(Priestley 123). When he talks about the world with Clara, for instance, he says, “[w]e have to 

treat it with common sense,” which Meredith insists in “An Essay on Comedy” (The Egoist 110). 

Clara is impressed with his opinion, for “[his] view commends itself to [her] reason.” A little 

enthusiastic about his view, she “fierily” asks him, “[l]ove it?”; “but the sober, ‘In the sense of 

serving it’, entered her brain, and was matter for reflection upon it and him” (111). This small 

talk between Clara and Vernon clearly indicates how his words work for Clara: as a voice of 

reason, he makes her come back to “her brain,” which is why Clara does not leave for London 

and instead returns to the Patterne Hall after she meets him at the railway station in chapter 27 

and 28. Hence, some critics regard Vernon “as a pedagogical ‘guide’ who instructs Clara in the 

responsibilities of independent thought and action” (Carens 78). In this context, he is several 

times compared with Mr. Knightly, the hero in Austen’s Emma. The problem is that Vernon is 

much less favored because of “the singular lack of energy and vitality in the characterization of 

[him]” (Murray 113). As Buchen aptly puts, “[Vernon’s] advice to Clara is excellent”: we all 

could see that it is reasonable. Yet, “[h]e seems to be all mind and no heart, all Brain and no 

Blood” (Buchen 264). Even critics who appreciate Vernon highly, such as Foster, Stone, and 

Priestley, admit that “[his] characterization is too pallid, too lacking in dramatic intensity to 

justify the view that he is Willoughby’s grand opponent” or he is “a little drab and 
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undistinguished” (Foster 549; Priestley 122). In short, Vernon is too dry; furthermore, his 

dryness “confine[s] Clara to a union spiritually elevating rather than erotically satisfying” 

(Vlasopolos 14). Vernon, “the avowed rationalist,” is even thought to be “the weakest element in 

The Egoist” (Kelvin 111).  

A few critics point out a different aspect of Vernon: he and Clara “emerge as ‘new man’ 

and ‘new woman’” (Williams, “Natural Selection” 54). As Clara is a ‘new woman,’ Vernon is 

also introduced as “a new kind of thing” from the start, even if he is inside of the Patterne Hall. 

His trip to America with Willoughby proves that he is not “the English gentleman” like 

Willoughby; moreover, he is “nondescript” (The Egoist 58). In other words, there is no adequate 

language now to describe this “new kind of thing.” It seems natural that “[h]e had serious 

thoughts of settling” in America contrasting with the old age, or the old world represented in 

Willoughby’s Englishness (59). Besides, as Willoughby tells Clara over and over, “Vernon does 

not know how to speak—as [Willoughby] speak[s]” (131). Willoughby keeps sneering at 

especially Vernon’s inability to woo a woman. Considering love-language is already polluted or 

loaded with patriarchal ideology, however, Vernon’s awkwardness with typical love-words 

rather highlights that he is “another kind of hero” (Banerjee 70). Vernon’s newness thus seems to 

empower him to be a suitable partner for Clara. Yet, it does not countervail the fact that he seems 

too cold, dry, and “all Brain and no Blood.” Critics who mention Vernon’s newness also do not 

pay close attention to how much different he is and how that difference makes him a new kind of 

lover.
66

 He needs something more to become a suitable match for Clara who wants “to be free to

love” so much (The Egoist 254).  

66
 Those critics usually mention Vernon’s newness and his future union with Clara to explore how the 

idea of evolution works in the novel. James Gindin, for instance, notes that “[b]oth Vernon and Clara are 

referred to as ‘a new kind of thing,’ as individuals not observable in English society previously.” He then 

relates this issue to their relationship with young Crossjay, which is “an indication that their decisions and 

actions have consequences beyond themselves” (60). Williams also considers “[Vernon’s] victory ensures 
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The most important feature of Vernon as “another kind of hero” for Clara’s another kind 

of love is his changefulness. Although not many critics notice, Vernon is one of those characters 

who show the most dramatic change in the novel. His change, however, is not toward becoming 

a different person with different characteristics. He becomes changeful as Clara is inconsistent 

with herself: he loses the center that he once believed to have, and thus fails to describe his love 

as well as himself with the given language. Vernon, in short, becomes another kind of the de-

centered subject like Clara, and his becoming is also caused by love. 

When Clara first meets and talks with Vernon, he could be regarded as the conventional 

ideal male subject. As she notices when they have meaningful conversations about the world, the 

prominent characteristic of Vernon at that time is “indifference.” He is not accustomed to 

dancing; “[h]e [is] not much of a horseman either”; “he could scarcely be said to shine in a 

drawing-room.” Instead “[h]e walked heroically, . . . but that means one who walks away from 

the sex, not excelling in the recreations where men and women join hands”; he prefers to be in 

the library (111). In these pictures, Vernon always seems to like to be alone and not to meddle in 

others’ affairs. His “indifference” to others or the society “clothed him with a noble coldness, 

and gave him the distinction of a far-seen solitary iceberg in Southern waters” (111). This 

portrayal of Vernon is in total contrast to Willoughby who shines at most when he is in groups; 

moreover, Willoughby cannot have Vernon’s “pride founded on natural loftiness,” for 

Willoughby’s pride always needs others as a mirror (112). Vernon’s noble indifference to the 

world founded on natural self-esteem thus would be a sign to prove that Vernon, not Willoughby, 

would be indeed the autonomous, coherent, and intact subject. 

both Clara and Crossjay will be free to express their true nature,” who become “the future of the species.” 

With extinction of Willoughby, she continues, “[t]he ascendancy of a new species within the Patterne 

family is apt punishment for Willoughby’s prideful exclusivity” (“Natural Selection” 75).  
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The famous “double-blossom wild-cherry” tree scene, where Clara sees Vernon sleeping 

under his favorite wild-cherry tree, demonstrates that Vernon represents the very subject that has 

the independent and unswerving center. Many critics regard this scene as the moment when 

“love is awakened between Clara and Vernon” (Foster 549). Some critics consider it the moment 

Vernon gets to change, connecting him to the cherry tree which is beautiful but barren, 

“symbolic of nature tamed by artifice to a lovely sterility” (Sundell 230). The role of Vernon, 

who is “the rising scholar, the elegant essayist, . . . an unparalleled decoration,” is as beautiful 

and sterile as the cherry tree in the Patterne Hall.
67

 Therefore, these critics argue that Clara’s

awakening of Vernon under the cherry tree suggests that “she must awaken his manhood so that 

he may escape the graceful sterility of life at Patterne (Sundell 230). 

Vernon certainly has Clara in his mind after he sees her face on him, which is unusual for 

him. Yet, what he thinks about the scene when Clara sees him amid “the load of virginal blossom” 

rather confirms his cold, indifferent, and unaffected subjectivity. Recollecting her face, the first 

thing he recalls is “Melusine,” “[a] fairy or water-nymph of French legend, in nature half-woman 

and half-fish” (The Egoist 156n13). Although it is called a fairy or nymph, according to the 

footnote, its story is more about a woman betrayed by her husband, who turns into “a serpent, 

and . . . [whose] eerie cries are supposed to prelude the deaths of the lords” of the country 

(156n13). In other words, Melusine is almost a femme fatale figure. Vernon’s recalling of 

67
 Of course, I’m not saying that the double-blossom cherry tree is the exact symbol of Vernon. Many 

critics think about the cherry tree in a lot of different ways, which is possible because with the cherry tree, 

“Meredith plays with the familiar oppositions of purity and experience, fruitfulness and sterility, beauty 

and ugliness, nature and worldly life, high and low, engagement and flight, sleeping and waking, tame 

and wild, until the reader becomes so entangled that he must give up these familiar oppositions 

altogether” (Conrow 200). Therefore, the cherry tree could be related to almost all characters in the novel. 

Jonathan Smith, for instance, compares the cherry tree to Clara, arguing that “the double-blossom cherry 

presents female sexuality brought under control but liable to revert to its wild condition” (59). Williams 

associates the cherry tree both with Vernon and Willoughby: while it “[signifies] sterility and isolation, 

useless ornament, arid sophistication” when associated with Willoughby, it “[suggests] the height and 

freedom of Alpine snows, natural nobility, peace, shelter, and purity” when associated with Vernon 

(“Natural Selection” 73,74). 
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Melusine suggests he feels rather threatened by Clara’s sexuality at first. Melusine could be his 

reason’s warning sign against love or passion;  

still the idea of a vision, chased from his reasonable wits, knocked hard and again for 

readmission. . . . the poise of her slender figure, between an air of spying and of listening, 

vividly recalled his likening of her to the Mountain Echo. . . . Men, it is known, have in 

that state cruelly been kissed; and no rights are bestowed on them, they are teased by a 

vapourish rapture; . . . they have a crazy step from that day. But a vision is not so 

distracting; it is our own, we can put it aside and return to it, play at rich and poor with it, 

and are not to be summoned before your laws and rules for secreting it in our treasury. 

(156) 

From this description, some critics assume Vernon’s change or his awakened passion. Indeed, 

Clara’s face cannot be effaced from his mind despite “his reasonable wits.” Yet, it is not “a 

vision” of her face but “the idea of a vision” that comes into his mind (my italics). While a vision 

is more about the instinctive sense, “the idea of a vision” implies an interpretation of the vision, 

which leads him to “the Mountain Echo.” As the narrator’s following comment tells, brooding 

over a vision is different from being kissed. A kiss makes men “crazy” and helpless before a 

lover; whereas, a vision is basically the possession of the subject—“it is our own,”—so he can 

delete the Other’s threat and enjoy it safely in his brain. Vernon’s state is thus congruous with his 

character as the ideal male subject: the boundary for his intact subjectivity is firmly maintained. 

No wonder his “passion was quiet” (157). 

It is not caused by the abstract vision for Vernon’s status as the ideal male subject to be 

shattered. Poisonous and uncontrollable passion, named jealousy, which “produce[s] division of 

himself from himself” in Willoughby, causes major changes in Vernon as well (283). As 

Willoughby feels jealous of his friend, De Craye, Vernon harbors suspicion of the relationship 
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between Clara and De Craye. Vernon’s jealousy, however, is different from Willoughby’s. 

Willoughby considers De Craye as “a Third” who divides the divine unity of him and Clara 

(282). His aim is thus to restore their unity. Whereas, Vernon feels jealously not because he 

wants to possess her; he feels a bit bitter against Clara for her indifference to “the difference” 

between De Craye and himself (290). He is certain that “[t]here was a difference”: Vernon 

believes he himself is “an impartial judiciary” so he could be her “confidential friend,” while 

“De Craye had not the smarting sense of honour with women which our meditator [Vernon] had” 

(290).
68

 Ultimately, his jealousy leads him to the desire to be differentiated in Clara’s eyes. This

desire is distinct from Willoughby’s possessive one in that Vernon does not ask Clara to do or to 

be something. In order to fulfill this desire, not Clara but Vernon needs to do something: he 

should prove his “difference” from other traditional romantic lovers to readers as well as to Clara. 

To be different, Vernon should admit and show “[he] [is] no hero” in terms of 

conventional love (327). That is why he leaves Clara at the railway station when she tries to run 

away, while De Craye intends to assume a part of eloper, the typical romantic hero in the 

sentimental novel or melodrama.
69

 Vernon, of course, does not suggest her eloping together. He

tries to persuade her to go back to the Patterne Hall, but he does not force her into anything. He 

68
 In fact, as the narrator clearly mentions, Clara does not confide to De Craye that she wants to break up 

with Willoughby; that is just Vernon’s and Laetitia’s assumption. While Clara listening to De Craye, 

“[h]er look was cold, wide, unfixed, with nothing of gratitude or of personal in it” (291). If he maintained 

the impartial position like before, Vernon would easily notice her indifference to De Craye with objective 

observation; yet, he becomes blinded by jealousy and no longer remains neutral or disinterested in the 

conflict between Clara and Willoughby. When he gives advice to Clara before, he “certainly regret[s] a 

word that intruded between [her] and [Willoughby]” (196). Toward the station, looking for Clara, 

however, he gets “to meditate on the part he should play” (322). Leaving his ‘pure’ inner life aloof from 

the world behind, Vernon gets to meddle with the world full of mud and rain. 
69

 Here, De Craye’s use of language is quite interesting. When he arrives at the station and sees Clara 

alone, he joyfully asks, “I am not too late to be of service?” (335, my italics). Hearing that Clara would 

visit her friend in London, he entreats her to go together, saying “You cannot make the journey un-

escorted” (336, my italics). As Clara refuses his request, he cries, “Your man-servant entreats you!” (337, 

my italics). These archaic words imply how typical or traditional this situation is and how much willing 

he is to take a ‘heroic’ role in it. 
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rather tries to protect her from being seen by Mrs. Mountstuart. It is not surprising that after he 

leaves, Clara “stood in bewildered speculation on his reason for pursuing her—which was not 

evident” (333). Vernon’s behavior is different from the conventional hero’s in the Victorian 

discourse on love in that he neither has clear goals nor is eager to satisfy his desires. He does 

nothing but listen and speak. It even seems that his presence vanishes into the air, since “his 

astonishing dryness” turns his voice into the voice of reason in Clara’s mind—without his own 

individual traits (333).  

Vernon’s words sound astonishingly dry as he later recalls; his body, however, “was 

drenched in running after her,” and passion is not quiet (326). Unlike the moment when he feels 

somewhat threatened by Clara’s blooming sexuality under the wild cherry-tree, this time, Vernon 

indulges in her sexuality unwittingly. As both of them are soaked to the skin, they drink “hot 

brandy and water” Doctor Corney prescribes; since there is only one glass at the station, “[t]hey 

were to drink out of the same glass” (326). Clara drinks first and gives the glass to Vernon; 

surprisingly, “[Vernon] turned the glass she had given it” so that he puts his lips where she was 

drinking. Clara deems and even hopes “that it was not done by design.” “Done even accidentally,” 

though, it apparently puts kiss into readers’ as well as Clara’s head, which is why “[s]he shut her 

lips tight, as if they had stung” (328). This moment of ‘kiss’ is quite unlike when he plays with 

the abstract vision of Clara. At that moment, he could be safe and preserves his independent 

integrity, since “a vision is not so distracting; it is [his] own” (156). Kiss, however, is the act of 

letting the unknown Monster in: in the moment of kissing, “no rights are bestowed on [the 

subject]” (156). Vernon’s comparison of the glass of “hot brandy and water” to “rank poison,” 

thus, turns out to be literal truth, not a metaphor (328). Now that Clara as poison comes in, he 

cannot be the same.  
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Changes of Vernon, who was once “all Brain and no Blood,” could be best seen in his 

bursts of emotions: he is filled with wild jealousy, swears—“Deuce take you”—and speaks with 

“an illogical tongue” (323). As he admits, “[h]e had verily no command of his reason” (365). 

Most notably, he confesses that “[h]e was lonely” for the first time (365). Loneliness signifies 

lack in the subject, who is no longer intact by oneself and so cannot be free from the other. 

Vernon’s lack, however, is different from Willoughby’s or Laetitia’s. As I argued in sections one 

and two, both Willoughby and Laetitia try to dispel their lacks in order to become the whole 

subject by desiring the beloved, object a. The other as object a must not be an individual with 

ineffaceable and incomprehensible otherness; the beloved just becomes a false image reflecting 

the subject’s lack, the source of the subject’s desire. That is why Willoughby’s language of love 

is full of mirror and chalice images: his (future) wife should reflect and contain the quintessence 

of his subjectivity; if not, she should be molded to become one. Clara in Vernon’s eyes, however, 

does not mirror his desire, for she cannot be confined in the mold. Vernon distinctly 

acknowledges her rich inconsistency: “her whims, variations, inconsistencies, wiles; her 

tremblings between good and naughty, that might be stamped to noble or to terrible; her 

sincereness, her duplicity, her courage, cowardice, possibilities for heroism and for treachery.” 

All these contradictions in Clara make it impossible to define or capture her in one given image. 

Upon her unfathomable inconsistency, Vernon might feel threatened and make her a monster if 

he tried to keep the border of his intact subjectivity. Instead, “[b]y dint of dwelling on the theme, 

he magnified the young lady to extraordinary stature.” Like a goddess, Clara as the ungraspable 

Monster almost rules Vernon, and he gladly obeys the command—“She was too beautiful! 

Whatever she did was best.” This “refrain of the fountain-song in him,” in other words, tells him 

not to judge or evaluate Clara: all he has to do is just to accept her willingly, especially her 

inconsistent and contradictory Monstrosity (365). Vernon’s ‘decision’ would be what Derrida 
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calls “[t]he passive decision.” Strictly speaking, it is not Vernon, the subject, who decides; that 

“refrain . . . in him” is the voice “[o]f the absolute other in [him],” who “decides on [him] in 

[him]” (Derrida, PF 68). “This heteronomy,” as Derrida continues, “is undoubtedly rebellious 

against the decisionist conception of sovereignty” (69). In other words, by ‘deciding’ to follow 

the voice of the Other Vernon paradoxically chooses not to choose: his autonomous subjectivity 

undisturbed by the world and particularly shielded from the Other becomes shattered. Vernon’s 

love does not lead him to desire for the stronger and purer subjectivity; but his love repeats that 

refrain as the truth—“She is too beautiful! whatever she does is best”—and “unman[s] him” (366 

my italics). That is why Vernon could be a suitable partner for Clara’s ‘new’ love.  

What this “unmanned” subject is like would be difficult or almost impossible to be 

explained as much as how Clara as the different subject could be described. Likewise, how to 

construe another form of love between these unrepresentable subjects would be a difficult 

question to answer because there is no language for this love as well as the subject like Clara and 

Vernon. In the society where the language of love has been developed in the service of the 

patriarchal subject like Willoughby, affections, or more precisely, the stream of emotions 

between Clara and Vernon would not be love in the typical Victorian context; then Clara’s 

ambiguous words to describe her feeling towards Vernon—“the different kind of feeling”—

might be the only and best way to represent this different love (430).  

In this context, we could think of the reason why there is no love confession scene at the 

end. After Clara finally breaks off her engagement, she hears from Laetitia that “Vernon loves 

[her]” (583). While Clara is quite unsure of that, Vernon comes to meet her. Now many readers 

would anticipate that Vernon will confess his love to her; instead, they talk about climbing the 

Alps together soon. At the end of their talk, Vernon finally tries to say ‘something,’ but Clara 

interrupts him by saying, “not in this house” (586). Several critics are very critical of this scene. 
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Carens considers their talk about the Alps as Clara’s “[p]rojecting the majesty of the Alps onto 

her new lover” (79). In addition, the fact that Clara “shut[s] [her] eyes and say[s] Yes” to 

Vernon’s suggestion (The Egoist 586), Carens continues, “ironically manifests the inclination to 

bow submissively before her new lover” (75). Certainly, the ending that does not make Clara 

completely free and self-sufficient but gives her a new male lover might not be satisfactory to all 

critics. Still, it would be unfair to read this scene merely as the one of Clara’s ultimate surrender 

to patriarchy. The Alps Clara paints with her eyes closed remind us of the heavenly vision she 

saw under the wild cherry-tree. At that time, following “the load of virginal blossom . . . like 

higher Alpine snows in noon-sunlight,” “her eyes perched and soared” up into the high sky (The 

Egoist 154). Upon this vision, she felt “wonder so divine, so unbounded” that it “was like 

soaring into homes of angel-crowded space” (155). This vision, however, does not last long: 

“Reflection came, contracting her vision and weighing her to earth” (154-55). Reflection is the 

act of interpretation of the vision with language. The fact that her inevitable reflection hinders 

her from seeing and enjoying the vision constantly suggests that this vision cannot be represented 

by language: it is the Real beyond the Symbolic in Lacanian sense. One could catch a glimpse of 

it and feel it for a moment, but if one tries to put it into language, it will be dispersed. The love 

between Clara and Vernon belongs to this area, the Real. In the Patterne Hall, where people like 

Willoughby dominate the language of love, “the different kind of feeling” between Clara and 

Vernon could be described only through the vision of the Alps Clara once had with Vernon. In 

fact, not only in the Patteren Hall but in the text inescapably using the given language, how that 

new relationship would look like and work could not be answered.  

The process of Clara’s happy ending actually does not seem logical. She does not gain 

her freedom through her strong will or steady efforts: it is due to pure chance—Crossjay’s 

overhearing of Willoughby’s proposal to Laetitia—that she could be disengaged. As Willoughby 
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keeps thinking when this secret is about to be uncovered, the ending seems to be an act of 

“Providence” or “the Powers above” (523. 525, 527). Not only Clara’s release from Willoughby 

but the picture of her in company with Vernon on the last page is not described realistically. The 

scene where “two lovers met between the Swiss and Tyrol Alps over the Lake of Constance” and 

“[s]itting beside them the Comic Muse is grave and sisterly” is more like a fairy tale ending 

(602). It is not Meredith’s fault that he ends the novel in this way: rather, this fairy-tale like 

ending is the best way to represent “yet unrealized possibility” (McWhirter 278). Although 

Williams is quite critical of Clara’s future with Vernon, her argument about the ending is 

penetrating. As she discusses, although Clara and Vernon are in “the world” at the end, what “the 

world” outside of the Patterne Hall looks like is indistinct. It is because “it is in fact unspeakably 

hard to break the pattern: difference cannot be spoken in a word—or a text—in which difference 

is by definition inarticulate, invisible, prohibited” (“Unbroken” 67). Therefore, the ending does 

not depict the actual reality in the Symbolic, but it “implies a possibility of change that 

nevertheless cannot be represented,” or a possibility beyond the pattern which Clara catches a 

glimpse under the wild cherry-tree (Williams, “Unbroken” 68). That is how Meredith could 

“escape from pessimism” (Priestley 79): he has hopes for the advent of this yet unrepresentable 

possibility.  

While the subtitle of The Egoist is A Comedy, I would like to add another one, A Study: it 

strikes a balance between hope for the future through Clara and Vernon and a clear insight of 

reality through Willoughby and Laetitia. By presenting Willoughby as an embodiment of the 

conventional discourse on love and scrutinizing his hidden desires and fears, the text reveals that 

the myth of romantic love is indeed romantic ideology that serves the patriarchal subject. 

Furthermore, a careful approach to the typical Victorian Angel figure, Laetitia’s love for 

Willoughby dismantles the romantic myth itself by showing that there are not two lovers who 
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love each other in the conventional romantic relationship. The beloved does not confirm a 

lover’s innate worth, help him/her to be an authentic self, and make him/her perfect by being 

united with him/her; the beloved merely loves the illusion each makes. Therefore, the mighty, 

shiny, and steady subject in the beloved’s eyes also becomes the illusion.  

What is both compelling and challenging about The Egoist is that the dreamlike prospects 

of other possibilities in the future co-exist with such merciless dissection and criticism of the 

present. As the interpellated female subject in the society where only men can be the independent 

and autonomous subject, Clara should be a different subject that cannot be fixed to the center of 

the structure—the male subject—in order to break away from the romantic ideology. If Clara 

represents a different subject hard to define, her love also should be different from the 

conventional notion of love that sets the position of the beloved. The problem is that no language 

can describe such a different subject and different love in the Patterne Hall, where Willoughby’s 

love language, or the Book, has dominated. Hence, The Egoist has no choice but to provide an 

image, unrepresentable in the language. In this respect, George Eliot is in line with Meredith: she 

also tries to envision an unwritten subject and love in Maggie, the protagonist of The Mill on the 

Floss, possibly Eliot’s most passionate novel. Her vision, however, is more fierce and violent 

than The Egoist: while Clara and Vernon leave the society in order to ‘love,’ Maggie’s love 

destroys the social structure itself.  
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CHAPTER IV 

LOVE AS THE MONSTER: PORTRAYAL OF ANOTHER SUBJECT AND ANOTHER 

LOVE IN THE MILL ON THE FLOSS 

Shattering the conventional myth and discourse of love which serve the phallogocentric 

subject, The Egoist ends with hope—Clara and Vernon’s alternative, yet unrepresentable love. 

George Eliot’s project in The Mill on the Floss starts from where The Egoist ends: it works hard 

at representing another love by another subject that is yet to be expressed.
70

 Since the subject

mostly refers to the one who is independent, autonomous, and coherent, and love is usually 

related to the subject’s spontaneous desire to be more complete and perfect, MF’s efforts to 

conceive a different subject and love have been still considered to be very controversial.
71

 Indeed,

MF has been deemed “the most troubled,” “an unusual case,” or “unique in George Eliot’s canon” 

(Adam 122; Esty 144; Mitchell, Stone 104); and Maggie Tulliver, the protagonist of the novel, 

lies at the very heart of controversies.  

The novel’s plot follows Maggie’s life from her childhood to her death, consisting of 

three large volumes. Each volume revolves around Maggie’s passionate relationship with her 

brother Tom Tulliver, and her romantic relationship with Philip Wakem, the son of her father’s 

enemy, and with Stephen Guest, who is nearly engaged to her cousin Lucy Deane. Maggie is a 

passionate child from the start of the novel, and the object of her ardent love is mostly Tom. Yet, 

70
 From now on, I will use MF for The Mill on the Floss.  

71
 Carol Gilligan explains in detail how negative and immature women’s development and moral 

judgments have been considered if they are distinguished from those of the conventional masculine 

subject. According to Freud, “the birth of the self” starts from “disengagement of self from the world 

outside”; in other words, becoming the subject necessitates the substitution of separation for connection 

(Gilligan 46). This view makes “women’s judgments [that] are tied to feelings of empathy and 

compassion” “a failure of development” (69). To dispel the mythic power of the dominant subject and 

search for some different conception of a subject, we need “alternative criteria,” which is what I am trying 

to explore in this chapter.  
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practical and didactic Tom does not always return her love, which distresses her throughout the 

novel. Despite their father’s hostility to each other, Philip, whom Maggie meets in Tom’s school 

when she is young, tries to play the role of her spiritual brother and gives affection, especially 

when she has been isolated due to poverty since her father’s bankruptcy. Their relationship, 

however, cannot fully blossom into romance, for Tom splits them up. The last volume, the most 

contentious part of the novel, begins when Maggie becomes an adult after her father’s death. 

Maggie, who has left St. Ogg’s to work at a school, is invited to Lucy’s house and meets Stephen 

there. They are attracted to each other from the very first moment. Still, as each of them feels 

bound to Lucy and Philip, they try to forsake their love. Despite their efforts, a series of 

coincidences lead Maggie and Stephen to the boat ride alone, which eventually brings about their 

elopement. Nevertheless, after dreaming about Lucy, Philip, and Tom, Maggie declines 

Stephen’s proposal of marriage and comes back to St. Ogg’s alone. Her hardships, however, 

never end: she is ostracized by almost everyone including Tom. It is the flood that brings 

reconciliation to Maggie and Tom and simultaneously ends their life together, which is the 

notorious ending of the novel.  

As the plot summary tells, MF is a Maggie’s story, which suggests she is the leading 

cause of all those controversies about the novel. Although many critics have confessed they 

“[fell] in love with [Maggie],” it is also true that “few readers will deny [her confusions]” 

(Stephen, George Eliot 89; Adam 123).
72

 Confusions she makes primarily originate in her love,

72
 It is especially feminist critics that show conflicting feelings toward Maggie. Simone de Beauvoir’s 

ardent confession of love for Maggie is quite famous. 

Maggie Tulliver, like myself, was torn between others and herself: I recognised myself in 

her. . . . I wept over her sorry fate for hours. The others condemned her because she was 

superior to them; I resembled her, and thenceforward I saw my isolation not as a proof of 

infamy but as a sign of my uniqueness. . . . Through the heroine, I identified with the author: 

one day other adolescents would bathe with their tears a novel in which I would tell my own 

sad story. (148) 
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embarrassingly passionate and extreme, and sometimes too sudden or too absolute. While “the 

need of being loved” is “the strongest need in poor Maggie’s nature,” the act of love seems to be 

the most natural thing like breathing to her (MF 41). The problem is that her love almost always 

makes conflicts and contradictions. She comes close to having a romantic relationship with her 

father’s enemy and later almost steals her cousin’s would-be fiancé, which makes her a typical 

femme fatale figure. At the very moment when she could satisfy her egocentric desire, however, 

she seems to renounce her love and sacrifice herself altogether. Most of all, whenever she 

forsakes her romantic relationships, she almost always turns to Tom, who just keeps punishing 

and confining her without sympathy. Maggie’s everlasting blind love for Tom baffles almost all 

critics.  

Many critics, especially feminist critics, criticize Maggie’s “need of love, this hunger of 

the heart,” which makes her an incoherent and unstable character, arguing that it is what keeps 

her from growing up into the independent and autonomous subject (42). Elizabeth D. Ermarth is 

especially famous for criticizing Maggie’s love in her essay, “Maggie Tulliver’s Long Suicide.” 

Here she defines “[h]er need for love” as “a morbid dependency” (593). Maggie’s love for her 

family and particularly for Tom makes her entirely dependent not only on their affection but on 

their judgments about herself so that “[t]he family pieties . . . [become] inseparable from her 

sense of identity” (591). Moreover, as her family strictly follows the sexist social norms, Maggie 

has no choice but to “[assimilate] the social norms” in order to be loved, failing to become the 

Through Maggie, de Beauvoir could feel all the connections between young, smart, and passionate girls 

with little opportunity to fulfill their talents. As such, Maggie would give courage and sympathy to 

women readers. On the other hand, Maggie has been criticized by “many critics [who] deplore Eliot’s 

choices for heroines and wish she had had the courage to break with tradition in her writing as she did in 

her life” (Sutphin 342). Laura Green even suggests that de Beauvoir’s such identifications with Maggie 

“have stultifying rather than liberating effects and may produce estrangement rather than solidarity,” for 

Maggie “is interpellated as a particular kind of female subject” by “the ideological regime that makes 

identification possible” (“Identifying” 60, 64).  
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free and self-determining subject (594).
73

 Anna Marutollo likewise argues that “Maggie’s intense

attachment” to her home makes her “[surrender] [her] autonomy within it” and “[prevent] her 

from chiseling out a sense of future space and place” where she can become the master of her life 

(9, 3). Judith Mitchell even contends that “Maggie’s desire is reactive, a desire to submit,” which 

“leaves little room for genuine female subjectivity” (“George Eliot” 22, 26). While Mitchell 

criticizes Eliot for describing Maggie’s love as submissive or passive, Judith Lowder Newton 

suggests Eliot actually criticizes Maggie’s dependent love. Although Newton is not on the size of 

critics who reproach Eliot, she also thinks that Maggie’s love hampers the development of her 

subjectivity, and therefore the novel “suggests the incompatibility of love and quest” for 

independence (150).  

In this chapter, I will focus on how MF conceives different love and subject through 

Maggie. While many critics consider Maggie’s love as an obstacle or antithesis to development 

to be the subject, I will argue that love is rather what makes Maggie an alternative subject. The 

first section explores Maggie’s subjectivity in terms of desire, which will lead to the different 

conceptions of both the subject and desire. In the second section, I will delve into Maggie’s 

heterosexual relationships with Philip and Stephen. By comparing these two relationships, I will 

examine the characteristic of the conventional conception of love which the text criticizes and 

that of the new notion of love for which Maggie heads. The last section deals with the most 

controversial part of the novel, Maggie’s decision to part from Stephen and the flood ending. On 

the whole, my argument will be based on Deleuze’s (and Guattari’s) theory of desire and the 

subject. I do not expect the Deleuzian framework of the subject and love to resolve all the 

73
 Ermarth, however, does not think Maggie is to blame for having this “morbid dependency” upon love. 

Her family, especially her mother and brother, often “[threaten] to hate her if she is not just what [they 

require,]” and “[i]nsulting behavior causes dependency” (592-93). In short, Ermarth thinks “[Maggie] is 

strong enough to be suffocated by her narrow life, but not strong enough to escape it” (591).  
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difficulties in Maggie completely. I instead hope to find some clue to the portrayal of another 

subject and love departing from the conventional ones through this ungraspable Monster, Maggie. 

“Maggie . . . You’re always in extremes”: Maggie as a Dissolved Subject 

When Maggie is a child, she asks herself, “[w]hat use was anything if Tom didn’t love 

her” (MF 40); and it is her tragedy that Tom does not always love her enough. It is specifically 

Maggie’s passionate and devoted love for Tom that almost all critics criticize or lament—

“Maggie’s idolatrous subservience to Tom is the most unpleasing and dangerous feature of her 

personality” (Doyle 62)—and so they try hard to explain this love. There are several ways to 

read Maggie’s love for her brother,
74

 but it is most common to read it in the context of incest.

Incest here has “a wider, figurative meaning . . . —a kind of turning inward and backward, away 

from the ‘otherness’ of other people, away from the adult world of experience, and toward a 

paradise of childhood innocence and uninhibited fulfillment” (Smith 149). Yet, all these 

meanings are involved in the core idea that “[incest] is one manifestation of the desire to retain 

or conserve original attachments” (Barrett 53).
75

 “[O]riginal attachments” imply most of all those

74
 Considering “[t]he book has that recognizable, peculiarly autobiographical quality,” some critics such 

as A. S. Byatt, Barbara Hardy, and Kathryn Hughes think that the relationship between Maggie and Tom 

reflects that of Mary Ann Evans and her brother Isaac Evans (Byatt xii). Eliot’s intimate relationship with 

and deep affection for her brother is quite widely known, expressed well in her poem, “Brother and Sister,” 

as well as in MF. Yet after her father’s death and her liaison with George Henry Lewes, their relationship 

broke up: after their breakup, Eliot wrote to Sara Hennell that “I dare say I shall never have any further 

correspondence with my brother, which will be a great relief to me" (Letters II: 364). Eliot might have felt 

relieved at that time, but it turns out her love for Isaac has not lessened during their estrangement. When 

she received the letter of forgiveness from her brother after she married John Cross—“I have much 

pleasure in availing myself of the present opportunity to break the long silence which has existed between 

us”—she gladly replied that “[i]t was a great joy to me to have your kind words of sympathy, for our long 

silence has never broken the affection for you which began when we were little ones” (Letters VII: 280). 

To learn more about the relationship between Eliot and her brother, see “Family Likenesses, 1819-42” in 

The Transferred Life of George Eliot by Philip Davis; “Scenes of Family Life” in George Eliot: A Critic's 

Biography by Barbara Hardy. To know how Eliot’s relationship with her brother is reflected on Maggie 

and Tom, see “‘A Companion Picture of Provincial Life’: The Mill on the Floss 1859-1860” in George 

Eliot: The Last Victorian by Hughes, especially p. 227.  
75

 Incest, or incestuous desire is usually considered “a regressive, back-sliding repetition of an 

intermediate stage in the process of individuation, and not a creative repetition achieving novel 

resolutions” in the psychoanalysis studies (Loewald 398). 
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with a mother, particularly when an infant feels himself/herself intact by being united with a 

mother, the pre-Oedipal oneness. Then, in their incestuous relationship, Tom becomes “a mother 

substitute” to Maggie, as a number of critics, including Eva Fuchs, Joseph A. Boone, and 

Deborah E. Nord, Peggy Johnstone, and Ranjini Philip, suggest (Emery 14). They argue that by 

loving and being loved by Tom, Maggie desires to be united with “the other self that has 

inescapable affinities with [her] own” so that she could be “fully self-contained and not [has] to 

endure the ‘otherness’ that the external world presents to [her],” which is “a narcissistic fantasy 

of self love” (Perlis 8). Her love for Tom, in short, is thought to be regressive and narcissistic.
76

According to this view, what Maggie unconsciously desires in love is no other than what 

the conventional male subject wants: to be the integrated, strong, and stable subject. She, 

however, cannot accomplish this desire, for she is a woman. As I explored in chapter two, the 

conventional Victorian conception of love allows only the man to be the subject; the woman is 

merely to be some piece merged with the male subject to complete him. Therefore, the more 

Maggie clings to Tom’s love, the more reliant and vulnerable she becomes: to be loved by Tom, 

she needs to “[prove] her selflessness” and “remain thoroughly feminine” (Szirotny, “Sad 

Sacrifice” 191; May 69). That is why many critics consider “[t]he prolonging of Maggie’s 

(incestuous) adolescent tie with Tom is a greater threat to Maggie’s independence” (Kaye 125). 

Moreover, her unconditional love for Tom, whether she is hurt by him or not, makes her seem 

masochistic. Dianne F. Sadoff points out that “Maggie continues to act in ways that encourage 

Tom's disapproval,” and concludes that “Maggie appears to desire his rejection and punishment” 

(84). Bernard J. Paris even calls Maggie “the self-effacing person” in the sense of neurosis, 

76
 There are other critics who point out some traits of primary narcissism in Maggie’s love for Tom. See, 

for example, Jane McDonnell’s “‘Perfect Goodness’ or ‘The Wider Life’: The Mill on the Floss as 

Bildungsroman”; Robert Polhemus’ “In Love with Moistness: George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss” in 

Erotic Faith.  
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which is why “[she] displays the masochistic tendencies” (“The Inner Conflicts” 184).
77

 Whether

she is masochistic or not, Maggie’s love for Tom seems to be problematic to most critics, for it 

prevents her from becoming the free, independent, and autonomous subject. 

While the basic assumption of this view on Maggie’s love for Tom—her fundamental 

desire is to fill the lack in her in order to be the integral subject—seems to be endorsed by many 

critics, I would like to question about it: does she really desire to be the conventional subject? Or, 

is it plausible to see Maggie as the conventional subject? Of course, she is a rebellious, willful, 

and wild child, which signifies the characteristics of the typical independent subject who tries to 

keep his/her inherent nature against society. She is, however, a passive, dependent, and 

sometimes rather compliant child at the same time. All these contradictory elements are involved 

in her desires: her desire to love and be loved makes her the obscure and conflicting character in 

whom “[t]here is no consistency” (MF 356). If Maggie’s desire ultimately headed toward her 

own subjectivity and Tom were the ultimate object of her desire as a surrogate mother, not only 

critics but other characters in the novel would understand Maggie much more clearly: she would 

choose either to part from Tom or to rely on him altogether. She does not choose either, though. 

That is why Tom is irritated with her: “I don’t feel certain of it with you—I never feel certain 

about anything with you.” The narrator acknowledges that “[t]here was a terrible cutting truth in 

Tom’s words” (409); then, we readers also should respect that truth, Maggie’s incomprehensible 

inconsistency caused by her desire.  

To appreciate all the complexities around Maggie, I will suggest a different way to see 

the subject and desire, using Deleuze’s (and Guattari’s) theory. In this section, I will first 

77
 See, also, Smith’s “‘In their death they were not divided’: The Form of Illicit Passion in The Mill on the 

Floss”; Mary Ellen Doyle’s The Sympathetic Response: George Eliot’s Fictional Rhetoric, especially p. 

84; Meg Dobbins’ “‘What Did You Cut It Off For, Then?’: Self-Harming Heroines in Villette, The Mill 

on the Floss, and Tess of the D’Urbervilles”; Sarah E. Maier’s “Portraits of the Girl-Child: Female 

Bildungsroman in Victorian Fiction.”  
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examine the important characteristic of Maggie’s desire, its excessiveness, which is closely 

connected with Deleuze and Guattari’s view on desire. Refuting the conventional psychoanalytic 

conception of desire as a lack, they suggest that desire is productive: it always produces 

something more. As desire does not head for the particular point—the subject’s fundamental 

lack—but keeps making a flow of something more, a subject cannot be the master of this ever-

changing desire. Instead, a subject Deleuze conceives is a dissolved subject affected by desire. 

Based on Deleuze’s (and Guattari’s) different conception of a subject and desire, I will argue that 

some of Maggie’s traits which are mostly seen as passive and regressive, such as her dreaminess 

and her family love, are in fact what manifests her different subjectivity.  

What is unique about Maggie’s desire, including her amorous desire called love, is that it 

is not quite clear ‘what’ she exactly desires. To this question, many critics give various answers. 

Gillian Beer suggests that Maggie’s fundamental yearning is a “[d]esire for knowledge” (George 

Eliot 87). Renata R. Mautner Wasserman adds “hunger for affection” and “a sensual pleasure” to 

“intellectual stimulation” in explaining the objects of Maggie’s desire (272). Other critics give 

more abstract explanation. Charles Hatten, for instance, argues that Maggie “yearns to serve a 

cause larger than the self” (152). Similarly but more concretely, George Levine considers that 

she aspires “to some higher, non-materialist culture and spiritual fulfilment and redemption” 

(“MF” 65). On the other hand, Paris does not regard spiritual hunger as the source of her passion. 

Unlike Dorothea, he contends, what Maggie desires is mere “beauty, gladness, knowledge, and 

the sensuous delight of music; if she had these things along with love and understanding, Maggie 

would be content” (Experiments 157). The reason why there are so many conflicting ideas about 

what Maggie desires is that the text deliberately obscures the answer. When Maggie suffers from 

“the peremptory hunger of the soul” after her father’s bankruptcy, the text states what she desires 

for the first time: she craves “an outlet towards something beautiful, great, or noble” (MF 287, 
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283). Yet, this description itself is very vague: each word, “beautiful, great, or noble,” is too big 

and too abstract. Maggie herself does not seem to know what she desires either: she just thinks 

she wants to “[hold] the secrets of life,” which are also mysterious and abstruse (298). As Philip 

Weinstein states, “Eliot has so complicated [the nature of Maggie’s desire], and so curtailed [the 

implications of that desire] that commentary on this novel . . . is not likely ever to agree on the 

most fundamental matters” (74).  

Weinstein’s argument, however, is only half true: Eliot has not “curtailed [the 

implications of]” Maggie’s desire. To understand its implications, we need to ask a different 

question, not about ‘what’ but about ‘how much’ Maggie desires. Actually, the reason why 

Maggie’s desire creates conflicts in the novel is not merely because she desires the wrong or 

forbidden objects, such as education only for men or Stephen. Any trouble arises even when she 

wants something proper for her since she always desires ‘more.’ The famous jam puff scene in 

Book 1, chapter 6, could be a good example. When they are young, Tom tries to cut the last jam 

puff in half with his knife, but it is not divided equally. Wanting to appear fair, he lets Maggie 

choose with her eyes closed. Unfortunately for him, she picks out a better one. Maggie says she 

will eat the other with less jam, but Tom insists; so they eat each puff. She swallows up and even 

enjoys her own puff with more jam without minding Tom’s desire, “lost to almost everything but 

a vague sense of jam and idleness.” It is then that a problem comes up: Tom blames her for a 

“greedy thing” and gets angry (50). Maggie is embarrassed to get an undeserved scolding, which 

perfectly makes sense in that she does not desire the wrong thing. Still, this episode suggests “her 

immoderate appetites and great wants” (Kreisel 90): she unconsciously and naturally desires 

more and chooses more.
78

78
 I do not mean Tom’s accusation is just. His harsh judgment and words demonstrate “the irrational 

rigidity and tyrannical tendencies that Tom has inherited from his family” (Hatten 164). More importantly, 
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Another example could be found when Maggie listens to music. The narrator elaborates 

Maggie listening to Stephen and Philip’s duet with great effort:  

she soon threw her work down, and all her intentions were lost in the vague state of 

emotion produced by the inspiring duet—emotion that seemed to make her at once strong 

and weak, strong for all enjoyment, weak for all resistance. . . . You might have seen the 

slightest perceptible quivering through her whole frame, as she leaned a little forward, 

clasping her hands as if to steady herself, while her eyes dilated and brightened into that 

wide-open, childish expression of wondering delight which always came back in her 

happiest moment. Lucy . . . could not resist the impulse to steal up to her and kiss her. 

(MF 434)  

There is nothing wrong with her desiring and appreciating music: the object of her desire, music, 

is perfectly suited to the lady. Yet, this description of her enjoying music would be a little 

disturbing. While listening to music, Maggie is “quivering” and “clasping her hands” with “her 

eyes dilated and brightened,” which all recall the experience of orgasm. The fact that Lucy 

cannot help kissing her in such a state reveals how sensuous she looks. As Maggie desires music 

more and more, music becomes some other thing, something somewhat perplexing, in her desire. 

Maggie’s such discomfiting uniqueness arises from her “emotion that seemed to make her at 

once . . . strong for all enjoyment, weak for all resistance” (my italics). It is not that she could 

enjoy and resist something as people normally do, but that she could enjoy and resist everything. 

In other words, she wants, needs, and desires everything.  

The most important characteristic of Maggie’s desire is, therefore, that it is overly 

excessive, limitless, and insatiable. She not only desires what is beautiful and glad but “[longs] 

as Hatten convincingly argues, this jam puff scene indicates “how a misogynistic feminine socialization 

inevitably stigmatizes female appetite and desire” (164). Maggie’s desire for her own puff is not wrong; 

but the patriarchal society exemplified in Tom tries to suppress her natural intense and excessive desire by 

calling her “greedy.”  
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for all that was beautiful and glad”; she is not only ambitious for knowledge but “thirsty for all 

knowledge” (247, my italics). Hypothetically speaking, Maggie desires all, from the utmost 

sadness to extreme pleasure. That is why she is incomprehensible especially to Tom who is rigid 

and practical. As he rightly notices, “[a]t one time [she] [takes] pleasure in a sort of perverse 

self-denial, and at another, [she] [has] not resolution to resist a thing that [she] [knows] to be 

wrong” (409). It is possible for Maggie to “[swerve] passionately from the extreme of desire to 

the extreme of self-abnegation,” for she actually desires all (Allen 56). As she desires all, her 

desire cannot be satisfied. Even if she had enough of whatever she wants, Maggie would still 

desire something more as she herself admits: “I was never satisfied with a little of anything. . . . I 

never felt that I had enough music—I wanted more instruments playing together—I wanted 

voices to be fuller and deeper” (MF 341). It is not just that she could not enjoy enough music, 

but that even if she has enough, she always desires “more” music and “fuller and deeper” voices. 

In short, Maggie desires more than the actual. Kreisel’s keen analysis that “the danger is that 

Maggie’s appetites may, theoretically, never be fulfilled” is right (91). Her desire is not only 

limitless but insatiable, which most critics regard as a problem dangerous and threatening to all, 

including Maggie.
79

 It is because as she keeps desiring more and more, her desire always

changes or destroys something (sometimes Maggie herself). While many think that “[t]he 

possibility of endless desire must be checked,” however, the text rather pushes Maggie’s 

destructive desire in extremes to break down the strict frame of the actual reality, which is the 

fundamental characteristic of desire in Deleuze and Guattari’s thinking (McGowan 177). 

79
 Deanna Kreisel, for instance, affirms that “the problem with Maggie is her immoderate appetites and 

great wants” and fears that “there is no arena of life safe from Maggie’s immoderate appetites” (90). 

Karen B. Mann considers Maggie “generally a sympathetic character,” but adds that “the limitless 

appetite for delight which she manifests in MF can reasonably give rise to interpretations of her character 

as vampire or destroyer” (198).  
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According to Deleuze and Guattari, it is “the traditional logic of desire” that “causes us to 

look upon it as primarily a lack: a lack of an object, a lack of the real object” (Anti-Oedipus 

25).
80

 Simply speaking, “[w]e often think that desire is for what we lack” (Colebrook, Deleuze

82): we desire something because we do not have it. As the title of their first book, Anti-Oedipus, 

suggests, one of their main projects is to consider desire away from this traditional 

psychoanalysis conception of desire. Deleuze and Guattari are against the idea that desire comes 

from the lack: “Desire does not lack anything; it does not lack its object” (AO 26). Instead, they 

consider “desire is a positive force” and “productive in nature” (Gao 406). In other words, they 

believe in “the intrinsic power of desire to create its own object” (AO 25). Colebrook’s example 

of the child’s desire for the breast would be helpful to understand Deleuze and Guattari’s 

conception of productive desire. The reason why the child desires his/her mother’s breast is not 

because he/she feels a lack of something. “The child’s mouth,” Colebrook explains, “that has 

experienced pleasure at the breast comes to desire or anticipate the breast.” From that moment, 

“[t]he breast becomes more than what it actually is (a body part) and takes on an added virtual 

dimension—the breast of fantasy, pleasure and desire” (82). The breast is then not only the 

object of desire but also the product of desire. Therefore, “[d]esire and its object are one and the 

same thing: the machine, as a machine of a machine. Desire is a machine, and the object of 

desire is another machine connected to it” (Deleuze and Guattari, AO 26). Desire and its object 

80
 To demonstrate this, Deleuze and Guattari go back to “the Platonic logic of desire” that “[makes] us 

choose between production and acquisition.” Desire is put “on the side of acquisition,” and because of 

that, we instinctively view desire as desire for something, something we lack (AO 25). Deleuze and 

Guattari do not think that psychoanalysis developed by Freud has retrieved this error; it rather reinforces 

this view, which could be seen well in Lacan’s theory. As I discussed in chapter 2, “lack and desire are 

coextensive” according to Lacan (Fink, The Lacanian Subject 54). Object a, the true object of the 

fragmented subject’s desire, signifies the subject’s fundamental lack. To be more precise, “[t]he reachable 

signifier,” the object of the subject’s desire in the symbolic, “is a representation (only a representation) of 

the unreachable signified, the object we really want but cannot have,” which is object a. Therefore, in 

Lacan’s theory, desire is inevitably “directed toward an absent object,” lack (Reisner 19). That is why 

Gavriel Reisner notes that “[t]he Lacanian goal is the lack-of-an-object” (19).  
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are inseparably connected like a machine in or of a machine; moreover, by connecting one 

machine to the second, the third, the fourth, etc., there would be infinite connections that can be 

produced. That is why desire is positive, productive, and “explosive” (116). Desire produces 

endless connections of bodies, things, individuals, etc., and itself is the flow of those connections. 

Hence, strictly speaking, “desire does not take as its object persons or things, but the entire 

surroundings that it traverses, the vibrations and flows of every sort to which it is joined, 

introducing therein breaks and captures—an always nomadic and migrant desire” (292). Or, to a 

large degree, we could say “[l]ife is desire, and desire is the expansion of life through creating 

and transformation” (Colebrook, Deleuze 135).  

Deleuze and Guattari’s different conception of desire is closely related to their different 

notion of the subject. In AO, Deleuze and Guattari make it clear that “[i]t is, rather, the subject 

that is missing in desire, or desire that lacks a fixed subject” (26). The subject they refer to is the 

conventional subject “as the stronghold of transcendence in modern philosophy,” who “was 

erected over the top of a more heretical empiricist subject” (Neil 429). The traditional 

transcendental subject, first established by Descartes, is the one who ‘does’ something. Famous 

Cogito, which builds up the foundation for the Cartesian subject, already presupposes that I 

“think.” In other words, “it is the identity of the Self in the ‘I think’ which grounds the harmony 

of all the faculties and their agreement on the form of a supposed Same object” (Deleuze, 

Difference and Repetition 133). This conception of the subject both supposes and produces the 

hierarchical dualism of the subject I and the world: the subject experiences, masters, and desires 

the world and so becomes the center of the world.   

In Difference and Repetition, Deleuze criticizes the traditional notion of the 

transcendental Cartesian subject while developing a different idea of a subject, who “is premised 

on the rejection of those aspects of subjectivity which constitute the liberal individual (such as 
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agency, self-knowledge, consistency, coherence, and the ability to effect change rather than be 

affected by it)” (Stark 102). Deleuzian subject “can . . . be called a ‘passive self’ or ‘larval 

subject’” (Protevi, “Larval Subjects” 34). While the transcendental subject ‘experiences’ the 

world, “[i]t is from experience that [larval] subjects are formed” (Colebrook, Deleuze 74). In 

other words, “[b]neath the self who acts and speaks, who learns and remembers, beneath the self 

to whom one might have otherwise ascribed the sole capacity to contract a habit” lie larval 

subjects who are passively affected by experience (Posteraro 197).
81

Selves are larval subjects; the world of passive syntheses constitutes the system of the 

self, under conditions yet to be determined, but it is the system of a dissolved self. There 

is a self wherever a furtive contemplation has been established, whenever a contracting 

machine capable of drawing a difference from repetition functions somewhere. The self 

does not undergo modifications, it is itself a modification . . . . (Deleuze, DR 78-79) 

As Deleuze’s description suggests, larval subjects are “a dissolved self,” for they are not the 

agent of experience but “an effect within the given” (Colebrook, “Questioning” 58); they are “a 

modification,” for they do not modify experience but an effect within the continuous flow of the 

given. We could only think of larval subjects, for there is no coherent and active center in a self 

but “a multiplicity of perceptions and contemplations not yet organised into a self” (Colebrook, 

Deleuze 74). In short, this different subject is “radically anti-subjectivitst and strongly opposed to 

the notion of autonomy” (Colebrook, “Questioning” 58). The subject now loses its supreme 

power as the master of the world, but instead becomes a site where floating, continuous, and free 

experiences are experienced. That is why “desire . . . lacks a fixed subject”: there is no subject 

81
 In fact, Deleuze’s development of the idea of larval subjects is too complex and subtle to discuss fully 

here. For more detailed analysis of Deleuze’s argument, see, John Protevi’s “Larval Subjects, 

Autonomous Systems and E. Coli Chemotaxis”; Tano Posteraro’s “Organismic Temporality: Deleuze’s 

Larval Subject and the Question of Bodily Time”; Levi Bryant’s Difference and Givenness: Deleuze’s 

Transcendental Empiricism and the Ontology of Immanence, and etc.  
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who does desire and so can suppress or control desire. “[D]issolved . . . serial and differential” 

subjects just emerge in a multiple connections or flows of desire (Protevi, “Larval Subjects” 36). 

As desire is productive, that is it produces “more than the actual,” a subject affected by desire 

cannot be contained within the frame: a subject cannot help becoming something else all the time. 

More precisely, a subject can be referred to as becomings in Deleuzian sense. While crossing the 

border (of the subject, society, and even reality) all the time, this subject is and produces an 

excess, “more than the actual,” in society. 

It is Maggie’s imaginative dreamy state that best signifies her power as a Deleuzian 

subject who cannot be contained within any frame. Her dreaminess is often criticized not only by 

other characters in the novel but by several critics as well. Other characters, especially Tom, 

usually reprimand her for not sticking to the reality, because her fancy leads her to forgetfulness 

many times: for instance, since she has been busy with making a little world of her own, she 

forgets to take care of Tom’s rabbits, which eventually die (MF 34). While Tom is angry at her 

forgetting to do her duty, lost in a daydream, critics disapprove of her dreaminess for they think 

she uses it to escape the harsh reality. Maggie’s indulgence in her “imaginary worlds” is “to put 

one’s self at a precarious distance from the forces of the larger world” in order for her to be 

“away from the role her society expects her to play” (Newton 144; Uglow 140). To sum up, 

Maggie’s habitual imaginative daydreaming is one of her “various opiates” that make her avert 

her eyes from and forget the hard realities (Hardy, “MF” 45).
82

82
 Here, Hardy’s word choice of “opiates” is clearly borrowed from Eliot’s famous dictum “to do without 

opium.” In a letter to Mme. Bodichon, Eliot wrote that “[t]he highest ‘calling and election’ is to do 

without opium and live through all our pain with conscious, clear-eyed endurance” (Letters III: 366). As 

Hardy explains, Eliot “shows opiates as various as alcohol, daydream, literature, love, and inexperienced 

idealism” in her novels (Novels 196). Eliot’s characters, especially her heroines, need “one 

disenchantment” “to live without illusion,” which is the process of “maturity” (Hardy 196). In MF, Eliot 

actually uses the word, “opium,” when describing Maggie’s indulgence in daydreaming. After Tom has 

gone to the school, “Maggie could think of no comfort but to sit down by the holly or wander by the 

hedgerow, and fancy it was all different, refashioning her little world into just what she should like it to 
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Maggie’s dreaminess can be sometimes seen as an escapist fantasy, especially after Tom 

has gone to the school or when she “[fancies] a world where the people never got any larger than 

children of their own age” (MF 52, 66). Yet, it is not just about escapism; in terms of a Deleuzian 

subject, Maggie’s rich dreaminess has different and more radical meanings. Her imaginative 

dreamy state is in effect equivalent to living in two different worlds at the same time. In other 

words, Maggie could freely move across the frame of the real and the virtual (her dream or 

imagination), for she as a dissolved subject cannot be contained or confined within the border. 

Her living in multiple worlds becomes clearer when her vision of reality is compared with Tom’s: 

“Maggie’s version of reality, in contrast to Tom, is often multiple” (Kucich 329). When he 

returns from the school, Tom tells Maggie how bravely he fought against some fellow. 

Impressed by his tale, Maggie starts to ask some questions: 

‘O how brave you are, Tom—I think you’re like Samson. If there came a lion roaring at 

me, I think you’d fight him—wouldn’t you, Tom?’ 

‘How can a lion come roaring at you, you silly thing? There’s no lions only in the shows.’ 

‘No: but if we were in the lion countries, I mean, in Africa . . . .’ 

‘Well, I should get a gun and shoot him.’ 

‘But if you hadn’t got a gun . . . What should you do, Tom?’ 

Tom paused, and at last turned away contemptuously, saying, ‘But the lion isn’t coming. 

What’s the use of talking?’ (MF 38) 

Upon Tom’s ‘actual’ reality, Maggie could see some ‘virtual’ reality of Samson and a lion. 

Moreover, those two realities do not exist separately to Maggie: she could see the old Tom 

having fought against a fellow, the present Tom before her, and the virtual Tom fighting against 

be.” The narrator tells readers that “this was the form in which she took her opium” (52). I think it is 

proper to call Maggie’s fancy “opium” here. In this scene, Maggie “[refashions] her little world” in order 

to forget her real sorrows, and desires to stay in that world safely. What I will focus on more in the next 

paragraph, however, is different from this kind of opium-like daydreaming.  
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a lion at the same time. Whereas, Tom cannot see those multiple realities. As he cannot see a lion 

coming now, it is just silly to fancy that. His vision is tightly limited within the frame of reality, 

which foretells his strong tendency and vehement endeavors to keep the boundary of home, the 

society, and his subjectivity later.
83

The way each considers time also reflects their different subjectivity. When “viewing his 

past actions,” Tom usually thinks that “[he’d] do just the same again,” which is unsurprising (57). 

Continuity or consistency is fundamental to achieving the stable subjectivity as well as 

maintaining his boundary as the intact subject. Tom is “[a] character at unity with itself” (322): 

he was, is, and will be Tom, the coherent subject.  Unlike Tom, “Maggie was always wishing she 

had done something different” (57). Accordingly, “that bitter sense of the irrevocable. . . was 

almost an everyday experience of her small soul” (70). It is certainly impossible to change the 

past, but her wish to have done something different introduces a breach or a severance on linear 

time. First, it suggests inconsistency between the past Maggie and the present Maggie, and we 

cannot say which Maggie is closer to the natural, inherent, and essential Maggie. All we could 

find in the flow of time is merely limitless Maggies. Second, the “sense of the irrevocable” 

implies that to Maggie, the past is not separate from the present, but always with it. It does not 

mean that the present is an extension of the past. Rather, it manifests that the past realities co-

exist with Maggie’s present realities, which keeps reminding her of the possibility of another 

83
 Similar situations are repeated whenever Maggie tells and enjoys something beyond the frame of the 

actual reality. For example, seeing a toad or an earwig, Maggie can conceive a story for them and Lucy 

also takes delight in Maggie’s vision. Tom, however, “had a profound contempt for this nonsense of 

Maggie’s” and so he “[smashes] the earwig at once as a superfluous yet easy means of proving the entire 

unreality of such a story” (106). This behavior symbolically suggests how he reacts to whatever makes a 

breach or an excess within his frame: he will just destroy it. It is the typical way that the conventional 

subject has done to the Other in order to protect its boundary. In other words, in his “impulse . . . to spurn 

the beyond,” “all that matters is the maintenance of [his] own safety and homogeneity” (Nestor 99). As 

the narrator states plainly, “Tom’s was a nature which had a sort of superstitious repugnance to 

everything exceptional” (MF 353).  
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past in another virtual world. Maggie could see, feel, and sense multiple realities, for she herself 

is dissolved across the border.
84

Ignoring the borderline and moving in and out of the frame, Maggie as a dissolved 

subject could be a threat to the established order as well as the conventional transcendental 

subject. It is not only because she shatters the border by her permeability but also because she, or 

more precisely, her desire ‘produces’ excess while crossing the frame. As this excess does not 

belong to the actual in itself, it always distorts and sometimes destroys the actual reality. The 

episode when Maggie, Tom, and Lucy visit Aunt Pullet’s house in Book 1, chapter 9 is one of 

the significant moments Maggie’s desire threatens the actual. In Aunt Pullet’s house, Maggie is 

clumsier and makes more blunders than usual, for her desire is more uncontrollable. While 

children wait for the tray and the plates for the cake, Maggie “[becomes] fascinated, as usual, by 

a print of Ulysses and Nausicaa.” Floating on the flow of desire, she moves beyond the frame of 

the reality as usual; but this time, her unconscious ‘passive’ state destroys something in the 

actual: “she presently let fall her cake and in an unlucky movement, crushed it beneath her foot” 

(99). She stains a carpet of Aunt Pullet’s who puts so much emphasis on cleanness and sanitation. 

Maggie’s (or others’) misfortune does not end here. Despite her mistake, she can have a chance 

to hear Uncle Pullet’s musical snuff-box, which she desires all the time. “[W]hen the fairy tune 

began,” “she quite forgot that she had a load on her mind,”: she becomes dissolved into her 

desire as usual. Her heightened passion this time leaves a mark on Tom: “she jumped up and 

running towards Tom, put her arm round his neck and . . . jerked him so as to make him spill half 

84
 Sally Shuttleworth argues that “dream in The Mill establishes the idea of plural, conflicting forms of 

time, thus distancing the narrative again from the dynastic form of the classic realist text which was 

founded on a linear concept of time and a theory of a unified psychological subject” (54). Dream she 

refers to is, however, not so much about Maggie’s as the narrator’s or the text’s. In her book chapter, “The 

Mill on the Floss: The Shadowy Armies of the Unconscious,” Shuttleworth astutely explores how the 

novel disturbs temporal perspective and by doing so, how it deconstructs “the theory of a unified subject” 

(66). While Shuttleworth’s argument gives a great insight to me, I will focus more on reading Maggie’s 

dreaminess in terms of desire.  
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of [cowslip wine in his hand]” (100). A series of misfortunes comes to a climax when Maggie in 

passions “[pushes] poor little pink-and-white Lucy into the cow-trodden mud” (108). The stain 

on the carpet, on Tom’s clothes and finally on Lucy is itself ‘more’ in the actual produced by 

Maggie’s ‘subjectless’ desire; this excess damages not only the materials in the actual—the 

carpet and the clothes—but their symbolic value—the cleanness, decency, and order.
85

Seeing Maggie as a dissolved subject allows us to think of her unconditional love, 

amorous desire, for her family in a different way. As discussed above, family love is usually 

considered to be based on narcissism: you like your parents, siblings, or children because they 

are like you. It is how and why other characters emphasize family love or loyalty in the novel. 

This society Eliot describes in MF places a high importance on blood lines—who belongs to 

which family—for one’s bloodline is supposed to clearly reflect one’s core identity. In addition, 

one should love one’s family because they are the extension of oneself: “[t]he novel develops 

[the notion of blood-centered eroticism] almost obsessively” (Smith 150). Family love is 

therefore the means to protect one’s essential subjectivity by drawing the border for the Same 

and against the Other.
86

 The Dodson’s family love is an exemplar. In MF, there are four Dodson

sisters, all of whom have married and lived apart. Still, the fact that they are the Dodsons always 

lies at the heart of their identities. “There were particular ways of doing everything in that family” 

85
 It is not always that Maggie’s permeable state destroys the actual; sometimes it produces something 

more positive in the actual reality. Tom and Maggie’s fishing scene at the Round Pool would be a good 

example. When they fish together, Maggie as usual “had forgotten all about the fish and was looking 

dreamily at the glassy water.” It suggests her typical state of going beyond the reality and losing her 

central perspective. This time, however, her dreaminess results in “a large tench” which highly pleases 

Tom (44). A fish and Tom’s pleasure are what Maggie’s unconscious desire produces, i.e. excess. 
86

 This kind of family love is indeed narcissistic and incestuous, which leads one to more stable 

subjectivity. Connecting these two concepts of incest and subjectivity, Ellen Pollak argues that an 

“incestuous notion of human subjectivity” has emerged in the late eighteenth century and since then, the 

modern conception of the subject has been more and more premised on drawing and keeping the border 

that secures the subject and excludes the Other (187). It is, therefore, not surprising that “in no period has 

there been so widespread and intense an interest in the theme of incest as in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries” (Thorslev 42). 
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“as to what was the right thing in household management and social demeanour” (MF 47-48; my 

italics). By observing those rules, they can keep not only the family identity but their own: those 

peculiar traditions are like the boundary separating ‘I’ and the Other. In order to keep that border, 

one should love one another within it, so “while no individual Dodson was satisfied with any 

other individual Dodson, each was satisfied, not only with him or herself, but with the Dodsons 

collectively.” Moreover, “in so far as they were ‘kin,’ they were of necessity better than those 

who were ‘no kin.’” (48). That is why Mrs. Tulliver “spoke of her husband as ‘your brother’ to 

Mrs. Moss”—not ‘my husband’—“in any case when his line of conduct was not matter of pure 

admiration” (165). Their love for and “loyalty to the family stems not from love or impulses of 

generosity, but from a stubborn adherence to ‘one’s own’” (Steig 47).
87

Tom’s love for his family works in a similar way. He loves his family, for they are like 

him and he is like them. That is why “[h]e found much difficulty in adjusting his attitude of mind 

towards the son of Lawyer Wakem,” his father’s enemy, in Mr. Stelling’s school (MF 172). 

Philip is not just Philip but more importantly “the son of Lawyer Wakem,” so he can be neither a 

87
 Not many critics and maybe not many readers feel warm to the Dodsons; some of them even show 

animosity towards them. E. S. Dallas’ review of the Dodsons is famous: 

The Dodson family are stingy, selfish wretches, who give no sympathy and require none, who 

would let a neighbour starve, and let a brother, [Mr Tulliver], be bankrupt when a very little 

assistance would save him from the disgrace; but they would not touch a penny that is not theirs, 

there is no legal obligation which they would not discharge, they would scorn the approach of a 

lie. (Review of 19 May 1860; qtd in. George Eliot and Her Readers 35).  

Eliot is quite unsatisfied with this review, but Dallas is not the only one who does not like the Dodsons. In 

response to their dislike, Eliot wrote a letter to her publisher, William Blackwood in 1860:  

I am rather alarmed lest the misapprehensions it exhibits should be due to my defective 

presentation, rather than to any failure on the part of the critic. I have certainly fulfilled my 

intention very badly if I have made the Dodson honesty appear ‘mean and uninteresting,’ or made 

the payment of one’s debts appear a contemptible virtue in comparison with any sort of 

‘Bohemian’ qualities. So far as my own feeling and intention are concerned, no one class of 

persons or form of character is held up to reprobation or to exclusive admiration. Tom is painted 

with as much love and pity as Maggie, and I am so far from hating the Dodsons myself, that I am 

rather aghast to find them ticketed with such very ugly adjectives. (Letters III: 299).  

Eliot of course does not hate the Dodsons and Dallas’ use of adjectives to describe them—“stingy” and 

“selfish”—might be “very ugly.” Yet, to some extent, his point that the Dodsons seem to care about only 

the Dodsons is right.  
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good boy nor his friend: “Tom did not see how a bad man’s son could be very good. His own 

father was a good man” (169). As Tom himself is the extension of his “good” father, Philip must 

be that of a bad father. Stated reversely, if one of his family members is proven wrong, it 

implicitly suggests Tom could be wrong. His father’s bankruptcy is quite shameful because it is 

closely connected to his own disgrace. Likewise, Maggie’s uncontrollable and unpredictable 

passion is more than Tom can bear because it could hint at some possibility of the same 

monstrosity in him. To keep his boundary safe and clean, Maggie the Monster needs to be 

expelled. In short, the Dodsons’ and Tom’s love for family is basically narcissistic. To love each 

other presupposes their likeness or, at least, complementarity, thanks to which the border (of the 

subject, the family, and the society at large) could be secure from the disparate Other.
88

Maggie’s love for family is different from this incestuous family love for the sameness. 

As a dissolved subject who keeps crossing and deconstructing the boundary, Maggie does not try 

to strengthen the border between I and the Other through love. Rather, her love for family 

becomes stronger when he/she gets to be ostracized by other families because of his/her stain, i.e. 

Monstrosity. Mr. Tulliver’s bankruptcy, for instance, makes him a disgrace of the family who 

needs to be cleansed or expelled. Both of his children, Tom and Maggie, however, do not blame 

him harshly for different reasons. Tom abstains from reproach, “simply on the ground that he 

88
 With the modern conception of the coherent subject developed, the theme or motif of sibling incest was 

not only widely expressed but “invariably made sympathetic” in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century (Thorslev 47). According to Peter L. Thorslev Jr., romantic heroes in Byron’s and Shelley’s 

poems are usually attracted to incestuous love, for “it symbolizes perfectly this hero’s complete alienation 

from the society around him” and “it symbolizes also what psychologically speaking we can call his 

narcissistic sensibility, or, more philosophically speaking, his predilection for solipsism” (50). These 

examples suggest how important the idea of the sameness is in incestuous love. Although the theme of 

incest was not so popular in the Victorian age as in the Romantic age, sibling love still played a highly 

important role in constructing and managing domesticity not only in literature but in everyday life. See, 

Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class, 1780—1850 by Leonore Davidoff and 

Catherine Hall, especially chapter 7; “Brother and Sister: The Seductions of Siblinghood in Dickens, Eliot, 

and Brontë” by Boone and Nord; The Brother-Sister Culture in Nineteenth-Century Literature: from 

Austen to Woolf by V. Sanders.  
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was Tom Tulliver’s father,” so he cannot be so wrong (215). To Maggie, however, whether her 

father is wrong is not an important matter. Upon his suffering, she just kisses, which is “one of 

those supreme moments in life when all we have hoped or delighted in, all we can dread or 

endure, falls away from our regard as insignificant,—is lost, like a trivial memory, in that simple, 

primitive love” (210). In her love, every conflict becomes lost and mingled: the dichotomy of 

right and wrong, pleasure and sorrow, and hope and frustration is broken into her love. Maggie’s 

love has such a power to dismantle or disrupt all the conventional structures founded on multiple 

dichotomies. That is why she says to Tom, “I’d forgive you, if you forgot anything—I wouldn’t 

mind what you did—I’d forgive you and love you” (39). Maggie loves him unconditionally not 

because she is regressive, submissive, or masochistic, but because her love nullifies all the 

conditions constituting a society—the border between ‘I’ and ‘You,’ family and non-family, the 

man and the woman, and the subject and the Other. In the next section, focusing on Maggie’s 

heterosexual relationships with Philip and Stephen, I will explore two versions of love more 

deeply, one of which the text (and Deleuze) criticizes and in the other it (and Deleuze) sees the 

possibility of alternative love not trapped within the frame of the subject. 

“[S]uch passions are never heard of in real life”: Maggie’s Heterosexual Love 

Just as Maggie’s love for Tom has been heavily criticized, so has her heterosexual 

romantic relationship been. It is the last third volume of the novel, where the theme of Maggie’s 

heterosexual love is fully developed, that many critics have been dissatisfied with since the 

novel’s publication. Especially contemporary reviewers were so critical of the last volume that 

many of them argued “[t]he third volume seems to belong to quite a new story” (Saturday 

Review 14 Apr. 1860, qtd. in Bloom 122).
89

 Algernon Charles Swinburne is clearly one of them:

89
 Contending that one of the two problems of the novel is its structure, a reviewer of The Guardian also 

suggests that “[n]obody who reads it can . . . avoid the feeling that in the last volume he passes into a new 
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while he fervently extols “the first two-thirds of the book,” he deeply deplores “the thrice 

unhappy third part” (1877, qtd. in Bloom 126).
90 

Several modern critics seem to share this view.

Even if many of them would not agree with the idea that the last volume is a complete failure, 

“many readers [still] have seen the latter portion of the book as a deviation from this basis [for 

expectations of stability and continuity] into excess of emotion and action alike” (Arac 677). 

This “deviation” could be seen as a “shift . . . from the tragic-comedy of the first two books . . . 

to a Fate-ruled tragedy in Volume III” as well (Byatt xxxviii); yet what is important here is that 

the last two Books are considered to have “a plot of their own” (N. Miller 45).
91

The main reason why many critical readers have felt a sudden shift in the last volume is 

that first, the object of Maggie’s heterosexual love suddenly appears here, and more importantly, 

this object does not seem to be worthy of Maggie’s amorous desire at all. Although MF is a 

highly controversial novel, “[c]ritics of the novel have been almost unanimous in their 

condemnation of George Eliot’s presentation of Stephen Guest and the nature of Maggie 

Tulliver’s relation with him” (Paris, “Toward” 18). It is the issue “about [Stephen’s] fitness as an 

object for love” that “has roused immense critical wrangling” (Doyle 76). Contemporary 

reviewers call him “the good-looking, sweet-voiced coxcomb,” or “a mere hair-dresser’s block” 

(Dublin University Magazine 1861, qtd. in Carroll 150; Stephen, George Eliot 104). That is why, 

book” (1860, qtd. in Holmstrom and Lerner 32). Some of them who were more furious at the last volume 

even insist that “[i]t is when we come to the third volume . . . that we seem to lose sight at once of the 

artistic power of the author, and of the delicate moral discrimination which is so conspicuous in Adam 

Bede” (The National Review July 1860, qtd. in Holmstrom and Lerner 36-37).  
90

 Regarding how much the last volume was considered inappropriate and immoral, an anecdote about 

Bertrand Russell’s mother which is introduced in Gordon S. Haight’s “Introduction” sounds comic but 

plausible: as “for many a well-brought-up young lady a century ago [MF] was forbidden reading,” 

“Bertrand Russell’s mother, four years before her marriage, was allowed to read only the first half of it.” 

Her parents certainly wanted to protect her daughter from Maggie who “[becomes] so wicked” in the 

latter part of the novel (Haight xx-xxi).  
91

 Eliot herself admits that there is “a want of proportionate fullness in the treatment of the third”: “This is 

a defect which I felt even while writing the third volume, and have felt ever since the MS left me. The 

‘epische Breite’ into which I was beguiled by love of my subject in the first two volumes, caused a want 

of proportionate fullness in the treatment of the third, which I shall always regret” (Letters III: 317-18). 
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they think, “[i]t goes against our sense of likelihood that Maggie, being what she is represented, 

could have been so fascinated by Stephen” (The Guardian 1860, qtd. in Holmstrom and Lerner 

33). Moreover, he is no different from Lucy’s fiancé, even if they are not officially engaged, 

which is the reason critics including Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton and Dinah Mulock show their 

displeasure with Maggie’s romantic relationship with him.
 
It is not only Victorian reviewers but 

modern critics who loathe and despise Stephen: in their view, he is no more than a shallow, 

“spiritually coarse,” “provincial and pampered narcissist” (Allen 61; David 222). Or worse, he is 

“an unrelieved egoist, a sexist, and a fairly trivial human being” (Newton 148). Swinburne’s 

angry denunciation of Stephen and his romantic relationship with Maggie is very well known: “If 

we are really to take it trust . . . that a woman of Maggie Tulliver’s kind can be moved to any 

sense but that of bitter disgust and sickening disdain by a thing—I will not write, a man—of 

Stephen Guests’s . . . our only remark . . . must be that now at least the last word of realism has 

surely been spoken” (qtd. in Carroll 164). Not all critics sympathize with Swinburne’s fury: 

many of them think “Swinburne’s attack is hysterical and surprisingly bitter” (Bloom 126). Yet, 

it is also true that a number of critics indeed share his distrust of and aversion to love between 

Maggie and Stephen.
92

92
 There are certainly critics who defend and give an insightful explanation of Maggie’s love for Stephen. 

Some of them see their relationship in terms of Maggie’s sexual desire. As Stephen has “a direct, 

instinctive, powerful sexual presence,” it is natural for Maggie to desire him (Byatt xxix). Tammy Amiel 

Houser goes even further. Even if “there is much truth in the view of Stephen as a shallow, handsome 

dandy,” “as attractive in body but uninteresting in mind,” it does not matter at all; because “[h]e is the 

object of bodily desire,” like a catalyst for “Maggie’s strong sexual drive” (562). There are other critics 

including Paris, McDonnell, Emery, Philip, and Ignês Sodré who give a different explanation about why 

Maggie loves him: it is because Stephen is Lucy’s fiancé. They regard Lucy as “the main object of 

Maggie’s envy and jealousy ever since she was a little girl,” since her mother as well as Tom overtly 

prefers Lucy (Sodré 197). By stealing Lucy’s fiancé, Maggie could not only take revenge on Lucy but 

place herself in Lucy’s position as “the object of the Desire of her other (Tom)” (Philip 38). Lastly, there 

are a few critics who give a positive assessment of Stephen. Kaye, for instance, views Stephen as “a 

prototype for a series of heroes in Eliot’s subsequent fiction who begin as men of precious affections and 

later take on more assertive, masculine contours” like Will Ladislaw and Daniel Deronda (120). Listing 

“disagreeable” characteristics of Stephen—“he is a vulgarian, . . . a coxcomb and an insensitive egoist . . . 
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Disappointed with the object of Maggie’s love, some critics instead turn to Philip, 

another man who could have been Maggie’s lover. While almost all characters including Stephen, 

Tom, Maggie, and even Lucy cause countless heated debates, Philip might be”[t]he least 

controversial figure” and one of the most sympathetic and likeable characters in MF (Doyle 74). 

Needless to say, he is considered better than Tom and Stephen in almost all aspects except some 

sexual appeal. First of all, Philip is “a more promising (liberal) person” than Tom (Federico 370). 

With sharp intellect and artistic talent, he could provide Maggie with broader perspective and 

“imaginative and intellectual curiosity” (Adam 129). Furthermore, having a “capacity for 

compassion and understanding” which Maggie’s father has but “her biological brother lacks,”  

Philip is truly “a brother in spirit” for her, who is “patient, sympathetic, and constant, bound to 

her by affection having ‘its root deep down in her childhood’” (Adam 128). Philip is completely 

different from Stephen as well. While “Stephen is a man of passion, . . . Philip is a man of reason” 

who “is disciplined” and can keep his emotions under control (Bonaparte 244). In addition, 

“Philip is not only superior to Stephen in being possessed of the true melancholy or penseroso 

sensibility, he is superior in moral sense” (Levay 74). Most of all, the main reason why Philip 

could have been Maggie’s better partner than Stephen is that Philip and Maggie are similar to 

each other. Simply speaking, both Philip and Maggie like books, paintings, music, and 

intellectual conversation, which makes them “the foremost representatives of culture” in the 

novel (Peterson 200). As “his handicap . . . separates him from the male-dominated, mercantile 

society around him,” he could share Maggie’s feeling of “out of place in their society,” which 

a man without chivalry and without perception, . . . a man without conscience or principle”—Joan 

Bennett also stresses the fact that he is a developing character. The reason why Eliot presents him as such 

an unpleasant character is, she argues, “to show the development of better things in Stephen’s nature 

under the influence of his love for Maggie” (117). While these critics focus on expounding why Maggie 

loves Stephen, I will pay more attention to how they love each other or what happens in their love.  
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“gives them the ability to discover truths that others ignore or fail to see” (Guth 359).
93

 In short,

Philip could be referred to “as Maggie’s second self” (Carlisle 184). Hardy even calls him “the 

most successful mentor and rescuer” in Eliot’s novels, though “[h]e is also, in human terms, the 

least successful, for his rescue, like his love, is frustrated” (Novels 54). Of course, it is not his 

fault; Maggie refuses to be ‘rescued’ by him. It seems that we hear many critics’ and readers’ 

lamentation over Maggie’s love: if only she finds Philip sexually attractive!  

To sum up, a lot of critics have been dissatisfied with Maggie’s heterosexual love, for she 

fails at love relationships: “Maggie never does discover her true kin . . . by marriage” (Nord 105). 

It would still make sense to change the word, “true kin,” to soul mate here. In a satisfactory 

romantic story, the protagonist usually succeeds in finding, loving and marrying the soul mate, 

which leads to the establishment or enhancement of his/her essential subjectivity, as happens in 

Jane Eyre. Maggie has a chance: as Philip is spiritually similar to Maggie, he could help her be 

the autonomous and intact subject by sympathizing with her and filling her lack as Plato 

describes in The Symposium. She, however, chooses not Philip but Stephen. Although Stephen 

does not please many readers, her love for him would be much less problematic and criticized if 

they got married. Stephen promises her not only love but a new future and freedom, based on 

which she could become the free, independent, and stable subject. Yet, she eventually refuses 

him either. It might be, then, possible to see Maggie as “a merely pretty and dangerous flirt who 

steals a rich, good-looking suitor away from her cousin Lucy” just to play with his emotions 

93
 Elaine Showalter and Shelley Trower make a similar point in a little different context. Both of them 

pay more attention to Maggie and Philip’s “insecure . . . sexual identity” (Showalter 127). Tom and 

Stephen certainly represent strong masculinity and Lucy tender femininity. Whereas, Trower continues, 

Philip is “the most conventionally feminine of the men,” and Maggie the most successful combination of 

masculinity and femininity in MF, “both of whom are affirmed as heroically virtuous, sympathetic 

characters” (81, 85).  
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(Moers 174).
94

 Many readers certainly would not agree with this interpretation of Maggie: to be a

flirt, she is too noble, too sincere, and too passive. In order to avoid the logical thread leading to 

this misapprehension, the premise must be questioned: does Maggie desire to find a soul mate? 

Or, does Maggie’s love need a soul mate?  

Maggie is not the conventional subject secured within high walls separating ‘I’ and the 

Other. Rather, she is a dissolved subject whose excessive desire spills over the border and 

shatters it. Therefore, in love, she neither wants nor needs a soul mate who can help recover her 

inherent and intact subjectivity and lead her to become the truer and more autonomous subject. 

To read Maggie’s disturbing love, I will use a different frame, the Deleuzian notion of love. In 

this section, I will focus on Maggie’s two love relationships, the one with Philip and the other 

with Stephen. First, examining her relationship with Philip, I will point out that what Maggie 

rejects in Philip’s love is the traditional conception of love which is supposed to set up one’s 

unique subjectivity. Deleuze sharply criticizes this love which leads to bourgeois domesticity. 

Instead, he suggests alternative notion of love where the subject is not strengthened but 

depersonalized. Exploring Maggie’s and Stephen’s experiences in love, I will argue that 

depersonalization or deterritorialization lies at the heart of their love.  

Maggie first meets Philip when they are both young: Philip is a fellow who studies at Mr. 

Stelling’s school with Tom. From the moment when Philip first appears, we could find some 

clues which tell the characteristic of Philip’s love for Maggie later. Reading Tom and Philip’s 

94
 Students’ various responses to Maggie’s love relationship introduced in Patricia Meyer Spacks’ writing 

show how much furious and confused most readers are about her love. Students who enjoy reading the 

first two volumes of the novel, Spacks notice, “were on the whole deeply distressed by Maggie’s feeling 

for Stephen” and “[s]hocked that Maggie should love a man she couldn’t have intellectual conversation 

with” (43). Yet, many of them are not satisfied with their breakup either. “They called Maggie 

masochistic,” and even “said that she should just marry somebody, anybody” (37). I am curious whether 

they would have been contented if the novel had ended with Maggie’s marriage to Stephen. 
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schooldays, most critics concentrate on their differences.
95

 Yet, what is more important to think

about is that they have some essential similarity: they share fundamental characteristic of the 

conventional male subject, which is their endeavor to draw and keep the boundary of the subject. 

It has been already discussed how important it is for Tom to maintain the border of self, society, 

and reality in section one. For Philip, it would be more crucial to establish and protect his 

borderline, for he is more vulnerable to others’ glance. Because of his deformity, he is always the 

object of “every glance [which] seemed to him to be charged either with offensive pity or with 

ill-repressed disgust—at the very least it was an indifferent glance” (MF 175). In the society 

which keeps judging him, Philip cannot help building up a higher wall to protect his sensitive 

inherent subjectivity, like “a . . . mollusc” (183). That is why “Philip was at once too proud and 

too timid to walk towards Tom” when they first meet (169). He must be timid, for he is afraid to 

be unwelcome; he must be proud, for he needs to guard his border not to let the Other come in 

and hurt his infantile self.  

Philip’s sensitivity about keeping his boundary is revealed well in a big fight against Tom 

in Mr. Stelling’s school (182). One day when Tom takes his sword exercise class, he “ran in to 

Philip” to take him to the class and see the sword together. Philip “was enjoying his afternoon’s 

holiday at the piano in the drawing-room, picking out tunes for himself and singing them” at that 

moment. “He was supremely happy,” but Tom’s bursting in and roaring create “[t]he jar,” or “the 

discord.” Philip gets angry not only because Tom interrupts his singing but because Tom makes 

“[t]he jar” and “the discord” which disrupt the harmonious frame he makes. Moreover, Tom 

95
 Tom and Philip are definitely different in almost every way. Tom is “a fine, straight youth,” while 

Philip  “simply a humpback” (MF 238, 170); Tom is “one of those lads that grow everywhere in England,” 

while Philip “a queer fellow” (36, 187); what Tom likes to do is fishing and sword exercising, while 

Philip likes drawing and singing. They are so different from each other that when they are together, each 

distinct personality becomes more noticeable: “Tom’s ordinariness comes out most fully in 

contradistinction to his companion Philip’s queerness, as Philip’s weakness makes his friend’s strength 

more arrestingly visible” (Bourrier 85).  
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spoils Philip’s harmony because of “his drilling-lessons” which reminds Philip of his deformity. 

In other words, Philip’s secure and harmonious border which protects his vulnerable self from 

outside fuss and attacks is doubly disrupted by Tom’s intrusion. It is the first moment that Philip 

“assailed [Tom] with verbal missiles that [Tom] understood so well,” which suggests how 

precious the inviolable frame is for Philip (182).  

Despite their similarity, Tom seems to be more stable and self-reliant than Philip. It is not 

only because Tom’s body is not disabled, but also because he has a devoted sister, Maggie, who 

always indulges him with abundant love. Although he does not always appreciate her deep 

affection, her love certainly helps him to strengthen and maintain his fundamental male 

subjectivity. It is proven when “Tom became more like a girl” in Mr. Stelling’s school (148): at 

that time, he “yearned to have Maggie with him, and was almost ready to doat on her 

exasperating acts of forgetfulness” (151-52). Mr. Stelling’s education hurts his pride so much 

that it “nullified his boyish self-satisfaction” (149). To be a strong boy full of pride, self-

satisfaction, and self-reliance with “unquestioned rights,” he needs Maggie as “looking-glasses 

possessing the magic and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice its natural size” 

(148; Woolf, A Room 45). Tom “meant always to take care of her, [and] make her his 

housekeeper,” which is to say his Angel in the House (MF 44); in fact, Maggie is already the 

Angel for his stable and grandiose male subjectivity.  

Philip’s fondness for Maggie in their childhood could be understood in this context. 

When Philip and Maggie are together without Tom, Philip asks her a question: “if you had had a 

brother like me—do you think you should have loved him as well as Tom?” (192). To this 

question, Maggie earnestly answers that “I wish you were my brother,” followed by Philip’s 

remark, “I . . . wish I had a sister with dark eyes just like yours” (193). What Philip desires is 

quite clear: he desires Maggie’s love, especially her sisterly devotion for her brother. He not just 
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asks her to love him, but precisely wants her, as “a sister,” to love him as “a brother.” It enables 

us to get a glimpse of Philip’s hidden unconscious desire: he wants to take over Tom’s position, 

which hints at his more fundamental longing that he desires to be the strong and solid male 

subject like Tom. In the triangle relationship between Tom, Philip, and Maggie, then, “Tom is 

the mediator, Philip the desiring and envious subject, and Maggie the object of their affections” 

(Dee 401).
96

 In fact when Tom hurts his foot, Philip is the only one who could understand Tom’s

secret fear that he might become lame. It is because Philip, who unconsciously longs for Tom’s 

strong body as the sign of the powerful male subject, knows that in the society, deformity entails 

loss of masculinity.
97

 While Tom tries to impress Maggie (and maybe proves his superiority over

Philip), “the rivalry only brings Tom closer to Philip,” “[t]rue to the Sedgwickian triangle” 

(Bourrier 88). As the object of Philip’s unconscious desire is Tom, the strong male subject, his 

love for Maggie becomes quite similar to Tom’s need for her affection: that is to strengthen and 

secure his subjectivity.  

Love has been conventionally considered to have a power of discovering and approving 

one’s true self which makes one the strong, firm, and self-reliant subject: it is what Tom and 

Philip expect from Maggie’s love and what Deleuze and Guattari criticize. “In Anti-Oedipus,” as 

Protevi notes, “love has two valences, Oedipal/paranoid and revolutionary/schizophrenising” 

(“Love” 188). Of the two Oedipal love is what Deleuze and Guattari call “[s]ick desire” (AO 

334). According to Protevi, it has five characteristics: “personal, exclusively differentiated, fixed 

96
 Dee notices the place each sits when the three children meet for the first time: “[Maggie] sat on a low 

stool at nearly a right angle with the two boys, watching first one and then the other” (187). As Dee notes, 

“[t]he spatial metaphor here is a triangle” (401).  
97

 Eliot certainly does not mean that deformity makes a man feminine, but suggests that Philip’s “nerves, 

which were as sensitive as a woman’s” is “produced by the sense of his deformity” (444, 175, my italics). 

“Throughout the book there are several indications of Philip’s feminine characteristics,” and they are 

considered to be closely related with his humpback (Stump 95). Emery even regards Philip’s deformity as 

“the significance of castration” (21). Likewise, Tom’s foot injury could also imply “a symbolic castration” 

(Johnstone 128).  
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in meaning, guilty and familial” (188). It is almost equivalent to the traditional conception of 

love: conventionally love is supposed to be a personal emotion which differentiates one from the 

others and so strengthens one as the subject with a fixed meaning. Deleuze and Guattari 

denominate what happens in conventional love as subjectification. Subjectification is a process 

that converts an individual into the subject with unique identity and solid center. In The 

Thousand Plateaus, they contend that “the line of subjectification, has two axes”: “the first axis 

is consciousness” and “the second form of subjectification is love as passion, love-passion.”  

The most loyal and tender, or intense, love assigns subject of enunciation and a subject of 

the statement that constantly switch places, wrapped in the sweetness of being a naked 

statement in the other’s mouth, and of the other’s being a naked enunciation in my own 

mouth. . . . “Tristan . . . Isolde . . . Isolde . . . Tristan”: the cry of the two subjects climbs 

the scale of intensities until it reaches the summit of a suffocating consciousness . . . 

Passional love is a cogito built for two, just as the cogito is a passion for the self alone. 

There is a potential couple in the cogito, just as there is a doubling of a single virtual 

subject in love-passion. (131) 

In the beloved’s mouth, one can feel oneself “naked” as if in a mother’s womb, finally 

identifying one’s genuine self. That “naked” self or true self gives each the name, the authentic 

signifier of the singular subject, Tristan and Isolde: only when they “cry” each other’s name, 

they become “two subjects” with “a suffocating consciousness.” Love gives one the accurate 

name, rational consciousness, and the proper place, resulting in the modern Cogito subject. 

Elsewhere in TP, it was stated that “to love somebody . . . is always to seize that person in a mass, 

extract him or her from a group, however small, in which he or she participates” (35). To put it in 

another way, “[t]o fall in love is to individualize someone by the signs he bears or emits” 

(Deleuze, Proust and Signs 7). Thanks for love, one individual in a mass could be the distinctive 
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subject unlike anyone else, sole Tristan and sole Isolde. Conventionally, this love “[leads] to the 

conjugality typical of bourgeois family life” (Watson 83).  

Not everyone, however, can turn an individual into the unique subject in love relationship: 

Tristan needs Isolde, his soul mate, who can call him ‘Tristan.’ Isolde should be able to see his 

uniqueness and appreciate his value, which finally makes him the strong and secure subject. In 

addition, Isolde should be ‘Isolde,’ not Mary or Jane. The fact that the beloved is Isolde, the only 

one who can perceive Tristan’s specificity, is a prerequisite for his stable subjectivity. If not—if 

she is not Isolde as Tristan calls her but claims to be Mary or Jane—the name Tristan in her 

mouth might not correspond to the Tristan he himself conceives: how can she see authentic 

Tristan if he cannot see her authentic self? Hence, there are actually not two independent subjects 

but “there is a doubling of a single virtual subject in love-passion” (my italics): Isolde is nothing 

more than Tristan’s projection. In the patriarchal society, then, subjectification in love often 

comes along with exploitation of the woman by imprisoning her within the frame made by the 

man and forcing her to love him. It is what happens when Maggie meets Philip again in the Red 

Deeps.  

After her father’s bankruptcy and her acceptance of the philosophy of renunciation, 

Maggie’s sole indulgence is the daily walk to the Red Deeps “bounded by the murmuring Ripple” 

river, where she meets Philip again (MF 309). During their clandestine meetings, Philip keeps 

trying to place Maggie in various conventional frames derived from classics, art, and literature. 

When they meet again in the Red Deeps for the first time, Philip puts both himself and Maggie in 

the position of Romeo and Juliet. As a matter of fact, Maggie is reluctant to meet Philip again 

because of the enmity between their fathers. To persuade her, Philip uses “all the inventive 

astuteness of love at one-and-twenty,” which is to adopt the conventional story of falling in love 

with the enemy such as Romeo and Juliet: “if there is any enmity between those who belong to 
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us, we ought all the more to try and quench it by our friendship—I mean, that by our influence 

on both sides we might bring about a healing of the wounds that have been made in the past” 

(315).
98

 Maggie of course does not agree to be his ‘Juliet,’ but using this frame, Philip can

elevate their relationship to “something not only innocent but good.” Next time when they meet, 

Philip compares Maggie to “a tall Hamadryad” while drawing her portrait (339); about a year 

later, he calls her “a tenth Muse” (345). Both are “the classical references of male upper-class 

education [which] can be used to reify and alienate women” (Henson 108). “From this point on,” 

Eithne Henson argues, “Maggie is increasingly seen . . . as an object of the evaluating gaze” 

(108). Philip keeps her in double frames, one is a figurative frame of the classics and the other a 

real frame of the portrait. Lastly, while talking about Corinne together, Philip puts Maggie on the 

side of the dark women in conflict with the blond women, and makes her win over her cousin 

Lucy by modifying the conventional story where the blond always win the hero’s heart: “Well, 

perhaps you will avenge the dark women in your own person:—carry away all the love from 

your cousin Lucy” (MF 345). By placing Maggie in the frames he has prepared for her, Philip 

keeps trying to mould her into his Isolde.
99

98
 The way Philip solicits Maggie for meetings is quite violent, and in fact his first appearance at the Red 

Deeps itself implies invasion. As the name suggests, the Red Deeps is “an adolescent female space in 

which sexual longing and dread are mingled” (Showalter 125). To enter the Red Deeps, Maggie should 

traverse “a narrow path through a group of Scotch firs,” which recalls an image of a womb, similar to 

“[t]he Shelleyan cave . . . enclosed yet open to the sky and placed close to the boundless ocean” (MF 310; 

Shands 122). Naomi Wolf even calls the Red Deeps “a vulval setting” (5). Therefore, we can say that 

“Philip . . . penetrates the Red Deeps” when he secretly comes there in order to meet Maggie (Marutollo 

16). Maggie and Philip’s secrete meetings are initiated by Philip’s symbolic and apparent violence.  
99

 Yet, his attempts to capture Maggie are not always successful. As discussed in section one, Maggie is a 

dissolved subject who is capable of moving across the frame. Hence, when Philip tries to imagine her as 

“a tenth Muse,” Maggie refuses that, saying: “[t]he Muses were uncomfortable goddesses, I think—

obliged always to carry rolls and musical instruments about with them. If I carried a harp in this climate, 

you know, I must have a green baize cover for it” (MF 345). Here, the way Maggie nullifies this typical 

frame made for women since ancient times is interesting. She does not destroy the image by claiming to 

be something or someone else; instead, she takes that image from the classical frame it belongs to and 

brings it to a different frame, her reality. The noble image of “a tenth Muse” then becomes quite comic 

and inappropriate “in this climate.” With regard to Corinne, Maggie demolishes the conventional 

misogynic frame of the conflict between the blond women and the dark over the hero as well. It does not 
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How conventional his love is expressed well in Philip’s use of words when confessing 

love: they are sweet, but very typical at the same time. When he confesses his love, Maggie 

cannot accept his heart at once: their love would hurt all of her family’s feelings. To persuade her, 

he asks her “think only of [their] love” and insists that “if [she] can only really cling to [him] 

with all [her] heart, every obstacle will be overcome in time” (348). Maggie’s mind reels, still 

she declares that “[she] will never do anything to wound [her] father.” In response to that, Philip 

immediately says “[he] will ask nothing,” adding that “if [she] will only give [him] the first place 

in [her] heart” (349). Finally, when they have to part, he asks her a last question to define their 

relationship: “We do belong to each other—for always—whether we are apart or together?” 

(350). Love he portrays in these descriptions corresponds to the conventional conception of love, 

or what Deleuze and Guattari call Oedipal love. This love is exclusively individual—it is an 

emotion only for two; exclusively differentiated—each should have “the first place in . . . heart” 

and belong to one another; leading to one’s true self that can be fixed—in love you are “reviving 

into your real self” (348). As Lucy says later when she hears their love story from Maggie, 

“Philip will adore [Maggie] like a husband in a fairy tale,” and if they marry, “that [would] be a 

pretty ending” (403). Lucy’s sweet words rather emphasize how conventional and typical his 

love is, like “a fairy tale.”  

The narrator appeals to readers “not [to] think too hardly [sic.] of Philip,” as if expecting 

their intense reactions (343). Comparing “[h]is longing to see Maggie” to “savage impulse to 

snatch an offered joy,” the narrator attributes his desire for Maggie to the fact that “Philip had 

never been soothed by that mother’s love which flows out to us in the greater abundance” (343-

just mean that “Eliot is rejecting the stereotype of the ‘admirable woman’ represented by Corinne and her 

literary daughters” by having Maggie leave Stephen (Landa 47). Philip’s revision of the story as well as 

the original version is based on that female rivalry. Maggie and Lucy, however, do not follow this 

convention but constitute “a homosocial bond,” the only mutual attachment without any hatred in the 

novel (Green, “Identifying” 62).  
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44). As he wanted Maggie to be his sister who would love her brother in any events, Philip now 

wishes her to give him unconditional and abundant love like his mother. He perceives “there was 

such wealth of love in her, and there was no one to claim it all” (320). Given that the Red Deeps 

where their love relationship happens signifies a womb, Philip’s longing for Maggie, particularly 

for her unlimited love implies his unconscious desire for the union with the lost mother. In 

“wealth of [her] love,” he could restore his fragmented subjectivity and damaged masculinity to 

be the unified and intact male subject.  

In addition, the subject found and established in love could be not only consolidated but 

entirely individual and independent without any past ties. Philip as a lover could see real separate 

Maggie who has nothing to do with her families: she “has too much sense and goodness to share 

their narrow prejudices. She has never entered into the family quarrels” (443). Likewise in their 

love when Maggie calls ‘Philip,’ he could become the purer and more autonomous subject free 

from “his father's fault” (344). His ‘Isolde’ could make him ‘Tristan.’ If Maggie is Juliet, Philip 

can be Romeo, a noble tragic hero; if she is an art, he be “an artist” (Carlisle 185); if she is a new 

heroine of the modified story, he become “the author of her desire, the mediator of her new 

passion” (Dee 406). In short, if Maggie loved him, Philip would “be [her] brother and teacher” 

and “her guardian angel,” the strong, wise, sympathetic, and noble, i.e. ideal, male subject (MF 

342, 320). Love has such a power that it most successfully subjectifies an individual.
100

Maggie, however, cannot be Philip’s Isolde, not only because she does not want to 

become his lover, but because she is not the conventional subject defined or confined by any 

100
 In fact, Philip before Maggie’s near elopement with Stephen could be distinguished from Philip after 

that incident, whose change is clearly evident in his letter to her. Before that incident, Philip keeps 

unconsciously imagining himself as the author or at least a guide of her life especially whenever he wants 

her love. In the Red Deeps, he tries to ‘save’ Maggie from her brutal and insensitive families. Later, he 

seeks to ‘protect’ Maggie from Stephen, for “there was no promise of happiness for her if she were 

beguiled into loving Stephen Guest” (437). He could not come up with the idea that Maggie truly loves 

those whom he sees as worthless: she is just “beguiled into loving” them.  
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strict definition. Her excessive desire produces surplus which has spilled out of the frame of the 

subject, the society, and the reality. We could then ask the same question that Hannah Stark asks: 

“How . . . might the extremely abstract subject, . . . who can make no claim to identity, be 

considered to have a capacity for . . . intimacy and love?” (100). For Deleuze and Guattari, love 

is not just “the second form of subjectification”: alternative love they conceive can occur after 

that subjectifying process:  

What does it mean to love somebody? It is always to seize that person in a mass, extract 

him or her from a group, however small, in which he or she participates . . . ; then to find 

that person’s own packs, the multiplicities he or she encloses within himself or herself 

which may be of an entirely different nature. To join them to mine, to make them 

penetrate mine, and for me to penetrate the other person’s. Heavenly nuptials, 

multiplicities of multiplicities. (TP 35) 

The first phase of love is quite familiar, “an extraction of the individual from the group.” Yet, 

what is more important in love is what happens next: it “necessitates a transformation of the 

individual into a multiplicity, a pack within” (Watson 90). While love is conventionally 

supposed to find and found one’s unique subjectivity, Deleuzian love stimulates one to be rid of 

that frame of the subject and become dissolved into the flow of desire. Love has such a power to 

break down the boundary, because the beloved is not so much a single individual as “a landscape, 

an environment, that is enveloped in [him/her]” (Deleuze&Parnet 1997, qtd. in Kerslake 51). The 

beloved has lived in another world alien to me: all the rules, custom, histories, and even language 

might be foreign to me. Yet, as ‘I’ loves him/her, ‘I’ cannot help meeting this alien. The more ‘I’ 

loves him/her, the more ‘I’ finds unexpected aspects of him/her, leading to more frustration and 

excitement. The beloved is himself/herself another world, multiple becomings, “[i]ndeterminate, 

floating, fluid, communicative, and enveloping-enveloped” (Deleuze, DR 258). To love someone 
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is, therefore, “not to desire an ‘object,’ but to be drawn into another world expressed by that 

object” (Kerslake 51). More precisely, to love someone is “to be drawn into another world” 

which does not exist in my actual universe: it is so unknown that it could be considered the 

virtual, another reality yet to be discovered. Hence, “[l]ove is the call to enter that virtual and 

open up the actual, to instal inclusive disjunctions so that the roads not taken are still accessible, 

so that we might experiment and produce new bodies” (Protevi, “Love” 184).  

What happens when another world, the beloved’s becomings, “penetrate mine”? As it has 

not been present before in the actual, the world expressed by the beloved must be “a possible 

world unknown to us.” (Deleuze, PS 7). In that world, ‘I’ cannot be an active master but merely 

one of the objects or things: it is “a landscape that is no longer the one we see, but on the 

contrary the one in which we are seen” (8). As the beloved is alien to me, ‘I’ am to him/her; and 

so ‘I’ invited in another world is, in fact, forever a stranger. Enveloped in totally unfamiliar 

surroundings that would never be mastered or grasped, ‘I’ no longer feel myself as I did before: 

‘I’ becomes objectified, frustrated, differentiated, i.e., desubjectified. It, however, does not mean 

that ‘I’ becomes something else—gaining a new identity—distinguished from the before-I. 

According to the beloved’s mysterious sign, ‘I’ keeps being transformed in another world, from a 

small rolling stone to the sun or the moon, “multiplicities of multiplicities.” Hence, love is “the 

apex of self-differentiation” (Kerslake 59). Or, to use Deleuze and Guattari’s words, “[e]very 

love is an exercise of depersonalization on a body without organs yet to be formed” (TP 35). 

This is how Deleuze (and Guattari) conceives “[i]ntimacy without subjectification” and “[l]ove 

as liberation” (Watson 90). In this continuous process of depersonalization called love, the 

conventional subject has no place: one has “[t]o become imperceptible oneself, to have 

dismantled love in order to become capable of loving” (TP 197).  
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Love between Maggie and Stephen could be understood as the flow of depersonalization. 

The most predominant feature of their love is the loss of self-consciousness as they face another 

world each expresses. From the very first moment they meet, Maggie and Stephen are puzzled 

and embarrassed by “new experience” (MF 391). To Maggie, everything that happens in their 

meeting is what has not happened before: “for the first time in her life,” Maggie feels herself 

timid while receiving the tribute from a man (391); Stephen’s “firm grasp” is so charming that 

“Maggie had never felt just in the same way before” (398). To Stephen, Maggie is “unlike other 

women” (394): he sees “[a]n alarming amount of devil there” (392). Each is unique to each other: 

it is “to seize that person in a mass.” Their love, however, does not lead to subjectification. 

Another world expressed by each is so unfamiliar that both of them lose rational consciousness 

in embarrassment like a wanderer on a strange foreign land without any guidance. The first thing 

that loses power in this meeting of two alien worlds is language, which is why the conversation 

between them becomes a little awkward. Although he says something, Stephen “really not quite 

[knows] what he said while Maggie looked at him.” Maggie “was . . . conscious herself of a little 

absurdity in this instance” when she overreacts to “a common practice” of Stephen as well. 

“Lucy was rather alarmed” at their “embarrassing” conversation and makes a wrong guess that 

“Stephen and Maggie were not going to like each other” (392-93). Lucy cannot help 

misunderstanding the situation, for she stays in the actual while they slip into a kind of the virtual. 

In fact, as Stephen is alone with Lucy and regains the ability of language, he plainly tells her that 

“[Maggie] is not my type of woman, you know” (397). He does not lie at that moment, and the 

narrator clearly states that “he [had not] fallen in love with this surprising daughter of Mrs 

Tulliver at first sight.” “[S]uch passions,” the narrator continues, “are never heard of in real life,” 

which might be true in that passion between Maggie and Stephen cannot be recorded or 

expressed in language (397). Without the subject who masters reason as well as language, love 
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between Maggie and Stephen is just called as “madness” or “a fever” in the society (425). Words 

no longer convey true meaning and emotions in their love, which is why “[w]hen they are alone 

together they have surprisingly little conversation” (Haight xiii).  

Maggie and Stephen’s ‘language’ is music. From Lucy’s room to the bazaar, “Stephen . . . 

is associated with music almost every time we see his [sic.]” (Bonaparte 221). While they cannot 

or do not talk, he sings, which “was a way of speaking to her” (MF 479). Even when he does not 

sing, his voice “shook [Maggie] like a sudden accidental vibration of a harp close by her” (451). 

After their first meeting, what remains in Maggie’s mind is not the distinct thought “of Mr 

Stephen Guest or . . . the indications that he looked at her with admiration.” It is rather “some 

fine music sung by [his] fine bass voice,” from which “she felt the half-remote presence of a 

world of love and beauty and delight,” another world expressed by Stephen (400). The difference 

between words and music is that words need the subject while music not. In oral communication, 

there must be the subject of enunciation and that of statement: it is ‘I’ who speaks to ‘you.’ 

Whereas, music is the influence or force that sweeps over and incapacitates the subject
101

: even if

Maggie as the self-reflexive and self-conscious subject tries hard to resist Stephen, in his singing 

she “was taken hold of and shaken by the invisible influence—was borne along by a wave too 

strong for her” (435).
102

 In this wave or flow of music and love, the subject cannot but be

decentered and swept away. This distinction between words and music could be closely related 

101
 Deleuze and Guattari talk about music quite a lot and think highly of its power “to unleash . . . 

becomings” (TP 272). As you are swept along by music, you are already on the flow of infinite 

differences, which sweeps away your subjectivity. Music therefore can be compared to “a weed, a 

rhizome,” endless connections without any center: “Music has always sent out lines of flight, like so 

many ‘transformational multiplicities,’ even overturning the very codes that structure or arborify it” (11). 
102

 Acknowledging the power of music in MF, critics usually criticize its potent influence on Maggie. 

Carla Peterson, for instance, argues that music “induces in Maggie a state of dreaminess, of numbness, of 

utter passivity” (199). Relating “[Maggie’s] spontaneous and physical response to music” to “her 

response to Stephen,” Carolyn Burdett contends that “both disable will and moral choice” (36). It is true 

that music and Stephen disarm Maggie’s consciousness and will, but it does not necessarily lead to 

immorality or passivity in a negative sense. Rather, it would help us to conceive ethics without the subject, 

which will be explored later in section 3.  
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to that between feeling of pleasure and affect. Feeling of pleasure “is an affection of a person or 

a subject; it is the only way for persons to ‘find themselves’ in the process of desire that exceeds 

them” (Deleuze and Guattari, TP 156). ‘I’ the subject feels pleasure, pain, or despair in love; or 

more precisely, ‘I’ the subject does love. On the other hand, affect “happens to us, across us; it is 

not objectifiable and quantifiable as a thing we then perceive or of which we are conscious” 

(Colebrook, Deleuze 39). “[A]bstract, postsubjective” affect “operates on us” as “a dynamic flow 

of nonhuman intensity” (Ketabgian 111; Colebrook 39). It is no longer ‘I’ the subject that does 

love; rather, “‘[t]he power of this affect [love] sweeps me away,’ so that the Self (Moi) is now 

nothing more than a character whose actions and emotions are desubjectified, perhaps even to 

the point of death” (Deleuze and Guattari, TP 356). It is what is happening to Maggie and 

Stephen in love: they are “absorbed in the direct, immediate experience, without any energy left 

for taking account of it, and reasoning about it” (MF 420).  

The scene when Maggie and Stephen meet alone in Mr. Dean’s house in Book 6, chapter 

6 shows their depersonalization in love quite well. In that evening, “[Maggie] saw Mr Stephen 

Guest walking up the garden as if he had come straight from the river” (421).
 
She is surprised 

because he is not expected to come, for Lucy is not at home. Certainly, even Stephen himself has 

not planned this surprising visit. His voice explaining the reason he suddenly comes is filled 

“with an air of hesitating improvisation.” This ‘music’ he performs has no forms, no rules, and 

no examples, an improvisation. It does not mind the artificial border; he enters her room 

“through the open window . . . instead of by the door.” Participating in the improvisation, 

Maggie does “not quite [know] what to do” either. This situation seems like “a dream” to both of 

them. While they “go on stroking Minny’s head”—Lucy’s pet—without any conversation, 

“Stephen . . . wonder[s] at himself all the while” and “[a]s for Maggie she had no distinct 

thought.” Reason, thoughts, words, and the integrated subject, all are swallowed up and 
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dispersed in dream-like love. Even the sense of time is lost: they feel like they have been in this 

state for a long time, but it “only seemed long, as a minute’s dream does.” Only Philip’s name 

“dispersed half the oppressive spell,” but its power does not last long. When Stephen says 

goodbye to Maggie and mentions Philip again, “Maggie did not notice Philip’s name this time” 

(421-24). To see him off, Maggie “[comes] a little way into the garden” with him:  

And they walked together round the grassplot and under the drooping green of the 

laburnums, in the same dim dreamy state as they had been in a quarter of an hour before; 

only that Stephen had had the look he longed for, without yet perceiving in himself the 

symptoms of returning reasonableness, and Maggie had darting thoughts across the 

dimness:—how came she to be there?—why had she come out? Not a word was spoken. 

(425)  

As Stephen “wonders at himself,” Maggie asks herself why she did this and that as if she asking 

these questions are distinct from the one who is now walking with Stephen and the one who 

previously made that decision. In this “dim dreamy state,” the notion of the unified and 

autonomous subject has completely vanished. It is even like there is no subject who takes certain 

actions; rather, those actions such as speaking, walking, and seeing seem to be done to Maggie 

and Stephen. On the flow of actions, Maggie and Stephen are in the state of passive selves, larval 

subjects, or multiple becomings. Maggie and Stephen’s dreamy state, the concomitance of the 

virtual and the actual, ends in front of the step. The step here serves as a reminder of the border. 

This time the frame of the subject, the society, and the reality is not entirely abolished. 

Nevertheless, the fact that their love ignores and nullifies every boundary itself poses a threat to 

the structure. Lucy does not notice their love, for “it seemed to Lucy that there was more” in 

Stephen’s love (419, my italics). It literally means that Stephen seems to love Lucy more; but, 

more importantly, the fact that “there was more” in Stephen suggests that his desire produces a 
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surplus that overflows the border. His “entirely superfluous visit” in that evening signifies this 

excess in his desire, which keeps threatening, modifying, and sometimes destroying the actual. 

The second scene is when Stephen meets Maggie at the ball in Book 6, chapter 10. This 

time again, the narrator continuously reminds readers that “he” tries hard not to be drawn to 

Maggie: “he had kept aloof from [Maggie]: he had hardly looked at her; and he had been gaily 

assiduous to Lucy” (458, my italics). Still, “Stephen hardly knew what happened, or in what 

automatic way he got through the duties of politeness in the interval,” and when he finally comes 

to himself, he has already “made his way towards [Maggie].” Seeing Stephen coming, Maggie 

also forgets her previous concerns and “all the thoughts that had gone before.” After indulgence 

in dance, “her whole frame was set to joy and tenderness:—even the coming pain could not seem 

bitter—she was ready to welcome it as a part of life, for life at this moment seemed a keen 

vibrating consciousness poised above the pleasure or pain” (459). Again, Maggie is not the agent 

of joy, tenderness, pain, and pleasure; she is even no longer the master of the consciousness: the 

subject of “a keen vibrating consciousness” is not Maggie but “life.” She becomes a site where 

affect occurs. As Stephen’s legs, not Stephen himself, carry him to Maggie and his lips, not 

Stephen again, speak to her, Maggie becomes subjectless, ready to be affected.  

Leaving the ballroom, Maggie and Stephen head to the conservatory in a dreamy state. 

The conservatory, where “the trees and flowers . . . look as if they belonged to an enchanted land, 

and would never fade away,” itself represents another world, “cut off as firmly as the barren rule-

bound systems from the living world” (459; Uglow 140). In this another world, they just “walked 

unsteadily on, without feeling that they were walking” and without speaking to each other (MF 

460). Gary Neal Underwood argues that “[t]he presence of Stephen, the sound of his voice, carry 

Maggie away from the harsh reality of the dance and transport her into a vague, dreamy world of 

her imagination” (93). His analysis is half right: although Maggie and Stephen do not belong to 
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the actual reality at this moment, they neither stay in “a vague, dreamy world of her imagination.” 

The conservatory as another world does not fall into either frame, the reality, or the imagination. 

Maggie and Stephen are walking on the actual ground, but they just cannot feel the ground. 

Again, the border of the actual is penetrated by the virtual, which makes all the boundaries 

dissolved. What keeps them from being infinitely depersonalized and imperceptible themselves 

in love is Stephen’s kisses on Maggie’s arm. He “darted towards the arm, and showered kisses 

on it, clasping the wrist” (460).
103

 His behaviors bring the perceptible body to her mind, which

could be fixed, confined, and possessed. While Stephen’s kisses and grasp on her arm suggest his 

desire to seize her, they bring her independent and determined subjectivity back to her body; so 

now Maggie as the strong subject is quite confident that she could “[defy] anything to agitate her” 

“with a sense of proud self-command” and “a proud self-mastery” (461, 463).  

Sadly, a greater misfortune strikes Maggie, a boat ride with Stephen alone. No one 

intends and plans such a meeting: Lucy, Maggie, and Philip are going to have a boat ride without 

103
 In fact, several contemporary reviewers find this scene extremely uncomfortable. An anonymous 

review from Saturday Review is most famous. The reviewer mostly compliments MF, especially its moral 

sense. What the reviewer calls into question, though, is that the modern female novelists like Currer Bell 

and George Eliot “linger on the description of the physical sensations that accompany the meeting of 

hearts in love.” Then the reviewer takes the scene where Stephen kisses on Maggie’s arm as an example: 

“we cannot think that the conflict of sensation and principle raised in a man’s mind by gazing at a 

woman’s arm is a theme that a female novelist can touch on without leaving behind a feeling of hesitation, 

if not repulsion, in the reader” (1860, qtd. in Carroll 118-19). The reviewer in Dublin University 

Magazine makes a harsher comment: “In the love passages between Stephen and Maggie, they find only a 

detailed unlikely picture of animal feelings” (1861, qtd. in Carroll 150). These remarks suggest how 

disturbing the vivid and honest representation of sexual desire is to many Victorian readers. This scene is 

criticized by modern critics as well. Many of them including Marutollo, Mitchell, and Margaret Homans 

argue that Maggie’s arm “is . . . objectified” and fetishized, which “shows both that Maggie’s sexuality is 

no longer for her use but for Stephen’s, and that her sexuality has become a market of her and Stephen’s 

rank as consumers” (Homans, “Dinah’s Blush” 175). It becomes more problematic in that the one who 

appreciates and so objectifies Maggie’s arm is not only Stephen but the narrator who is supposed to be a 

man. Green, however, puts a perceptive question quoting Kathryn Bond Stockton: “Why should the 

narrator’s desire for a woman necessarily mark the narrator as a man?” (“George Eliot” 397). Adding to 

this rhetorical question, William Cohen points out that “since from its inception the English novel has 

been thought of as a female genre, both in its producers and consumers” (151). Therefore, there could be 

female readers who might be attracted to Maggie’s arm as Stephen is, which suggests the homosexual 

sub-context.  
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Stephen; thinking it is a good opportunity for Maggie and Philip to get closer, Lucy refuses to go 

and instead drives to Lindum with Mrs. Tulliver; without knowing that, Philip asks Stephen to go 

on a boat ride instead of himself, for he is not well. A series of coincidences and goodwill bring 

on the disaster. It is like an event in Alain Badiou’s sense: no one ‘does’ this, but the event is 

done to or on them. At this event, “language is annulled” again (Tanner 68). Conversations 

between Maggie and Stephen are so rare and fragmented that they do not create a flow. What is 

flowing is the river Floss and their body. Descriptions of the ways in which Maggie gets into a 

boat and takes a journey on a boat ride are peculiarly filled with the passive forms. There is a 

moment when she comes into senses, but after that, she becomes lethargic and acquiescent again. 

A number of critics criticize Maggie’s passivity here. Considering “the boat-ride . . . the 

consummation of their love,” Dorothea Barrett argues “[t]he diminishment of consciousness and 

the passivity” in this scene implies that “Maggie’s act is essentially self-destructive” (65, 67). 

Continually criticizing Maggie’s desire as masochistic and regressive, Emery reproaches Maggie 

here for “[her] longing to be passively taken care of, to escape from the demands of conscience 

by merging with a stronger being” (35). Christine Sutphin is not highly harsh to Maggie but also 

thinks that “Maggie’s most serious fault is a temporary capitulation to her society’s passive 

feminine ideal” on the boat ride (344).  

These critics are quite right to criticize Maggie’s passive self-surrender when she glides 

along the river after her first awakening and ends up on a different vessel. It is clearly narrated 

that it is Stephen who talks and acts—“Let me raise the cloak over your shoulders. Get up an 

instant, dearest”—and “Maggie obeyed”:   

She sat down again, covered with the cloak, and Stephen took to his oats again, making 

haste; for they must try to get to Torby as fast as they could. Maggie was hardly 

conscious of having said or done anything decisive. All yielding is attended with a less 
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vivid consciousness than resistance—it is the partial sleep of thought—it is the 

submergence of our own personality by another. (487) 

Maggie’s voice is not heard, and what she does is not depicted in the scene. She just obeys, 

yields, and submerges her personality in Stephen’s will. In short, she surrenders to Stephen. It is, 

however, absolutely different from depersonalization in love, which could be seen by comparing 

this scene with the one when she is led to the boat: 

Maggie felt that she was being led down the garden among the roses, being helped with 

firm tender care into the boat, having the cushion and cloak arranged for her feet, and her 

parasol opened for her (which she had forgotten)—all by this stronger presence that 

seemed to bear her along without an act of her own will, like the added self which comes 

with the sudden exalting influence of a strong tonic—and she felt nothing else. Memory 

was excluded. (484) 

In this scene, there are neither Maggie nor Stephen, but just some bodies or some presence. 

Maggie is not doing something—she does not ‘obey’ or ‘yield’—but is completely done by 

“stronger presence,” not by Stephen. The name Stephen is erased: it seems that Stephen himself 

does not ‘act’ either but is led to some actions as Maggie is. Without words and the subjects, 

there are merely two ‘passive’ individuals as a site where actions, affect, and experience occur.  

With depersonalized Maggie and Stephen aboard, the boat glides along the river. 

Descriptions of their boat ride follow. Of course, Maggie and Stephen “spoke no word,” because 

“thought did not belong to that enchanted haze in which they were enveloped.” Moreover, their 

names, Maggie and Stephen, are not quite mentioned. What readers see here is “the silent, sunny 

fields and pastures,” “the young, unwearied day, the delicious rhythmic dip of the oars, the 

fragmentary song of a passing bird,” and “the sweet solitude of a twofold consciousness that was 

mingled into one” (484). It is another world or another landscape. Nina Auerbach compares this 
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scene to “the fractured intensity of an impressionist painting” (151). Like “an impressionist 

painting,” this landscape is not strictly demarcated but blended and “mingled into one”; yet, it 

does not create uniformity but is still fractured. Maggie and Stephen are not the ones who enjoy 

and appreciate this landscape but are “enveloped” to become a part of it. They are only one of 

the objects in this “impressionist painting”: they seem to be dissolved into the landscape.  

The vital characteristic of this landscape is that it keeps moving since Maggie and 

Stephen are on the boat floating on the river. Before their boat ride, Lucy says that “[i]f the Floss 

were but a quiet lake instead of a river, we should be independent of any gentleman, for Maggie 

can row splendidly” (479). The Floss has to be a river, not a lake not only for the plot’s sake but 

for its essential feature that “the river is, itself, constantly in flux” (Rauch 195). Continually 

moving, the river (and the boat on the river) also makes the landscape, another world, keep 

changing. On this move, territory or boundary on the land becomes nullified, thereby the border 

of the subject, who has already become mingled into the landscape, keeps collapsing. An 

individual without the border or wall to protect the subject from the Other is swept along in 

multiple becomings: he/she is now lines that the moving boat makes, which Deleuze and 

Guattari call “lines of flight.”  

One has become imperceptible and clandestine in motionless voyage. . . . My territories 

are out of grasp, not because they are imaginary, but the opposite: because I am in the 

process of drawing them. . . . I am no more than a line. I have become capable of loving, 

not with an abstract, universal love, but a love I shall choose, and that shall choose me, 

blindly, my double, just as selfless as I. One has been saved by and for love, by 

abandoning love and self. . . . Absolute deterritorialization. One has become like 

everybody/the whole world (tout le monde), but in a way that can become like 
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everybody/the whole world. One has painted the world on oneself, not oneself on the 

world. (TP 199-200) 

Maggie and Stephen’s queer passivity on the boat and the narrator’s strange silence in this scene 

suggest becoming “lines of flight.” On the boat, they and all the surroundings enveloping them 

become imperceptible not only to society but to themselves. Depersonalized and deterritorialized, 

they are drawing new lines within, out of, or sometimes across the secure border of the actual. 

Their amorous desire keeps producing ‘more’ lines by ignoring the boundary of the subject and 

the reality, which is a great threat to the current society and therefore needs to be stopped.  

McDonnell argues that “[t]he voyage down the river with Stephen is the beginning of the 

breakdown of the ‘real world’ in the novel” (394). In fact, in love between Maggie and Stephen, 

“the ‘real world’” has already lost its meaning and power. Their boat ride is rather the 

culmination of another world which their amorous desires have drawn. It is certainly not easy to 

conceive “an alternative mode of action” or “an alternative reality” without the conventional 

subject, for “‘the field,’ [the landscape they are mingled in] is a semantic void” (Tanner 70). The 

virtual that opens up the actual and the road not taken quite undo the language as is seen in the 

ending of The Egoist. Nevertheless, MF endeavors to envision ‘another’ world with ‘another’ 

ethics that does not need the independent, autonomous, and integral subject but requires a 

dissolved subject with excessive desire through Maggie’s notorious choice to leave Stephen and 

the infamous flood ending.  

“[T]his gift of transferred life which has come to me in loving you”: Maggie’s Love and 

Eliot’s Sympathy 

While Maggie’s love for Tom and Stephen has been mostly criticized, her decision to 

part from Stephen and return to St. Ogg’s raises numerous questions. As McDonnell states, her 

choice and the reason for that choice would be “the most difficult aspect of the book for us” 
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(397). Even if we accept that “Maggie is right in turning away from” Stephen, “many readers 

have been dissatisfied with the reasons the novel offers to account for that renunciation” 

(Morgan 151). Rationally speaking, “it seems better that two people should be happy rather than 

that four should be miserable” (Liddell 68-9), so Maggie’s judgment is not based on reason. 

Then, is it another incident that shows “Eliot’s repeated insistence on submission” and Maggie’s 

perverse desire for self-sacrifice (Crosby 12)? Yet, Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar acutely 

point out that “Maggie Tulliver [is] most monstrous when she tries to turn herself into an angel 

of renunciation” at this moment (491). Then, is the fact that Maggie makes a choice at all events 

so important that her decision betrays “both the prerogative and the burden of the modern liberal 

subject” (Federico 362)? Considering that her choice eventually leads her to death, however, it 

could be said that “[Maggie] dies of choosing social bonds over the self’s needs” (Homans, 

Bearing 138). There could be such various and conflicting interpretations of Maggie’s choice, 

for the way the text describes these serious moments of her decision “present[s] a dilemma but 

guide[s] us to no sense of a best possible—or least dreadful—solution” (Doyle 83). As Doyle 

notices, in order for readers to judge Maggie’s decision, “[t]he rhetoric of events is of little help,” 

“[t]he characters are even more confusing guides,” and the narrator’s opinion could be found 

“[n]owhere clearly enough to unite the critics”; therefore, “[t]he reader is virtually sealed into 

Maggie’s agonized, confused mind; small wonder that he is also confused” (83-4).  

Readers’ confusion is neither resolved nor clarified at the end of the novel; rather, the 

ending creates greater turmoil and more havoc. Almost every criticism of MF has never failed to 

mention something about its ending. Still, those long debates could not reach an agreement on 

“the meaning of the novel’s final scene and the success or failure of its closure” (Weed 427). 

Even if we admit that usually there are a variety of opinions about the ending of any novel, many 

critics’ responses to MF’s ending are quite peculiar. The ending raises many questions: from 
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whether the flood is plausible or not to whether it is physically possible for the machinery to kill 

Maggie and Tom, to whether the ending is aesthetically successful, to whether Maggie’s 

behavior is passive or aggressive, etc. Even if one question is answered, there remain others 

unsolved, which leads to “almost universal agreement that for one reason or another [the ending] 

is unsatisfactory” (Hagan 62). David Leon Higdon even insists that “[t]he conclusion of MF has 

pleased virtually no one except its publisher, John Blackwood” (183).
104

  Whether it is

satisfactory or not, the ending is considered the essential part of the novel to understand it as a 

whole; discussing how to guide students through the novel, Missy Dehn Kubitschek demands 

that “teachers should encourage students to evaluate whether the novel’s ending appropriately 

resolves the plot's issues” (199). The ending, however, cannot be easily evaluated, since it 

provokes not only intricate problems and conundrums but contradictory emotions and feelings as 

Levine confesses: “The first time I read it I cried, and at the same time found myself angry at 

being so moved because I knew even with tears in my eyes that something had gone wrong” 

(“MF” 72).  

The fundamental reason why Maggie’s choice and the ending cause so much criticism 

and dissatisfaction is that both are incomprehensible. Maggie’s quasi-elopement with Stephen 

could be understood however unworthy he is of her. Her decision to part from him and head 

toward Tom, however, cannot be easily accepted both by characters including Stephen and “the 

world’s wife” in St. Ogg’s and by a number of readers (MF 509). What makes this latter part of 

104
 It is true that Blackwood seems to love MF: 

No words of mine can convey any feeling of the greatness of the success you have achieved. I 

wish I had time to write you a long letter but I daresay I would maunder, repeating superlatives 

upon superlatives of admiration. This book is a greater triumph even than Adam and you may 

make your mind easy about all Critics. Any mean creature that may venture to carp will only 

dispute with himself. (Letters III: 277) 

Yet, it is uncertain that even he is one hundred percent satisfied with the ending of the novel. A few days 

before that letter, he wrote another to Eliot: “So intensely real is it that I am not sure whether I did not 

exclaim aloud ‘Why the devil is she putting poor Maggie into a position where she would be more than 

human if she did not come to grief’” (Letters III: 78).  
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the novel more confounding is that the text does not offer any kind and detailed explanation for 

Maggie’s such puzzling decision; instead, it rushes into the sudden flood and deaths of Maggie 

and Tom. Almost from the moment of her choice to the ending, every event sweeps like 

uncontrollable torrents, leaving perplexed readers in the semantic void. It is this confusion, 

unintelligibility, or strange silence that, I think, is the essential characteristic of the later chapters 

of the novel. It is little wonder that the text cannot delineate or expound the reason and meaning 

for Maggie’s choice and the flood. Eliot is describing not a choice of the autonomous and 

independent, i.e., conventional subject who is armed with the authoritative language, but that of a 

decentered and ‘passive’ subject who is constantly flowing out of the frame, dissolved into 

others and so difficult to capture within the language. Besides, she is recounting not possessive 

love which completes, empowers, and baptizes the subject, but diffusive love which 

depersonalizes or deterritorializes an individual who becomes imperceptible in the flux of 

multiple becomings. This conception of another subject and another love needs a new language.  

In this section, by focusing on two questions which have been a lot of critics’ concerns—

why Maggie turns away from Stephen and what the meaning of the flood is—I will develop an 

argument about Eliot’s idea of sympathy. The reason why Maggie has to part from Stephen is 

that he has attempted to reterritorialize her and himself as the typical lover has, abandoning the 

experience of depersonalization in love. Already depersonalized in love, Maggie chooses to be 

dissolved more into love for others. It is not the same as self-sacrifice, for others are already 

mingled with her self whose centered subjectivity has been lost in multiple connections. There 

are other people who break down the frame of subjectivity and be depersonalized in the text: 

Thomas à Kempis and St. Ogg. Considering their philosophy and relating them to Ludwig 

Feuerbach’s theory, I will explore Eliot’s ethics of sympathy, which leads to the devastating 

flood that opens up the virtual or another world by abolishing all borders.  
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Although Maggie’s decision to break up with Stephen after her near elopement with him 

has bewildered many critics, it is on the cards even before their boat ride. After the ball and the 

terrifying incident of Stephen’s kisses on her arm, Maggie leaves St. Ogg’s to visit Aunt Moss. 

Surprisingly, Stephen follows her to apologize. Yet, his apology is somewhat strange. He at first 

slightly blames Maggie for not caring about his suffering: “Of course it is of no consequence 

what a man has to suffer—it is only your woman’s dignity that you care about.” Then, he 

suddenly confesses his love for her: “I’m entangled in this way . . . I’m mad with love for you . . . 

I resist the strongest passion a man can feel.” Next, he expresses self-hatred: “I hate myself for 

having done it.” Finally, he excuses and justifies himself for his conduct: “a man who loves with 

his whole soul, as I do you, is liable to be mastered by his feelings for a moment” (465). As these 

quotations suggest, his apology is filled with ‘I’: he just wants to show her that it is he who 

suffers, loves, and repents so much.  

Stephen’s words sound more questionable when he confesses his love in earnest and 

implores Maggie not to check her love for him. At this moment, his expressions of love are very 

similar to Philip’s. For instance, seeing Maggie’s reluctance in starting a romantic relationship 

with him because of the enmity between their fathers, Philip tells her that “Don’t think of the 

past now, Maggie: think only of our love” (348). Likewise, Stephen entreatingly asks her, 

“[w]hat could we care about in the whole world beside, if we belonged to each other” (468). 

Both of them consecrate their love as the sole center of the unique world apart from the petty 

past or reality. Moreover, to both men, the sense of belonging is crucial in love. As Philip 

emphasizes the sense of belonging to Maggie in the Red Deeps, Stephen insists that “we should 

throw everything else to the winds for the sake of belonging to each other” (467).
105

 Those words

105
  Stephen emphasizes this sense of belonging to each other more and more when he argues with 

Maggie before she leaves him. He already introduced Maggie as “[his] wife” when they moved into a 
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of belonging are quite common in the conventional discourse of love, which reveals how much 

Stephen becomes like an ordinary patriarchal lover who “assumes the excessively possessive role 

of the other males who seek to control her fate” (Kaye 131). The power of Stephen’s (and 

therefore conventional) language of love culminates in his insistence on the naturalness of their 

love. Whenever he faces Maggie’s opposition, he uses the word, “nature,” to support his view 

that only their love is central and precious. Maggie’s marriage to another man or his marriage to 

Lucy “is unnatural—it is horrible”; whereas “it is natural” “that [they] should marry each other” 

(MF 467). Though they do not deliberately elope, it is the nature or “the tide [that] is carrying 

[them] out—way from all those unnatural bonds” of past duties (485). Their love “is too strong 

to be overcome” like some natural disaster, which proves that “natural law surmounts every 

other” (495). While what he says might sound sweet and persuasive, it is clear that he uses the 

dichotomy of nature and duty to possess Maggie against her wishes. In other words, he uses “the 

concept of ‘natural’ versus ‘unnatural’ behaviour in a didactic way to promote docile female 

behaviour untrammeled by subtle objections,” which has been used “as a means of domination” 

for a long time (Marshall 116).  

Stephen’s confession of love does not show how passionate and pure his love for Maggie 

is; rather, it demonstrates that his love tries to identify, name, or reterritorialize her as his lover or 

wife, someone who belongs to him. It is what the conventional conception of love is for—

perpetuating “bourgeois family life”—which Deleuze and Guattari criticize harshly (Watson 83). 

Stephen’s love becomes so typical and ordinary that the narrator stops quoting his direct 

language of love. Instead, his sweet words are fragmented and listed like chapter titles in the 

bigger vessel (488). From the moment when he is convinced that they are united, the words he uses to 

express their oneness sound more like legal language: “If you love me, you are mine. Who can have so 

great a claim on you as I have? . . . There is nothing in the past that can annul our right to each other” 

(497, my italics). Those words with legal connotations suggest how closely romantic words of belonging 

are related to the legal confinement of women as the coverture shows.  
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table of contents of a book titled such as Love-Language: “He murmured forth . . . his 

happiness—his adoration—his tenderness—his belief that their life together must be heaven—

 . . . he would belong to her for ever—and all that was his was hers—had no value for him except 

as it was hers.” “Such things,” as the narrator notices, “have only a feeble effect—on 

experienced minds” (MF 489). Stephen’s love now loses its destructive and diffusive power to 

cross the border and is captured within the conventional frame of love whose high walls secure 

one’s natural subjectivity.
106

Maggie decides not to marry Stephen and to part from him, because she cannot comply 

with his attempt at reterritorialization in the name of love. Still, it is hard to see her decision as 

“the growth of Maggie’s self-realization” or “the assertion of her own identity,” as some critics 

argue (Chi 55; Sutphin 346). This argument views Maggie as the conventional, autonomous, and 

independent subject, but Maggie is not. That is why it can hardly explain the reasons she goes 

back to Tom who would be the last person to understand and approve of her. In fact, more critics, 

including Showalter and Ermarth, consider her choice negative or merely self-sacrificing. They 

usually think that Maggie is stuck in “[t]he great contention between impulse and duty,” which 

Eliot equates with “the distinction between animal inclination and human responsibility” (Birch 

xxv). In that confrontation, Maggie tries to bear “human responsibility,” but the problem is that 

“there is absolutely no consideration of the need to be faithful to herself” (Maier 331): doing her 

106
 The more Stephen confesses his love, the better he shows that he gets to be confined in the frame of 

the actual. As he dissuades Maggie from going back to St. Ogg’s without marrying him, he strongly 

asserts that “[t]he whole thing is done” and so “[they] must accept [their] own actions and start afresh 

from them” (496, 498). He even looks down on her, saying “You see nothing as it really is” (499). This 

view reminds us of Tom’s who “wasn’t going to be sorry” for his past mistakes and indeed does not think 

about the past very much (70). In Tom’s realistic or unimaginative mind, it is useless to stick to the past, 

for you cannot change it. Stephen’s as well as Tom’s view makes some sense and is clearly “utilitarian” 

(Marshall 117). As discussed in section one, Maggie’s desire, however, always creates excess and thus 

ignores the frame of linear time. To Maggie, Stephen’s utilitarian thinking rather proves that he goes back 

to the frame of the subject, the society, and the reality, shrugging off depersonalized experiences in love 

which transcend and annul all the borders.  
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duty, she sacrifices herself. Sadly, her sacrifice is indeed in no one’s interest, which leads one to 

wonder whether “Eliot really sacrifices Maggie to her own doctrine of the virtue of self-sacrifice 

for its own sake” (Allen 61).  

The fact that many critics are not quite satisfied with Maggie’s choice suggests how 

much Stephen could give her and how disagreeable Tom is, which makes sense. Yet, the 

argument that Maggie chooses duty over her desire and sacrifices her self, desire, and love is too 

simplistic. Maggie indeed refers to duty in her argument with Stephen: “If the past is not to bind 

us, where can duty lie?” (MF 496). This rhetorical question seems to maintain that Maggie 

chooses fixed past, not present or future, and restrictive duty, not her spontaneous impulse. What 

she means by duty and past in this question, however, needs to be reconsidered. Duty is often 

regarded as similar to social norms and traditionally imposed rules based on the belief that 

community is more important than an individual. In this respect, “duty [must be] defined as the 

sacrifice of one’s desires” (Anger 95). This is how Tom thinks of duty. Tom first speaks of duty 

when he commands Maggie not to meet Philip in the Red Deeps. Scorning her feeling “sorry for 

Philip,” he coldly tells her that “[her] duty was clear enough” (MF 357). It is to repress any 

feeling for Philip and not to meet him, for he is a son of her father’s enemy. In short, she must 

follow her father’s emotions and wishes as she is his daughter: that is what a daughter is 

supposed to do in society. What, then, is a son’s duty? It is to repay his father’s debt and clear 

the family name, which is what Tom has done. When Maggie returns to Tom after her near 

elopement with Stephen and asks forgiveness, he proudly says: “I have had a harder life than you 

have had; but I have found my comfort in doing my duty” (504). What Tom means by duty is, 

then, to follow the explicit or implicit principle of behavior that the society imposes on each 
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categorized site where an individual is placed, like a daughter, a sister, and a woman.
107

 Yet, it is

not what the narrator as well as Maggie thinks of regarding duty. Maggie parts from Stephen, not 

because she is socially not supposed to marry him. Rather, if she returned to St. Ogg’s as Mrs. 

Stephen Guest, the society would warmly accept her and consider their love “quite romantic.” 

She, however, does not follow social norms and meet social expectations, which “had been of the 

most aggravated kind” to “the world’s wife” who has power and right “for the preservation of 

society” (510). Because of following ‘duty’ in her sense, she is ostracized by Tom and the 

society.  Duty as the strict standard drawing an untraversable line between right and wrong 

signifies “perverted spirits of minute discrimination” of “the men of maxims” to both the narrator 

and Maggie (517-18). Maggie’s duty is not following the rules of society, but rather “defies 

social norms” or “seeks a higher order than the social conventions” as Antigone does (Hatten 

174; Moldstad 527).  

The power of duty as “a higher order than the social conventions” lies in the past. As 

what Maggie means by duty is different from its general definition, the conception of the past 

must be reexamined as well. Past is usually regarded as the fixed memory or something 

unchangeable contrasted to the uncertain future on linear time. While the future is related to 

“genuine hope” for change, therefore, past is the rooted “memory” (Tanner 69). Maggie’s choice 

to stick to the past, then, suggests “[t]he dominance of memory over hope,” which “denies the 

possibility of any radically new future” (69-70). Hence, “[t]he past becomes a destructive force 

107
 That is how almost all characters in the novel understand duty. For example, trying to regulate young 

Tom and Maggie, Aunt Glegg thinks that “Bessy’s children were so spoiled—they’d need have somebody 

to make them feel their duty” (67). “[T]her duty” has already been given to them, which is to observe 

what the society expects a decent child to do. Stephen mentions duty as well to repudiate Maggie’s idea 

of duty and tie her down: “you are mine now—the world believes it—duty must spring out of that now” 

(499). Here, duty involves what a wife should do to her husband.  
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in MF when [Maggie] assume[s] it has a moral hold” (Cohan 115).
108

 To Maggie, however, the

past is not equivalent to the immutable photographic memory, which is entirely separated or 

independent from the present. The past rather involves all those others in past relationships; what 

is more important is that as the past is not disconnected from the present, these others are not cut 

off from Maggie, but are Maggie herself. What makes Maggie recall the past is her dream. On a 

vessel with Stephen, she has a “vivid [dream]” of Lucy, Philip, and Tom. In her dream, Lucy or 

“the Virgin seated in St Ogg’s boat” whose boatman is Philip and then becomes Tom. While 

Maggie tries to call him, the boat sinks down with her and Stephen, after which she finds herself 

“a child again” with kind Tom (MF 490-91). What this dream suggests is quite clear: it reminds 

Maggie of the others around her, which she calls “her past life” (492). Although Stephen tries 

hard to separate himself and Maggie from the others and be secured by the strict boundary of the 

subject in love, Maggie’s dream blurs the boundary just as it always has done. Her dream, 

therefore, suggests not only that she is affected by her past relationships but that the past and 

these others coexist with the present and a subject. As St. Ogg’s boat can move between the 

living and the dead, the boat with Lucy, Philip, and Tom crosses over the stream of linear time, 

reaches Maggie’s present, and dismantles the frame of the time, the reality, and the independent 

subject. The past Maggie refers to thus should not be considered in terms of “any simplistic time 

schema”: it flows hand in hand with the present and the future on “a multi-levelled model of time” 

(Shuttleworth 66).  

As the past is always already with the present, Maggie’s decision to follow duty which 

lies in the past is not a regressive act or a sacrifice of the present and the future. It is rather her 

108
 Levine is one of a few critics who view Maggie’s return to the past positively. He argues that 

“[t]hrough the past she attempts to overcome the persistent fragmentation of self” and “[s]he does move 

towards the unity of self” (“Intelligence” 406). While Levine does not think that the past has a negative 

impact on Maggie, he still sees the past in terms of linear time.  
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‘passive’ will to be dissolved into others, which is indeed the experience of depersonalization in 

love. The distinct feature of the scene when Maggie parts from Stephen is the strange erasure of 

Maggie as the subject of the sentences:  

Maggie was not conscious of a decision as she turned away from that gloomy averted 

face—and walked out of the room: it was like an automatic action that fulfils a forgotten 

intention. What came after? A sense of stairs descended as if in a dream—of flagstones—

of a chaise and horses standing—then a street, and a turning into another street where a 

stage-coach was standing, taking in passengers—and the darting thought that that coach 

would take her away, perhaps towards home. (MF 500) 

She decides to leave, but it does not seem to be a conscious decision full of will. Rather, she 

seems to be quite passive and “automatic.” According to the passage, it is not Maggie who 

descends stairs, walks a street, and thinks that she should get into a coach to go home. “A sense 

of” some objects and events comes to her: on the flow of that experience, she just becomes a site 

who keeps being affected, losing her subjectivity in the traditional sense. It is quite similar to 

what happens when Maggie goes on a boat ride with Stephen. In both experiences, Maggie loses 

her consciousness and gets to be dissolved into the experience, which happens in love. It 

suggests that when Maggie gives up Stephen, “[i]t is no longer a question of love versus 

renunciation” (Lerner 271): Maggie always chooses love. Love she chooses is, of course, distant 

from the conventional conception of love Stephen insists; instead, it is diffusive and 

depersonalizing. In love, she feels herself not as the separated and solid subject secured by high 

walls but as a series of becomings among “the lives that were knit up with hers by trust and love” 

(MF 491). There is no longer the border dividing I, the subject, from the Other: all are “knit up” 

with each other, forming a web, and so “[Maggie] feel[s] their trouble now: it is as if it were 
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branded on [her] mind” (499). In love, depersonalized Maggie can become Lucy, Philip, and 

Tom in the past, present, and future.  

Because of love, not of a morbid sense of sacrifice or general duty, Maggie determines to 

part from Stephen. In other words, it is love that depersonalizes Maggie, makes her enable to 

“stand outside herself,” and further dismantles the boundary separating the subject from the 

Other, the present from the past, and here from there (Ragussis 125). This notion of love is 

closely related to Eliot’s central idea of sympathy.
109

 To explore how Eliot conceives sympathy

in MF, another character who moves beyond the frame in the novel needs to be examined: 

Thomas à Kempis. When Maggie is deprived of every resource for fulfillment, pleasure, and 

love after her father’s bankruptcy, à Kempis’ book gives her great comfort. From his book, she 

learns a lesson of resignation or “the path of martyrdom and endurance” (MF 305). Many critics 

attribute à Kempis’ teaching to Maggie’s subsequent futile sacrifices and self-destruction. Maier, 

for instance, regards à Kempis as “another Tom who preaches the female self-renunciation” 

(330); agreeing with this idea, Szirotny argues that what à Kempis as well as Tom teaches is 

“absolute submissiveness, passivity, and dependence” (George Eliot’s 63). It is true that after 

reading à Kempis, Maggie “become[s] so submissive, so backward to assert her own will” (MF 

306). Still, she only looks that way; she accepts the lesson of renunciation not for others but for 

herself: “renunciation seemed to her the entrance into that satisfaction which she had so long 

been craving in vain” (303). The narrator perceives that “Maggie badly misreads the old monk’s 

book, and instead of becoming less self-centered she becomes more self-centered” (Wiesenfarth 

109
 Almost all critics would agree with the argument that the “[ethic of sympathy] is Eliot’s defining 

theme” (Purdy 120). We can find evidence almost everywhere in her writings: “If one were to consult a 

concordance of George Eliot’s essays, letters and novels, one would be hard-pressed to identify a more 

important or saturated abstract noun in her lexicon than ‘sympathy’” (Argyros 1). 
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114). Yet, as Paul Yeoh points out, “[the narrator’s] irony clearly does not extend to the Imitatio 

[à Kempis’ book] itself” (10). His message is closely related to how Eliot conceives sympathy.  

What à Kempis is saying is to give up self-love, for “[o]n this sin, that a man inordinately 

loveth himself, almost all dependeth” (MF 301). “If thou seekest this or that, and wouldst be here 

or there, to enjoy thy own will and pleasure,” à Kempis states,  “thou shalt never be quiet nor 

free from care: for in everything somewhat will be wanting, and in every place there will be 

some that will cross thee” (301). This message not only implies that as your desires are endless, 

it is impossible to satisfy them all. More importantly, the reason why “in everything somewhat 

will be wanting, and in every place there will be some that will cross thee” is that although you 

claim all, you cannot be the master of all, and there always remains the Other you cannot control 

or grasp. If you are stuck in the impenetrable border of the subject and claim to be the 

immovable center of the world, you will do harm not only to others you want to exploit but to 

yourself confined and starved in the small frame of subjectivity. Hence, self-love he criticizes is 

identical to egotism. To overcome egotism, one needs to “go wholly out of himself” or herself, a 

process of “self-humiliation” (302-3): in short, “[r]enunciation requires going beyond oneself” 

(Golden 93). Joseph Wiesenfarth accurately calls this experience “an ekstasis” which is “to give 

one a position outside oneself” by definition (114). Or, to use Bersani’s term, it would be “the 

jouissance” in the sexual, where “a more radical disintegration and humiliation of the self” 

occurs, or “so to speak, the self is exuberantly discarded” (217). As these expressions—“an 

ekstasis” and “the jouissance”—suggest, à Kempis’ message to “go wholly out of [oneself]” is 

different from self-sacrifice: from the first, there is no self to sacrifice. A subject who moves 
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beyond the frame of the ‘I’ will not go back to the ‘I,’ but “[f]orsake [oneself]” and be dissolved 

into the divine (MF 302).
110

God à Kempis refers to here would certainly be the Christian God; but, to Eliot, god does 

not necessarily allude to any god with religious meaning: it is well known that “[s]he rejected 

Christianity as a historic or dogmatic faith” (Halder 11). Rather, God stands for humanity, which 

is why Paris names Eliot’s ethic “a religion of humanity” (“Religion” 420). What Eliot means by 

God could be examined more in detail when reading Feuerbach’s  Essence of Christianity (1841), 

which she translated in English (1845).
111

 “According to Feuerbach, almost all of religion's

conception of God and the world are in reality unconscious objectifications of man's own nature, 

needs, and desires” in his/her consciousness (Paris 427-28). Hence, the Christian almighty, 

omnipresent, and omniscient God is, in fact, “the expression of man’s egoistic desire for 

unlimited subjectivity,” or to put it differently, reveals “the absolute self-love of man” (Paris 431; 

Feuerbach 127). This God that originates “from exaggerated subjectivity,” Feuerbach thinks, 

“knows nothing of the species” and “is the being absolutely alone, solitary—absolute solitude 

and self-sufficingness” (159, 66). It is reflected in the conventional conception of the ideal 

subject who is independent, absolute, self-sufficient, and autonomous.  

110
 The way à Kempis’ idea is communicated is significant as well. His book Maggie has is not a new one: 

it is conveyed to Maggie by Bob who bought it “open upo’ the stall wi’ the lady lookin’ out of it wi’ eyes 

a bit like [Maggie’s]” (294). From the moment when the book was first bought, Maggie becomes 

connected with not only Bob but the unknown, yet not unfamiliar lady. Like any other used books, 

moreover, “it had the corners turned down in many places, and somehand, now for ever quiet, had made 

at certain passages strong pen and ink marks,” which Maggie follows in reading the book (301). Although 

the book was written by one author, à Kempis, a number of people whom she knows and does not know 

are involved in order for Maggie to read his message. Reading becomes not a solitary act but a 

communicative experience. Across the border of time, space, and persons, the book becomes diffusive.  
111

 While Eliot was influenced by many theorists, including “Comte, Mill, Spencer, [and] Lewes,” “[t]he 

only philosopher with whom George Eliot ever claimed to be entirely in accord was Ludwig Feuerbach” 

(Paris 418; Byatt xxvii). In her letter to Sara Sophia Hennell, Eliot famously declared that “[w]ith the 

ideas of Feuerbach I everywhere agree” (Letter II: 153).  
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While criticizing the singular, separated, and egoistic God, Feuerbach contends that the 

true God is “the love of man to man”: “The relations of child and parent, of husband and wife, of 

brother and sister—in general of man to man—in short, all the moral relations are per se 

religious” (271). According to Feuerbach (and Eliot), then, the message that one should break 

away from the confining border of subjectivity and merge with God indicates that one should 

head for the love for man. Love here is quite comparable to Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of 

love. It means more than that ‘I’ need to understand, appreciate, and care for the other. The love 

for man emphasizes the recognition of the other in ‘I,’ ‘I’ in the other:  

Doubtless the essence of man is one, but this essence is infinite; its real existence is 

therefore an infinite, reciprocally compensating variety, which reveals the riches of this 

essence. Unity in essence is multiplicity in existence. Between me and another human 

being—and this other is the representative of the species . . . there is an essential, 

qualitative distinction. The other is my thou,—the relation being reciprocal,—my alter 

ego, man objective to me, the revelation of my own nature, the eyes seeing itself. . . . in 

my love for him it is first clear to me that he belongs to me and I to him . . . . (Feuerbach 

158) 

As the passage suggests, when Feuerbach says “in my love for him . . . he belongs to me and I to 

him,” he does not imply the fusion of the two: we are not the same. In the other, I could see ‘me,’ 

because the other as well as I belongs to the same species, humanity, which is infinite and 

multiple. In other words, love lets each of us—‘I’ and the other—move away from the frame of 

each self-centered subjectivity and be diffused into “the essence of man,” multiplicities of 

multiplicities. In love (for the other, for the God, and for man), ‘I’ keeps becoming a series of the 

Other and so “exists in a constantly unfinished state of individuation” (Stark 105).  
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Eliot’s idea of sympathy is fundamentally based on Feuerbach’s conception of love. 

Examining their relatedness, Ermarth argues that both Eliot’s sympathy and Feuerbach’s love 

“stress the therapeutic and liberating value of a double consciousness” (“Conception” 24). Here 

“a double consciousness” means “a split in consciousness that permits two conflicting views to 

exist simultaneously” (Ermarth 23). Ermarth’s analysis is insightful, but I do not think that “a 

dual consciousness” is the accurate expression of Eliot’s idea of sympathy. I rather consider 

Eliot’s conception of sympathy is more like what Deborah Shapple Spillman calls “the more 

gaslike and diffusive generality of imagining the self through others” (371). Like gas or steam, a 

subject permeates through others, loses his/her center, and becomes something else after 

interpenetration. That is how Eliot’s idea of sympathy can respect and overcome the essential 

difference between ‘I’ and the Other. Sympathy is generally considered to be similar to 

understanding or identification. In this case, it would be highly difficult for one to sympathize 

with the Other, who is totally ungraspable.
112

 Or, even if sympathy is possible, “the sympathetic

imagination” could be used as the “perfect strategy for the defanging and controlling of 

Otherness” (Argyros 100). Love, however, disempowers and depersonalizes the subject; in love, 

a dissolved subject keeps disrupting every border by being spread out like gas. The difference 

between ‘I’ and the Other does not matter now, not because ‘I’ neglects and negates the 

difference but because multiple and infinite differences themselves are the condition of another 

subject. This another conception of love and subject lies at the peak of Eliot’s idea of sympathy, 

112
 Feuerbach also perceives the extreme difficulty of one’s being connected with the other unlike oneself: 

Man cannot go beyond his true nature. He may indeed by means of the imagination conceive of 

individuals of another so-called higher kind, but he can never get loose from his species, his 

nature; the conditions of being, the positive final predicates which he gives to these other 

individuals, are always determinations or qualities drawn from his own nature—qualities in 

which he in truth only images and projects himself. (11) 

This would be the limitation of sympathy. Yet, it simultaneously suggests why love plays a crucial role in 

transcending one’s subjectivity. Love as passionate desire has power of creating excess and nullifying the 

boundary. In this way, sympathy could be reconsidered in the context of desire.  
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which is why Maggie and Tom are incompatible with each other, but still, Maggie keeps 

passionately loving him: “it is precisely Maggie’s valuation of Tom’s difference from her that is 

at the center of her sympathetic imagination” (Argyros 125).  

In order for Maggie’s diffusive love to reach the very Other Tom who embodies the most 

conventional patriarchal subject, the flood at the end is inevitable. Numerous critics have been so 

annoyed by the ending that their “[d]issatisfaction with the ending of MF has provoked a number 

of interpretations of George Eliot’s purposes and methods” (Welsh 241). The main reason for 

their dissatisfaction is the flood’s unreadiness. Although James poignantly claims that “[n]othing 

has prepared [the reader] for [the dénouement]; the story does not move towards it; it casts no 

shadow before it,” the idea that the ending is not ready does not usually mean that it is not 

planned (“Novels” 930). “[T]he drowning scene is” indeed “so heavily foreshadowed throughout 

the novel that it seems almost artistically impossible for the book to end in any other way” 

(Rubin 19). Yet, many critics feel uncomfortable with the flood, for it comes too suddenly and 

ends the novel too fast. Right before the flood comes, it becomes evident that Maggie should 

leave St. Ogg, because “there is no definition [for her] under heaven” (Wasserman 269); 

nevertheless, she cannot return to Stephen either. Therefore, “[t]he deus ex machina of the flood 

seems the only way of solving the impasse of the novel” to “[prevent] the future of the heroine 

from being too disastrous” (Adamson 330; Sadrin 104). In other words, Eliot merely chooses an 

easy way, the flood, to resolve a knotty issue: so, it is a sign of “authorial escapism” or “evasive 

fantasy” (Doyle 86; Weinstein 88).
113

113
 There are other critics who do not regard the flood as the narrative error or the deus ex machina, but 

try to search for its meaning and function. Many of them see the flood as the projection of “Maggie’s rage” 

or anger (Newton 156). It “as a fury . . . crashes through houses, destroys livestock, and drowns crops” 

(Auerbach 165); finally, it kills Tom, which hints at “Maggie’s unconscious revenge of the discourse of 

familial ties as well as the superiority of the male members of the family” (Abbasi 56).   
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The flood is certainly not Eliot’s or the text’s mistake; moreover, Eliot intends its 

suddenness and swiftness. Since Maggie’s prayer seems almost to summon the flood, it is quite 

clear that “the flood is Maggie’s” (Beer 100). It, however, does not have to signify her anger or 

frustration exactly; instead, it represents Maggie’s excessive, boundless, and diffusive love. 

Before the flood, Maggie receives Stephen’s letter filled with ‘I’: “Maggie! whose pain can have 

been like mine? Whose injury is like mine? Who besides me has met that long look of love that 

has burnt itself into my soul, so that no other image can come there?” (MF 534). Despite his 

brazen attempt to reterritorialize her as ‘his’ lover, Maggie sincerely feels his pain and is 

momentarily tempted to surrender to his plea. Yet, again ‘passively’ becoming dissolved into 

multiple connections between Lucy, Philip, “the quiet hand” in à Kempis’ book, à Kempis, etc., 

her final words are not an indecisive question nor a “cry of self-despair,” but a prayer for love: 

“O God, if my life is to be long, let me live to bless and comfort—” (536). This sentence is not 

complete, not because she does not know whom to love but because she loves all. Right after this 

prayer comes the flood; and more importantly, a boat magically appears: “something came with 

a tremendous crash against the window . . . ‘It is the boat!’ cried Maggie” (537).  

The flood and the boat apparently remind readers of the legend of St. Ogg the narrator 

introduces earlier in the novel. The legend said one evening when the winds were high, a woman 

with a baby asked boatmen to cross the river. No one granted her a favor except Ogg, who said if 

“thy heart needs it,” it would be a perfect reason to take a risk. When they crossed the river and 

she “stepped ashore,” she turned to the Virgin Mary and blessed Ogg’s boat: “from henceforth 

whose steps into thy boat shall be in no peril from the storm, and whenever it puts forth to the 

rescue it shall save the lives both of men and beasts.” Since then, even after Ogg died, it is said 

that his boat appears when the flood comes (124-25). St. Ogg is an embodiment and a missionary 

of sympathy. First, he follows the heart’s need. Second, the blessing he receives is strictly 
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speaking not for him, but for suffering others: he now has the power to help and save them. What 

is interesting here is that Eliot makes a boatman her saint of sympathy. A boatman is the one 

who can go back and forth between the places divided by a river and connect the two; strictly 

speaking, he belongs to neither area but a river. His job then nullifies the boundary on the land 

and links each separated area together to make a web. After he is blessed, moreover, he can even 

move across the border of the living and the dead. In short, St. Ogg stands for the one “who 

successfully bridges alternative realities” thanks to his sympathy (Knoepflmacher 105).  

Maggie takes that boat, which carries her to the wild current of the river where all the 

borders are demolished. From the start, the flood itself signifies that the river “breaks through the 

physical boundaries that have given it shape” (Cohan 118). Floating on the flood which exceeds 

all the boundaries, Maggie moves across the frame of time, space, and life and death: “In the first 

moments Maggie felt nothing . . . it was the transition of death” (MF 537-38). When she opens 

her eyes again, the world becomes “so dreamlike” “that the threads of ordinary association were 

broken” (538). She “had no distinct conception of her position,” for the flood smashes any 

artificial border dividing sections (538). She has no distinct sense of time either, for the flood 

swallows everything into the darkness. As Maggie floats in the St. Ogg’s-like boat, the line 

separating the myth and the reality is also blurred. It is the world where the virtual literally 

coexists with the actual, no matter how momentary the event is. “[W]hen all the artificial vesture 

of our life is gone,” what just remains is love for Tom. This is what the flood does. As “the 

unbounded realm of desire,” the flood has shattered all the boundaries so that it will dismantle 

the one between ‘I’ and the Oth and take her to her very Other (Jacobus 221).  

The flood disrupts the common sense, established and maintained by the frame of the 

actual, not only of the world in the novel but of the reader. In fact, to cultivate the ethics of 

sympathy in readers is the ultimate purpose of art Eliot conceives. She argues that “[t]he greatest 
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benefit we owe to the artist . . . is the extension of our sympathies” (“Natural” 270). Or, more 

precisely, “[art] is a mode of amplifying experience and extending our contact with our fellow-

men beyond the bounds of our personal lot” (271). In reading a novel, a reader could indirectly 

experience others’ lives and feel sympathy with them. This kind of sympathy, however, is 

different from both Eliot’s conception of sympathy and love: after reading the novel, a reader 

will be able to return to the solid frame of subjectivity and remain untouched. The flood in MF 

precludes this safe return of the reader. Readers’ embarrassment at the ending is quite anticipated. 

Usually, “[t]he reader expects some sort of closure, some resolution of the central tension of the 

novel” and clearly “the reader does not expect such a resolution to be occasioned by accident or 

whimsical fate” (Mundhenk 27).
114

 As the flood itself embarrasses readers, the narrative speeds

up more at the end as if to imitate the rapids torrent: thus, it does not give readers enough time to 

search for its meaning. Surrounded by all those “floating masses” whose identities are 

unrecognizable—“What were those masses?”—and sunk signals which should have identified 

your position, “the [reader’s as well as characters’] search for a coherent view of the world has 

finally broken down” (MF 539-40; Carroll 1). “[T]he extreme difficulty of arriving at a clear 

judgment,” or “that implausibility is precisely the desired effect” of the flood (Brower 215-16). 

As it destroys all the borders in the novel, it tries to disturb the cognitive frame of the reader as 

well, which of course causes discomfort to the reader at first but eventually gives him/her a 

114
 There is one more border that the flood disrupts, the boundary of the narrative. Several critics point 

out that the ending does not follow the verisimilitude of the realism. Levine finds it a case to suggest “a 

crisis in the process of realism,” and Carol Christ also notes that “it is so strangely inconsistent with 

Eliot’s commitment to realism” (Realistic 45; 137).  Instead, some other forms like a melodrama or gothic 

interrupts the standard narrative. Garrett Stewart, for instance, argues that the effect the flood makes “is a 

pure melodrama of perspective,” by which “[t]he symmetry of form . . . is undone” (196). Exploring 

Eliot’s another novel, Middlemarch, J. Hillis Miller pays attention to how Eliot disturbs the linearity of 

time, narrative, and interpretation. While a novel is generally expected to “have a beginning, middle, and 

end, so forming a coherent whole, with a single meaning or individuality,” “George Eliot presents a view 

of artistic form as inorganic, acentered, and discontinuous” (“Narrative” 459, 468). The flood at the 

ending of MF also exhibits Eliot’s such view, and so it could be a good example to show how “the text 

does [deconstruction] to itself” (J. Miller, “Two Rhetorics” 57).  
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chance to move out of the border of subjectivity and into ungraspable mysteries or possibilities, 

the virtual world.
115

Facing the confusing semantic void and recognizing one’s narrow cage called the subject, 

the reader now could be ‘passively’ affected by the novel and dissolved into others’ lives, the 

power of sympathy and love. In his letter to Maggie, Philip shows “an emblem of our own 

novelistic experience” (Stewart 193). Philip’s letter after Maggie leaves Stephen and returns to St. 

Ogg’s marks a huge change in him. He is no longer a possessive and self-centered would-be-

lover of Maggie. He not only acknowledges that “[he] was filled with selfish passion” but 

confirms that he finally “[has] dismantled love in order to become capable of loving” (MF 522; 

Deleuze and Guattari, TP 197):   

The new life I have found in caring for your joy and sorrow more than for what is directly 

my own, has transformed the spirit of rebellious murmuring into that willing endurance 

which is the birth of strong sympathy. I think nothing but such complete and intense love 

could have initiated me into that enlarged life which grows and grows by appropriating 

the life of others; for before, I was always dragged back from it by ever-present painful 

self-consciousness. I even think sometimes that this gift of transferred life which has 

come to me in loving you, may be a new power to me. (MF 523) 

Maggie’s depersonalized love when giving up Stephen becomes like a book to Philip. In reading 

and loving her, he could dismantle the painful boundary of subjectivity and be permeated to “the 

115
  Jonathan Loesberg also emphasizes the connection between “unreadability” and “sympathy” at the 

end. From Maggie’s parting from Stephen to the flood, Loesberg argues that the narrative moves away 

from “a coherent narrative” deliberately:  it is for “[constructing] a sympathy for Maggie that grows out 

of our awareness that her elopement and return cannot be read in any narratively satisfactory manner” 

(139). While some critics consider this “narrative anomaly” a breach of realism, Loesberg rather suggests 

that Eliot’s realism is to be faithful to “the moments of unreadability from which Tom, insisting on the 

hard rind of truth, recoils” (136, 138).  
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life of others,” the “gift of transferred life.” This experience is “complete and intense love” 

equivalent to “strong sympathy,” which Eliot tries to arouse in readers.  

What the flood anticipates from the reader finally happens to Tom when he sees Maggie 

coming to rescue him. Even if she says nothing about her tough expedition, “the full meaning of 

what had happened rushed upon his mind” when he sits “face to face with Maggie” (541): 

It came with so overpowering a force—such an entirely new revelation to his spirit, of the 

depths in life, that had lain beyond his vision which he had fancied so keen and clear, that 

he was unable to ask a question. They sat mutely gazing at each other: Maggie with eyes 

of intense life looking out from a weary, beaten face—Tom pale with a certain awe and 

humiliation. (541)  

When Philip moves outside of the border of subjectivity and is dissolved in love, he does not 

need Maggie’s explanation either: it seems like he is affected by Maggie’s depersonalized love 

itself. Likewise, Tom need not ask Maggie anything. Her presence in the flood itself tells and 

shows everything beyond the limitations of his cognitive and subjective frame. Now he can 

finally be swept by “so overpowering a force” and cross the border of his stubborn subjectivity, 

which is implied in his coming out of the mill. The “entirely new revelation” or the new vision 

beyond his frame is indescribable, for it lies at the virtual without any given language. He cannot 

explain nor master that vision but just feels “a certain awe and humiliation” as a subject does 

when entering another world. Helplessness, humiliation, and mysteriousness—all these are what 

a subject feels at first in love.  

Tom and Maggie, however, do not have a ‘happy’ ending: as soon as the boat comes to 

the current of the river again, they are drowned together. Some critics see their death as a “return 

to a pre-Oedipal fusion” (Hirsch 37). It is in keeping with the view that Maggie’s love for Tom 

signifies her unconscious desire to “restore her wholeness” (King 81). Yet, as their ‘boat ride’ 
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reminds readers of the one with Maggie and Stephen, “[t]heir death . . . is an unmistakable 

liebestod” (Richardson 752). Furthermore, “the orgasmic implications of Tom’s last words”—“It 

is coming, Maggie!” (MF 542)—suggest jouissance (Henson 109). As the subject becomes 

disintegrated, humiliated, and dismissed at the moment of “the jouissance of exploded limits,” 

Maggie and Tom’s last embrace in the flood rather indicates their (re)turn to the flood, the 

excessive force of amorous desire which demolishes the border. In other words, they become 

entirely depersonalized in love-flood and nullify all the boundaries between the past and present, 

the living and the dead, and dream and reality, which is expressed well in the last sentence 

describing their death: “brother and sister had gone down in an embrace never to be parted—

living through again in one supreme moment, the days when they had clasped their little hands in 

love, and roamed the daisied fields together” (MF 542). As McGowan points out, this image 

does not reflect their childhood correctly; it is rather “an unjustified, ‘arbitrary’ creation of 

Maggie’s imagination” (180). Whether it is true to the past or Maggie’s imagination is, however, 

not crucial. It is the virtual, another world they are in, where the boundary between a man and a 

woman, reason and feeling, ‘I’ and the Other, and finally of subjectivity is erased. They are no 

more Tom and Maggie, but “brother and sister,” multiplicities of multiplicities.  

Although the flood sweeps over the actual and lets the virtual slip into a crack, St. Ogg’s 

is restored, “but not all” (MF 543). No matter how small they are, it leaves traces in the 

environment of the town: “[t]he uptorn trees are not rooted again—the parted hills are left 

scarred” (543). More importantly, the flood and Maggie and Tom’s death certainly leave traces 

in Stephen, Lucy, and Philip. When they and other people who have experienced the flood die, it 

might be forgotten. Yet, the flood Maggie’s love summons is not meaningless. Before the flood, 

men in St. Ogg’s “lose their belief in volcanoes and earthquakes, thinking tomorrow will be as 

yesterday and the giant forces that used to shake the earth are for ever laid to sleep” (126). The 
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flood comes, though, and it could be repeated anytime. New St. Ogg’s, another society, and other 

people in the future are not entirely safe from the destructive force of amorous desire. The same 

holds true for the reader who would be the real target Eliot wants to affect. Feeling dismayed and 

disturbed, the reader now faces “the void of the text, the void of the flood” (Cervetti 23). It is up 

to each reader to decide to go back to his/her secure but confining frame of subjectivity or to be 

affected and dissolved into the uncertain and risky, but moral and passionate flow of love.  

Considering contradictions and controversies surrounding Maggie’s love as the salient 

feature of the novel, I have tried to explore them by using Deleuze’s (and Guattari’s) 

philosophies. It is indeed difficult to clarify and ascertain who Maggie is, for she does not 

represent the conventional subject with a strong and stable center, but rather a dissolved and 

passive self who cannot be kept in the frame. In the same vein, Maggie’s amorous desire called 

love must be different from the traditional conception of love. Love no longer establishes and 

secures the subject, but is an on-going experience of crossing and shattering the border of ‘I.’ In 

love for the beloved, ‘I’ is penetrated into, connected to, and imbued with the other, and finally, 

disappears into multiple becomings. That is why and how love can become the ethics: 

depersonalized in love, ‘I’ am the Monster and the Monster ‘I.’  

Someone might think that Maggie’s love then can no longer be viewed as heterosexual 

romantic love. In fact, Maggie loves not just Stephen, but her father, Tom, Philip, and Lucy 

equally passionately; moreover, her love flows into readers in the form of destructive flow, the 

flood. Yet, this rather confirms that Maggie’s love radically questions the conventional 

perceptions of romantic love itself. Heterosexual romantic love does not have to be feeling or 

experience that excludes others, promises a sense of belonging, and makes one the solid and 

stable subject. Through love for the beloved, ‘I’ could be out of the wall that secures and 

confines the subjectivity, and be a part of the ever-changing humanity. MF thus shows that 
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conceiving different love could not only deconstruct the conventional Cartesian subject but lead 

to imagine another notion of a subject and the structure. In order to live in the world after the 

flood, we do not have to and should not constrain what romantic love is.    
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The romantic myth has kept telling us that love makes one not only happy but perfect, 

stable, and unique; therefore, a marriage must be founded solely on pure love. Each of the texts 

that this dissertation analyzed dismantles this romantic myth by asking some questions of it. First, 

what if one loves the wrong person? In other words, what would happen if ‘I’ falls in love with 

not my soul mate—my other half—but the totally incomprehensible and bizarre Monster? Mary 

Elizabeth Braddon’s Aurora Floyd gives an answer to the question through presenting love 

between the typical Victorian male subject(s) and the woman who has a mysterious secret, which 

leads to the collapse of the powerful and solid subject. As soon as Talbot—the guardian of the 

border as a legitimate heir of the noble family and the Captain of the British imperial army—sees 

Aurora, the woman with a secret, he notices the danger of her incomprehensibility and tries to 

banish her beyond his boundary. The more ungraspable and mysterious she becomes, however, 

the more he is attracted to her, and he falls in love with her. Moreover, this love ultimately 

diminishes his power as the subject and almost makes him surrender to the Monster. Even after 

their disengagement, Aurora’s Monstrosity torments and, at the same time, fascinates Talbot. 

Aurora’s second husband John seems to accept and yield to this undefinable female Monster, 

unlike Talbot. Yet it turns out that his generosity rather suggests his ignorance and distortion of 

Aurora’s Monstrosity. When he cannot but face her secret, John suffers from the fragmentation 

of his subjectivity as Talbot does. While Talbot escapes to his family in order to secure his 

subjectivity, John adopts a masochistic way of thinking to recover his narcissism. Neither way 

eliminates the threat of the Monster altogether, but the narrative does that. By presenting 

Aurora’s first husband as the embodiment of her secret and killing him off, the narrative can 
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separate innocent and safe Aurora from the Monster; then, finally, the home and social order 

based on the mighty male subject can be restored. With this happy ending, however, Aurora’s 

power that makes every character, the narrator, and readers irresistibly and uncontrollably love 

her has all but gone: it leaves a more threatening message that passionate love is possible only 

when the beloved is the Monster. Two happy couples and their safe homes at the end cannot 

entirely erase the fascinating threat of the female Monster which has dominated almost four 

hundred pages of the novel.  

Why does the conventional love language still advocate the romantic myth, then, even 

though it turns out that romantic love can be so intimidating to the subject? How comes the 

subject needs the romantic myth of love? Answering these questions, George Meredith’s The 

Egoist exposes that the conventional conception of romantic love, in fact, serves the patriarchal 

male subject by dissecting the psychology of Willoughby, a representative type of Victorian 

domestic ideologies. A study of his hidden desires and fears in his romantic relationships 

demonstrates that first, the romantic myth is actually a part of the phallogocentric discourses, and 

second, what a man truly desires when confessing his love to the beloved is to be the god-like 

subject. Furthermore, the text shakes up the phallogocentric structure established on the 

conventional notion of the powerful, intact, and autonomous subject by revealing that that kind 

of subject is an illusion. The omnipotent subject in the beloved’s eyes, whom Willoughby 

considers as himself, is indeed a fantasy made by his beloved; Willoughby just performs that 

made-up reflection. It is Laetitia who creates and sustains this illusion of the strong male subject 

in The Egoist. It is, however, not because she can see Willoughby’s essential subjectivity and 

cherishes it, as the Victorian Angel in the House is supposed to do. She makes the illusion for her 

own sake: in other words, where a woman cannot be the subject, her desire to be the unique 

subject needs the fantasy of the perfect male subject as an inspiration for her imagination and a 
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medium that connects her to the world. In the conventional romantic heterosexual relationship, 

therefore, there no longer exist two united lovers who love each other but only remain two 

separate individuals who desire him/herself. It is the relationship between Clara and Vernon that 

conceives some different love removed from the narcissistic format of conventional love. As the 

inconsistent, conflicting, and nonautonomous female subject, i.e., a different subject, Clara 

cannot plainly express and explain herself with language in Patterne Hall, where Willoughby’s 

love language dominates. The love between Clara and Vernon also needs a new language, for 

their love makes each lover not desire but refuse to be the conventional subject. Hence, Clara and 

Vernon’s love is possible only outside of Patterne Hall, the Alps, which represents outside the 

Symbolic, i.e., the Real.  

The conventional conception of love turns out to be a part of romantic ideology; then, is 

it possible to envision a different kind of love? If possible, what kind of subject could experience 

another love distinct from the traditional one that serves the conventional subject? George Eliot’s 

The Mill on the Floss provides one way to think about the different love of a different subject, 

especially in the portrait of Maggie. Maggie is an incomprehensible character not only to other 

characters in the novel but also to many critics. This is because she is not like the traditional 

subject with a fixed center and firm will. Instead, she is full of disparities, incoherencies, and 

contradictions: she is progressive and regressive, rebellious and passive, and dangerously 

impulsive and suddenly self-sacrificing at the same time. In order to respect her inconsistency, I 

have suggested using a Deleuzian frame to explore Maggie as a dissolved subject in that 

Maggie’s excessive and insatiable desire lies at the heart of her alternative subjectivity. Not as 

the master of desire but a site where desire flows, Maggie, dissolved into the current of her 

limitless desires, crosses and nullifies the border of time, space, and subjectivity all the time, 

which could be seen particularly well in her dreaminess and love. Maggie and Stephen’s love 
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would be an experience of what Deleuze (and Guattari) call depersonalization, where the subject 

loses its mastery, agency, and center to be merged with a chain of multiple desires, to a part of 

which the beloved belongs. In their love, therefore, language and feeling have receded, whose 

place music and affect take: ‘I’ becomes passive, affected, and dissolved. As Maggie and 

Stephen’s boat-ride scene shows, this love ignores and destroys all the borders in reality: literally, 

their boat keeps moving across the border on the land, and figuratively, their passion violate 

social and moral norms. If the boat kept moving and took Maggie and Stephen to the open sea, 

the novel would meet a similar end like The Egoist. Maggie, however, returns to reality, escaping 

from Stephen’s attempt to reterritorialize her. She decides to leave him because she has already 

permeated into all the others around her because of her love: she cannot hurt them because they 

are always already her. In this context, Maggie’s love bears a close parallel to Eliot’s crucial idea 

of sympathy: it is to move out of the narrow frame of one’s subjectivity and to be connected with 

multiplicities called humanity. The flood at the end is a manifestation of Maggie’s love (and 

Eliot’s sympathy). It destroys all the boundaries of the real, social, and subject’s structure, and 

beyond these boundaries, Maggie could finally reach her most ungraspable and unattainable 

Other, Tom. Love eventually becomes the Monster that shatters the reality the conventional 

subject has dominated.  

In the Introduction, I posed these questions: Why does the Victorian novel make love 

serve the subject? Or, does the Victorian novel really describe love in that way? How does it 

construe the subject in love? I tried to discuss each question in terms of the Monster in each 

chapter of this dissertation. First, the Victorian novel does not always suggest that love can 

empower and solidify the subject; rather, it warns against passionate love in that one could madly 

and uncontrollably fall in love with the ungraspable Monster. Second, the reason why the 

conventional romantic narrative still defends the romantic myth of love is that woman’s love is 
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essential to creating and sustaining the illusion of the god-like patriarchal subject. By revealing 

the romantic ideology beneath the conventional discourse on love, the Victorian novel also 

indicates that the conventional Victorian male subject who is founded on the exploitation of 

woman’s love is indeed the hideous and self-alienated Monster. Lastly, the Victorian novel tries 

to conceive another subject’s another love distinct from the conventional ones. In the 

phallogocentric society, it is, of course, demanding and sometimes problematic to construe and 

delineate a different subject’s different love with given language; therefore, this new love is 

necessarily represented as the Monster. It is not only inconceivable but also potentially 

threatening to romantic ideology established on the conventional notion of love. Yet, the novel’s 

bold attempt to present an alternative conception of love certainly embarrasses and shocks 

readers, planting seeds of change. After all the discussions about heterosexual romantic love and 

the subject, all those questions raised in the Introduction could be summed up in one question: 

Does romantic love really serve the Cartesian subject in the Victorian novel? The answer must 

be negative: the Victorian novel, covertly or overtly, warns the fatal power of love to the subject. 

This conclusion can lead us to read other Victorian novels considered as a typical love 

story in a different way. Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights, for instance, is known as one of the 

most passionate and romantic love stories. Catherine and Heathcliff seem like an emblem of a 

perfect soul-mate, grandly declaring that each belongs to each. Their love, however, does not 

help to establish and protect the ordered structure centered on the solid and intact subjectivity; 

instead, it seems so violent and monstrous that it destroys the social norm, existing relationships, 

and even Catherine and Heathcliff themselves. Wuthering Hegiths suggests well how the 

conventional conception of romantic love gets to be Monstrous. In addition, we could think of 

many sensation novels and melodrama which were highly popular in the mid-nineteenth century. 

Most of them deal with heterosexual romantic relationships, but love in these novels always 
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brings death, tragedy, and torment together. Love gets to be described weirdly and threateningly 

more and more in the late nineteenth century. We could hardly find novels with happily married 

couples: those written by Hardy, Wilde, or Haggard almost equate love with hardship, madness, 

alienation, and pitfall. In short, love depicted in the Victorian novel does not always guarantee 

the subject’s stable and privileged foundation; rather, love, even disguised in the romantic myth, 

can be the Monster that threatens the subject at any time in the Victorian novel.  

This dissertation is in line with critics, especially feminist critics, who expose and 

criticize conventional romantic ideology, while it differs from them in that it does not see love in 

opposition to the female subject. My project is also a part of postmodern criticism that tries to 

deconstruct the conventional notion of the subject, to devise an alternative subject, and to study 

the heterosexual romantic love by using various theoretical frameworks which have not been 

used pretty much to consider heterosexual love. Given that the Cartesian subject, which is the 

main target of many postmodern critics, cannot be separated from the patriarchal subject in 

phallogocentric society, this dissertation goes along with feminism that denounces the male 

subject exploiting and excluding the Other including women. Hence, the subject that this 

dissertation criticized and targeted for deconstruction is mostly male characters in the text; in the 

same vein, I tried to find out an alternative subject in chiefly female characters. I did not intend 

to (re)establish or place the woman as the powerful, intact, and stable subject, i.e., the 

conventional subject. Instead, I focused on the possibility of the woman as the Monster who has 

been marginalized and shunned from the dominant discourse and ideologies so that the woman, I 

think, can provide a site, where a different subject who no longer needs the border between ‘I’ 

and the Other, can be envisioned. Of course, it does not mean that a man cannot be an alternative 

subject. Indeed, Vernon, Philip, and (arguably) Tom eventually break away from the confined 

castle of the conventional male subject and become someone new through love. 
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Nevertheless how a man could be an alternative subject, what the characteristics of this 

male alternative subject are, and how this different man will love a woman is not fully developed 

in this dissertation. In addition, while Maggie’s different love leaves deep marks on reality, how 

her alternative romantic relationship with her beloved will look (if she lives) is not thoroughly 

discussed either. What can be drawn from these two remaining issues is one question: how does 

the love of two male and female Monsters look, and how can their romantic relationship 

deconstruct the dominant ideological structure? Two Monsters’ love could take a non-exclusive 

relationship form—such as polyamory, friendship with sexual tension, or totally platonic 

relationship with deep sympathy towards each other—or it could be the extreme version of 

Aristophanes’ soul mates in Symposium—one person with two faces, four hands and legs, and 

two genitals, a real monster. Or, they could form a relationship which we have never thought of 

before. Whatever the form may be, this Monsters’ love would disturb and undermine the 

conventional discourses and ideas about love. This question, therefore, needs to be studied 

further in order to disrupt and dismantle the contemporary narrative of love, where the romantic 

ideology with a mask of the romantic myth still prevails.   
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